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The classic Shannon-Hartley law suggests that the achievable channel capacity
increases logarithmically with the transmit power. By contrast, the MIMO capacity
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transmit antennas, a linear capacity increase is achieved upon increasing the
transmit power, which justiﬁes the spectacular success of MIMOs...
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xiiiPreface
The family of recent wireless standards included the optional employment of MIMO tyechniques.
This was motivated by the observation according to the classic Shannon-Hartley law the achiev-
able channel capacity increases logarithmically with the transmit power. By contrast, the MIMO
capacity increases linearly with the number of transmit antennas, provided that the number of
receive antennas is equal to the number of transmit antennas. With the further proviso that the
total transmit power is increased proportionately to the number of transmit antennas, a linear
capacity increase is achieved upon increasing the transmit power, which justiﬁes the spectacular
success of MIMOs...
Hence this volume explores recent research advances in MIMO techniques as well as their
limitations. The basic types of multiple antenna-aided wireless systems are classiﬁed and their
beneﬁts are characterised. We also argue that under realistic propagation conditions, when for
example the signals associated with the MIMO elements become correlated owing to shadow fading,
the predicted performance gains may substantially erode. Furthermore, owing to the limited
dimensions of shirt-pocket-sized handsets the employment of multiple antenna elements at the
mobile station is impractical. In this scenario only the family of distributed MIMO elements
relying on the cooperation of potentially single-element mobile stations is capable of eliminating
the correlation of the signals impinging on the MIMO elements, as it will be discussed in the book.
The book also reports on a variety of avantgarde hybrid MIMO designs to set out promising future
research directions.
Our intention with the book is:
1. First, to pay tribute to all researchers, colleagues and valued friends, who contributed to
the ﬁeld. Hence this book is dedicated to them, since without their quest for better MIMO
solutions for wireless communications this monograph could not have been conceived. They
are too numerous to name here, hence they appear in the author index of the book. Our hope
is that the conception of this monograph on the topic will provide an adequate portrayal of
the community’s research and will further fuel this innovation process.
2. We expect to stimulate further research by exposing open research problems and by collating
a range of practical problems and design issues for the practitioners. The coherent further
eﬀorts of the wireless research community is expected to lead to the solution of the range of
outstanding problems, ultimately providing us with ﬂexible MIMO-aided wireless transceivers




The objective of this light-hearted introductory chapter is to provide a brief rudimentary expo-
sure of the pivotal aspects of the book. Our treatment in this chapter is conceptual, rather than
mathematically motivated, with the objective of characterizing the attainable diversity gains, mul-
tiplexing gains and beamforming gains. All issues touched upon in this chapter will be revisited
in a more rigorous mathematical approach in the remaining chapters.
Digital communication exploiting multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) wireless channels has
recently attracted considerable attention as one of the most signiﬁcant technical breakthroughs in
modern communications. Soon after its invention, the technology seems to have the potential to be
part of large-scale standards-driven commercial wireless products and networks such as broadband
wireless access systems, wireless local area networks (WLAN), third-generation (3G) networks and
beyond [1]. The 3G systems are expected to have the capability to support circuit and packet
data at high bit rates. Rates of 144 kilobits/second or higher in high mobility (vehicular) traﬃc,
384 Kbits/second for pedestrian traﬃc, and 2 Megabits/second or higher for indoor traﬃc are
targeted [2]. Wireless systems that employ multiple antennas provide a promising platform for
achieving such high rates because of the improved bit/symbol capacity compared to the single-
input single-output systems [3].
As shown in Figure 1.1, MIMO systems can be deﬁned as wireless communication systems
for which the transmitting end as well as the receiving end is equipped with multiple antenna
elements. The basic concept of MIMO is that the transmitted signals from all transmit antennas
are combined at each receive antenna element in such a way to improve the Bit Error Rate (BER)
performance or the data rate (bits/sec) of the transmission. Both the network’s quality of service
and the operator’s revenues can be increased signiﬁcantly because of this advantage of MIMO
systems. One can think of MIMO systems as an extension to smart antennas. However, the idea of
using antenna arrays for improving the wireless transmission was introduced several decades ago.
Space-time processing (STP) is the core concept of MIMO systems. Time is the natural dimen-
sion of digital communication data. Space refers to the spatial dimension inherent in the use of
multiple spatially distributed antennas. Most of the current interest in space-time coding (STC)
is driven by discoveries in the late 1980s and early 1990s that multiple antennas can exploit a rich
wireless scattering environment and beneﬁt from the multi-path fading nature of the wireless chan-
nel. Current research mostly focuses on channel modelling and measurement, and on the design
of modulation and coding techniques that take into consideration the two-dimensional nature of
STP (i.e. the space and time dimensions) [4].
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Figure 1.1: MIMO wireless transmission system
1.1 The Wireless Channel and the Concept of Diversity
The key characteristics of the mobile radio channel in contrast to the Gaussian channel are small-
scale fading and multipath propagation [5]. Small-scale fading, which is usually simply called
fading, refers to the rapid ﬂuctuation of signal strength over a short travel distance or period of
time. Fading is primarily caused by multipath propagation of the transmitted signal, which creates
replicas of the transmitted signal that arrive at the receiver with diﬀerent delays. These versions
of the transmitted signal combine either constructively or destructively at the receiver resulting in
ﬂuctuation in amplitude and phase of the resultant signal. Other factors that inﬂuence the small-
scale fading include speed of the mobile, speed of the surrounding objects and the transmission
bandwidth of the signal [5]. During severe fading, the transmitted signal cannot be determined
by the receiver unless some less attenuated version of it is available at the receiver. This usually
can be achieved by introducing some sort of diversity in the transmitted signal. The three most
common diversity techniques are [6]:
• Temporal Diversity: An example of temporal diversity is channel coding with time inter-
leaving. The receiver is provided with several versions of the transmitted signal as redundancy
in the temporal domain.
• Frequency Diversity: This type of diversity is based on the phenomenon that the structure
of multipath propagation depends on the frequency of the transmitted wave. Thus redun-
dancy in the frequency domain provides the receiver with several replicas of the transmitted
signal that experience diﬀerent fading at any particular time instance.
• Antenna or Space Diversity: In order to create space diversity, several spatially sep-
arated or diﬀerentially polarised antennas are employed. This would generate redundancy
of the transmitted signal in the spatial domain, where each replica would undergo diﬀerent
propagation path. In this context, diversity order refers to the number of decorrelated spa-
tial branches available at the transmitter or receiver, where the probability of losing a signal
decreases exponentially with increasing diversity order.
It is always desirable to employ all forms of diversity in order to combat the adverse eﬀects
of the wireless channel [7]. However, it becomes sometimes impractical to employ a particular
type of diversity in a speciﬁc situation [8]. For example, temporal diversity is ineﬀective in slow
fading channels especially for delay-sensitive applications. In addition, antenna diversity at the
mobile unit induces design impracticality. The most common systems that employ diﬀerent types
of diversity techniques for the sake of improving the performance of wireless transmission/reception
are STC and MIMO schemes. Next, a brief historical overview on space-time coding and MIMO
systems will be presented summarising the main contributions in this ﬁeld.1.2. Diversity and Multiplexing Tradeoﬀs in Multi-functional MIMO Systems 5
1.2 Diversity and Multiplexing Tradeoﬀs in Multi-functional
MIMO Systems
1.2.1 Classiﬁcation of Multiple-Input Multiple-Output Systems
Again, our objective in this light-hearted section is to provide a brief conceptual overview of the
material discussed in signiﬁcantly more detail in Parts I and III of the book. More speciﬁcally, we
will brieﬂy consider the design alternatives of diﬀerent Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO)
schemes, while considering the attainable diversity gains, multiplexing gains and beamforming
gains. Our easy-reading conceptual treatment in this section aims for avoiding the rigor of math-
ematics, which is left for the detailed approach of the remaining chapters.
Here we would like to commence with a brief classiﬁcation of diﬀerent MIMO schemes, which
are categorised as diversity techniques, multiplexing schemes, multiple access arrangements and
beamforming techniques. We then introduce two multi-functional MIMO families. These multi-
functional MIMOs are capable of combining the beneﬁts of several MIMO schemes and hence
they attain an improved performance in terms of both their Bit Error Ratio (BER) as well as
throughput. The ﬁrst multi-functional MIMO family represents the recently proposed Layered
Steered Space-Time Codes (LSSTC), which combines the triple beneﬁts of Space-Time Block
Codes (STBC), Vertical Bell Labs Layered Space-Time (V-BLAST) schemes and beamforming.
The other multi-functional MIMO scheme is referred to as Layered Steered Space-Time Spreading
(LSSTS) that combines the beneﬁts of Space-Time Spreading (STS), V-BLAST and beamforming
with those of the generalised Multi-Carrier Direct Sequence Code Division Multiple Access (MC
DS-CDMA). We also compare the attainable diversity, multiplexing and beamforming gains of the
diﬀerent MIMO schemes in order to document the advantages of the multi-functional MIMOs over
conventional MIMO schemes.
Recently, there has been an urging demand for ﬂexible and bandwidth-eﬃcient transceivers
capable of supporting the explosive expansion of the Internet and the continued dramatic increase
in demand for high-speed multimedia wireless services. Advances in channel coding made it feasible
to approach Shannon’s capacity limit in systems equipped with a single antenna [9], but fortunately
these capacity limits can be further extended with the aid of multiple antennas. Recently, Multiple-
Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) systems have attracted considerable research attention and it is
considered as one of the most signiﬁcant technical breakthroughs in contemporary communications.
Explicitly, the MIMO schemes can be categorised as diversity techniques, multiplexing schemes,
multiple access methods, beamforming as well as multi-functional MIMO arrangements, as shown
in Figure 1.2. Spatial diversity can be attained by employing multiple antennas at the transmitter
or the receiver. Multiple antennas can be used to transmit and receive appropriately encoded
replicas of the same information sequence in order to achieve diversity and hence to obtain an
improved BER performance. In the context of diversity techniques, the antennas are spaced as far
apart as possible, so that the signals transmitted to or received by the diﬀerent antennas experience
independent fading and hence we attain the highest possible diversity gain.
A simple spatial diversity technique, which does not involve any loss of bandwidth, is con-
stituted by the employment of multiple antennas at the receiver, where several techniques can
be employed for combining the independently fading signal replicas, including Maximum Ratio
Combining (MRC), Equal Gain Combining (EGC) and Selection Combining (SC), as shown in
Figure 1.2. Several transmit - rather than receive - diversity techniques have also been proposed
in the literature [10–13], as shown in Figure 1.2. In [10] Alamouti proposed a witty transmit
diversity technique using two transmit antennas, whose key advantage was the employment of low-
complexity single-receive-antenna-based detection, which avoids the more complex joint detection
of multiple symbols. The decoding algorithm proposed in [10] can be generalised to an arbitrary
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Figure 1.2: Classiﬁcation of MIMO Techniques.
al. [11] to generalise the concept of transmit diversity schemes to more than two transmit antennas,
contriving the generalised concept of Space-Time Block Codes (STBC). The family of STBCs is
capable of attaining the same diversity gain as Space-Time Trellis Codes (STTC) [12] at a lower
decoding complexity, when employing the same number of transmit antennas. However, a disad-
vantage of STBCs when compared to STTCs is that they employ unsophisticated repetition-coding
and hence provide no coding gain. Furthermore, inspired by the philosophy of STBCs, Hochwald
et al. [14] proposed the transmit diversity concept known as Space-Time Spreading (STS) for the
downlink of Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) that is capable of achieving the
highest possible transmit diversity gain.
Regretfully, the STBC and STS designs of [11,14] contrived for more than two transmit antennas
result in a reduction of the achievable throughput per channel use. An alternative idea invoked for
constructing full-rate STBCs for complex-valued modulation schemes and more than two antennas
was suggested in [15]. Here the strict constraint of perfect orthogonality was relaxed in favour of
achieving a higher data rate. The resultant STBCs were referred to as quasi-orthogonalSTBCs [15].
The STBC and STS designs oﬀer - at best - the same data rate as an uncoded single-antenna1.2.1. Classiﬁcation of Multiple-Input Multiple-Output Systems 7
system, but they provide an improved BER performance compared to the family of single-antenna-
aided systems by providing diversity gains. In contrast to this, several high-rate space-time trans-
mission schemes having a normalised rate higher than unity have been proposed in the literature.
For example, high-rate space-time codes that are linear both in space and time, namely the family
of the so-called Linear Dispersion Codes (LDC), was proposed in [13]. LDCs provide a ﬂexible
trade-oﬀ between emulating space-time coding and/or spatial multiplexing.
STBCs and STTCs are capable of providing diversity gains for the sake of improving the
achievable system performance. However, this BER performance improvement is often achieved
at the expense of a rate-loss, since STBCs and STTCs may result in a throughput-loss compared
to single-antenna-aided systems. As a design alternative, a speciﬁc class of MIMO systems was
designed for improving the attainable spectral eﬃciency of the system by transmitting diﬀerent
signal streams independently over each of the transmit antennas, hence resulting in a multiplexing
gain. This class of MIMOs subsumes Bell Labs’ Layered Space-Time (BLAST) scheme and its
relatives [16]. The BLAST scheme aims for increasing the system throughput in terms of the
number of bits per symbol that can be transmitted in a given bandwidth at a given integrity.
In contrast to the family of BLAST schemes, where multiple antennas are activated by a single
user for increasing the user’s throughput, Space Division Multiple Access (SDMA) [17] employs
multiple antennas for the sake of supporting multiple users. SDMA exploits the unique user-speciﬁc
Channel Impulse Response (CIR) of the diﬀerent users for separating their received signals. On
the other hand, in beamforming arrangements [17] typically λ/2-spaced antenna elements are used
for the sake of creating a spatially selective transmitter/receiver beam, where λ represents the
carrier’s wavelength. Beamforming is employed for providing a beamforming gain by mitigating the
eﬀects of various interfering signals, provided that they arrive from suﬃciently diﬀerent directions.
Additionally, beamforming is capable of suppressing the eﬀects of co-channel interference, hence
allowing the system to support multiple users by angularly separating them. Again, this angular
separation becomes feasible only on condition, if the corresponding users are separable in terms of
the angle of arrival of their beams.
Finally, multi-functional MIMOs, as the terminology suggests, combine the beneﬁts of several
MIMO schemes including diversity gains, multiplexing gains as well as beamforming gains. As
mentioned earlier, V-BLAST is capable of achieving the maximum attainable multiplexing gain,
while STBC can achieve the full achievable antenna diversity gain facilitated by the number of
independently fading diversity channels. Hence, it was proposed in [18] to combine these two tech-
niques in order to provide both antenna diversity and spectral eﬃciency gains. Furthermore, the
combined array processing proposed in [18] was improved in [19] by optimising the decoding order
of the diﬀerent antenna layers. An iterative decoding algorithm was proposed in [19] that results
in achieving the full receive diversity gain for the combined V-BLAST STBC system facilitated
by the number of independently fading diversity channels. On the other hand, in [20] the authors
presented a transmission scheme referred to as Double Space-Time Transmit Diversity (D-STTD),
which consists of two STBC layers at the transmitter that is equipped with four transmit anten-
nas, while the receiver is equipped with two antennas. Furthermore, in order to achieve additional
performance gains, beamforming has been combined both with spatial diversity as well as spa-
tial multiplexing techniques. STBC has been combined with beamforming in order to attain an
improved SNR gain in addition to the diversity gain [21].
This contribution provides a light-hearted perspective on further research advances in the ﬁeld
of multi-functional MIMO systems and demonstrates how diversity, multiplexing and beamforming
gains are achieved by multi-functional MIMOs. More explicitly, in Section 1.2.2 we elaborate on the
design of two novel multi-functional MIMOs, that are characterised by diversity gain, multiplexing
gain as well as beamforming gain. In Section 1.2.3 we quantify the achievable performance of the
diﬀerent MIMO schemes. A comparison of the diﬀerent MIMO schemes expressed in terms of their
diversity, multiplexing and beamforming gains is presented in Section 1.2.4, followed by our brief
conclusions.8 1. Problem Formulation, Objectives and Beneﬁts
1.2.2 Multi-functional MIMO Systems
Space-time codes have been designed for the sake of attaining the highest possible diversity gain,
where the diversity order of STBC schemes is (Nt × Nr), where Nt is the number of transmit
antennas and Nr represents the number of receive antennas. However, the STBC schemes were
not designed for attaining any multiplexing gain; quite the contrary, in some STBC designs there
is a rate loss, which results in a reduced throughput in comparison to Single-Input Single-Output
(SISO) systems. On the other hand, the V-BLAST scheme was designed for attaining the maximum
achievable multiplexing gain equal to the number of transmit antennas, although it does not attain
a high diversity gain. Therefore, the appealing concept of multi-functional MIMO schemes designed
for combining the beneﬁts of STBC and BLAST schemes arises, in order to provide both diversity
and multiplexing gains. Below we describe two novel multi-functional MIMO schemes that can
attain diversity gain, multiplexing gain and beamforming gain, while employing low-complexity
linear receivers.
1.2.2.1 Layered Steered Space-Time Codes
The ﬁrst multi-functional MIMO scheme combines the beneﬁts of the V-BLAST scheme, of STBCs
as well as of beamforming. Thus, the proposed system beneﬁts from the multiplexing gain of V-
BLAST, from the diversity gain of STBCs and from the SNR gain of the beamformer. This multi-
functional MIMO scheme was referred to as a Layered Steered Space-Time Code (LSSTC) [22].
A block diagram of the proposed LSSTC scheme is illustrated in Figure 1.3. The system’s
architecture in Figure 1.3 has Nt transmit Antenna Arrays (AA) spaced suﬃciently far apart in
order to experience independent fading and hence to achieve transmit diversity. The LAA number of
elements of each of the AAs are spaced at a distance of λ/2 for the sake of achieving a beamforming
gain. Furthermore, the receiver is equipped with Nr   Nt antennas. According to Figure 1.3, a
block of B input information symbols is serial-to-parallel converted to K groups of symbol streams
of length B1, B2,    , BK, where B1 +B2 +   +BK = B. Each group of Bk symbols, k ∈ [1,K],
is then encoded by a component space-time code STCk associated with mk transmit AAs, where
m1 + m2 +     + mK = Nt.
The LAA-dimensional spatio-temporal CIR vector spanning the mth transmitter AA, m ∈
[1,    ,Nt], and the nth receiver antenna, n ∈ [1,    ,Nr], can be expressed as hnm(t) = anm(t)δ(t−
τk), where τk is the signal’s delay and anm(t) is the CIR of the mnth link between the mth AA
and the nth receive antenna. Based on the assumption that the array elements are separated by
half a wavelength, we have anm(t) = αnm(t) dnm, where αnm(t) is a Rayleigh faded envelope and
dnm is an LAA-dimensional vector, whose elements are based on the Direction Of Arrival (DOA) of
the signal to the receiver. As for the AA-speciﬁc DOA, we consider a scenario where the distance
between the transmitter and the receiver is signiﬁcantly higher than that between the AAs and
thus we can assume that the signals arrive at the diﬀerent AAs in parallel, i.e. the DOA at the
diﬀerent AAs is the same. In this scenario, the MRC-criterion based transmit beamformer, which
constitutes an eﬀective solution to maximising the antenna gain, is the optimum beamformer.
The decoder applies Group Successive Interference Cancellation (GSIC) based on the Zero
Forcing (ZF) algorithm [18] for decoding the received signal. The most beneﬁcial decoding order
of the STC layers is determined on the basis of detecting the highest-power layer ﬁrst for the sake of
a high correct detection probability. For simplicity, let us consider the case of K = 2 STBC layers,
where layer 1 is detected ﬁrst, which allows us to eliminate the interference caused by the signal
of layer 2. However, the proposed concept is applicable to arbitrary STCs and to an arbitrary
number of layers K. For this reason, the decoder of layer 1 has to compute a matrix Q, so that we
have Q     H2 = 0, where   H2 represents the channel matrix of the second STBC layer whose nmth
element is αnm. Therefore, the decoder computes an orthonormal basis for the left null space of   H2
























































































Figure 1.3: Layered steered space-time code system block diagram.
Y suppresses the interference of layer 2 originally imposed on layer 1 and generates a signal which
can be decoded using Maximum Likelihood (ML) STBC detection. Then, the decoder subtracts
the remodulated contribution of the decoded symbols of layer 1 from the composite twin-layer
received signal Y. Finally, the decoder applies direct STBC decoding to the second layer, since the
interference imposed by the ﬁrst layer has been eliminated. This group-interference cancellation
procedure can be generalised to arbitrary Nt and K values.
1.2.2.2 Layered Steered Space-Time Spreading
The LSSTC scheme of Section 1.2.2.1 combines the beneﬁts of V-BLAST, STBC and beamforming
and hence is characterised by a diversity gain, a multiplexing gain as well as a beamforming gain.
However, a drawback of the LSSTC scheme is the fact that the number of receive antennas Nr
should be at least equal to the number of transmit antennas Nt. This condition is not very practical
for employing shirt-pocket sized Mobile Stations (MS) that are limited in size and complexity. The
LSSTC scheme can be applied in a scenario where two Base Stations (BS) cooperate or a BS is
communicating with a MIMO-aided laptop. Therefore, in order to allow communication between
a BS and a MS accommodating less antennas than the transmitting BS while employing simple
linear receivers, the Layered Steered Space-Time Spreading (LSSTS) scheme described below can
be employed.
A block diagram of the LSSTS scheme is shown in Figure 1.4. The LSSTS scheme combines
the beneﬁts of V-BLAST, STS and beamforming with generalised MC DS-CDMA [23] for the sake























































































































Figure 1.4: The kth user’s LSSTS aided Generalised MC DS-CDMA transmitter model.1.2.3. Expected Performance and Discussions 11
gain. The LSSTS scheme described in this section employs Nt=4 transmit antennas and Nr=2
receive antennas and employs a linear receiver to decode the received signal.
The system architecture employed in Figure 1.4 for the proposed scheme is equipped with Nt=4
transmit AAs spaced suﬃciently far apart in order to experience independent fading. The LAA
number of elements of each of the AAs are spaced at a distance of λ/2 for the sake of achieving
beamforming. The system can support K users transmitting at the same time and using the same
carrier frequencies, while they can be diﬀerentiated by the user-speciﬁc spreading code ¯ ck, where
k ∈ [1,K]. Additionally, in the generalised MC DS-CDMA system considered, the subcarrier fre-
quencies are arranged in a way that guarantees that the same STS signal is spread to and hence
transmitted by the speciﬁc V number of subcarriers having the maximum possible frequency sepa-
ration, so that they experience independent fading and achieve the maximum attainable frequency
diversity.
The system considered employs the generalised MC DS-CDMA scheme of [23] using UV number
of subcarriers. The transmitter schematic of the kth user is shown in Figure 1.3, where a block
of UNt data symbols x is Serial-to-Parallel (S/P) converted to U parallel sub-blocks. Afterwards,
each set of Nt symbols is S/P converted to G=2 groups, where each group is encoded using the
Ntg=2 antenna-aided STS procedure of [14], where the transmitted signal is spread to Ntg transmit
antennas with the aid of the orthogonal spreading codes of {¯ ck,1,¯ ck,2,    ,¯ ck,Ntg}, k=1,2,...,K.
The spreading codes ¯ ck,1 and ¯ ck,2 are generated from the same user-speciﬁc spreading code ¯ ck as
in [14]. The discrete symbol duration of the orthogonal STS codes is NtgNe, where Ne represents
the kth user’s TD spreading factor.
The UNt outputs of the UG number of STS blocks modulate a group of subcarrier frequencies
{fu,1,fu,2,...,fu,V }. Since each of the U sub-blocks is spread to and hence conveyed with the aid
of V subcarriers, a total of UV number of subcarriers are required in the MC DS-CDMA system
considered. The UV number of subcarrier signals are superimposed on each other in order to
form the complex-valued modulated signal for transmission. Finally, according to the kth user’s
channel information, the UV Nt signals of the kth user are weighted by the transmit weight vector
w
(k)
uv,n determined for the uvth subcarrier of the kth user, which is generated for the nth AA.
Assuming that the system employs a modulation scheme transmitting D bits-per-symbol, then
the bandwidth eﬃciency of the LSSTS aided Generalised MC DS-CDMA system is given by 2UD
bits-per-channel-use.
The uvth CIR considered in the case of LSSTS is the same as that considered in the previous
section for LSSTC. Assuming that the K users’ data are transmitted synchronously over a disper-
sive Rayleigh fading channel, decoding is carried out in two steps, ﬁrst SIC is performed according
to [20], followed by the STS decoding procedure of [14].
Finally, after combining the k=1st user’s identical replicas of the same signal transmitted
by spreading over V number of subcarriers, the decision variables corresponding to the symbols
transmitted in the uth sub-block can be expressed as   x1,u =
 V
v=1   x1,uv. Therefore, the decoded
signal has a diversity order of 2V . More explicitly, second order spatial diversity is attained from
the STS operation and a diversity order of V is achieved as a beneﬁt of spreading by the generalised
MC DS-CDMA scheme, where the subcarrier frequencies are arranged in a way that guarantees
that the same STS signal is spread to and hence transmitted by the speciﬁc V number of subcarriers
having the maximum possible frequency separation, so that they experience as independent fading
as possible.
1.2.3 Expected Performance and Discussions
In this section we compare the BER performance of the diﬀerent MIMO schemes to that of the SISO
system. We compare BPSK modulated systems, while considering transmissions over correlated
Rayleigh fading channels associated with a normalised Doppler frequency of 0.01.12 1. Problem Formulation, Objectives and Beneﬁts






























Figure 1.5: BER performance comparison of the SISO, STBC, V-BLAST, LSSTC and LSSTS schemes,
while communicating over a correlated Rayleigh fading channel associated with a normalised
Doppler frequency of fd=0.01.
Table 1.1: Comparison of the gains achieved by various MIMO schemes.
Nt Nr LAA V Number of Diversity Multiplexing Beamforming
Layers Order Order Order
2 Nr 1 1 1 2 × Nr 1 1
STBC 4 Nr 1 1 1 4 × Nr 1/2 1
8 Nr 1 1 1 8 × Nr 1/2 1
2 2 1 1 2 1 2 1
V-BLAST 4 4 1 1 4 1 4 1
ZF-SIC 8 8 1 1 8 1 8 1
4 4 LAA 1 2 4 2 LAA
LSSTC 8 8 LAA 1 2 16 1 LAA
8 8 LAA 1 4 4 4 LAA
LSSTS 4 2 LAA V 2 2 × V 2 LAA1.2.4. Diversity versus Multiplexing Tradeoﬀs in MIMO Systems 13
According to Figure 1.5, the V-BLAST system employing (Nt,Nr)=(4,4) antennas has a
slightly better BER performance than the SISO system, despite its quadrupled throughput. Also
observe in Figure 1.5 that the slope of the BER curves of both the V-BLAST and of the SISO
system is similar, which suggests that V-BLAST does not attain a high diversity gain, but it is
capable of attaining a high multiplexing gain. Additionally, Figure 1.5 shows that the STBC sys-
tem employing (Nt,Nr)=(2,1) attains a better BER performance than the SISO and V-BLAST
schemes due to the diversity gain attained by the STBC. Further diversity gain can be attained by
the four-antenna aided STBC employing four receive antennas, which results in a diversity order of
16. As shown in Figure 1.5 the four-antenna-aided STBC scheme employing four receive antennas
is capable of attaining around 15 dB gain at a BER of 10−5 over the twin-transmit-antenna aided
STBC system using Nr=1. However, a drawback of the four-antenna aided system is that it results
in a throughput loss, where four symbols are transmitted in eight time slots, resulting in a rate of
1/2.
Observe in Figure 1.5 that the LSSTS scheme employing (Nt,Nr)=(4,2) and V =1 attains an
identical BER performance to that of the twin-transmit-antenna aided STBC system. This means
that the LSSTS scheme employing V =1 has a diversity order of 2 similar to the twin-antenna aided
STBC. On the other hand, the LSSTS scheme attains twice the throughput of the twin-transmit-
antenna aided STBC scheme. Additionally, when V is increased from 1 to 4, the achievable BER
performance improves due to the additional frequency diversity gain attained.
A further performance improvement is attained by the LSSTC scheme in conjunction with
(Nt,Nr)=(4,4) compared to the LSSTS scheme. The LSSTC scheme employs more antennas than
the LSSTS scheme and hence attains both a higher diversity order as well as a better BER perfor-
mance. Furthermore, Figure 1.5 shows the performance improvements attained by beamforming,
where the LSSTC scheme employing LAA=4 attains around 6 dB performance improvement at a
BER of 10−5 over its counterpart employing LAA=1, provided that the DOA is perfectly known.
Finally, a comparison between the STBC and LSSTC schemes using (Nt,Nr)=(4,4) reveals that
the STBC arrangement attains a better performance than the LSSTC scheme employing LAA=1.
This is due to the fact that the STBC scheme has a higher diversity gain, while the LSSTC scheme
attains a throughput that is 4 times that of its STBC counterpart.
1.2.4 Diversity versus Multiplexing Tradeoﬀs in MIMO Systems
According to our previous discussions, diﬀerent MIMO schemes have diﬀerent structures and hence
a diﬀerent BER as well as throughput performance. Explicitly, the STBC scheme is capable of
attaining the highest possible spatial diversity gain, while having no multiplexing gain, in fact,
some STBC structures result in a throughput loss. On the other hand, the V-BLAST scheme is
capable of achieving the maximum possible multiplexing gain, while attaining a low diversity gain,
depending on the choice of the V-BLAST decoder employed. Furthermore, we have introduced
the LSSTC and LSSTS multi-functional MIMO designs that are capable of attaining diversity,
multiplexing as well as beamforming gains.
Table 1.1 compares the diversity, multiplexing and beamforming gains of the diﬀerent MIMO
schemes for diﬀerent conﬁgurations. In Table 1.1, Nt and Nr stand for the number of transmit and
receive antennas, respectively, while LAA represents the number of elements per transmit AA and
V denotes the number of subcarriers employed by the generalised MC DS-CDMA system. Addi-
tionally, the number of layers represents the number of antenna layers that is used for transmitting
diﬀerent data symbols at the same time, for the sake of attaining a multiplexing gain.
As shown in Table 1.1, the STBC schemes are capable of attaining a full diversity order of
(Nt × Nr), while achieving no multiplexing or beamforming gain. By contrast, in the case of
four-antenna and eight-antenna aided STBC schemes, the multiplexing gain is 1/2, resulting in
half the throughput of the SISO scheme. For example, in the four-antenna aided STBC scheme,
four symbols are transmitted in eight time slots and similarly for the eight-antenna aided STBC14 1. Problem Formulation, Objectives and Beneﬁts
scheme, eight complex-valued symbols are transmitted in 16 time slots. On the other hand, as
shown in Table 1.1, the V-BLAST scheme can attain a multiplexing gain of Nt, since the diﬀerent
antennas transmit diﬀerent symbols in the same time slot. For example, for the V-BLAST scheme
employing (Nt,Nr)=(4,4), the transmitter transmits four diﬀerent symbols from the four diﬀerent
antennas in the same time slot, which results in a quadrupled multiplexing gain in comparison to
that of the SISO scheme. Observe in Table 1.1 that the diversity order of V-BLAST employing
the ZF-SIC is 1 for diﬀerent (Nt,Nr) conﬁgurations. The diversity order of the V-BLAST scheme
employing ZF-SIC is (Nr − Nt + 1).
The LSSTC scheme combines the beneﬁts of STBC, V-BLAST as well as of beamforming, as
discussed earlier. This becomes clear in Table 1.1, where it is shown that the LSSTC scheme
attains a diversity gain, a multiplexing gain as well as a beamforming gain. In the case of the
(Nt,Nr)=(4,4) conﬁguration, two twin-antenna STBC layers are implemented, which results in a
diversity order of 4 and a multiplexing order of 2. This is due to the fact that four symbols are
transmitted from the four transmit antennas in two time slots. Additionally, when LAA elements
are used per AA, then a beamforming gain can be attained. In the (Nt,Nr)=(8,8) conﬁgura-
tion, two diﬀerent schemes can be implemented. The ﬁrst scheme is a two-layer one with each
layer constituted of a four-antenna STBC scheme. The other conﬁguration employs four layers
of the twin-antenna STBC scheme. The two conﬁgurations result in the diﬀerent diversity and
multiplexing gains shown in Table 1.1.
Finally, in the LSSTS scheme four transmit and two receive antennas are employed, where the
transmit antennas are separated into two STS layers. The diversity order achieved by the LSSTS
scheme is (2 × V ) as discussed in Section 1.2.2.2. The multiplexing order of the LSSTS scheme is
2, since four symbols are transmitted in two time slots. Moreover, the LSSTS scheme is capable
of attaining a beamforming gain, when LAA > 1 elements per AA are used.
In this section a brief classiﬁcation of MIMO schemes was presented based on their attainable
diversity, multiplexing or beamforming gains. We also investigated the design of multi-functional
MIMO schemes that are capable of combining the beneﬁts of several MIMO schemes and hence
attaining diversity, multiplexing as well as beamforming gains. More explicitly, we introduced
two multi-functional MIMO schemes: LSSTC and LSSTS. The LSSTC combines the beneﬁts of
STBC, V-BLAST as well as beamforming, while the LSSTS combines the advantages of STS,
V-BLAST and beamforming with those of generalised MC DS-CDMA, while supporting multiple
users. Finally, a comparison between the BER performance as well as the diversity, multiplexing
and beamforming gains of the diﬀerent MIMO schemes reveals that multi-functional MIMOs are
capable of attaining an improved performance over STBC and V-BLAST schemes.
1.3 Coherent vs. Non-Coherent Detection for STBCs Using
Co-located and Cooperative Antenna Elements
1.3.1 Motivation
Again, our objective in this conceptually motivated section is to provide a brief overview of the
material discussed in intricate detail in Part II of the monograph. More speciﬁcally, we will brieﬂy
consider the design alternatives of various STBCs documented in the open literature, focussing our
attention on the so-called orthogonal design approach and on the layered method. We introduce
the generalized concept of the linear dispersion space-time coding architecture, which allows us to
strike a compromise between the above-mentioned two approches. We will also demonstrate that
the powerful linear dispersion structure is capable of unifying the entire suite of existing schemes.
As a further beneﬁt, it oﬀers extra design ﬂexibility so that diverse system requirements can
be satisﬁed. Furthermore, after characterizing the fundamental relationship between STBCs and
Diﬀerential STBCs (DSTBCs), we highlight the beneﬁts of non-coherently detected schemes, which1.3.2. Evolution of Space-Time Block Codes 15
are capable of exploiting the advantages of multiple antennas, while circumventing the potentially
excessive burden of multi-antenna channel estimation. Additionally, we will demonstrate that
the linear dispersion structure can also be applied in systems, where the multiple-antenna array
is formed in a distributed fashion by multiple single-antenna-aided cooperating mobile stations.
Hence, the design of co-located and cooperative MIMO systems aiming for achieving diversity is
linked from a linear dispersion perspective.
As argued above, apart from employing multiple antennas at the transmitter and receiver in a
’co-located’ fashion, a Virtual Antenna Array (VAA) may also be formed by a group of cooperating
single-antenna-aidedmobile stations. The resultant cooperative MIMO system is capable of oﬀering
similar degrees of freedom to those of a co-located MIMO system having independently fading signal
impinging on the antenna elements. In other words, the distributed MIMO elements are capable
of mimicking the functionality of the co-located MIMO elements.
The advantage of a MIMO system can be exploited in two ways: to increase the reliability
of the system by providing a diversity gain [24] and/or to increase the data rate by providing
multiplexing gain [24]. In fact, it has been shown that there is a fundamental tradeoﬀ between the
achievable diversity gain and the attainable multiplexing gain for a given MIMO system [24]. The
term spatial multiplexing gain refers to the fact that one can use multiple antennas to achieve a
higher throughput at the cost of an increased SNR requirement. On the other hand, the concept of
spatial diversity is to provide multiple independently fading replicas of the transmitted signal for
the receiver with the aid of the MIMO channel. If indeed these replicas are faded independently,
it is unlikely that all copies of the transmitted signal are in a deep fade simultaneously. Therefore,
the receiver is expected to reliably decode the transmitted signal using these independently faded
received signals. Finally, apart from the ’spatial’ dimension, diversity can also be achieved in both
the temporal as well as the frequency domains.
In many practical scenarios, reliable wireless communications may not be guaranteed, even
when multiple antennas have been employed. For example, when large-scale shadow fading con-
taminates the wireless links, all the channels tend to fade together rather than independently,
hence eroding the achievable diversity gain. Therefore, the concept of ’cooperative diversity’ [25]
has been proposed in the literature, which is a technique designed for providing diversity using the
single antennas of other nodes in the cellular network as ’virtual’ antennas.
In this section the design philosophies of spatial-diversity-oriented Space-Time Block Codes
(STBCs) designed for open-loop MIMO systems are presented from a unique linear dispersion
perspective. More explicitly, Section 1.3.2 demonstrates various design guidelines of STBCs and
presents a general framework to unify all the existing coherently detected STBCs found in the
open literature. Section 1.3.3 exploits the linkage between coherently detected STBCs and non-
coherently detected STBCs having no Channel State Information (CSI), which enables our general
framework to incorporate the subclass of diﬀerential encoding/decoding techniques. Similarly, Sec-
tion 1.3.4 examines the fundamental linkage between co-located and cooperative MIMO systems.
Hence, cooperative STBCs can be created by applying the general linear dispersion framework.
The expected performance is illustrated in Section 1.3.5, along with the related brief conclusions.
1.3.2 Evolution of Space-Time Block Codes
In order to exploit both the spatial as well as temporal domains oﬀered by a MIMO system, STBCs
transmit a signal matrix S conveying the source information. For a MIMO system having M
transmit and N receive antennas, a STBC scheme can be designed to transmit Q symbols using T
channel slots. The STBC scheme may be described by the parameter combination (MNTQ) having
the normalized throughput of R = Q/T. In other words, the concept of STBCs is to design a set
of matrices S satisfying both the throughput as well as diversity order requirements under certain
complexity constraints. However, the number of matrices to be designed may become excessive,
when the system is operating at a high normalized throughput facilitated by a high number of16 1. Problem Formulation, Objectives and Beneﬁts
antennas. This challenge was mainly addressed from two perspectives in the open literature,
namely from the orthogonal and the layered approaches, both of which will be highlighted below.
1.3.2.1 Orthogonal Approach
The ’orthogonal’ approach was ﬁrst proposed in [10], which was later generalized in [26]. The
philosophy behind Orthogonal STBCs (OSTBCs) is that the space-time signal matrix S has to be
an orthogonal/unitary matrix, where the orthogonality embedded in S is capable of decoupling
the transmitted multi-antenna-coded symbol streams into independent single-antenna symbols.









Although the associated single-stream decoding procedure is appealing, the orthogonality of the
multi-antenna streams limits the choice of modulation schemes and restricts the antenna conﬁg-
urations supported. Hence, the OSTBCs are unable to reach a high normalized throughput. On
the other hand, when relaxing the above-mentioned orthogonality of the OSTBCs, a potentially
higher normalized throughput can be achieved, as exempliﬁed by the family of Quasi-Orthogonal
STBCs (QOSTBCs) [15].
Furthermore, the design of OSTBCs involves the inevitable throughput versus diversity gain
tradeoﬀ characterized in [27]. This is because each spatial and temporal slot is used to convey either
a new symbol to increase the throughput or a redundant symbol to attain diversity. However, with
the aid of the recent advances in high-throughput full-diversity 1 STBCs [28], it has been shown
that it is not necessary to sacriﬁce the throughput in favor of achieving diversity or vice versa.
The philosophy of these schemes is that they impose redundancy on the space-time codeword, but
additional diversity gain can be achieved by spreading the information across both the spatial and
temporal domains. We will elaborate on this idea in more detail using Linear Dispersion Codes
(LDCs) [28] [29] in Section 1.3.2.3.
1.3.2.2 Layered Approach
The motivation of introducing a ’layered’ structure into the STBCs is that of supporting high-
throughput communications, as exempliﬁed by schemes such as Bell Labs’ Layered-Space-Time
(BLAST) architecture [16]. Although conventional BLAST-type schemes were not designed for
achieving diversity, they provide a new insightful angle for STBC designs. For example, the G2
STBC of Equation (1.1) can be considered as a scheme consisting two layers. The ﬁrst layer
only conveys the information symbol s1, which is ’repetition-coded’ and mapped to one of the
diagonals of Equation (1.1). The second layer contains the symbol s2, which is mapped to the
other diagonal of Equation (1.1). Each layer occupies half of the four spatial and temporal slots
and the inherent orthogonality enables the receiver to separate the two layers to facilitate sim-
ple single-layer decoding. Since having more layers has the promise of an increased normalized
throughput, the question of how many layers can a STBC codeword accommodate arises. In the
literature, the authors of [30] proposed a class of STBCs employing a unitary Time Variant Linear
Transformation (TVLT), which is capable of transmitting using T layers, while maintaining a nor-
malized throughput of R = M. Furthermore, high-throughput Threaded Algebraic Space-Time
Block Codes (TASTBCs) [31] were proposed in order to support up to M number of adaptively
reconﬁgurable layers. One of the intriguing features of both TVLTs and TASTBCs is that both of
them are capable of achieving the full attainable spatial diversity order of MN, while maintaining
a high throughput. This is guaranteed by mapping the signals of each layer across all the antennas,
1Using the average pairwise symbol error probability analysis technique [26], it follows that the maximum at-














Figure 1.6: The space-time codeword S employing the linear dispersion structure.
in order to achieve spatial diversity, as exempliﬁed in Equation (1.1). Again, this philosophy will
be further augmented using the linear dispersion structure below.
1.3.2.3 Linear Dispersion Codes
At this stage of our discussions, the challenge of STBC design becomes that of ﬁnding an ap-
propriate way of relaxing the orthogonality, while maintaining the maximum diversity order of
MN. Alternatively, we may cast this design dilemma as contriving a ’layered’ structure capable
of exploiting all the spatial and temporal diversity resources available for a single layer, while
supporting multiple layers. Remarkably, these design objectives may be satisﬁed by the family
of LDCs proposed by Hochwald and Hassibi [29]. The revolutionary concept of LDCs [28] [29]
invokes a matrix-based linear modulation framework, where each space-time transmission matrix
S is generated by a linear combination of so-called dispersion matrices and the weights of the
components are determined by the associated transmitted symbol vector. More explicitly, given
an information symbol vector K = [s1,s2,...,sQ]T constituted by symbols of an arbitrary modu-
lation constellation, the transmitted space-time matrix S may be deﬁned as [28] S =
 Q
q=1 Aqsq,
where each symbol sq is dispersed to the M spatial- and T temporal dimensions using a speciﬁc
dispersion matrix Aq ∈ ζM×T and S is attained by the linear combination of all the weighted
dispersion matrices. The schematic of the LDCs is speciﬁcally visualized in Figure 7.4.
Hence, it is beneﬁcial to revisit the OSTBCs of Section 1.3.2.1 using the linear dispersion
structure of Figure 1.6. More explicitly, if each individual dispersion matrix Aq is an orthogonal
matrix and the set of dispersion matrices are orthogonal to each other, the resultant space-time
codeword S has to be an orthogonal/unitary matrix achieving full diversity [32]. This design
philosophy is that of the family of Linear STBCs (LSTBCs) [32]. Furthermore, by appropriately
choosing the set of dispersion matrices depicted in Figure 1.6, the degree of orthogonality can be
adjusted, leading to an increased design ﬂexibility.
When compared to the layered STBCs discussed in Section 1.3.2.2, the LDCs of Figure 1.6
consist of Q layers corresponding to the number of symbols transmitted per space-time block.
Since the parameter Q is unrestricted, LDCs are capable of supporting an arbitrary number of
layers. Furthermore, rather than using only some of the (M × T) slots available, each layer of
the LDCs spans all the dimensions available, resulting in a high number of legitimate dispersion
matrices. However, it may not be feasible to perfectly separate the high number of superimposed
layers, unless sophisticated multi-stream receivers are used.
In summary, the LDCs of Figure 1.6 subsume all the above-mentioned space-time block codes
exhibiting diverse characteristics by simply employing diﬀerent sets of dispersion matrices. Hence,
the LDCs provide a natural framework for satisfying diverse design criteria. Below, we oﬀer a
range of further remarks concerning LDCs.18 1. Problem Formulation, Objectives and Beneﬁts
• LDCs are suitable for arbitrary transmit and receive antenna conﬁgurations, combined with
arbitrary modulation schemes;
• The maximum achievable diversity order of an LDC scheme is N   min(M,T). This implies
that increasing T beyond M does not provide any further advantage in terms of an increased
diversity, whereas having T < M could decrease the maximum achievable spatial diversity
order. As expected, the receive diversity order is determined by the number of receive
antennas N alone. For the proof of the theorem please refer to [28].
• Every transmitted signal launched from each antenna is the linear combination of all the
information symbols weighted by a set of dispersion matrices of Figure 1.6, which ensures
that diﬀerent replicas of the same information symbol are attainable. In other words, LDCs
demonstrate that spatial diversity can also be achieved without transmitting redundant in-
formation at the cost of reducing the normalized throughput R.
• All the dispersion matrices Aq of Figure 1.6 can be described with the aid of the a single
Dispersion Character Matrix (DCM) χ speciﬁed by χ = [vec(A1),vec(A2),...,vec(AQ)],
where the vec() operation represents the vertical stacking of the columns of an arbitrary
matrix. The beneﬁt of using a single DCM is that there is no need to design Q number of
separate dispersion matrices.
• The linear nature of Figure 1.6 enables the receiver to recover the source information, pro-
vided that the CSI is perfectly known at the receiver.
As far as the design of the set of dispersion matrices or the DCM is concerned, in their original
form, the LDCs [29] were optimized to maximize the ergodic capacity. In practice, the channel’s
input is constituted by non-Gaussian symbols, such as discrete-amplitude PSK and QAM signals,
where a Discrete-input Continuous-output Memoryless Channel (DCMC) is encountered. There-
fore, the more pertinent DCMC capacity is employed to optimize the LDCs [33]. Naturally, other
optimization criteria can also be imposed on the DCM. For example, the authors of [28] speciﬁcally
designed the LDCs to maximize the ergodic capacity, while maintaining a low BER. On the other
hand, LDCs can also be optimized using the so-called determinant criterion [26], where having a
non-vanishing determinant is guaranteed.
1.3.3 Diﬀerential STBCs Using Colocated Antenna Elements
The primary focus of the codes discussed in Section 1.3.2 has been the case, where the receiver has
the knowledge of the CSI. In practice, the knowledge of the CSI is typically acquired using a channel
sounding sequence, which has an exponentially increasing complexity as a function of the number
of antennas. Furthermore, the relative frequency of estimating the channel has to be increased
proportionately to the Doppler frequency. Finally, an excessive number of training symbols may
be required. Hence, precious transmit power as well as valuable bandwidth are wasted. Therefore,
diﬀerentially encoded low-complexity schemes, dispensing with pilot-based channel estimation and
invoking non-coherent detection became attractive.
The conventional Diﬀerential PSK (DPSK) designed for single antenna aided systems diﬀeren-
tially encodes the information between successive transmission symbols, thus the information can
be recovered without the knowledge of the CSI, provided that the CSI does not change substantially
between them. A DPSK scheme is constituted by the serial concatenation of a PSK modulator
and a diﬀerential encoder. Here, we extend this philosophy to multiple antenna aided systems and
the schematic of the resultant Diﬀerential STBC (DSTBC) system is portrayed in Figure 1.7.
More explicitly, the ’space-time mapper’ of Figure 1.7 maps the n-th diﬀerentially encoded
transmission matrix Sn to all the spatial and temporal slots, whereas the ’diﬀerential encoder’ of
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Figure 1.7: Schematic of a DLDC(MNTQ) scheme equipped with M transmit and N receive antennas
and employing the Cayley transform, while transmitting Q symbols over T time slots using
Sn.
space-time coded information matrix. Furthermore, this diﬀerential encoding process restricts the
set of matrices Xn to be unitary, otherwise, the product Sn = XnXn−1    X1 may become zero,
inﬁnity, or both in diﬀerent spatial and temporal directions. In other words, the challenge of
designing DSTBCs can be described as that of designing a family of STBCs, where
all the space-time matrices Xn are unitary.
Recall that the OSTBCs detailed in Section 1.3.2.1 generate orthogonal/unitary matrices by
default, hence they become natural candidates for employment in DSTBC designs. Since the LDCs
exhibit a high design ﬂexibility as demonstrated in Section 1.3.2.3, it is desirable to retain the linear
dispersion architecture in the diﬀerential design. Hence, the ’space-time encoding’ block of Fig-
ure 1.7 is conﬁgured to generate space-time codewords ˜ Xn obeying the linear dispersion structure
of Figure (1.6). However, even if each individual dispersion matrix is a unitary matrix, there is
no guarantee that their weighted sum ˜ Xn will automatically become a unitary matrix. Hence, the
’Cayley transform’ [13] block of Figure 1.7 is introduced in order to provide an eﬃcient way of
projecting the linearly-structured matrix ˜ Xn into a unique unitary matrix Xn, which potentially
facilitates the diﬀerential encoding of Figure 1.7. Apart from its additional computational com-
plexity, the Cayley transform requires the employment of real-valued modulation schemes in order
to generate the unitary matrices. Also note that the DSTBCs typically suﬀer from a 3dB penalty
in comparison to the STBCs having perfect CSI, owing to the doubled equivalent channel noise
encountered during the detection.
In summary, the design of DSTBCs based on coherently detected STBCs is facilitated by the
’unitary’ constraint. Furthermore, the philosophy of LDCs may be extended to the diﬀerential
encoding domain and the resultant Diﬀerential Linear Dispersion Codes (DLDCs) based on the
Cayley transform [34] provide a general framework for DSTBCs. Consequently, DLDCs are capable
of supporting arbitrary antenna conﬁgurations as well as a dynamically reconﬁgurable throughput.
Similarly to LDCs, all the dispersion matrices of a DLDC scheme can be characterized by a single
DCM. On the other hand, the performance of DLDCs is aﬀected by the rate of Doppler-induced
channel ﬂuctuations.20 1. Problem Formulation, Objectives and Beneﬁts
1.3.4 Cooperative STBCs Using Distributed Antenna Elements
The STBC techniques detailed in Sections 1.3.2 and 1.3.3 provide promising solutions in the context
of co-located MIMO systems requiring reliable wireless communications at high rates. However,
it may not always be practical to accommodate multiple antennas at the mobile stations, owing
to cost, size and other hardware limitations. A further limitation of having co-located MIMO
elements is that even at relatively large element separations their elements may not beneﬁt from
independent fading, when subjected to shadow-fading imposed for example by large-bodied vehicles
or other shadowing local paraphernalia. As a remedy, the concept of cooperative MIMOs have been
proposed for cellular systems as an attempt to attain a better communication eﬃciency beyond
that permitted by a single node’s resources. More speciﬁcally, a group of mobile nodes, known as
relays, ’shares’ their antennas with other users to create a VAA to provide spatial diversity gain.
Owing to the philosophical similarities between the cooperative MIMO and the co-located
MIMO systems, numerous space-time block coding techniques have been ’transplanted’ into relay-
aided schemes in order to achieve cooperative diversity, based on either Amplify-and-Forward (AF)
strategies or Decode-and-Forward (DF) arrangements. It was Laneman and Wornell [25] who ﬁrst
proposed to employ OSTBCs for cooperative MIMO systems, where each relay transmits according
to a diﬀerent column of the orthogonal STBC matrix. In this section, we focus our attention on
the employment of the LDC structure in the context of cooperative MIMO systems, namely in
twin-layer Cooperative LDCs (CLDCs).
Figure 1.8 portrays the schematic of the cooperation-aided UpLink (UL) system using the
above-mentioned twin-layer CLDC. As seen in Figure 1.8, each transmission block consists of two
intervals, namely the broadcast interval of duration T1 and the cooperation interval of length T2.
This scheme supports the cooperation of M number of relays transmitting Q information symbols
per block to the base station equipped with N receive antennas, provided that the total number
of channel uses T obeys T = T1 + T2.
The assumptions and the rationale of this model are summarized as follows:
• All the relays of Figure 1.8 are assumed to transmit synchronously. Quasi-synchronous trans-
missions can be accomplished, when the relative delays between the relays are signiﬁcantly
shorter than the symbol duration;
• All the nodes of Figure 1.8 are assumed to have a single antenna and hence operate in
half-duplex mode, i.e. at any point of time, a node can either transmit or receive. This
constraint is imposed, in order to prevent the high-power transmit signal from contaminating
the low-power received signal, for example, by the non-linear distortion-induced out-of-bound
emissions routinely encountered at the transmitter.
• All the relays of Figure 1.8 transmit and receive on the same frequency as the source node,
in order to avoid wasting or occupying additional bandwidth;
• No communication is permitted between the relays, in an eﬀort to minimize the total network
traﬃc. The relays may use the same previously unallocated time-slot for their reception and
transmission;
• Since the simple AF strategy is adopted, only linear combination operations are performed
at the relays before retransmitting the signals dispersed to the cooperating MIMO elements
to the BS;
• We conﬁne the total number of channel uses of the twin-layer CLDC scheme of Figure 1.8 to
T. Hence, by appropriately adjusting the parameters T1 or T2, diﬀerent degrees of freedom
can be provided for the broadcast interval as well as for the cooperation interval;
• At any given time, the total transmit power of the twin-layer CLDC scheme of Figure 1.8 is
normalized to unity.1.3.4. Cooperative STBCs Using Distributed Antenna Elements 21
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Figure 1.8: Schematic of the cooperation-aided uplink system employing twin-layer Cooperative Linear
Dispersion Codes (CLDCs).22 1. Problem Formulation, Objectives and Beneﬁts
During the broadcastinterval T1, the ﬁrst-layerdispersion matrix χ1 is responsible for dispersing
the source information vector K = [s1,...,sQ]T to all the T1 temporal slots. The resultant
space-time codeword S1 of Figure 1.8 is transmitted through independent source-to-relay Rayleigh
fading channels. The received signal vector of the m-th relay is Rm. During the cooperation
interval T2, the relays form a VAA and cooperatively transmit the space-time codeword S2 of
Figure 1.8 to the BS based on CLDC’s second-layer dispersion matrix. More explicitly, the process
of forming the cooperative space-time codeword S2 for the cooperation interval is also visualized in
Figure 1.8. Each relay contributes one row of the cooperative space-time codeword S2 by dispersing
the corresponding normalized received signal vector θRm = θ[r1
m,...,rT1
m ]T to the available T2
temporal slots using the pre-assigned dispersion matrix. Again, the dispersion matrices from
all the relays can be characterized by a single DCM χ2. Hence, the receiver can recover the
source information by exploiting the linearity of the CLDCs, provided that the CSI as well as
the dispersion matrices χ1 and χ2 are known at the receiver. Since only T2 time slots are used
for achieving cooperative diversity and the relays only have access to the noisy version of the
transmitted information, the maximum achievable diversity order of the CLDCs becomes D ≈
N   min(M,T2).
Hence, we conclude that the fundamental diﬀerence between cooperative and co-located MIMO
systems is the existence of the broadcast interval, which is used by the relays to attain preferably
perfect but typically imperfect source information, depending on the speciﬁc cooperation strategy
employed. As a result, instead of employing a single DCM as in the LDC scheme, the CLDC
scheme requires a pair of DCMs (χ1,χ2) in order to characterize the transmission regime of both
the broadcast interval and of the cooperation interval, respectively.
1.3.5 Performance for Imperfect Channel Estimates and Shadow-Fading
In this section, we provide a set of comparisons between the family of LDCs, DLDCs and CLDCs
in order to evaluate their advantages as well as limitations, when communicating in small-scale or
large-scale fading scenarios as well as when having perfect or imperfect CSI at the receiver. All
the simulation parameters were listed in Table 1.2. Observe in Table 1.2 that we set M = T and
assume that the channels were subjected to Rayleigh fading having fd = 10−2 in order to enable the
adequate operation of the DLDCs based on the Cayley transform. Hence, the group of LDCs and
DLDCs have the potential to achieve the full attainable diversity order of D = N  min(M,T) [28]
in comparison to the reduced maximum diversity order D ≈ N   min(M,T2) of the CLDCs.
For Comparison A of Table 1.2, Figure 1.9 characterizes the achievable throughput of the group
of LDCs, DLDCs and CLDCs recorded at BER=10−4, when the wireless channels were subjected
to small-scale Rayleigh fading and perfect CSI was available at the receiver. Observe in Figure 1.9
that the class of LDCs is capable of operating at the lowest SNR at a certain throughput. The
group of DLDCs suﬀers from the usual 3dB SNR penalty in comparison to that of the LDCs, since
no CSI was exploited. The family of CLDCs operates at SNRs further away from that of the LDCs,
owing to their reduced achievable diversity order as well as due to having the noisy rather than
perfect version of the source information.
For Comparison B of Table 1.2, Figure 1.10 characterizes the eﬀective throughput of the LDCs,
the DLDCs and the CLDCs of Table 1.2 recorded at BER=10−4, when the wireless channels
were subjected to small-scale Rayleigh fading and the receiver has imperfect CSI. We assume
that the channel estimation errors obey the Gaussian distribution and the degree of the CSI
estimation errors is governed by the ratio ω (dB) with respect to the received signal power. Hence,
the perfect CSI scenario corresponds to ω = −∞. Observe in Figure 1.10 that the family of
DLDCs demonstrated a signiﬁcant advantage over the LDCs at a high throughput, even when
the channel estimation errors were as low as ω = −10dB. Since the group of CLDCs has an error
ﬂoor higher than BER=10−4, the associated throughput curve was omitted from Figure 1.10. This
phenomenon suggested that the CLDCs are more sensitive to the channel estimation errors than1.3.5. Performance for Imperfect Channel Estimates and Shadow-Fading 23
Table 1.2: Comparison of the LDCs of Section 1.3.2.3, the DLDCs of Section 1.3.3 and the CLDCs of
Section 1.3.4, when communicating over small-scale/large-scale fading channels and having
perfect/imperfect CSI at the receiver.
LDC DLDC CLDC
M 3 3 3
N 2 2 2
T 3 3 T1 = 1,T2 = 2
Q 1,2,3 1,2,3 1,2,3
Modulation BPSK BPSK BPSK
Mapping Gray mapping Gray mapping Gray mapping
Detector ML ML ML
Doppler frequency fd = 10−2 fd = 10−2 fd = 10−2
Diversity D = 6 D = 6 D ≈ 4
Comparison A Small-scale Rayleigh fading, perfect CSI in Figure 1.9
Comparison B Small-scale Rayleigh fading, imperfect CSI in Figure 1.10
Comparison C Large-scale shadowing, perfect CSI in Figure 1.11















































Figure 1.9: Throughput comparison for the LDCs of Section 1.3.2.3, the DLDCs of Section 1.3.3 and
the CLDCs of Section 1.3.4 recorded at BER=10
−4, when communicating over small-scale
Rayleigh fading channels and assuming that the perfect CSI was known by the receiver. All
the system parameters were summarized in Table 1.2.24 1. Problem Formulation, Objectives and Beneﬁts











































LDC(323Q), ω = −10dB
LDC(323Q), ω = −9dB
DLDC(323Q)
Figure 1.10: Throughput comparison for the LDCs of Section 1.3.2.3, the DLDCs of Section 1.3.3 and
the CLDCs of Section 1.3.4 recorded at BER=10
−4, when communicating over small-scale
Rayleigh fading channels and having imperfect CSI governed by ω (dB). All the system
parameters were summarized in Table 1.2.












































LDC(323Q), shadowing with Ω=6dB
DLDC(323Q), shadowing with Ω=6dB
CLDC(323Q), no shadow fading
Figure 1.11: Throughput comparison for the LDCs of Section 1.3.2.3, the DLDCs of Section 1.3.3 and
the CLDCs of Section 1.3.4 recorded at BER=10
−4, when the channels were subjected to
large-scale shadowing and assuming that the perfect CSI was known at the receiver. All the
system parameters were summarized in Table 1.2.1.4. Historic Perspective and Sate-of-the-art Contributions 25
the LDCs. This is because the CLDCs require the CSI knowledge of both the source-to-relay
and the relay-to-destination channels in comparison to the classic single-phase direct transmission
regime of co-located MIMO systems.
Finally, in Comparison C of Table 1.2, Figure 1.11 characterizes the throughput of the LDCs,
the DLDCs and the CLDCs of Table 1.2 recorded at BER=10−4, when the communication channels
were subjected to shadowing and the receiver had access to perfect CSI. The shadow fading eﬀect
was assumed to have log-normal distribution and was governed by a random Gaussian variable
having zero mean and a standard deviation of Ω (dB). Observe in Figure 1.11 that the family
of CLDCs designed for the cooperative MIMO systems has the best ability to combat the eﬀect
of large-scale shadowing with the aid of relays. Compared to the small-scale Rayleigh fading
performance curves of Figure 1.9, the SNR required for the group of LDCs in Table 1.2 to maintain
a BER of 10−4 increased by about 17dB, even though the receiver had access to perfect CSI.
Again, our investigations indicate that the LDCs obeying the structure of Figure 1.6 are ideal
for small-scale fading environments, when near-perfect CSI is available. On the other hand, the
DLDCs having the structure of Figure 1.7 constitute the most appropriate solution, when the
CSI is unavailable or the channel estimation would impose severe errors. Finally, when large-scale
shadowing dominates the achievable performance, the family of CLDCs obeying the structure of
Figure 1.8 remains capable of maintaining reliable wireless communications.
In conclusion of this brief section, the design guidelines of diverse STBCs schemes found in
the open literature were considered. More explicitly, we demonstrated that the linear dispersion
structure uniﬁes the orthogonal approach as well as the layered architecture. The ﬂexibility of the
LDCs allows them to be designed according to diverse constraints and to be adopted to various
MIMO scenarios. Furthermore, the linkage between STBCs and DSTBCs may be established with
the aid of the ’unitary’ constraint, which enables us to invoke the LDC structure also in the dif-
ferential encoding domain. In the case of cooperative MIMO systems, the ﬂexible linear structure
remains applicable, but an additional dipersion character matrix is required to characterize the
transmissions during the broadcast interval. Finally, the rudimentary performance results pro-
vided explicitly demonstrated the suitable application scenarios for the various LDCs, DLDCs and
CLDCs considered.
1.4 Historic Perspective and Sate-of-the-art Contributions
1.4.1 Colocated MIMO Techniques
MIMO systems exhibit higher capacity than single-antenna-aided systems. Multiple antennas can
be used to provide diversity gains and hence a better BER performance or multiplexing gains, in
order to attain a higher throughput. Additionally, multiple antennas can be used at the transmitter
or receiver in order to attain a beamforming gain. On the other hand, multiple antennas can be
employed in order to attain diversity gains, multiplexing gains as well as beamforming gains as
shown in Figure 1.2. The terminology of colocated MIMOs refers to the systems, where the multiple
antennas are located at the same transmitter or receiver station. In the sequel, we give an overview
of the family of multiple antennas, when used for achieving diversity, multiplexing or beamforming
gains.
1.4.1.1 Diversity Techniques
Communication in the presence of channel fading has been one of the grand research challenges in
recent times. In a fading channel, the associated severe attenuation often result in decoding errors.
A natural way of overcoming this problem is to allow the receiver to have several replicas of the
same transmitted signal, while assuming that at least some of them are not severely attenuated.26 1. Problem Formulation, Objectives and Beneﬁts
Year Author(s) Contribution
1959 Brennan [35] introduced and provided analysis for the three combining tech-
niques: selection combining, maximum ratio combining and equal
gain combining.
1991 Wittneben [36] proposed a bandwidth-eﬃcient transmit diversity technique,
where diﬀerent base stations transmit the same signal.
1993 Wittneben [37] proposed a modulation diversity scheme in a system equipped with
multiple transmit antennas.
Seshadri et al. [38] proposed a transmit diversity scheme that was inspired by the
delay diversity design of Wittneben [37].
1994 Winters [39] proved that the diversity advantage of the scheme proposed in [36]
is equal to the number of transmit antennas.
1996 Eng et al. [40] Compared several diversity combining techniques in a Rayleigh
fading transmission with coherent detection and proposed a new
second order selection combining technique.
1998 Alamouti [10] discovered a transmit diversity scheme using two transmit anten-
nas with simple linear processing at the receiver.
Tarokh et al. [12] proposed a complete study of design criteria for maximum diver-
sity and coding gains in addition to the design of space-time trellis
codes.
1999 Tarokh et al. [11,
26]
generalised Alamouti’s diversity scheme [10] to more than two
transmit antennas.
Guey [41] derived the criterion for designing the maximum transmit diversity
gain.
2001 Hochwald et al. [14] proposed the twin-antenna-aided space-time spreading scheme.
Jafarkhani et
al. [15]
designed rate-one STBC codes which are quasi-orthogonal and
provide partial diversity gain.
2002 Hassibi et al. [13] proposed the LDCs that provide a ﬂexible trade-oﬀ between space-
time coding and spatial multiplexing.
Stoica et al. [42] compared the performance of STBC when employing diﬀerent
estimation/detection techniques and proposed a blind detection
scheme dispensing with the pilot symbols transmission for chan-
nel estimation.
Table 1.3: Major coherent spatial diversity techniques (Part 1).
This technique is referred to as diversity, where it is possible to attain diversity gains by creating
independently fading signal replicas in the time, frequency or spatial domain.
Spatial diversity can be attained by employing multiple antennas at the transmitter or the
receiver. Multiple antennas can be used to transmit and receive the same information sequence in
order to achieve diversity and hence to obtain an improved BER performance. A simple spatial
diversity technique, which does not involve any loss of bandwidth, is constituted by the employment
of multiple antennas at the receiver. In case of narrowband frequency-ﬂat fading, the optimum
combining strategy in terms of maximising the SNR at the combiner output is Maximum Ratio
Combining (MRC) [9,35,43]. Additionally, other combining techniques have been proposed in
the literature, as shown in Figure 1.2, including Equal Gain Combining (EGC) [35] and Selection
Combining (SC) [9]. All the three combining techniques are said to achieve full diversity order,
which is equal to the number of receive antennas [40].
On the other hand, the idea of transmit diversity corresponds to the transmission of the same
signal over multiple transmit antennas at the same time within the same bandwidth. The ﬁrst1.4.1. Colocated MIMO Techniques 27
Year Author(s) Contribution
2003 Wang et al. [44] derived upper bounds for the rates of complex orthogonal STBCs.
Su et al. [45] introduced the concept of combining orthogonal STBC designs
with the principle of sphere packing.
2005 Zhang et al. [46] derived the capacity and probability of error expressions for
PSK/PAM/QAM modulation with STBC for transmission over
Rayleigh-, Ricean- and Nakagami-fading channels.
2006 Liew et al. [47] studied the performance of STTC and STBC in the context of
wideband channels using adaptive orthogonal frequency division
multiplex modulation.
2007 Alamri et al. [48] modiﬁed the SP demapper of [45] for the sake of accepting the
a priori information passed to it from the channel decoder as
extrinsic information.
2008 Luo et al. [49] combined orthogonal STBCs with delay diversity and designed
special symbol mappings for maximising the coding advantage.
Table 1.4: Major coherent spatial diversity techniques (Part 2).
bandwidth-eﬃcient transmit diversity scheme was proposed in [36] and it was shown that the di-
versity advantage of this scheme is equal to the number of transmit antennas [39,50,51]. In [10]
Alamouti discovered a witty transmit diversity technique using two transmit antennas, whose
key advantage was the employment of simple linear processing at the receiver, which is based on
Maximum-Likelihood (ML) detection. The decoding algorithm proposed in [10] can be generalised
to an arbitrary number of receive antennas using MRC, EGC or SC. Alamouti’s achievement in-
spired Tarokh et al. [11,26] to generalise the transmit diversity scheme to more than two transmit
antennas, contriving the concept of Space-Time Block Codes (STBC). The family of STBCs is
capable of attaining the same diversity gain as Space-Time Trellis Codes (STTC) [12,52] at lower
decoding complexity, when employing the same number of transmit antennas. However, a disad-
vantage of STBCs when compared to STTCs is that they provide no coding gain [9], as documented
for example in [47].
Inspired by the philosophy of STBCs, Hochwald et al. [14] proposed the transmit diversity con-
cept known as Space-Time Spreading (STS) for the downlink of Wideband Code Division Multiple
Access (WCDMA) [53] that is capable of achieving the highest possible transmit diversity gain.
The STBC and STS designs contrived for higher number of transmit antennas results in a reduction
of the achievable transmission rate and hence in a reduction of the attainable bandwidth eﬃciency.
An alternative idea for constructing full-rate STBCs for complex modulation schemes and more
than two antennas was pursued in [15,51]. Here the strict constraint of perfect orthogonality was
relaxed in favour of a higher data rate. The resultant STBCs were referred to as quasi-orthogonal
STBCs [15].
The STBC and STS designs oﬀer at best the same data rate as an uncoded single-antenna
system, but they provide an improved BER performance as compared to the family of single-
antenna-aided systems by providing diversity gains. In contrast to this, several high-rate space-
time transmission schemes having a normalised rate higher than one have been proposed in the
literature. For example, high-rate space-time codes that are linear in space and time, namely the
so-called Linear Dispersion Codes (LDC), were proposed in [13]. LDCs provide a ﬂexible trade-oﬀ
between achieving space-time coding and spatial multiplexing.
Additionally, the concept of combining orthogonal transmit diversity designs with the principle
of Sphere Packing (SP) was introduced by Su et al. [45] in order to maximise the achievable coding
advantage, where it was demonstrated that the proposed SP aided STBC scheme was capable
of outperforming the conventional orthogonal design based STBC schemes of [10,11]. A further28 1. Problem Formulation, Objectives and Beneﬁts
Year Author(s) Contribution
1998 Tarokh et al. [54] proposed a detection algorithm for the Alamouti scheme [10] dis-
pensing with channel estimation.
1999 Tarokh et al. [55] proposed a diﬀerential encoding/decoding of Alamouti’s
scheme [10] with PSK constellations.
2000 Hochwald et al. [56] proposed a diﬀerential modulation scheme for transmit diversity
based on unitary space-time codes.




proposed a diﬀerential detection scheme for the multiple antenna
STBC [11].
2002 Schober et al. [59] proposed non-coherent receivers for diﬀerential space-time modu-
lation (DSTM) that can provide satisfactory performance in fast
fading unlike the conventional diﬀerential schemes that perform
poorly in fast fading.
2003 Hwang et al. [60,61] extended the scheme of [58] to QAM constellations.
2004 Nam et al. [62] extended the scheme of [60, 61] to four transmit antennas and
QAM constellations.
2005 Zhu et al. [63] proposed a diﬀerential modulation scheme based on quasi-
orthogonal STBCs, which when compared with that of [58] results
in a lower BER and provides full diversity.
2007 Song et al. [64] proposed a new class of quasi-orthogonal STBCs and presented
a simple diﬀerential decoding scheme for the proposed structures
that avoids signal constellation expansion.
Table 1.5: Major diﬀerential spatial diversity techniques.
advance was proposed in [48], where the SP demapper of [45] was modiﬁed for the sake of accepting
the a priori information passed to it from the channel decoder as extrinsic information. The major
coherent spatial diversity techniques are summarised in Tables 1.3 and 1.4.
A common feature of all the above-mentioned schemes is that they use coherent detection,
which assumes the availability of accurate Channel State Information (CSI) at the receiver. In
practice, the CSI of each link between each transmit and each receive antenna pair has to be
estimated at the receiver either blindly or using training symbols. However, channel estimation
invoked for all the antennas substantially increases both the cost and complexity of the receiver.
Furthermore, when the CSI ﬂuctuates dramatically from burst to burst, an increased number of
training symbols has to be transmitted, potentially resulting in an undesirably high transmission
overhead and wastage of transmission power. Therefore, it is beneﬁcial to develop low-complexity
techniques that do not require any channel information and thus are capable of mitigating the
complexity of MIMO-channel estimation.
A detection algorithm designed for Alamouti’s scheme [10] was proposed in [54], where the
channel encountered at time instant t was estimated using the pair of symbols detected at time
instant t − 1. The algorithm, nonetheless, has to estimate the channel during the very ﬁrst time
instant using training symbols and hence is not truly diﬀerential. Tarokh and Jafarkhani [55,65]
proposed a diﬀerential encoding and decoding algorithm for Alamouti’s scheme [10] using real-
valued phasor constellations and hence the transmitted signal can be demodulated both with
or without CSI at the receiver. The resultant diﬀerential decoding aided non-coherent receiver
performs within 3 dB from the coherent receiver assuming perfect channel knowledge at the receiver.
The diﬀerential scheme of [55] was restricted to complex-valued PSK modulation. The twin-
antenna-aided diﬀerential STBC scheme of [55] was extended to QAM constellations in [60,61].
Diﬀerential STBC (DSTBC) schemes designed for multiple antennas were proposed in [58] for1.4.1. Colocated MIMO Techniques 29
real-valued constellations. Afterwards, the authors of [60,62] developed a DSTBC scheme that
supports non-constant modulus constellations combined with four transmit antennas. This exten-
sion, however, requires the knowledge of the received power in order to appropriately normalise the
received signal. The received power was estimated blindly using the received diﬀerentially encoded
signals without invoking any channel estimation techniques or transmitting any pilot symbols.
In [56], a diﬀerential modulation scheme was proposed for the sake of attaining transmit diversity
based on unitary space-time codes [66]. The proposed scheme can be employed in conjunction with
an arbitrary number of transmit antennas. Around the same time, a similar diﬀerential scheme
was also proposed in [57] based on the employment of group codes.
Zhu et al. [63] proposed a diﬀerential modulation scheme based on quasi-orthogonal STBCs,
which were compared to that of [58] and resulted in a reduced BER as a beneﬁt of providing
full diversity. Additionally, a new class of quasi-orthogonal STBCs was proposed in [64], which
presented a simple diﬀerential decoding scheme that avoids signal constellation expansion. The
major contributions on diﬀerential spatial diversity techniques are summarised in Table 1.5.
1.4.1.2 Multiplexing Techniques
STBC and STTC are capable of providing diversity gains for the sake of improving the achievable
system performance. However, this BER performance improvement is often achieved at the expense
of a rate loss since the STBC and STTC may result in a throughput loss compared to single-
antenna-aided systems. As a design alternative, a speciﬁc class of MIMO systems was designed for
improving the attainable spectral eﬃciency of the system by transmitting the signals independently
from each of the transmit antennas, hence resulting in a multiplexing gain.
The basic principle of spatial multiplexing can be summarised as follows. The source bit se-
quence at the transmitter side is split into Nt sequences, which are modulated and then transmitted
simultaneously from the Nt transmit antennas using the same carrier frequency. At the receiver
side, interference cancellation is employed in order to separate the diﬀerent transmitted signals.
In the case of narrowband frequency ﬂat fading, there are several decoding algorithms designed
for interference cancellation at the receiver side of the spatial multiplexing systems. The diﬀerent
receivers can be characterised by a tradeoﬀ between the achievable performance and the complexity
imposed. A low-complexity receiver is constituted by the Zero-Forcing (ZF) or the Minimum Mean
Square Error (MMSE) technique [67,68]. However, when we employ the ZF receiver, the attainable
BER performance is typically poor in addition to imposing the condition that the number of receive
antennas should be at least equal to the number of transmit antennas. The optimum receiver is the
Maximum Likelihood (ML) receiver [69], which is capable of achieving full diversity gain, i.e. the
same diversity order, as the number of receive antennas. However, a major drawback of the ML
receiver is its complexity that grows exponentially with the number of transmit antennas and the
number of bits per symbol employed by the modulation scheme. Fortunately, the complexity of the
ML decoders can be reduced by employing sphere decoders [70–72] that are capable of achieving
a similar performance to the ML decoders at a fraction of their complexity.
In [73] Foschini proposed a multi-layer MIMO structure, known as the Diagonal Bell Labs
Layered Space-Time (D-BLAST) scheme2, which is in principle capable of approaching the sub-
stantial capacity of MIMO systems. The D-BLAST signal may be subjected to low-complexity
linear processing for decoding the received signals. However, the diagonal approach suﬀers from a
potentially high implementation complexity that led Wolniansky et al. to propose another version
of BLAST, which is known as Vertical BLAST (V-BLAST) [16]. In V-BLAST, each transmit
antenna simultaneously transmits independent data over the same carrier frequency band. At the
receiver side, provided that the number of receive antennas is higher than or equal to the number
2The diagonal approach implies that the signal mapped to the consecutive antenna elements is delayed in time,
which has the potential of subjecting the delayed signal components of a space-time symbol to more independent
fading, hence leading to a potential diversity gain.30 1. Problem Formulation, Objectives and Beneﬁts
Year Author(s) Contribution




introduced the vertical BLAST architecture for reducing the im-
plementation complexity of the diagonal approach.
1999 Golden et al. [74] provided the ﬁrst real-time BLAST demonstrations.
2001 Benjebbour et
al. [75]
introduced the minimum mean square error receiver for V-BLAST




studied the combination of BLAST architecture with that of a
turbo code to improve its performance.
2003 Wubben et al. [77] proposed a detector for improving the attainable performance of
V-BLAST.
2004 Zhu et al. [78] proposed a complexity-reduction algorithm for BLAST detectors.
2005 Huang et al. [79] proposed a new detection algorithm for BLAST based on the con-
cept of particle ﬁltering and provided a near ML performance at
a reasonable complexity.
Table 1.6: Major spatial multiplexing techniques.
of transmit antennas, a low complexity serial decoding algorithm may be applied to detect the
transmitted data. The V-BLAST transceiver is capable of providing a substantial increase of a
speciﬁc user’s eﬀective bit-rate without the need for any increase in the transmitted power or the
system’s bandwidth. However, its impediment is that it was not designed for exploiting transmit
diversity. Furthermore, the decision errors of a particular antenna’s detector propagate to other
bits of the multi-antenna symbol, when erroneously cancelling the eﬀects of the sliced bits from
the composite signal. The V-BLAST detector ﬁrst selects the layer3 with the largest SNR and
estimates the transmitted bits of that layer, while treating the other layers as interference. The
detected symbol is then subtracted from the received signal and then the layer with the second
highest SNR is selected for decoding. The procedure is repeated for all the layers. The BER
performance of each layer is diﬀerent and it depends on the received SNR of each layer. The ﬁrst
decoded layer has the highest SNR, while the layers detected later have a higher diversity order,
since they suﬀer from less interference.
The BLAST detection algorithm is based on Successive Interference Cancellation (SIC), which
was originally proposed for multiuser detection in CDMA systems [80]. Several BLAST detectors
have been proposed in the literature for either reducing the complexity [81–86] or for improving
the attainable BER performance [77,87–92]. An alternative design approach contrived for spatial
multiplexing using less receive antennas than transmit antennas was proposed in [93] based on group
Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) detection. In [76,94] a spatial multiplexing scheme referred to as
Turbo-BLAST was proposed, which uses quasi-random interleaving in conjunction with an iterative
receiver structure, in order to separate the individual layers. The major spatial multiplexing
techniques are summarised in Table 1.6.
1.4.1.3 Beamforming Techniques
According to Sections 1.4.1.1 and 1.4.1.2, it becomes clear that multiple antennas can be used
for the sake of attaining either spatial diversity or spatial multiplexing gains. However, multiple
antennas can also be used in order to improve the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) at the receiver or
the Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) in a multi-user scenario. This can be achieved
3The layer in the case of the V-BLAST corresponds to each of the transmit antennas.1.4.1. Colocated MIMO Techniques 31
by employing beamforming techniques [17,95]. Beamforming constitutes an eﬀective technique of
reducing the multiple access interference, where the antenna gain is increased in the direction of
the desired user, whilst reducing the gain towards the interfering users.
In a wireless communications scenario the transmitted signals propagate via several paths and
hence are received from diﬀerent directions/phases at the receiver. If the directions of the diﬀerent
propagation paths are known at the transmitter or the receiver, then beamforming techniques can
be employed in order to direct the received beam pattern in the direction of the speciﬁed antenna
or user [96,97]. Hence, signiﬁcant SNR gains can be achieved in comparison to a single antenna
system. On the transmitter side, when the Direction of Arrival (DOA) of the dominant paths at
the receiver is known for the transmitter, then the transmit power is concentrated in the direction
of the target user, where less power is wasted in the other directions.
On the other hand, beamforming can be used in order to reduce the co-channel interference
or multiuser interference. When using beamforming, each user adjusts his/her beam pattern to
ensure that there are nulls in the directions of the other users, while there is a high directivity in
the direction of the desired receiver [17,98]. Hence, the system attains an SINR gain.
1.4.1.4 Multi-functional MIMO Techniques
V-BLAST is capable of achieving full multiplexing gain, while STBC can achieve full antenna
diversity gain. Hence, it was proposed in [18] to combine the two techniques to provide both
antenna diversity and spectral eﬃciency gains. More speciﬁcally, it was proposed that the antennas
at the transmitter be partitioned into layers, where each layer uses STBC. At the receiver side,
successive group interference cancellation can be applied to each layer before decoding the signals
using ML STBC decoding. Therefore, by combining V-BLAST and STBC, an improved transmit
diversity gain can be achieved as compared to pure V-BLAST, while ensuring that the overall
bandwidth eﬃciency is higher than that of pure STBC due to the independence of the signals
transmitted by diﬀerent STBC layers. Furthermore, the combined array processing proposed
in [18] was improved in [19] by optimising the decoding order of the diﬀerent antenna layers. An
iterative decoding algorithm was proposed in [19] that results in a full receive diversity gain for
the combined V-BLAST STBC system.
In [20] the authors presented a transmission scheme referred to as Double Space-Time Transmit
Diversity (D-STTD), which consists of two STBC layers at the transmitter that is equipped with
four transmit antennas, while the receiver is equipped with two antennas. The decoding of D-STTD
presented in [20] is based on a linear decoding scheme presented in [110], where the authors provided
a broad overview of space-time coding and signal processing designed for high data rate wireless
communications. A two-user scheme was presented in [110], where each user is equipped with a
twin-antenna-aided STBC scheme transmitting at the same carrier frequency and in the same time
slot. A two-antenna-aided receiver was implemented for the sake of decoding the two users’ data,
while eliminating the interference imposed by the users on each others’ data. An extension to
the idea of combining interference cancellation with STBC techniques was presented in [100,102],
where the STBC and interference cancellation arrangements were combined with CDMA for the
sake of increasing the number of users supported by the system. A zero-forcing decoder designed
for the D-STTD was presented in [107] for the sake of reducing the decoding complexity. Finally,
the authors of [101,111] presented further results that compare the performance of STBC versus
D-STTD and extended the applicability of the D-STTD scheme to more than two STBC layers.
Furthermore, in order to achieve additional performance gains, beamforming has been combined
with spatial diversity as well as spatial multiplexing techniques. STBC has been combined with
beamforming in order to attain a higher SNR gain in addition to the diversity gain [21,104,105,
112–114]. In [21], the authors combined conventional transmit beamforming with STBC, assuming
that the transmitter has partial knowledge of the channel and derived a performance criterion for
a frequency-ﬂat fading channel. In addition, a particularly eﬃcient solution was developed in [21]32 1. Problem Formulation, Objectives and Beneﬁts
Year Author(s) Contribution
1998 Naguib et al. [99] presented a multi-user scenario where each user employs STBC
and the receiver applies interference cancellation for eliminating
the co-channel interference and then uses ML decoding for the
STBC of each user.
1999 Tarokh et al. [18] proposed to combine STBC with V-BLAST in order to provide
both antenna diversity and spectral eﬃciency gains.
2000 Huang et al. [100] extended the idea of combining interference cancellation with
STBC to multiuser scenarios using CDMA.
2001 Stamoulis et
al. [101]
proposed a simple decoder for the two-user system, where each
user employs STBC and showed how the decoder can be extended
to more users and then extended the results for frequency-selective
channels.
2002 Onggosanusi et al.
[20]
presented the Double Space-Time Transmit Diversity scheme,
which consists of two STBC blocks at the transmitter that is
equipped with four antennas, while the receiver is equipped with
two antennas.
Jongren et al. [21] combined conventional transmit beamforming with STBC assum-
ing that the transmitter has partial knowledge of the channel and
derived a performance criteria for improving the system perfor-
mance.
Huang et al. [102] introduced a transmission scheme that can achieve transmit diver-
sity and spatial separation and proposed a generalisation of the
V-BLAST detector for CDMA signals.
Soni et al. [103] designed a hybrid downlink technique for achieving both transmit
diversity and transmit beamforming combined with DS-CDMA.
2003 Liu et al. [104] combined the twin-antenna-aided Alamouti STBC with ideal
beamforming in order to show that the system can attain a better
performance while keeping full diversity and unity rate.
2004 Tao et al. [19] improved the design of [18] by optimising the decoding order of
the diﬀerent antenna layers. Also proposed an iterative decoder
than can achieve full diversity.
Zhu et al. [105] compared the performance of two systems combining beamform-
ing with STBC, while using a single or two antenna arrays and
studied the eﬀect of the DOA on the performance of the two
schemes.
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2005 Zhao et al. [106] compared the performance of the combined diversity and multi-
plexing systems while employing ZF, QR and MMSE group inter-
ference cancellation techniques.
Lee et al. [107] proposed a computationally eﬃcient ZF decoder for the double
space-time transmit diversity scheme [20] that achieves similar




investigated the performance of multi-rate layered space-time
coded MIMO systems and proposed a framework where each of
the layers is encoded independently with diﬀerent rates subject to
equal per-layer outage probabilities.
2008 Ekbatani et
al. [109]
combined STBC and transmit beamforming while using limited-
rate channel state information at the transmitter. Also proposed
a combined coding, beamforming and spatial multiplexing scheme
over multiple-antenna multi-user channels that enables a low-
complexity joint interference cancellation.
Luo et al. [49] considered a new class of full-diversity STCs that consist of a
combination of delay transmit diversity with orthogonal STBCs
and specially designed symbol mappings.
Table 1.8: Major multi-functional MIMO techniques (Part 2).
for the speciﬁc case of independently fading channel coeﬃcients. More explicitly, the transmission
scheme of [21] combines the beneﬁts of conventional beamforming with those of orthogonal STBC.
Furthermore, in [105] the performance of combined beamforming and STBC has been analysed
as a function of the number of antenna array groups. Explicitly, Zhu et al. [105] compared the
performance of the system combining beamforming with STBC, while using either a single or two
antenna arrays and studied the eﬀect of the DOA on the attainable system performance. Finally,
multiplexing techniques have been combined with beamforming techniques in [115–117]. The major
multi-functional MIMO techniques are summarised in Tables 1.7 and 1.8.
1.4.2 Distributed MIMO Techniques
Wireless channels suﬀer from multipath propagation of the signals that results in channel fading.
Employing multiple transmit antennas is a beneﬁcial method that can be used for counteracting
the eﬀects of the channel fading by providing diversity gains. Transmit diversity results in a sig-
niﬁcantly improved BER performance, when the diﬀerent transmit antennas are spatially located
so that the paths arriving from each transmit antenna to the destination experience independent
fading, which can be achieved by having a distance between the diﬀerent antennas, which is signif-
icantly higher than the carrier’s wavelength. However, considering a handheld mobile phone, it is
not a feasible option to position the transmit antennas far enough in order to achieve independent
fading. On the other hand, the spatial fading correlation caused by insuﬃciently high antenna
spacing at the transmitter or receiver of a MIMO system results in a degradation of both the
achievable capacity and the BER performance of MIMO systems. The problem of correlation of
the transmit signals can be circumvented by introducing a new class of MIMOs also referred to as
distributed MIMOs or cooperative communications [118,119].
The basic idea behind cooperative communications can be traced back to the idea of the
relay channel which was introduced in 1971 by Van der Meulen [120]. Cover and El Gamal [121]
characterised the relay channel from an information theoretic point of view. In [123] Sendonaris
et al. generalised the conventional relay model, where there is one source, one relay and one34 1. Problem Formulation, Objectives and Beneﬁts
Year Author(s) Contribution
1971 Meulen [120] investigated a simple 3-node relay channel incorporating a trans-
mitter, a relay and a receiver using a time-sharing approach.
1979 Cover et al. [121] characterised the relay channel from an information theoretic
point of view.
1983 Willems [122] introduced a partially cooperative communications scenario where
the encoders are connected by communication links with ﬁnite ca-
pacities, which permit both encoders to communicate with each
other. The paper also established the capacity region of the mul-
tiple access channel with partially cooperating encoders.
1998 Sendonaris et
al. [123]
generalised the relay model to multiple nodes that transmit their
own data as well as serve as relays for each other.
2001 Laneman et
al. [124]
built upon the classical relay channel and exploited space diversity
available at distributed antennas through coordinated transmis-
sion and processing by cooperating radios.
2002 Hunter et al. [125] proposed a user cooperation scheme for wireless communications
in which the idea of cooperation was combined with the existing
channel coding methods.
Dohler et al. [126] introduced the concept of virtual antenna arrays that emulates
Alamouti’s STBC for single-antenna-aided cooperating users.
2003 Sendonaris et
al. [118,119]
presented a simple user-cooperation methodology based on a DF
signalling scheme using CDMA.
Laneman et al. [25] developed space-time coded cooperative diversity protocols for
exploiting spatial diversity in a cooperation scenario, which can




proposed a turbo coding scheme in a relay network.
2004 Laneman et
al. [129]
developed and analysed cooperative diversity protocols and com-
pared the DF, AF, selection relaying and incremental relaying.
Nabar et al. [130] analysed the spatial diversity performance of various signalling
protocols.
Janani et al. [131] presented two extensions to the coded cooperation frame-
work [125]: increased the diversity of coded cooperation via ideas
borrowed from space-time codes and applied turbo codes in the
proposed relay framework.
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2004 Stefanov et al. [132] analysed the performance of channel codes that are capable of
achieving the full diversity provided by user cooperation in the
presence of noisy interuser channels.




proposed a soft decode-and-forward signalling strategy that can
outperform the conventional DF and AF.
Hu et al. [135] proposed Slepian-Wolf cooperation that exploits distributed
source coding technologies in wireless cooperative communication.
Yu [136] compared the AF and DF signalling schemes in practical scenarios.
2006 Hunter et al. [137,
138]
developed the idea of coded cooperation [125] by computing BER
and FER bounds as well as the outage probability of coded coop-
eration.
Li et al. [139] employed soft information relaying in a BPSK modulated relay
system employing turbo coding.
Hu et al. [140] proposed Wyner-Ziv cooperation as a generalisation of the
Slepian-Wolf cooperation [135] with a compress-and-forward sig-
nalling strategy.
Hφst-Madsen [141] derived upper and lower bounds for the capacity of four-node ad
hoc networks with two transmitters and two receivers using coop-
erative diversity.
2007 Bui et al. [142] proposed soft information relaying where the relay LLR values are
quantised, encoded and superimposedly modulated before being
forwarded to the destination.
Khormuji et
al. [143]
improved the performance of the conventional DF strategy by
employing constellation rearrangement in the source and the relay.
Bao et al. [144] combined the beneﬁts of AF and DF and proposed a new signalling
strategy referred to as decode-amplify-forward.
Xiao et al. [145] introduced the concept of network coding in cooperative commu-
nications.
Table 1.10: Major distributed MIMO techniques (Part 2).
destination, to multiple nodes that transmit their own data as well as serve as relays for each
other. The scheme of [123] was referred to as “user cooperation diversity”. Sendonaris et al.
presented in [118,119] a simple user-cooperation methodology based on a Decode-and-Forward
(DF) signalling scheme using CDMA. In [124] the authors reported data rate gains and a decreased
sensitivity to channel variations, where it was concluded that cooperation eﬀectively mimics the
multi-antenna scenario with the aid of single-antenna terminals. Dohler et al. [126] introduced
the concept of Virtual Antenna Arrays (VAA) that emulates Alamouti’s STBC for single-antenna-
aided cooperating users. Space-time coded cooperative diversity protocols for exploiting spatial
diversity in a cooperative scenario was proposed in [25].
Cooperative communications has been shown to oﬀer signiﬁcant performance gains in terms
of various performance metrics, including diversity gains [25, 129, 149] as well as multiplexing
gains [133]. Hunter et al. [125] proposed the novel philosophy of coded cooperation schemes, which
combine the idea of cooperation with the classic channel coding methods. Extension to the frame-
work of coded cooperation was presented in [131], where the diversity gain of coded cooperation
was increased with the aid of ideas borrowed from the area of space-time codes. Additionally, a
turbo coded scheme was proposed in [131] in the framework of cooperative communications. Fur-
thermore, the analysis of the performance beneﬁts of channel codes in a coded cooperation aided36 1. Problem Formulation, Objectives and Beneﬁts
Year Author(s) Contribution
2008 Yue et al. [146] compared the multiplexed coding and superposition coding in the
coded cooperation system.
Zhang et al. [147] proposed a distributed space-frequency coded cooperation scheme
for communication over frequency-selective channels.
Wang et al. [148] introduced the complex ﬁeld network coding approach that
can mitigate the throughput loss in the conventional signalling
schemes and attain full diversity gain.
Table 1.11: Major distributed MIMO techniques (Part 3).
scenario was performed in [132]. Laneman et al. [129] developed and analysed cooperative diversity
protocols and compared the DF, Amplify-and-Forward (AF), selection relaying and incremental
relaying signalling strategies.
Recently, there has been substantial research interest in the idea of soft relaying, where the relay
passes soft information to the destination. In [134], it was argued that the DF signalling loses soft
information and hence, it was proposed to use soft DF signalling, where all operations are performed
using the Log-Likelihood Ratio (LLR) based representation of soft information. It was shown
in [134] that the soft DF philosophy outperforms the DF and the AF signalling strategies. In [142]
soft DF was also used, where the soft information was quantised, encoded and superimposed before
transmission to the destination. In [139] soft information based relaying was employed in a turbo
coding scheme, where the relay derives parity checking BPSK symbol estimates for the received
source information and forwards the symbols to the destination. In [134,139,142] soft information
relaying has been used, where it was shown that soft DF attains a better performance than hard DF.
Furthermore, in [135,140] distributed source coding techniques have been adopted for employment
in wireless cooperative communications in order to improve the attainable performance. The major
distributed MIMO techniques are summarised in Tables 1.9, 1.10 and 1.11.
1.5 Iterative Detection Schemes and Their Convergence Anal-
ysis
The concept of concatenated codes has been proposed in [150]. However, at the time of its con-
ception it was deemed to have an excessive complexity and hence it failed to initiate immediate
research interest. It was not until the discovery of turbo codes [151] that eﬃcient iterative decod-
ing of concatenated codes became a reality at a low complexity by employing simple constituent
codes. Since then, the appealing iterative decoding of concatenated codes has inspired numerous
researchers to extend the technique to other transmission schemes consisting of a concatenation of
two or more constituent decoding stages [152–168].
For example, in [159] iterative decoding was invoked for exchanging extrinsic information be-
tween a soft-output symbol detector and an outer channel decoder in order to combat the eﬀect
of Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI). In [160] iterative decoding was carried out by exchanging in-
formation between an outer convolutional decoder and an inner Trellis Coded Modulation (TCM)
decoder. The authors of [161,162] presented a uniﬁed theory of Bit-Interleaved Coded Modu-
lation (BICM). On the other hand, the employment of the iterative detection principle in [163]
was considered for iterative soft demapping in the context of BICM, where a soft demapper was
used between the multilevel demodulator and the channel decoder. In addition, iterative multiuser
detection and channel decoding was proposed in [167] for CDMA schemes. Finally, in [168] an
iteratively detected scheme was proposed for the Rayleigh fading MIMO channel, where an or-
thogonal STBC scheme was considered as the inner code combined with an additional block code1.5. Iterative Detection Schemes and Their Convergence Analysis 37
Year Author(s) Contribution
1966 Forney [150] promoted concatenated codes.
1974 Bahl et al. [169] invented the Maximum A-Posteriori (MAP) algorithm.
1993 Berrou et al. [151] invented the turbo codes and showed that the iterative decoding
is an eﬃcient way of improving the attainable performance.
1995 Robertson et
al. [170]
proposed the log-MAP algorithm that results in similar perfor-
mance to the MAP algorithm but with signiﬁcantly lower com-
plexity.








proposed an iterative detection scheme where iterations were car-
ried out between the outer convolutional code and an inner TCM
decoders.
Caire et al. [161,
162]
presented the BICM concept with its design rules.
Li et al. [164–166] presented the BICM with iterative detection scheme.
1998 Benedetto et
al. [154,171]
studied the design of multiple serially concatenated codes with
interleavers.
Brink et al. [163] introduced a soft demapper between the multilevel demodulator
and the channel decoder in an iteratively detected coded system.
1999 Wang et al. [167] proposed iterative multiuser detection and channel decoding for
coded CDMA systems.
2000 Divsalar et al. [172,
173]
employed unity-rate inner codes for designing low-complexity iter-
ative detection schemes suitable for bandwidth and power limited
systems having stringent BER requirements.
ten Brink [174] proposed the employment of EXIT charts for analysing the con-
vergence behaviour of iteratively detected systems.
2001 Lee [175] studied the eﬀect of precoding on serially concatenated systems
with ISI channels.




used SNR measures for studying the convergence behaviour of
iterative decoding.
Table 1.12: Major concatenated schemes and iterative detection (Part 1).38 1. Problem Formulation, Objectives and Beneﬁts
Year Author(s) Contribution
2002 T¨ uchler et al. [179] simpliﬁed the computation of EXIT charts.
T¨ uchler et al. [180] compared several algorithms predicting the decoding convergence
of iterative decoding schemes.
T¨ uchler et al. [181] extended the EXIT chart analysis to three-stage serially concate-
nated systems.
2003 Sezgin et al. [168] proposed an iterative detection scheme where a block code was
used as an outer code and STBC as an inner code.
2004 T¨ uchler et al. [182] proposed a design procedure for creating systems exhibiting ben-
eﬁcial decoding convergence depending on the block length.
2005 Lifang et al. [183] showed that non-square QAM can be decomposed into parity-
check block encoder having a recursive nature and a memoryless
modulator. Iterative decoding was implemented with an outer
code for improving the system performance.
Br¨ annstr¨ om et
al. [184]
considered EXIT chart analysis for multiple concatenated codes




designed irregular variable length codes for the near-capacity de-
sign of joint source and channel coding aided systems.
Table 1.13: Major concatenated schemes and iterative detection (Part 2).
as the outer channel code.
It was shown in [186] that a recursive inner code is needed in order to maximise the interleaver
gain and to avoid the average BER ﬂoor, when employing iterative decoding. This principle has
been adopted by several authors designing serially concatenated schemes, where unity-rate inner
codes were employed for designing low complexity iterative detection aided schemes suitable for
bandwidth- and power-limited systems having stringent BER requirements [172,173,175,183,187].
Semi-analytical tools devised for analysing the convergence behaviour of iteratively decoded
systems have attracted considerable research attention [172,174,177–180,184,188,189]. In [174],
ten Brink proposed the employment of the so-called EXtrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT) char-
acteristics for describing the ﬂow of extrinsic information between the soft-in soft-out constituent
decoders. The computation of EXIT charts was further simpliﬁed in [179] to a time averaging,
when the PDFs of the information communicated between the input and output of the constituent
decoders are both symmetric and consistent. A tutorial introduction to EXIT charts can be found
in [188]. The concept of EXIT chart analysis has been extended to three-stage concatenated sys-
tems in [176,181,184]. The major contributions on iterative detection and its convergence analysis
are summarised in Tables 1.12 and 1.13.
1.6 Outline and Novel Aspects of the Monograph
1.6.1 Outline of the Book
Having brieﬂy reviewed the literature of space-time coding, concatenated schemes, iterative de-
coding and having studied the convergence behaviour of iterative schemes, let us now outline the
organisation of the book.
◮ Chapter 2: Space-Time Block Code Design using Sphere Packing
In this chapter, we consider the theory and design of space-time block codes using sphere
packing modulation, referred to here as (STBC-SP). We ﬁrst summarise the design criteria1.6.1. Outline of the Book 39
of space-time coded communication systems in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, we emphasise the
design criteria relevant for time-correlated fading channels, where both the pairwise error
probability as well as the corresponding design criterion are presented in Section 2.3.2. In
Section 2.4, orthogonal space-time designs combined with sphere packing modulation are con-
sidered for space-time signals, where the motivation behind the adoption of sphere packing
modulation in conjunction with orthogonal design is discussed in Section 2.4.2. Section 2.4.4
discusses the problem of constructing a sphere packing constellation having a particular size
L. The capacity of STBC-SP schemes employing Nt = 2 transmit antennas is derived in Sec-
tion 2.4.5, demonstrating that STBC-SP schemes exhibit a higher capacity than convention-
ally modulated STBC schemes. Finally, the performance of STBC-SP schemes is presented
in Section 2.5, demonstrating that STBC-SP schemes are capable of outperforming STBC
schemes that employ conventional modulation (i.e. PSK, QAM).
◮ Chapter 3: Turbo Detection of Channel-Coded STBC-SP Schemes
In this chapter, we demonstrate that the performance of STBC-SP systems can be further
improved by concatenating sphere packing aided modulation with channel coding and per-
forming demapping as well as channel decoding iteratively. The sphere packing demapper
of [190] is further developed for the sake of accepting the a priori information passed to it from
the channel decoder as extrinsic information. Two realisations of a novel bit-based iterative-
detection aided STBC-SP scheme are presented, namely a recursive systematic convolutional
(RSC) coded turbo-detected STBC-SP scheme and a binary LDPC-coded turbo-detected
STBC-SP arrangement. Our system overview is provided in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, we
show how the STBC-SP demapper is modiﬁed for exploiting the a priori knowledge provided
by the channel decoder, which is essential for the employment of iterative demapping and
decoding. EXIT chart analysis is invoked in Section 3.4 in order to study and design the
turbo-detected schemes proposed in Section 3.2. We propose 10 diﬀerent anti-Gray map-
ping (AGM) schemes that are speciﬁcally selected from all the possible mapping schemes for
L = 16 in order to demonstrate the diﬀerent extrinsic information transfer characteristics
associated with diﬀerent bit-to-symbol mapping schemes. The slope of the EXIT curves
corresponding to the diﬀerent AGM schemes increases gradually in ﬁne steps. This attrac-
tive characteristic is a result of the multi-dimensional constellation mapping and having this
property is essential for the sake of designing near-capacity turbo detected systems. The
performance of the turbo-detected bit-based STBC-SP schemes is presented in Section 3.5,
where we investigate the relation between the achievable BER and the mutual information
at the input as well as at the output of the outer decoders. Additionally, the predictions of
our EXIT chart analysis are veriﬁed by generating the actual decoding trajectories and BER
curves. The eﬀect of interleaver depth is also addressed, since matching the predictions of
the EXIT chart analysis is only guaranteed, when employing large interleaver depths. The
BER performance of the proposed channel-coded STBC-SP scheme is compared to that of
an uncoded STBC-SP scheme [190] and to that of a channel-coded conventionally modulated
STBC scheme.
◮ Chapter 4: Turbo Detection of Channel-Coded DSTBC-SP Schemes
In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, we assume that the channel state information is perfectly known
at the receiver. This, however, requires sophisticated channel estimation techniques, which
imposes excess cost and complexity. In Chapter 4, we consider the design of novel sphere
packing modulated diﬀerential STBC schemes, referred to here as DSTBC-SP, that require
no channel estimation, where we describe in Section 4.2.1 how DSTBC schemes are con-
structed using sphere packing modulation. The performance of uncoded DSTBC-SP schemes
is considered in Section 4.2.2, where we compare the performance of diﬀerent DSTBC-SP
schemes against equivalent conventional DSTBC schemes under various channel conditions.
Simulation results are provided for systems having diﬀerent BPS rates in conjunction with
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novel bit-based RSC-coded turbo-detected DSTBC-SP schemes. The system’s architecture is
outlined in Section 4.3.1. The EXIT chart analysis of Section 3.4 is employed in Section 4.3.2
in order to design and analyse the convergence behaviour of the proposed turbo-detected
RSC-coded DSTBC-SP schemes. In Section 4.3.3, we investigate the performance of the
proposed RSC-coded DSTBC-SP schemes. The actual decoding trajectories and BER per-
formance curves are also provided, when using various interleaver depths.
◮ Chapter 5: Three-Stage Turbo-Detected STBC-SP Schemes
The conventional two-stage turbo-detected schemes introduced in Chapter 3 suﬀer from a
BER ﬂoor, preventing them from achieving inﬁnitesimally low BER values, since the in-
ner coding stage is of non-recursive nature. In Chapter 5, we circumvent this deﬁciency
by proposing a three-stage turbo-detected STBC-SP scheme, where a rate-1 recursive inner
precoder is employed to avoid having a BER ﬂoor. Section 5.2 provide a brief description of
the proposed three-stage system. We consider three diﬀerent types of channel codes for the
outer encoder, namely a repeater, an RSC code and an irregular convolutional code (IRCC).
Our 3D EXIT chart analysis is presented in Section 5.3.2, where its simpliﬁed 2D projections
are provided in Section 5.3.3. In Section 5.3.4, we employ the powerful technique of EXIT
tunnel-area minimisation for near-capacity operation. More speciﬁcally, we exploit the well-
understood properties of conventional 2D EXIT charts that a narrow but nonetheless open
EXIT-tunnel represents a near-capacity performance. Consequently, we invoke IRCCs for
the sake of appropriately shaping the EXIT curves by minimising the area within the EXIT-
tunnel using the procedure of [182,191]. In Section 5.4, an upper bound on the maximum
achievable rate is calculated based on the EXIT chart analysis. More explicitly, a procedure
is proposed for calculating a tighter upper bound of the maximum achievable bandwidth
eﬃciency of STBC-SP schemes based on the area property of the EXIT charts discussed in
Section 5.3.4. The design procedure is summarised in Algorithm 5.1. The performance of
the three-stage turbo-detected STBC-SP schemes is demonstrated and characterised in Sec-
tion 5.5, where we discuss the actual decoding trajectories, BER performance and the eﬀect
of interleaver depth on the achievable performance. We also investigate the Eb/N0 distance
to capacity for the three-stage RSC-coded as well as for the IRCC-coded STBC-SP schemes,
when employing various interleaver depths and using diﬀerent number of three-stage iter-
ations. Finally, in Section 5.5.5, the performance of both the three-stage RSC-coded and
IRCC-coded STBC-SP schemes are compared, when employing various interleaver depths,
while using diﬀerent number of three-stage iterations.
◮ Chapter 6: Symbol-Based Channel-Coded STBC-SP Schemes
In all previous chapters, iterative decoding is employed at the bit-level. By contrast, in this
chapter, we explore a range of further design options and propose a purely symbol-based
scheme, where symbol-based turbo detection is carried out by exchanging extrinsic informa-
tion between an outer non-binary LDPC code and a rate-1 non-binary inner precoder. The
motivation behind the development of this symbol-based scheme is that a reduced transmit
power may be required, when symbol-based rather than bit-based iterative decoding is em-
ployed [192]. The system’s architectures of the proposed symbol-based and turbo-detected
scheme and its equivalent bit-based scheme are presented in Section 6.2. Symbol-based
iterative decoding is discussed in Section 6.3, where it is demonstrated how the a priori
information is removed from the decoded a posteriori probability with the aid of symbol-
based element-wise division for the sake of generating the extrinsic probability. Section 6.4
provides our non-binary EXIT chart analysis. More speciﬁcally, in Section 6.4.1 we demon-
strate, how non-binary EXIT charts can be generated without generating an L-dimensional
histogram [193] since the complexity of this operation may become higher than conducting
full-scale BER or SER simulations, when the number of bits per symbol is high. In Sec-
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the binary bits within each non-binary symbol are assumed be either independent or not.
Accordingly, a detailed procedure is described in Section 6.4.2.2 for creating the a priori
symbol probabilities, when the binary bits of each non-binary symbol may no longer be as-
sumed to be independent. The results of our non-binary EXIT chart analysis are provided
in Section 6.4.3, where the EXIT charts of both the symbol-based and bit-based schemes are
compared demonstrating that the symbol-based schemes require a lower transmit power and
a lower number of decoding iterations for achieving a performance comparable to that of their
bit-based counterparts. The performance of the symbol-based and bit-based LDPC-coded
STBC-SP schemes is investigated in Section 6.5, in terms of the actual decoding trajectories
and the attainable BER performance. The eﬀect of employing various interleaver depths or,
equivalently, LDPC output block lengths on the achievable performance is also considered in
Section 6.5.
◮ Chapter 7: IR-PLDCs for Co-located MIMO Antenna Elements
The theory and design of LDCs designed for co-located MIMO systems is investigated and a
novel irregular near-capacity scheme using LDCs as the inner constituent code is proposed.
Section 7.2 presents LDC models suitable for describing OSTBCs and for non-orthogonal
STBCs. Furthermore, a novel method of optimizing the LDCs according to their DCMC
capacities is proposed. In Section 7.3, the relationship between various STBC designs and
LDCs is exploited in detail, demonstrating the ﬂexibility of the linear dispersion framework.
Table 7.3 speciﬁcally characterizes the evolution of STBCs in terms of their rate, diversity and
ﬂexibility. As far as channel-coded schemes concerned, Section 7.4 investigates various design
issues related to two-stage concatenated convolutional coded LDCs as well as to three-stage
precoder-assistedLDCs with the aid of EXIT chart, including their maximum achievable rates
and their iteration parameters. Section 7.5 investigates the irregular code design principle
originally derived for IRCCs and employ a similar concept to design a family of IrRegular
Precoded Linear Dispersion Codes (IR-PLDCs) as the inner constituent code of a SCC.
In Sections 7.5.1 to 7.5.3, diﬀerent degrees of irregularity are imposed on both the inner
IR-PLDCs and the outer IRCCs.
◮ Chapter 8: IR-PDLDCs for Co-located MIMO Antenna Elements
In Chapter 8, we exploit the linear dispersion structure in the context of non-coherently
detected MIMO systems as well as characterize the eﬀective throughput achieved by an
irregular SCC scheme. In Section 8.2, the multi-antenna aided DSTBC’s system architecture
is derived from the conventional single-antenna aided Diﬀerential Phase Shift Keying (DPSK)
scheme, followed by the characterization of the fundamental relationship between STBCs and
DSTBCs in Section 8.2.3. After characterizing the performance of DSTBCs based on various
orthogonal constraints in Section 8.3, Section 8.4 proposes the family of DLDCs based on
the Cayley transform. In Section 8.5, we introduce the concept of Sphere Packing (SP)
modulation [194] and jointly design the SP modulation and DSTBCs. The convolutional-
coded SP-aided DSTBC scheme of Figure 8.18 is capable of approaching the capacity at a
speciﬁc SNR. Finally, in Section 8.6 the irregular design philosophy is imposed on both the
inner and outer codes. Again, the resultant IRCC-coded IrRegular Precoded Diﬀerential
Linear Dispersion Codes (IR-PDLDCs) of Figure 8.25 has the potential of operating near the
attainable capacity across a wide range of SNRs.
◮ Chapter 9: IR-PCLDCs for Cooperative MIMO Systems
In Chapter 9, we apply the linear dispersion structure to the family of relay-aided cooperative
schemes and characterize the maximum achievable throughput achieved by the irregular
system. More explicitly, Section 9.1 justiﬁes the need for cooperation and portrays the system
architecture in Figure 9.2. The mathematical model of the proposed twin-layer CLDCs
as well as the rationale of our assumptions are discussed in Sections 9.2.1 to 9.2.3. The
fundamental link between LDCs and CLDCs is exploited in Section 9.2.4, followed by their
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philosophy in the context of cooperative MIMO systems in Section 9.3. The resultant IRCC-
coded IrRegular Precoded Cooperative Linear Dispersion Codes (IR-PCLDCs) of Figure 9.16
become capable of achieving a ﬂexible eﬀective throughput according to the SNR encountered,
while maintaining an inﬁnitesimally low BER.
◮ Chapter 10: Diﬀerential Space-Time Spreading
This chapter introduces the idea of diﬀerential space-time spreading and its combination
with Sphere-Packing (SP) modulation. The chapter ﬁrst reviews the concept of diﬀerential
encoding in Section 10.2. It is shown that diﬀerential encoding requires no channel state
information at the receiver and thus eliminates the complexity of channel estimation at the
expense of a 3 dB performance loss compared to the coherently detected system assuming
perfect CIR recovery at the receiver. In Section 10.3, we outline the encoding and decoding
processes of the diﬀerential space-time spreading scheme, when combined with conventional
modulation schemes such as PSK and QAM. In Section 10.3.3, the philosophy of DSTS
using sphere packing modulation is introduced based on the fact that the diversity product
of the DSTS design is improved by maximising the Minimum Euclidean Distance (MED)
of the DSTS symbols, which is motivated by the fact that SP has the best known MED in
the real-valued space. Section 10.3.4 discusses the problem of constructing a sphere packing
constellation having a particular size L. The capacity of DSTS-SP schemes employing Nt = 2
transmit antennas is derived in Section 10.3.6, followed by the performance characterisationof
a twin-antenna-aided DSTS scheme in Section 10.3.7, demonstrating that the DSTS scheme
is capable of providing full diversity. Our results demonstrate that DSTS-SP schemes are
capable of outperforming DSTS schemes dispensing with SP.
The four-antenna-aided DSTS design is characterised in Section 10.4, where it is demon-
strated that the DSTS scheme can be combined with conventional real- and complex-valued
constellations as well as with SP modulation. It is also shown that the four-dimensional SP
modulation scheme is constructed diﬀerently in the case of two transmit antennas than when
employing four transmit antennas. The capacity of the four-antenna-aided DSTS-SP scheme
is also derived for diﬀerent spectral eﬃciency systems, while employing a variable number
of receive antennas in Section 10.4.5. Finally, Section 10.4.6 presents the simulation results
obtained for the four-antenna-aided DSTS scheme, when combined with conventional as well
as SP modulations.
◮ Chapter 11: Turbo Detection of Channel-Coded DSTS Schemes
In this chapter, two realisations of a novel iterative-detection aided DSTS-SP scheme are pre-
sented, namely an iteratively detected RSC-coded DSTS-SP scheme as well as an iteratively
detected RSC-coded and URC precoded DSTS-SP arrangement. The iteratively detected
RSC-coded DSTS-SP scheme is described in detail in Section 11.2. In Section 11.2.1, we
show how the DSTS-SP demapper was modiﬁed for exploiting the a priori knowledge pro-
vided by the channel decoder, which is essential for the employment of iterative detection.
The concept of EXIT charts is introduced in Section 11.2.2 as a tool designed for study-
ing iterative detection aided schemes. Then, we propose a novel technique for computing
the maximum achievable bandwidth eﬃciency of the system based on EXIT charts in Sec-
tion 11.2.3, followed by a discussion of the system’s performance. Section 11.2.5 presents
an application of the iteratively detected RSC-coded DSTS-SP system, where an Adaptive
Multi-Rate WideBand (AMR-WB) source codec was employed by the system in order to
demonstrate the attainable performance improvements.
Additionally, in Section 11.3 we propose an iteratively detected RSC-coded and URC-precoded
DSTS-SP scheme that is capable of eliminating the error ﬂoor exhibited by the system of Sec-
tion 11.2, which hence performed closer to the system’s achievable capacity. In Section 11.3.1
we present an overview of the system operation, followed by a discussion of the results in
Section 11.3.2. In Section 11.3.3 we present an application of the proposed system, while em-
ploying Irregular Variable Length Codes (IrVLC) as our outer code for the sake of achieving
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◮ Chapter 12: Adaptive Diﬀerential Space-Time-Spreading-Assisted Turbo-Detected
Sphere Packing Modulation
In this chapter we propose a novel adaptive DSTS aided system that exploits the advantages
of diﬀerential encoding, iterative decoding, as well as SP modulation, while adapting the
system parameters for the sake of achieving the highest possible bandwidth eﬃciency, as well
as maintaining a given target BER. The proposed adaptive DSTS-SP scheme beneﬁts from
a substantial diversity gain, while using four transmit antennas without the need for pilot-
assisted channel envelope estimation and coherent detection. The proposed scheme reaches
the target BER of 10−3 at an SNR of about 5 dB and maintains it for SNRs in excess of this
value, while increasing the eﬀective throughput. The system’s bandwidth eﬃciency varies
from 0.25 bits/sec/Hz to 16 bits/sec/Hz.
◮ Chapter 13: Layered Steered Space-Time Codes
In this chapter, we propose a multi-functional MIMO scheme, that combines the beneﬁts
of Vertical Bell Labs Layered Space-Time (V-BLAST) codes, of space-time codes as well as
of beamforming. Thus, the proposed system beneﬁts from the multiplexing gain of the V-
BLAST, from the diversity gain of the space-time codes and from the SNR gain of the beam-
former. The MIMO scheme is referred to as Layered Steered Space-Time Codes (LSSTC). To
further enhance the attainable system performance and to maximise the coding advantage of
the proposed transmission scheme, the system is also combined with multi-dimensional SP
modulation.
In Section 13.2 we outline the encoding and decoding processes of this multi-functional MIMO
scheme when combined with conventional as well as SP modulation schemes. Then, in Sec-
tion 13.3 we quantify the capacity of the proposed multi-functional MIMO and present the
capacity limits for a system employing Nt = 4 transmit antennas, Nr = 4 receive antennas
and a variable number LAA of elements per Antenna Array (AA). Furthermore, in Sec-
tion 13.4.3 we quantify the upper bound of the achievable bandwidth eﬃciency of the system
based on the EXIT charts obtained for the iteratively detected system.
To further enhance the attainable system performance, the proposed MIMO scheme is se-
rially concatenated with both an outer code and a URC, where three diﬀerent receiver
structures are presented by varying the iterative detection conﬁguration of the constituent
decoders/demapper. In Section 13.4.1 we provide a brief description of the iteratively de-
tected two-stage RSC-coded LSSTC-SP scheme, where extrinsic information is exchanged
between the outer RSC decoder and the inner URC decoder, while no iterations are car-
ried out between the URC decoder and the SP demapper. The convergence behaviour of
the iterative-detection-aided system is analysed using EXIT charts in Section 13.4.1.1. In
Section 13.4.1.2, we employ the powerful technique of EXIT tunnel-area minimisation, for
the sake of achieving a near-capacity operation. Consequently, we invoke IrCCs for the sake
of appropriately shaping the EXIT curves by minimising the area within the EXIT-tunnel
using the procedure of [179,182].
In Section 13.4.2 we present an iteratively detected three-stage RSC-coded LSSTC scheme,
where extrinsic information is exchanged between the three constituent decoders, namely the
outer RSC decoder, the inner URC decoder as well as the demapper. 3D EXIT charts are pre-
sented in Section 13.4.2.1, followed by Section 13.4.2.2, where the simpliﬁed 2D projections
of the 3D EXIT charts were provided. Finally, in Section 13.5 we discuss our performance
results and characterise the three iteratively detected LSSTC schemes proposed. Explicitly,
the SP aided system is capable of operating within 0.9 dB, 0.6 dB and 0.4 dB from the maxi-
mum achievable rate limit. However, to operate within 0.6 dB from the maximum achievable
rate limit, the system imposes twice the complexity compared to a system operating within
0.9 dB from this limit. On the other hand, to operate as close as 0.4 dB from the maximum
achievable rate limit, the system imposes 20 times higher complexity in comparison to the
one operating within 0.9 dB from the maximum achievable rate limit. The proposed design
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tions as well as modem schemes. By contrast, the QPSK modulated three-stage iteratively
detected system is capable of operating within 1.54 dB from the maximum achievable rate
limit and thus the SP modulated system outperforms its QPSK aided counterpart by about
1 dB at a BER of 10−6.
◮ Chapter 14: Downlink LSSTS Aided Generalised MC DS-CDMA
A multi-functional multiuser MIMO scheme that combines the beneﬁts of V-BLAST, of STS,
of generalised MC DS-CDMA as well as of beamforming is presented. The proposed system
is referred to as Layered Steered Space-Time Spreading (LSSTS) aided generalised MC DS-
CDMA, which beneﬁts from a multiplexing gain, a spatial diversity gain, a frequency diversity
gain and a beamforming gain.
In Section 14.2 the proposed LSSTS scheme’s transmitter structure is characterised and then
the decoding process is illustrated. Afterwards, in order to increase the number of users
supported by the system, Frequency Domain (FD) spreading is applied in the generalised
MC DS-CDMA in addition to the Time Domain (TD) spreading action of the STS. A user-
grouping technique is employed that minimises the FD interference coeﬃcient for the users
in the same TD group.
To further enhance the achievable system’s performance, the proposed MIMO scheme is
serially concatenated with an outer code combined with a URC, where three diﬀerent iter-
atively detected systems are presented in Section 14.4. EXIT charts are used to study the
convergence behaviour of the proposed systems and in Section 14.4.1 we propose an LLR
post-processing technique for the soft output of the QPSK demapper in order to improve
the achievable system performance. In Section 14.5 we discuss our performance results and
characterise the three proposed iteratively detected schemes, while employing Nt=4 trans-
mit AAs, Nr=2 receive antennas, LAA number of elements per AA, V number of subcarriers
supporting K users.
◮ Chapter 15: Distributed Turbo Coding
A cooperative communication scheme referred to as Distributed Turbo Coding (DTC) is
presented. In the proposed scheme, two users are cooperating, where each user’s transmitter
is constituted by an RSC code and an interleaver followed by a SP mapper. In Section 15.2
we provide an overview of cooperative communications and the background of the major
cooperative signalling strategies including AF, DF and coded cooperation. In Section 15.3
the DTC scheme is presented, where a two-phase cooperation scheme is proposed. In the
ﬁrst phase, the two users exchange their data, while in the second phase the two users
simultaneously transmit their data to the base station. In Section 15.4 we characterise
the attainable system performance and study the eﬀects of varying the inter-user channel
characteristics on the performance of the uplink DTC scheme.
◮ Chapter 16: Conclusions and Future Research Ideas
This chapter summarises the main ﬁndings of the book, giving cognizance to the current
trends in the research community and outlines a range of suggestions for future research.
1.6.2 Novel Aspects of the Book
The book is based on a diverse range of publications, which were listed at the back
of the book as well as in the Author Index and covers the following novel research
aspects:
• The achievable performance of several STBC-SP schemes employing various sphere packing
constellation sizes L was investigated, where the constellation points were ﬁrst chosen based1.6.2. Novel Aspects of the Book 45
on a minimum energy criterion. Then, an exhaustive computer search was conducted in
order to ﬁnd the set of L points having the highest MED from the entire set of constellation
points satisfying the minimum energy criterion.
• A turbo-detected sphere packing modulation aided STBC scheme was proposed, where the
sphere packing demapper was further developed for the sake of accepting the a priori infor-
mation passed to it from the channel decoder as extrinsic information [195,196].
• In order to portray the diﬀerent EXIT characteristics associated with diﬀerent bit-to-SP-
symbol mapping schemes, 10 diﬀerent anti-Gray mapping (AGM) schemes were developed
that were speciﬁcally selected from all the possible mapping schemes available for L = 16.
The slope of the EXIT curves corresponding to the diﬀerent AGM schemes increases gradu-
ally in ﬁne steps demonstrating the advantages of multi-dimensional constellation mapping.
Exhibiting a gradually increasing EXIT characteristic is essential for the sake of designing
near-capacity turbo-detected systems. The proposed turbo-detected STBC-SP scheme was
optimised using using EXIT charts [197].
• A diﬀerential turbo-detected sphere packing modulation aided STBC scheme that requires
no channel state information was proposed and its performance was optimised using EXIT
charts [198].
• A three-stage serially concatenated turbo-detected STBC-SP scheme was proposed that is
capable of achieving inﬁnitesimally low BER values, where the performance was no longer
limited by a BER ﬂoor. The convergence behaviour of the three-stage system was analysed
and designed with the aid of 3D EXIT charts and their 2D projections, resulting in a near-
capacity performance [199,200].
• A procedure was proposed for calculating a tighter upper bound on the maximum achievable
bandwidth eﬃciency of concatenated schemes based on the so-called ’area property’ of the
EXIT charts [199,200].
• A purely symbol-based scheme was proposed, where symbol-based turbo detection was carried
out by exchanging extrinsic information between an outer non-binary LDPC code and a rate-1
non-binary inner precoder. The convergence behaviour of the proposed symbol-based scheme
was analysed using novel symbol-based EXIT charts [48,201–203].
• Llinear dispersion codes were used in order to unify the family of orthogonal and non-
orthogonal STBC designs. This uniﬁed structure enables us to examine existing STBCs
from a novel perspective. More explicitly, we characterized the linkage between existing
STBCs found in the open literature and LDCs in terms of both their mathematical repre-
sentations and their design philosophies. Furthermore, we proposed to optimize the LDCs
from a capacity maximization perspective, namely by maximizing the LDCs’ Discrete-input
Continuous-output Memoryless Channel (DCMC) capacity.
• We demonstrated the fundamental relationship between STBCs and DSTBCs, which enables
us to extend the STBC design philosophy to DSTBCs. Furthermore, the Cayley transform
[13] was introduced as an eﬃcient way of constructing unitary matrices for their description.
The resultant Diﬀerential Linear Dispersion Codes (DLDCs) based on the Cayley transform
exhibited similar characteristics to those of their coherently detected LDC counterparts.
• The fundamental relationship between co-located and cooperative MIMO systems has been
investigated, which is facilitated by the establishment of the broadcast interval. In other
words, CSTBCs are designed to provide spatial diversity with the aid of a two-phase trans-
mission regime. Hence, we proposed the family of twin-layer Cooperative Linear Dispersion
Codes (CLDCs), which inherited the ﬂexible linear dispersion structure and were speciﬁcally
designed to exploit the above-mentioned two-phase transmission regime.46 1. Problem Formulation, Objectives and Beneﬁts
• A quantitative comparative study of LDCs, DLDCs and CLDCs is conducted, since all of
them are based on the linear dispersion structure. Our investigations suggested that the
family of LDCs is suitable for co-located MIMO systems employing coherent detection. The
class of DLDCs is more applicable, when no CSI is available at the receiver. When relay-aided
cooperative transmission is necessary to avoid the performance erosion imposed by shadow
fading, our speciﬁcally designed twin-layer CLDCs are more beneﬁcial.
• The concept of irregular coding [204] was documented and it was extended to a broad range
of systems. More explicitly, the irregular design principle was applied in the context of the
inner code of a serial concatenated coding scheme. The resultant inner IrRegular Precoded
LDC (IR-PLDC) scheme facilitates the system’s near-capacity operation across a wide range
of SNRs. Similarly, we proposed the IR-DLDCs for non-coherent MIMO systems and IR-
CLDCs for cooperative MIMO systems.
• A Diﬀerential Space-Time Spreading (DSTS) scheme is proposed, which is advocated for the
sake of achieving a high transmit diversity gain in a multi-user system, while eliminating the
complexity of MIMO channel estimation. Additionally, the system is combined with multi-
dimensional Sphere Packing (SP) modulation, which is capable of maximising the coding
advantage of the transmission scheme by jointly designing and detecting the sphere-packed
DSTS symbols. The capacity of the DSTS-SP scheme is quantiﬁed analytically, where it is
shown that the DSTS-SP system attains a higher capacity than its counterpart dispensing
with SP [205–207].
• Iteratively detected DSTS-SP schemes are designed for near-capacity operation, where EXIT
charts are used for analysing the convergence behaviour of the iterative detection. The outer
code used in the iterative detection aided systems is a Recursive Systematic Convolutional
(RSC) code, while the inner code is SP mapper in the ﬁrst system and a Unity Rate Code
(URC) in the second system, where the URC is capable of eliminating the error ﬂoor present
in the BER performance of the system dispensing with URC [205,208–210].
• An algorithm is devised for computing the maximum achievable rate of the DSTS system
using EXIT charts, where the maximum achievable rate obtained using EXIT charts matches
closely with the analytically computed capacity [205].
• An adaptive DSTS-SP scheme is proposed in order to maximise the system’s throughput.
The adaptive scheme exploits the advantages of diﬀerential encoding, iterative decoding as
well as SP modulation. The achievable integrity and bit rate enhancements of the system
are determined by the following factors: the speciﬁc transmission conﬁguration used for
transmitting data from the four antennas, the spreading factor used and the RSC encoder’s
code rate [211].
• The merits of V-BLAST, STC and beamforming are amalgamated in a Layered Steered
Space-Time Coded (LSSTC) multi-functional MIMO scheme for the sake of achieving a
multiplexing gain, a diversity gain as well as a beamforming gain. Additionally, the capacity
of the LSSTC-SP scheme is quantiﬁed analytically [212].
• Furthermore, in order to characterise the LSSTC scheme, three iteratively detected LSSTC-
SP receiver structures are proposed, where iterative detection is carried out between the outer
code’s decoder, the intermediate code’s decoder and the LSSTC-SP demapper. The three
systems are capable of operating within 0.9, 0.4 and 0.6 dB from the maximum achievable
rate limit of the system. A comparison between the three iteratively detected schemes reveals
that a carefully designed two-stage iterative detection aided scheme is capable of operating
suﬃciently close to capacity at a lower complexity, when compared to a three-stage system
employing RSC or a two-stage system employing an Irregular Convolutional Code (IrCC) as
the outer code [22,213].1.6.2. Novel Aspects of the Book 47
• A multi-functional MIMO combining STS, V-BLAST and beamforming with generalised MC
DS-CDMA is proposed and referred to as Layered Steered Space-Time Spreading (LSSTS).
The LSSTS scheme is capable of achieving a spatial diversity gain, frequency diversity gain,
multiplexing gain as well as beamforming gain.The number of users supported can be ex-
tended by employing combined time- and frequency-domain spreading [214].
• A novel LLR post-processing technique is devised for improving the iteratively detected
LSSTS system’s performance [214].
• Finally, ideas from cooperative communications and turbo coding are combined to form a
Distributed Turbo Code (DTC), where turbo coding is employed by exchanging extrinsic





Space-Time Block Code Design
Using Sphere Packing
2.1 Introduction
Most of the schemes outlined in Chapter 1 assumed encountering one of two diﬀerent idealised
channel conditions, namely either quasi-static or rapid fading [8, 215–231]. However, practical
wireless communication channels exhibit both spatial and temporal correlation. The space-time
codes that have been speciﬁcally designed for quasi-static or rapid fading channels may not be
optimum when they are employed in practice. Therefore, the speciﬁc design criteria adopted
should take into account the typical fading rates encountered, which determines the amount of
correlation. In this chapter, a general design criterion is considered that takes into account the
amount of correlation encountered.
In [190], the design of robust space-time modulation schemes designed for time-correlated
Rayleigh fading channels was considered. It was assumed that the wireless channel is only time-
correlated. Speciﬁc design criteria adopted for the time-correlated Rayleigh fading channel were
derived. The design concept of maximising the diversity product [222,223] was generalised in [190]
in order to account of the eﬀects of the temporal correlation. The lower and upper bounds of the
general diversity product were also established in order to assist in the development of systematic
space-time signal design procedures. In order to maximise the achievable coding advantage for
space-time signals that achieve full diversity, a class of space-time block coded signals was con-
structed by combining orthogonal space-time code design with sphere packing (SP) modulation,
which is referred to here as STBC-SP.
The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. First, the design criteria devised for space-time
signals are presented in Section 2.2, where the channel model is discussed along with the design
criteria invoked for quasi-static and rapid fading channels. Then, the design space-time signals
recommended for time-correlated fading channels is reviewed in Section 2.3, where the concept
of general diversity product is presented. In Section 2.4, the motivation behind the adoption of
sphere packing modulation combined with orthogonal design is discussed, where the speciﬁc signal
design devised for two transmit antennas is considered in more detail. Finally, the performance of
STBC-SP schemes will be presented in Section 2.5, demonstrating that the amalgamated STBC-SP
schemes outperform STBC arrangements that employ conventional modulation (i.e. PSK, QAM).
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2.2 Design Criteria for Space-Time Signals
2.2.1 Channel Model
A wireless communication system having Nt transmit and Nr receive antennas is considered. The
space-time modulator ﬁrst divides the input information bits into blocks of B bits and maps
each block to the appropriate space-time signal selected from the signal set of size L = 2B. The
space-time signal is then transmitted over the Nt transmit antennas using T time slots as detailed




































t denotes the symbol transmitted by transmit antenna i, for i = 1,...,Nt, in time slot t,








where E[ ] refers to the expected value and ||C||F is the Frobenius norm of C, deﬁned as [232]
||C||2







where tr( ) denotes the trace of a matrix and ( )H denotes the complex conjugate transpose of a
matrix. The signal y
j












t, t = 1,...,T, (2.4)
where z
j
t is the complex AWGN noise encountered at receive antenna j at time t, which has zero
mean and unit variance, while hi,j(t) is the channel coeﬃcient characterising the non-dispersive
link between transmit antenna i and receive antenna j at time t. The channel coeﬃcients are
modelled as zero-mean complex-valued Gaussian random variables having a unit variance and
they are assumed to be known at the receiver, but unknown at the transmitter. It is also assumed
that the channel has temporal correlation but no spatial correlation. In other words, the channel
coeﬃcients hi,j(t) are independent for diﬀerent indices (i,j), but correlated in the time domain.
Furthermore, ρ is deﬁned as the signal to noise ratio per space-time signal at each receive antenna,
and it is independent of the number of transmit antennas.





DH + Z, (2.5)
where D is an (NrT × NtNrT)-dimensional matrix constructed from the space-time signal matrix
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T), i = 1,...,Nt, (2.7)
which corresponds to the i-th column of the space-time signal matrix C. The (NtNrT)-dimensional
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where ( )T denotes the transpose of a matrix and ﬁnally we have
hi,j =
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Example 2.2.1. (2 × 2) systems:
In order to illustrate the employment of the vectorial representation of Equation (2.5), we will con-
sider the simple scenario, when we have Nt = Nr = T = 2. The matrix D can be written as follows:
D =
 
D1 D2 0 0






















1 0 0 0 0 0
0 c1
2 0 c2
2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 c1
1 0 c2
1 0
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The non-dispersive channel impulse response (CIR) vector H is written as
H =
 
h1,1(1) h1,1(2) h2,1(1) h2,1(2) h1,2(1) h1,2(2) h2,2(1) h2,2(2)
 T
8 × 1 .
Accordingly, the received signal Y expressed in Equations (2.5) and (2.10) for the 2 × 2 system
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2.2.2 Pairwise Error Probability and Design Criterion
Consider Equation (2.10) and let D as well as ˜ D be two diﬀerent matrices corresponding to two
diﬀerent space-time signals C and ˜ C, respectively. According to [233,234], the pairwise error prob-
ability between D and ˜ D can be upper bounded as













where K is the rank of (D − ˜ D)R(D − ˜ D)H; γ1,γ2,...,γK are the non-zero eigenvalues of (D −
˜ D)R(D − ˜ D)H; and R = E[HHH] is the correlation matrix of H. Maximising the pairwise error
probability of Equation (2.12), rather than that between the modulated symbols of the individual
time slots implies that the individual space-time (ST) signals have to have the maximum possible
Euclidean distance.
The authors of [233,234] have also proposed a general design criterion based on the upper
bound of the pairwise error probability expressed in Equation (2.12) that consists of two parts:
• The minimum rank of (D − ˜ D)R(D − ˜ D)H should be maximised.
• The minimum value of the product
 K
i=1 γi should be maximised.
This criterion is consistent with the well-know space-time signal design criteria outlined in [8,217]
for the extreme cases of the quasi-static and the rapid fading channel models, which are reproduced
here for completeness:
• Quasi-static fading channels: The minimum rank of
∆
△
= (C − ˜ C)(C − ˜ C)H, (2.13)
over all pairs of distinct ST signals C and ˜ C should be maximised. According to [222,223],
if ∆ is of full rank for any pair of distinct signals C and ˜ C, in other words, if columns are
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where the diversity product or coding advantage is deﬁned as the estimated SNR gain over
an uncoded system having the same diversity order as the coded system [8].
• Rapid fading channels: The minimum number of non-zero rows of (C − ˜ C) should be
maximised for any pair of distinct signals C and ˜ C. If there is no zero row in (C− ˜ C), then
















where ct and ˜ ct are the t-th rows of C and ˜ C, respectively.
2.3 Design Criteria for Time-Correlated Fading Channels
In this section, the design criteria devised for time-correlated fading channels in [190] are considered.
The pairwise error probability of the ST signals and related design criteria will be presented in
Section 2.3.2. The generalised diversity product along with its lower and upper bounds will also
be discussed in Sections 2.3.3.1 and 2.3.3.2, respectively.
2.3.1 Preliminaries






corresponds to the time-domain correlation matrix of the channel coeﬃcients describing the link
between transmit antenna i and receive antenna j. When using Jakes fading model [235], all of
the time-domain correlation matrices Ri,j are the same. In other words, the temporal correlation
of the signal transmitted from transmit antenna i to receive antenna j is the same. Hence, the
correlation matrix of Equation (2.16) can be written as
R = INtNr ⊗ ˘ R, (2.18)
where ⊗ denotes the tensor product [232], INtNr is the identity matrix of size (NtNr × NtNr) and R
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From Equations (2.6), (2.7), and (2.18), one can write [190]
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∆ ◦ ˘ R
o
, (2.20)
where ∆ is deﬁned in Equation (2.13), and ◦ denotes the Hadamard product [232], which is deﬁned
as follows
Deﬁnition 2.3.1. Let A = {ai,j} and B = {bi,j} be two matrices of dimension (m × n). The
Hadamard product of A and B is deﬁned as












2.3.2 Pairwise Error Probability and Design Criterion
Upon combining Equation (2.20) with Equation (2.12), the upper bound of the pairwise ST symbol
error probability between C and ˜ C can be written as [190]













where r is the rank of ∆◦ ˘ R, and λ1,λ2,...,λr are the non-zero eigenvalues of ∆◦ ˘ R. According
to Equations (2.22), the ST code design criteria devised for time-correlated fading channels can be
formulated as follows [190]:
a) Design for diversity advantage: The minimum rank of ∆ ◦ ˘ R should be maximised over
all pairs of distinct ST signals C and ˜ C.
b) Design for coding advantage: The minimum value of the product
 r
i=1 λi over all pairs
of distinct ST signals C and ˜ C should be maximised.
2.3.3 Coding Advantage
The above-mentioned coding advantage or the diversity product was used in [222,223] in order to
characterise the performance of diﬀerent space-time coding schemes that achieve an identical di-
versity advantage. The concept of the diversity product was generalised in [190] to time-correlated
fading channels. Undoubtedly, this generalisation renders the evaluation and comparison of dif-
ferent space-time coding schemes more straightforward. Additionally, upper and lower bounds on
the generalised diversity product were also developed in [190].2.3.3. Coding Advantage 61
2.3.3.1 Generalised Diversity Product
According to the upper bound of the pairwise ST symbol error probability expressed in Equa-
















It may be directly observed that for quasi-static fading channels (i.e. for ∆ ◦ ˘ R = ∆), Equa-











For rapid fading channels the correlation matrix ˘ R indicates that unless the time-lag considered is
zero, the corresponding correlation coeﬃcient is also zero, which is expressed as
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Additionally, it may be directly observed that for this case ∆◦ ˘ R is a diagonal matrix whose entries
are the diagonal entries of ∆, namely
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where ct and ˜ ct, t = 1,...,T, are the t-th rows of C and ˜ C, respectively. Consequently, Equa-
















2.3.3.2 Upper and Lower Bounds on the Generalised Diversity Product
It was shown in [190] that the generalised diversity product, ζR of Equation (2.23) is lower bounded
by ζstatic of Equation (2.14) and upper bounded by ζrapid of Equation (2.15). More speciﬁcally, if a
set of space-time signals characterised in terms of its dimension (T ×Nt) has L elements and ∆◦ ˘ R
is of full rank for any pair of distinct ST signals C and ˜ C, then the diversity product ζR of these












According to Equation (2.25), the diversity product ζR is determined by ζrapid if the time
correlation matrix ˘ R is of full rank, since |det(˘ R)|
1
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does not have full rank, the diversity product ζR is no longer determined by ζrapid, since we have
det(˘ R) = 0, which leads to 0 ≤ ζR ≤ ζrapid. Another observation inferred from Equation (2.25) is
that we have ζstatic ≤ ζR ≤ ζrapid, which suggests that the diversity product ζR will be independent
of the channel’s correlation matrix ˘ R for all space-time codes having ζstatic = ζrapid. Furthermore,
the problem of designing robust space-time signals for time-correlated fading channels can be
reduced to that of designing space-time signals for quasi-static fading channels, if ζstatic achieves
the upper bound of
 
L
2(L−1) quantiﬁed in Equation (2.25) or at least it is close to it, since ζR will
also achieve or will at least be close to this upper bound for any time-correlated fading channel.
Based on these results, all space-time signals designed for quasi-static fading channels, such as
cyclic ST codes [222], ST codes derived from orthogonal design [215,216,219,220], parametric ST
codes [225], Cayley ST codes [224], etc., can also be used for communication over time-correlated
fading channels.
2.4 Orthogonal ST-Code Design Using Sphere Packing
In this section, orthogonal ST-code design using sphere packing modulation is considered. First,
a rudimentary introduction to sphere-packing as a geometric problem is provided in Section 2.4.1,
followed by the general concept and the motivation of combining orthogonal ST-code design using
sphere packing are discussed in Section 2.4.2. Then, the speciﬁc signal design proposed for Nt = 2
transmit antennas is provided in Section 2.4.3 in order to shed further light on the concept of
combining orthogonal design with sphere packing. The sphere packing constellation construction
is described in Section 2.4.4. Finally, the capacity of STBC-SP schemes is derived in Section 2.4.5
2.4.1 General Concept of Sphere Packing
In this section we present a brief overview of sphere packing, addressing some of the fundamental
issues, such as the problem of packing spheres in a given n-dimensional Euclidean space Rn and the
problem of determining how many spheres can just touch another sphere of the same size in this
space. The latter problem is referred to as the ‘kissing number problem’. More detailed discussions
on these issues may be found in [236].
2.4.1.1 The Sphere Packing Problem
The classic sphere packing problem is to ﬁnd out how densely identical non-overlapping spheres
can be packed in a speciﬁc space. For the traditional 3-dimensional space, the sphere packing
problem may be exempliﬁed by considering a large storage area, and asking what is the highest
number of identical balls that can be packed into this space. The packing problem becomes trivial,
if we consider wooden cubes, for example, instead of the balls. The number of wooden cubes that
we can pack would be equal to the volume of the storage area divided by the volume of one wooden
cube, assuming that no space would be left over. In other words, we can ideally ﬁll one hundred
percent of the storage space since the wooden cubes ﬁt together with no space wasted in between.
By contrast, there is always some wasted space in between packed spheres.
Generally, the density ∆ of a sphere packing is deﬁned as the proportion of a volume occupied
by the spheres, which may be deﬁned as [236]:
∆ = proportion of the space that is occupied by the spheres,
=
volume of one sphere
volume of total space
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The sphere packing problem is concerned with ﬁnding the densest packing of equal spheres in a
speciﬁc n-dimensional space. This geometric problem has numerous practical applications.
2.4.1.2 Representation of n-dimensional Real Euclidean Space Rn
A phasor point in the n-dimensional real-valued Euclidean space Rn may be represented by a string
of n real numbers [236]
x = (x1,x2,x3,...,xn).
Accordingly, a sphere in Rn with a centre u = (u1,...,un) and radius ρ consists of all points
x = (x1,x2,x3,...,xn) that satisfy the following constraint
(x1 − u1)
2 + (x2 − u2)
2 +     + (xn − un)
2 = ρ
2.
The graphical representation of the sphere packing problem is only feasible in two or three di-
mensions. Generally, a sphere packing in Rn is unambiguously described by specifying the centres
u and the radius ρ, where all manipulations are carried out using coordinates. For example,
the 4-dimensional real-valued Euclidean space R4 consists of phasor points having four coor-
dinates instead of the conventional three coordinates that represent the 3-dimensional real Eu-
clidean space R3. Example phasor points in the 4-dimensional real Euclidean space R4 include
(1.0,−2.3,3.4,0.7), (5.6,8.0,14.2,−7.2), ....
2.4.1.3 Kepler Conjecture
In the 3-dimensional Euclidean space R3, the best packing is the one, when the centres of the spheres
form a so-called face-entered cubic lattice [236], where the spheres only occupy π/
√
18 ≈ 0.7405
of the total space. Consequently, the density ∆ of the face-entered cubic lattice packing is about
0.7405. Johannes Kepler had conjectured in 1611 that this is the maximum attainable density in
the 3-dimensional Euclidean space R3. This has been known as the Kepler conjecture. In 1998,
Thomas Hales announced the proof of the Kepler conjecture [237,238], where he based his proof
on the approach suggested by Lszl Fejes Tth in 1953 and employed complex computer calculations
in order to check many individual cases. The Kepler conjecture has been extended to dimensions
higher than three, where it is still an open mathematical problem.
2.4.1.4 Kissing Numbers
Another important issue, closely related to the sphere packing problem, is known as the kissing
number problem. With respect to our 3-dimensional bowling balls example mentioned in Sec-
tion 2.4.1.1, the kissing number problem asks what is the highest number of balls that can be
arranged so that they all touch, or ‘kiss’, another ball of the same size [236]. Generally, the kissing
number problem asks for the highest number of n-dimensional spheres that can kiss another sphere
of a similar size.
In the one-dimensional Euclidean space, the answer is 2, while in the 2-dimensional Euclidean
space, it is 6, as seen in Figure 2.1. In the 3-dimensional Euclidean space, the answer is now known
to be 12. The answer is also known in 8 and 24 dimensions to be 240 and 196 560, respectively.
However, in four dimensions the highest kissing number is only known to be either 24 or 25.
2.4.1.5 n-dimensional Packings
The 1-dimensional lattice Z, representing the integers, is the densest packing in one dimension
with a density of ∆ = 1. In two dimensions, the densest packing is also known with a density64 2. Space-Time Block Code Design Using Sphere Packing
Figure 2.1: Sphere-packing (or circle-packing) in the 2-dimensional Euclidean space.
Dimension 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 12 16 24
Densest Packing Z A2 A3 D4 D5 E6 E7 E8 K12 Λ16 Λ24
Highest Kissing Number 2 6 12 24 40 72 126 240 756 4 320 196560
Table 2.1: Sphere packing and kissing number in several dimensions. The bold-faced values refer to those
that were proven optimal c   [236].
of ∆ = π/
√
12 ≈ 0.9069. Figure 2.1 shows the hexagonal lattice packing, which is the densest in
two dimensions. In three dimensions, the face-entered cubic lattice is the densest packing with a
density of ∆ = π/
√
18 ≈ 0.7405.
In the 4-dimensional real Euclidean space R4, the lattice D4 is deemed to be the densest sphere
packing arrangement, although this fact is not yet proven. More speciﬁcally, D4 may be deﬁned
as a lattice that consists of all phasor points having integer coordinates (a1,a2,a3,a4), which are
subjected to the sphere packing constraint of a1+a2+a3+a4 = k, where k is an even integer. The
sphere centred at (0,0,0,0) has 24 spheres around it, centred at the points (+/ − 1,+/ − 1,0,0),
where any choice of signs and any ordering of the coordinates is legitimate [236].
The densest packing in the 8-dimensional real-valued Euclidean space R8 is the E8 lattice,
which is a discrete subﬁeld of R8 that consists of all phasor points having natural or half-natural1
coordinates (a1,...,a8) that are subjected to the sphere packing constraint of a1 + ... + a8 = k,
where k is an even integer. The existence of E8 was proven in 1867 by J. S. Smith [239], but its
ﬁrst quadratic form expression was given in 1873 by A. Korkine and G. Zolotareﬀ [240]. It was
proven to be the densest packing in eight dimensions in 1979 [241,242]. Table 2.1 summarises the
sphere packing schemes and the highest kissing numbers in several dimensions.
2.4.1.6 Applications of Sphere Packing
In this section, some example applications will be brieﬂy presented in order to justify our interest
in ﬁnding dense packings of n-dimensional spheres. These applications include pure geometry,
number theory, coding theory and code search as well as approximation problems.
The sphere packing problem originally appeared as an interesting problem in pure geome-
try, which was mentioned by Hilbert in his list of open problems in 1900 [243, 244]. Several
authors demonstrated great interest in the sphere packing problem from the perspective of geom-
etry [245–250]. Moreover, applications of sphere packing in number theory include, for example,
1If a is a natural number then b = a + 1
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solving the so-called Diophantine equations and the geometry of numbers [251–253]. The sphere
packing problem also has a direct connection with the construction of error correction codes. More
speciﬁcally, the construction of an (n,M,d)-code2 can be viewed as ﬁnding the densest packing
of spheres having a radius of ρ = (d − 1)/2 in n dimensions [236]. Another application of sphere
packing is in solving n-dimensional search or approximation problems [254–257]. A recently pro-
posed search method that has attracted considerable attention is sphere decoding [258,259], which
provides an accurate estimation similar to the optimum maximum likelihood solution but with a
far lower complexity.
2.4.2 Sphere-Packing Aided STBC Concept
The concept of orthogonal ST signal design has become synonymous to space-time coding, follow-
ing the remarkable discovery of Alamouti [215]. Since then, it has attracted considerable further
attention [260]. The orthogonal ST-code design can be described with the aid of the following









for k = 1, 2,..., where x∗
k+1 is the complex conjugate of xk+1. Then, G2k(x1,x2,...,xk+1)
constitutes an orthogonal ST-code generator matrix design of size (2k × 2k), which maps the
complex variables representing (x1,x2,...,xk+1) to Nt = 2k transmit antennas. In other words,
x1,x2,...,xk+1 represent (k + 1) number of complex modulated symbols to be transmitted from
Nt = 2k transmit antennas in T = 2k time slots. The eﬀective throughput of G2k is (k + 1)/2k
complex symbols per time slot, which is the maximum throughput that may be achieved by an
orthogonal ST-code design having a square-shaped generator matrix [221].
Space-time signals can be constructed directly from the orthogonal ST-code design G2k of










|x1|2 + |x2|2 + ... + |xk+1|2 
= k + 1.
The multiplicative term
 
2k/(k + 1) in Equation (2.28) is a normalisation factor used for ensuring







= NtT = 2k   2k = 22k, (2.29)
since the space-time signal C of Equation (2.28) is of size (2k ×2k). The energy of the signal C in
Equation (2.28) is computed as follows
2A code of length n, containing M codewords and with minimum distance d is referred to as an (n,M,d)-code
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= 22k,
which satisﬁes the energy constraint of Equation (2.29).
Let C and ˜ C be two distinct space-time signals directly constructed from the orthogonal ST-









G2k(˜ x1, ˜ x2,..., ˜ xk+1),
then we have
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|xi − ˜ xi|
2I2k, (2.30)
implying that ∆ is a diagonal matrix of size (2k × 2k). Observe that all of the diagonal entries in
˘ R of Equation (2.19) are unity, yielding












































Now, with the aid of Equations (2.23) and (2.32), as well as by observing that T = Nt = 2k, the
diversity product evaluated for space-time signals constructed from the orthogonal ST-code design




























































which shows that the diversity product of space-time signals constructed from the orthogonal design
G2k of Equation (2.27) is independent of the correlation matrix ˘ R, provided that the space-time
signals achieve full diversity (i.e. that ∆ ◦ ˘ R is of full rank).
Assuming that there are L legitimate space-time signals, which the encoder can choose from,
Equation (2.33) dictates that the diversity product is determined by the minimum Euclidean
distance (MED) of the L number of (k+1)-dimensional complex vectors (x1,x2,...,xk+1)l ∈ Ck+1,
l = 0,...,L − 1. Therefore, in order to maximise the diversity product, the L number of (k + 1)-
dimensional complex vectors must be designed by ensuring that they have the best MED in the
(k+1)-dimensional complex-valued space Ck+1, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. If each of the L number
of (k + 1)-dimensional complex vectors is expressed using its real and imaginary components, so
that we have
(x1,...,xk+1)l ⇐⇒ (a1 + ja2,...,a2(k+1)−1 + ja2(k+1))l, (2.34)
for l = 0,...,L − 1, then each of these complex vectors can be represented in the stylised space
shown in Figure 2.3. It may be directly observed from Figure 2.3 that the design problem can
be readily transformed from the (k + 1)-dimensional complex-valued space Ck+1 to the 2(k + 1)-
dimensional real-valued Euclidean space R2(k+1), as portrayed in Figure 2.4. It was proposed68 2. Space-Time Block Code Design Using Sphere Packing
(a1 + ja2,...,a2(k+1)−1 + ja2(k+1))2
(a1 + ja2,...,a2(k+1)−1 + ja2(k+1))L−1 (a1 + ja2,...,a2(k+1)−1 + ja2(k+1))L
(a1 + ja2,...,a2(k+1)−1 + ja2(k+1))3
(a1 + ja2,...,a2(k+1)−1 + ja2(k+1))1
Figure 2.3: The L legitimate (k+1)-dimensional complex vectors represented by their real and imaginary
components.
in [190] to use sphere packing (SP) for combining the individual antennas signals into a joint ST
design, since they have the best known MED in the 2(k + 1)-dimensional real-valued Euclidean
space R2(k+1) [236], which directly maximises the diversity product expression of Equation (2.33).
To summarise the general concept, space-time signals having the maximum Euclidean distance
may be constructed from Alamouti-style orthogonal design using sphere packing modulation for
Nt = 2k,k = 1,2,3,..., transmit antennas. When conventional modulation methods (i.e. QAM,
PSK) are used in the design of space-time signals, the symbols x1,x2,...,xk+1 are chosen inde-
pendently from the modulation constellation. By contrast, in the case of sphere packing, these
symbols are designed jointly in order to further increase the coding advantage, as suggested above.
Assuming that there are L space-time signals that the encoder can choose from and each ST signal
is transmitted over T = Nt number of consecutive time slots, the eﬀective throughput of the space-
time modulated scheme is (log2 L)/Nt bits per ST channel access, where an ST channel access is
again deﬁned as the transmission of one of the L legitimate ST signals over the Nt transmit an-
tennas within the corresponding Nt time slots. When assuming rectangular Nyquist ﬁltering, the
resultant spectral eﬃciency becomes (log2 L)/Nt b/s/Hz. Without loss of generality, G2(x1,x2)
will be considered in Section 2.4.3, in order to illustrate the concept of orthogonal ST code design
using sphere packing for Nt = 2 transmit antennas.
2.4.3 Signal Design for Two Transmit Antennas









which was introduced by Alamouti [215], where the rows and columns of Equation (2.35) represent
the temporal and spatial dimensions, corresponding to two consecutive time slots and two transmit
antennas, respectively. In this section, space-time encoding designed for systems employing Nt = 2












Figure 2.4: The L legitimate 2(k + 1)-dimensional real-valued vectors.
and maximum likelihood detection algorithm will be detailed. Then, in Section 2.4.3.3 a range of
systems using Nt = 2 transmit antennas and multiple receive antennas will be discussed. Finally,
in Section 2.4.3.4 it will be shown how sphere packing is combined with orthogonal ST signal design
employing Nt transmit antennas.
2.4.3.1 G2 Space-Time Encoding
As shown in Figure 2.5, the space-time encoder is preceded by a modulator. Each group of B
information bits is ﬁrst modulated using an L-ary modulation scheme, where we have B = log2 L.
Then, the encoder operates on a block of two consecutive modulated symbols x1 and x2, mapping
them to the transmit antennas according to the generator matrix seen in Equation (2.35).
Each activation of the encoder considers two consecutive time slots. During the ﬁrst time slot,
x1 is transmitted from the ﬁrst antenna and simultaneously x2 is transmitted from the second an-
Encoder
Tx 1






Figure 2.5: Block diagram of the two-transmitter STBC scheme.70 2. Space-Time Block Code Design Using Sphere Packing
tenna. During the second time slot, −x∗
2 is transmitted from the ﬁrst antenna and simultaneously
x∗
1 is transmitted from the second antenna. The columns of the generator matrix represent anten-
nas and the rows represent time slots. Therefore, encoding is carried out in both the space and
time domains. Table 2.2 shows the encoding and transmission sequence for the two-transmitter
STBC scheme.
antenna 1 antenna 2
time slot t x1 x2
time slot t + 1 −x∗
2 x∗
1
Table 2.2: Encoding and transmission sequence for the two-transmitter STBC.
2.4.3.2 Receiver and Maximum Likelihood Decoding
Figure 2.6 shows the block diagram for the receiver, when a single receive antenna is employed.
Let h1(t) and h2(t) denote the complex-valued fading channel coeﬃcients of the ﬁrst and second
antennas with respect to the receive antenna at time instant t, respectively. It is assumed that the
channel coeﬃcients are constant over two consecutive time slots. Hence, they can be written as
follows
h1(t) = h1(t + 1) = h1 = |h1|ejθ1 (2.36)
h2(t) = h2(t + 1) = h2 = |h2|ejθ2, (2.37)
where |hi| and θi, i = 1,2, are the amplitude and phase shift of the complex-valued channel
coeﬃcient for the path spanning from transmit antenna i to the receive antenna.
As shown in Figure 2.6, r1 and r2 represent the signals received over the two consecutive time
slots t and t + 1, respectively, which can be written as
r1 = h1x1 + h2x2 + n1 (2.38)
r2 = −h1x∗
2 + h2x∗
1 + n2, (2.39)
where n1 and n2 are independent complex-valued additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) samples
at time t and t+1, respectively, with zero mean and a power spectral density of N0/2 per dimension.
Assuming perfect channel estimation, the channel’s fading coeﬃcients, h1 and h2, are known
at the receiver. The availability of the channel state information (CSI) at the receiver will improve
the performance of the decoder. The fading coeﬃcient estimates h1 and h2 are used by the decoder
to ﬁnd the most likely transmitted signals, as we will show in Equations (2.43) and (2.43). The
maximum likelihood decoder decides on the speciﬁc pair of signals (ˆ x1, ˆ x2) that minimises the
following distance metric:
d2(r1,h1ˆ x1 + h2ˆ x2) + d2(r2,−h1ˆ x∗
2 + h2ˆ x∗
1), (2.40)
over all possible values of ˆ x1 and ˆ x2, while assuming that all the signals in the modulation con-
stellation are equiprobable. The squared Euclidean distance between two complex-valued signals,
say x and y, can be expressed as
d2(x,y) = (x − y)(x∗ − y∗). (2.41)2.4.3. Signal Design for Two Transmit Antennas 71
Channel Signal
Combiner Estimator
ˆ h1 ˆ h2 ˜ x1 ˜ x2


















Figure 2.6: Receiver for the two-transmitter STBC.
Upon, using Equation (2.41), the detection criterion of Equation (2.40) can be further manipulated
as follows
d2(r1,h1ˆ x1 + h2ˆ x2) + d2(r2,−h1ˆ x∗
2 + h2ˆ x∗
1)






+ (r2 + h1ˆ x∗
2 − h2ˆ x∗
1)(r∗
2 + h∗
1ˆ x2 − h∗
2ˆ x1)













1ˆ x2 + h∗
1r2ˆ x2
+ |r1|2 + |r2|2. (2.42)
Let us deﬁne ˜ x1 and ˜ x2 as two decision statistics constructed by combining the received signals r172 2. Space-Time Block Code Design Using Sphere Packing
and r2 with the perfectly estimated CSI as follows
˜ x1 = h∗
1r1 + h2r∗
2 (2.43)





Moreover, d2(˜ x1, ˆ x1) and d2(˜ x2, ˆ x2) can be expressed using Equations (2.43) and (2.44) along with
Equation (2.41) as follows
d2(˜ x1, ˆ x1) = (˜ x1 − ˆ x1)(˜ x∗
1 − ˆ x∗
1)





1ˆ x1 − h∗
2r2ˆ x1, (2.45)
and,
d2(˜ x2, ˆ x2) = (˜ x2 − ˆ x2)(˜ x∗
2 − ˆ x∗
2)
= |ˆ x2|











1ˆ x2 + h
∗
1r2ˆ x2. (2.46)
Upon substituting Equations (2.45) and (2.46) into Equation (2.42) and omitting all terms that
are not functions of ˆ x1 or ˆ x2, the resultant decoding criterion can be expressed as
(ˆ x1, ˆ x2) = arg min
(ˆ x1,ˆ x2)∈C
(|h1|2 + |h1|2 − 1)(|ˆ x1|2 + |ˆ x2|2) + d2(˜ x1, ˆ x1) + d2(˜ x2, ˆ x2), (2.47)
where C is the set of all possible modulated symbol pairs (ˆ x1, ˆ x2). Furthermore, expressing r1 and
r2 in Equations (2.43) and (2.44), respectively, using Equations (2.38) and (2.39) yields,
˜ x1 = (|h1|2 + |h2|2)x1 + h∗
1n1 + h2n∗
2 (2.48)
˜ x2 = (|h1|2 + |h2|2)x2 − h1n∗
2 + h∗
2n1. (2.49)
The fact that the decision statistics ˜ xi only depend on xi, i = 1, 2, enables us to separate the
maximum likelihood decoding rule of Equation (2.47) into two independent decoding criteria for
x1 and x2 as follows




2 − 1)|ˆ x1|
2 + d
2(˜ x1, ˆ x1) (2.50)
ˆ x2 = arg min
ˆ x2∈S
(|h1|2 + |h2|2 − 1)|ˆ x2|2 + d2(˜ x2, ˆ x2), (2.51)
where S represents the legitimate constellation set. Observe further more in Equations (2.48)
and (2.49) that even if one of the fading coeﬃcients is small owing to a deep magnitude fade, the
chances are that the other coeﬃcient is simultaneously high owing to their independent fading. For
the special case of M-PSK signal constellations, the amplitude of all possible modulated symbols,
ˆ xi, i = 1, 2, are constant leading to the following further simpliﬁed decoding criteria:
ˆ x1 = arg min
ˆ x1∈S
d
2(˜ x1, ˆ x1) (2.52)
ˆ x2 = arg min
ˆ x2∈S
d2(˜ x2, ˆ x2). (2.53)2.4.3. Signal Design for Two Transmit Antennas 73
2.4.3.3 G2 Space-Time Coding Using Multiple Receive Antennas
As a motivation of this section, it is worth noting at this early stage that the employment of mul-
tiple transmit antennas requires the proportionate reduction of the individual antennas’ transmit
power for the sake of their fair comparison. This requires for example for Nt = 2 that transmit di-
versity provides more than 3dB gain in order to compensate for halving the transmit power of both
antennas, which is typically only realistic with the aid of multiple receiver antennas. Motivated by
this, the two-transmitter space-time coding scheme of Section 2.4.3.2 can be extended to systems
employing an arbitrary number of receive antennas, Nr. The decoding criteria must be modiﬁed
to include the eﬀect of the multiple receive antennas. However, the encoding and transmission is




2 denote the received signals by the
jth receive antenna at time t and t + 1, respectively
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where hi,j, i = 1, 2, j = 1,...,Nr, represents the complex-valued fading coeﬃcient for the path
spanning from transmit antenna i to receive antenna j, and n
j
1 as well as n
j
2 are the AWGN samples
at time instants t and t + 1, respectively, at receive antenna j.
The decision statistics ˜ x1 and ˜ x2 which are constructed by the receiver based on the linear





















































Based on Equations (2.43), (2.44), (2.55) and (2.56), the following rule can be deduced for the
linear combination of the received signals [261]:
For ˜ xi, i = 1, 2, multiply rj, j = 1, 2, with the conjugate of the corresponding complex-
valued fading coeﬃcient h if xi is present in rj as suggested by Equations (2.43), (2.44),
(2.55) and (2.56). Otherwise, if x∗
i is present in rj, multiply r∗
j with the correspond-
ing complex-valued fading coeﬃcient h. Then, the resultant products are added or
subtracted from the rest, depending on the sign of the term in the expression of the
received signal rj.
It is plausible from Equations (2.55) and (2.56) that the number of independent propagation
paths is proportional to the number of receivers Nr, namely 2   Nr. Therefore, as argued at the
beginning of this section, if one path is in a deep fade, other paths are still likely to provide a
high-reliability link for the transmitted signal, provided that the paths are spatially uncorrelated.74 2. Space-Time Block Code Design Using Sphere Packing
This advantage is valid even if a single receive antenna is used, because in that case there are two
independent paths corresponding to the ﬁrst and second transmit antennas.
The maximum likelihood decoding criteria used by the receiver for the two independent signals
x1 and x2 are given by [215,262]
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2.4.3.4 G2 Orthogonal Design Using Sphere Packing









According to Alamouti’s design [215] for example, x1 and x2 represent conventional binary
phase shift keying (BPSK) modulated symbols transmitted in the 1st and 2nd time slots and no
eﬀort is made to jointly design a signal constellation for the various combinations of x1 and x2. For
the sake of generalising our treatment, let us assume that there are L legitimate space-time signals
G2(xl,1,xl,2), l = 0,1,...,L−1, where L represents the number of sphere-packed modulated sym-
bols. The transmitter has to choose the modulated signal from these L legitimate symbols, which
have to be transmitted over the two antennas in two consecutive time slots, where the throughput
of the system is given by (log2 L)/2 bits per channel access. In contrast to Alamouti’s independent
design of the two time slots’ signals [215], our aim is to design xl,1 and xl,2 jointly, so that they
have the best MED from all other (L − 1) legitimate transmitted space-time signals [190], since
this minimises the system’s ST symbol error probability. Let (al,1,al,2,al,3,al,4), l = 0,...,L − 1,
be phasor points belonging the four-dimensional real-valued Euclidean space R4, where each of the
four elements al,d, d = 1,...,4, gives one coordinate of the two time-slots’ complex-valued phasor




al,1 + jal,2,al,3 + jal,4
 
, (2.59)
where the SP-function Tsp represents the mapping of the SP symbols (al,1,al,2,al,3,al,4) to the
complex-valued symbols xl,1 and xl,2, l = 0,...,L − 1.
In the four-dimensional real-valued Euclidean space R4, the lattice D4 is deﬁned as a sphere
packing having the best minimum Euclidean distance from all other (L−1) legitimate constellation
points in R4 [236]. More speciﬁcally, D4 may be deﬁned as a lattice that consists of all legitimate
sphere packed constellation points having integer coordinates (al,1,al,2,al,3,al,4), l = 0,...,L −1,
uniquely and unambiguously describing the L legitimate combinations of the two time-slots’ mod-
ulated symbols in Alamouti’s scheme, but subjected to the sphere packing constraint of [236]
al,1 + al,2 + al,3 + al,4 = kl, l = 0,...,L − 1, (2.60)2.4.3. Signal Design for Two Transmit Antennas 75
where kl may assume any even integer value. Alternatively, D4 may be deﬁned as the integer span



















2 0 0 0
1 1 0 0
1 0 1 0





We may infer from the above deﬁnition in Equation (2.61) that D4 contains the centres (2,0,0,0),
(1,1,0,0), (1,0,1,0), and (1,0,0,1). It also contains all linear combinations of these points. For
example, v1 −3 v3 = (2,0,0,0)−3 (1,0,1,0) = (−1,0,−3,0), is a legitimate phasor point in D4.
Assuming that S = {sl = [al,1 al,2 al,3 al,4] ∈ R4 : 0 ≤ l ≤ L − 1} constitutes a set of L






(|al,1|2 + |al,2|2 + |al,3|2 + |al,4|2), (2.62)










G2(al,1 + jal,2,al,3 + jal,4), l = 0,...,L − 1, (2.63)
we have a set of space-time signals, {Cl:0 ≤ l ≤ L − 1}, whose diversity product is determined by
the MED of the set of L legitimate constellation points in S. The transformation of the L legitimate
2-dimensional complex vectors (xl,1,xl,2), l = 0,...,L −1, to the L legitimate 4-dimensional real-
valued vectors (al,1,al,2,al,3,al,4), l = 0,...,L − 1, is depicted in Figures 2.7 and 2.8.
(a1 + ja2,a3 + ja4)1
(a1 + ja2,a3 + ja4)2 (a1 + ja2,a3 + ja4)3
(a1 + ja2,a3 + ja4)L−1 (a1 + ja2,a3 + ja4)L





Figure 2.8: The L legitimate 4-dimensional real-valued vectors for G2 space-time signals.
The normalisation factor
 
2L/Etotal in Equation (2.63) is used for ensuring that the space-time
signal of Equation (2.63) satisﬁes the energy constraint of Equation (2.2), which can be derived as
follows.
Let us deﬁne nf as a normalisation factor to be used in Equation (2.63) for ensuring that the
space-time signal satisﬁes the energy constraint of Equation (2.2). Then the space-time signal of




















|xl,1|2 + |xl,2|2 + |x∗
l,2|2 + |x∗
l,1|2   
= 2   n2
f   E
 
|xl,1|2 + |xl,2|2 
. (2.65)
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|al,1|2 + |al,2|2 + |al,3|2 + |al,4|2 
. (2.66)
Observe from Equation (2.62) that the average energy of a single sphere packing symbol is given by
E
 















= T   Nt (from Equation(2.2))
= 2   2 = 4. (2.68)2.4.4. Sphere Packing Constellation Construction 77






The following example illustrates, how sphere packing modulation may be implemented in
combination with G2 space-time coded systems.
Example 2.4.1. Assume that there are L = 16 diﬀerent legitimate space-time signals, G2(xl,1,xl,2),
l = 0,...,15, that the encoder can choose from. We will consider two optional modulation schemes,
namely conventional QPSK modulation and sphere packing modulation.
• Conventional QPSK Modulation:
There are four legitimate two-bit QPSK symbols, S0, S1, S2, and S3, that can be used for
representing any of the symbols xl,1 and xl,2, l = 0,...,15. The transmission regime of the
























Time Slot t + 1
Figure 2.9: Transmission of two QPSK symbols during two consecutive time slots.
• Sphere Packing Modulation:
We need L = 16 phasor points selected from the lattice D4, (al,1,al,2,al,3,al,4), l = 0,...,15,
in order to jointly represent each space-time signal (xl,1,xl,2), l = 0,...,15, according to
Equation (2.59), as depicted in Figure 2.10. Table 2.3 shows the eﬀective throughput and the
associated transmission block sizes for diﬀerent values of L.
2.4.4 Sphere Packing Constellation Construction
Since the orthogonal G2 space-time signal, which is constructed from the sphere packing scheme
of Equation (2.63) is multiplied by a factor that is inversely proportional to
√

























Time Slot t + 1
Time Slot t
Figure 2.10: Transmission of a single sphere-packed symbol during two consecutive time slots.












Table 2.3: Throughput of sphere packing aided G2 systems for diﬀerent SP signal set sizes L.2.4.4. Sphere Packing Constellation Construction 79
 
2L
Etotal, it is desirable to choose a speciﬁc subset of L points from the entire set of legitimate
constellation points hosted by D4, which results in the minimum total energy Etotal while main-
taining a certain minimum distance amongst the SP symbols. Viewing this design trade-oﬀ from
a diﬀerent perspective, if more than L points satisfy the minimum total energy constraint, an
exhaustive computer search is carried out for determining the optimum choice of the L points
out of all possible points, which possess the highest MED, hence minimising the SP-symbol error
probability. For this purpose, the legitimate constellation points hosted by D4 are categorised into
layers or shells based on their norms or energy (i.e. distance from the origin) as seen in Table 2.4 .
For example, it was shown in [236] that the ﬁrst layer consists of 24 legitimate constellation points
hosted by D4 having an identical minimum energy of E = 2. In simple terms, the SP symbol
centred at (0,0,0,0) has 24 minimum-distance or closest-neighbour SP symbols around it, centred
at the points (+/ − 1,+/ − 1,0,0), where any choice of signs and any ordering of the coordinates
is legitimate.
Example 2.4.2. Assume that there are L = 16 diﬀerent legitimate space-time signals, G2(xl,1,xl,2),
l = 0,...,15, which the encoder can choose from. Then, we need the most ’meritorious’ L = 16
phasor points from the lattice D4 for representing the ST-signals. According to the above-mentioned
minimum energy constraint, only the 24 legitimate constellation points hosted by the ﬁrst SP layer
of Table 2.4 are considered, as shown in Figure 2.11. Then, an exhaustive computer search is
employed for determining the optimum choice of the L = 16 points out of the 24 possible ﬁrst-layer
points, which possess the highest MED.
E = 2
Figure 2.11: The 24 ﬁrst-layer SP constellation points hosted by D4 having the minimum energy of
E = 2.
Table 2.4 provides a summary of the constellation points hosted by the ﬁrst 10 layers in the
4-dimensional lattice D4. In order to generate the full list of SP regimes for a speciﬁc layer, we have
to apply all legitimate permutations and signs for the corresponding constellation points given in
Table 2.4.80 2. Space-Time Block Code Design Using Sphere Packing
Layer Constellation Points Norm Number of Combinations
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 +/-1 +/-1 0 0 2 24
2 +/-2 0 0 0 4 8
+/-1 +/-1 +/-1 +/-1 4 16
3 +/-2 +/-1 +/-1 0 6 96
4 +/-2 +/-2 0 0 8 24
5 +/-2 +/-2 +/-1 +/-1 10 96
+/-3 +/-1 0 0 10 48
6 +/-3 +/-1 +/-1 +/-1 12 64
+/-2 +/-2 +/-2 0 12 32
7 +/-3 +/-2 +/-1 0 14 192
8 +/-2 +/-2 +/-2 +/2 16 16
+/-4 0 0 0 16 8
9 +/-4 +/-1 +/-1 0 18 96
+/-3 +/-2 +/-2 +/-1 18 192
+/-3 +/-3 0 0 18 24
10 +/-4 +/-2 0 0 20 48
+/-3 +/-3 +/-1 +/-1 20 96
Table 2.4: The ﬁrst 10 layers of D4.
2.4.5 Capacity of STBC-SP Schemes
In this section, the capacity of STBC-SP schemes having Nt = 2 transmit and Nr receive antennas
is derived based on the results found in [263]. Assuming perfect channel estimation, the complex-
valued channel output symbols received during two consecutive STBC time slots at receiver j are
ﬁrst diversity-combined in order to extract the estimates ˜ x1,j and ˜ x2,j of the most likely transmitted




|hi,j|2   xl,1 + ´ n1,j = χ2




|hi,j|2   xl,2 + ´ n2,j = χ2
2Nt,j   xl,2 + ´ n2,j, (2.71)
for j = 1,...,Nr, where again, hi,j represents the complex-valued Rayleigh channel coeﬃcient




the chi-squared distributed random variable having 2Nt degrees of freedom at receiver j; ´ n1,j
as well as ´ n2,j are the zero-mean complex Gaussian random variables at receiver j during the
ﬁrst and second time slots, respectively, an having a variance of σ2
´ nj = χ2
2Nt,j   σ2
n, where σ2
n is
the original noise variance per dimension. The received sphere-packed symbol rj of receiver j is
then constructed from the estimates ˜ x1,j and ˜ x2,j using the inverse function of Tsp introduced in2.4.5. Capacity of STBC-SP Schemes 81
Equation (2.59) as
rj = T −1
sp (˜ x1,j, ˜ x2,j), (2.72)









l + wj, (2.73)
where we have sl = [al,1 al,2 al,3 al,4] ∈ S, 0 ≤ l ≤ L − 1. Furthermore, wj = [wj,1 wj,2 wj,3
wj,4] ∈ R4 is a four-dimensional real-valued Gaussian random variable having a covariance matrix
of σ2
wj  IND = σ2
´ nj  IND = χ2
2Nt,j σ2
n IND, where we have ND = 4, since the sphere packing symbol
constellation S is four-dimensional. According to Equation (2.73), the conditional probability
p(rj|sl) of receiving a 4-dimensional signal rj, given that a 4-dimensional L-ary sphere packing
symbol sl ∈ S, 0 ≤ l ≤ L − 1, was transmitted over the Rayleigh channel of Equation (2.73), is
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Etotal. Let us deﬁne   r = (r1,...,rNr)T as the Nr-element real-valued 4-



























The channel capacity valid for STBC schemes using ND-dimensional L-ary signalling [265] over
the discrete-input continuous-output memoryless channel (DCMC) [6] was derived in [263] from
that of the discrete memoryless channel (DMC) [266]. Accordingly, the channel capacity derived




















k=0 p(  r|sk)p(sk)
 
d  r, [bit/symbol]
(2.76)
where p(sl) is the probability of occurrence for the transmitted sphere packing symbol sl and
p(  r|sl) is expressed in Equation (2.75). The right-hand side of Equation (2.76) is maximised,
when the transmitted sphere packing symbols are equiprobably distributed, i.e. when we have
p(sl) = 1/L, l = 0,...,L−1, which leads to achieving the full capacity [266]. The right-hand side82 2. Space-Time Block Code Design Using Sphere Packing
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where E[ξ|sl] is the expectation of ξ conditioned on sl. The expectation in Equation (2.79) can
be estimated using a suﬃciently high number of χ2
2Nt,j and wj realisations with the aid of Monte
Carlo simulations for j = 1,...,Nr.
The resultant bandwidth eﬃciency as deﬁned in [267] is computed by normalising the channel









Figure 2.12 shows the DCMC capacity evaluated from Equation (2.79) for the 4-dimensional
SP modulation assisted STBC scheme for L = 4, 16, 64 and 256, when employing Nt = 2 trans-
mit antennas as well as Nr = 1, 2 and 6 receive antennas, respectively. The Continuous-Input
Continuous-Output Memoryless Channel (CCMC) [6] capacity of the MIMO scheme was also plot-
ted for comparison in Figure 2.12 based on [268]. Figure 2.13 demonstrates and compares the
achievable bandwidth eﬃciency of various SP modulated STBC schemes and identical-throughput
conventionally modulated STBC schemes. The speciﬁc modulation type employed for the vari-
ous schemes is outlined in Table 2.5. Figure 2.13 explicitly illustrates that a higher bandwidth
eﬃciency may attained, when employing sphere packing modulation in conjunction with STBC
schemes having Nt = 2 transmit antennas.2.5. STBC-SP Performance 83









































































































Figure 2.12: Capacity of STBC-SP based schemes evaluated form Equation (2.79) and using L = 4, 16,
64 and 256, when employing Nt = 2 transmit and Nr receive antennas for communicating
over a correlated SPSI Rayleigh fading channel having a normalised Doppler frequency of
fD = 0.1. (a) Nr = 1, (b) Nr = 2, (c) Nr = 6.
2.5 STBC-SP Performance
In this section, the two transmit antenna based scheme of Section 2.4.3 is considered. Simulation
results are provided for systems having diﬀerent bits-per-symbol (BPS) throughputs in conjunction84 2. Space-Time Block Code Design Using Sphere Packing














































































Figure 2.13: Bandwidth eﬃciency of STBC-SP based schemes evaluated from Equation (2.80) for L = 4,
16, 64 and 256, when employing Nt = 2 transmit and Nr receive antennas for communicating
over a correlated SPSI Rayleigh fading channel having a normalised Doppler frequency of
fD = 0.1. (a) Nr = 1, (b) Nr = 2, (c) Nr = 6.
with the appropriate conventional and sphere packing modulation schemes, as outlined in Table 2.5.
Observe that T = 2 time slots are required for transmitting a single sphere packed symbol, when2.5. STBC-SP Performance 85
using the Nt = 2 transmit antenna based scheme of Section 2.4.3. By contrast, two conventionally
modulated symbols are transmitted during the same time period. Therefore, the throughput of
the sphere packing modulation scheme has to be twice that of the conventional modulation scheme
in order to create systems having an identical overall BPS throughput. This explains the speciﬁc
choices of L in Table 2.5. Results are also shown for systems employing Nr = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
and 6 receive antennas, when communicating over a correlated Rayleigh fading channel having a
normalised Doppler frequency of fD = 0.1. The channel’s complex fading envelope is assumed
to be constant over the transmission period of T = 2 time slots of a single space-time signal or,
equivalently, the transmission period of a sphere packed symbol. This type of channel will be
referred to here as a sphere packing symbol invariant (SPSI) channel. In this section, both the
achievable bit error rate (BER) and sphere packing symbol error rate (SP-SER) are considered.
The SP-SER represents the block error rate, where the block size is B = log2 L bits, which is also
synonymous to the space-time symbol error rate (ST-SER).
Throughput (BPS) Conventional Modulation Sphere Packing Modulation
1 BPSK L = 4
2 QPSK L = 16
3 8-PSK L = 64
4 16-QAM L = 256
Table 2.5: Conventional and sphere packing modulation employed for diﬀerent BPS throughputs.
Sphere packing aided orthogonal design schemes promise to provide improved SP-SER (or ST-
SER), when compared to the same metric of conventionally modulated orthogonal STBC based
schemes. This promise is based on the fact that sphere packing modulation improves the diversity
product (or coding advantage) of Equation (2.33), which is derived from the upper bound outlined
in Equation (2.22) for the pairwise error probability between any two distinct space-time signals.
On the other hand, the BER performance of sphere packing aided orthogonal ST-code design
schemes is not always guaranteed to be better than that of conventionally modulated space-time
signals, since sphere packing modulation speciﬁcally optimises the MED between two distinct
space-time signals constructed using Equation (2.28), but not between the individual constituent
symbols, x1,x2,...,xk+1, which conventional modulation based STBC optimises. However, it
will be demonstrated later in this section that upon increasing the number of receive antennas,
the achievable SP-SER performance improvement increases, which in turn leads to further BER
performance improvements for the sphere packing aided orthogonal STBC schemes, as compared
to conventionally modulated orthogonal STBC schemes.
Figure 2.14 shows the SP-SER performance curves of diﬀerent orthogonal STBC schemes in
combination with both conventional and sphere packing modulation for the diﬀerent BPS through-
puts, as outlined in Table 2.5. The systems employ Nt = 2 transmit antennas and Nr = 1 receive
antenna for communicating over a correlated SPSI Rayleigh fading channel having a normalised
Doppler frequency of fD = 0.1. It is seen from Figure 2.14 that for a particular BPS throughput,
the two curves corresponding to both the conventional scheme and to the sphere packing modula-
tion scheme have the same asymptotic slope (i.e. diversity level). This agrees with the observation
stated in [215], namely that G2-based space-time schemes dispensing with SP modulation also
achieve full diversity. Therefore, SP is not expected to improve the asymptotic slope of the perfor-
mance curves. Nonetheless, Figure 2.14 shows that orthogonal STBC using sphere packing oﬀers
a coding advantage over the conventionally modulated orthogonal STBC design. For example,
sphere packing modulation having a throughput of 3 BPS and L = 64 achieves a coding gain of
about 1.2dB over classic 8-PSK modulated STBC at an SP-SER of 10−4. The corresponding BER86 2. Space-Time Block Code Design Using Sphere Packing
performance curves are shown in Figure 2.15. The BER performances of sphere packing modula-
tion and conventional modulation are identical for systems having rates of 1 and 2 BPS since it
can be shown that QPSK for example constitutes an SP scheme. However, Figure 2.15 also shows
that conventional modulation based STBC outperforms sphere packing modulation, when higher
BPS throughputs are considered, when employing Nr = 1 receive antenna.
Figures 2.16 to 2.25 illustrates the eﬀect of increasing the number of receive antennas from Nr =
2 to 6, respectively. The ﬁgures demonstrate that upon increasing the number of receive antennas,
the SP-SER performance advantage of sphere packing modulation over conventional modulation
increases. However, this increase becomes negligible, when employing more than Nr = 3 antennas.
It is also illustrated in Figures 2.17, 2.19, 2.21, 2.23 and 2.25 that the BER performance of sphere
packing modulation improves compared to that of conventional modulation, when increasing the
number of receive antennas.
For example as seen in Figure 2.15, the BER performance of 8-PSK is better than that of sphere
packing modulation having L = 64 when employing Nr = 1 receive antenna. However, the BER
performance of sphere packing improves, when increasing the number of receive antennas leading
to a coding advantage of about 1dB over 8-PSK, when employing Nr = 6 receive antennas. The
coding gains achieved by sphere packing modulation over conventional modulation schemes at an
SP-SER and a BER of 10−4 for the schemes characterised in Figures 2.14 to 2.25 are summarised
in Tables 2.6 and 2.7. The negative coding gain values indicate, where conventional modulation
outperforms sphere packing modulation. Figures 2.26-2.28 illustrate the SNR values required to
achieve an SP-SER of 10−4 by the diﬀerent orthogonal STBC schemes in combination with both
conventional and sphere packing modulation for the diﬀerent BPS throughputs of Table 2.5, when
employing Nt = 2 transmit and Nr = 1, 3 and 6 receive antennas, respectively, for communicating
over a correlated SPSI Rayleigh fading channel having a normalised Doppler frequency of fD = 0.1.
Observe in Figures 2.14 to 2.25 that as alluded to before, the performance curves of QPSK
modulation and sphere packing modulation having L = 16 (i.e. 2 BPS schemes) are identical. This
phenomenon is due to the fact that QPSK modulation constitutes a special case of sphere packing
modulation, when it is combined with G2 space-time signals. More speciﬁcally, consider the G2
space-time signal deﬁned as G2(xl,1,xl,2), l = 0,...,15. If xl,1 and xl,2 are chosen independently
from the QPSK modulation constellation, then the 16 legitimate space-time signals produced
will be identical to the 16 legitimate space-time signals constructed using Equation (2.63), where
(al,1,al,2,al,3,al,4), l = 0,...,15, correspond to the 16 SP constellation points hosted by D4 that
are centred at all possible permutations of (+/-1,+/-1,+/-1,+/-1) and have a normalisation factor
of 1/
√
2. These SP constellation points belong to the second layer of D4 seen in Table 2.4.
1 BPS 2 BPS 3 BPS 4 BPS
Nr = 1 0.4dB 0.0dB 1.2dB 0.6dB
Nr = 2 0.5dB 0.0dB 1.6dB 0.6dB
Nr = 3 0.6dB 0.0dB 2.0dB 0.9dB
Nr = 4 0.4dB 0.0dB 1.9dB 0.7dB
Nr = 5 0.5dB 0.0dB 1.9dB 0.9dB
Nr = 6 0.4dB 0.0dB 2.1dB 0.9dB
Table 2.6: Coding gains of sphere packing modulation aided STBC over conventional STBC at an SP-
SER of 10
−4 for the schemes characterised in Figures 2.14 to 2.25.2.6. Chapter Conclusion 87
1 BPS 2 BPS 3 BPS 4 BPS
Nr = 1 0.0dB 0.0dB −0.5dB −1.0dB
Nr = 2 0.3dB 0.0dB 0.5dB −0.5dB
Nr = 3 0.5dB 0.0dB 0.9dB −0.3dB
Nr = 4 0.4dB 0.0dB 1.0dB −0.3dB
Nr = 5 0.4dB 0.0dB 1.0dB 0.0dB
Nr = 6 0.4dB 0.0dB 1.0dB 0.1dB
Table 2.7: Coding gains of sphere packing modulation aided STBC over conventional STBC at a BER
of 10
−4 for the schemes characterised in Figures 2.14 to 2.25.






































Figure 2.14: Sphere packing symbol error rate of diﬀerent orthogonal STBC schemes in combination
with both conventional and sphere packing modulation for the diﬀerent BPS throughputs of
Table 2.5, when employing Nt = 2 transmit and Nr = 1 receive antennas for communicating
over a correlated SPSI Rayleigh fading channel having a normalised Doppler frequency of
fD = 0.1.
2.6 Chapter Conclusion
It was shown in this chapter that the diversity product of orthogonal space-time signals is de-
termined by the MED of the (k + 1)-dimensional complex vectors (x1,x2,...,xk+1). In order to
maximise the diversity product, it was proposed in [190] to use sphere packing having the best
known MED in the 2(k + 1)-dimensional real-valued Euclidean space R2(k+1) [236]. The capac-
ity analysis provided in Section 2.4.5 demonstrated that sphere packing aided orthogonal STBC
design has potential performance improvements over conventionally modulated orthogonal STBC
schemes. Furthermore, our simulation results presented in Section 2.5 showed that sphere pack-
ing aided orthogonal STBC provides some coding gain over conventionally modulated orthogonal
STBC schemes. Table 2.6 and 2.7 summarises the coding gains achieved by sphere packing modula-
tion over conventional modulation at an SP-SER and a BER of 10−4 for the schemes characterised
in Figures 2.14 to 2.25.88 2. Space-Time Block Code Design Using Sphere Packing



































Figure 2.15: Bit error rate of diﬀerent orthogonal STBC schemes in combination with both conven-
tional and sphere packing modulation for the diﬀerent BPS throughputs of Table 2.5, when
employing Nt = 2 transmit and Nr = 1 receive antennas for communicating over a corre-
lated SPSI Rayleigh fading channel having a normalised Doppler frequency of fD = 0.1.










































Figure 2.16: Sphere packing symbol error rate of diﬀerent orthogonal STBC schemes in combination
with both conventional and sphere packing modulation for the diﬀerent BPS throughputs of
Table 2.5, when employing Nt = 2 transmit and Nr = 2 receive antennas for communicating
over a correlated SPSI Rayleigh fading channel having a normalised Doppler frequency of
fD = 0.1.
2.7 Chapter Summary
This chapter ﬁrst summarised the design criteria of space-time coded communication systems in
Section 2.2. Speciﬁcally, our quasi-static and rapidly fading channels are described in Sections 2.2.1
and 2.2.2, respectively. In Section 2.3, we outlined the design criteria used for time-correlated fading2.7. Chapter Summary 89





































Figure 2.17: Bit error rate of diﬀerent orthogonal STBC schemes in combination with both conven-
tional and sphere packing modulation for the diﬀerent BPS throughputs of Table 2.5, when
employing Nt = 2 transmit and Nr = 2 receive antennas for communicating over a corre-
lated SPSI Rayleigh fading channel having a normalised Doppler frequency of fD = 0.1.




















































Figure 2.18: Sphere packing symbol error rate of diﬀerent orthogonal STBC schemes in combination
with both conventional and sphere packing modulation for the diﬀerent BPS throughputs of
Table 2.5, when employing Nt = 2 transmit and Nr = 3 receive antennas for communicating
over a correlated SPSI Rayleigh fading channel having a normalised Doppler frequency of
fD = 0.1.
channels, where both the pairwise SP-symbol error probability as well as the corresponding design
criteria were presented in Section 2.3.2. The concept of diversity product, which was introduced
in [222,223] and generalised in [190] in order to account for the eﬀects of temporal correlation
was discussed in Section 2.3.3.1. Furthermore, both lower and upper bounds on the generalised
diversity product discussed in Section 2.3.3.1 were provided in Section 2.3.3.2.90 2. Space-Time Block Code Design Using Sphere Packing














































Figure 2.19: Bit error rate of diﬀerent orthogonal STBC schemes in combination with both conven-
tional and sphere packing modulation for the diﬀerent BPS throughputs of Table 2.5, when
employing Nt = 2 transmit and Nr = 3 receive antennas for communicating over a corre-
lated SPSI Rayleigh fading channel having a normalised Doppler frequency of fD = 0.1.





















































Figure 2.20: Sphere packing symbol error rate of diﬀerent orthogonal STBC schemes in combination
with both conventional and sphere packing modulation for the diﬀerent BPS throughputs of
Table 2.5, when employing Nt = 2 transmit and Nr = 4 receive antennas for communicating
over a correlated SPSI Rayleigh fading channel having a normalised Doppler frequency of
fD = 0.1.
In Section 2.4, the philosophy of orthogonal STBC design using sphere packing modulation
was considered for space-time signals, where the motivation behind the adoption of sphere packing
modulation was discussed in Section 2.4.2. The SP signal design derived for Nt = 2 transmit
antennas was provided in Section 2.4.3, further illustrating the concept of combining an orthogonal
STBC design with sphere packing. Section 2.4.4 discussed the problem of constructing a sphere
packing constellation having a particular size L. The constellation points were ﬁrst chosen based2.7. Chapter Summary 91
















































Figure 2.21: Bit error rate of diﬀerent orthogonal STBC schemes in combination with both conven-
tional and sphere packing modulation for the diﬀerent BPS throughputs of Table 2.5, when
employing Nt = 2 transmit and Nr = 4 receive antennas for communicating over a corre-
lated SPSI Rayleigh fading channel having a normalised Doppler frequency of fD = 0.1.






















































Figure 2.22: Sphere packing symbol error rate of diﬀerent orthogonal STBC schemes in combination
with both conventional and sphere packing modulation for the diﬀerent BPS throughputs of
Table 2.5, when employing Nt = 2 transmit and Nr = 5 receive antennas for communicating
over a correlated SPSI Rayleigh fading channel having a normalised Doppler frequency of
fD = 0.1.
on the minimum energy criterion. Then, an exhaustive computer search was conducted for all the
SP symbols having the lowest possible energy, in order to ﬁnd the speciﬁc set of L points having
the best MED from all the other constellation points satisfying the minimum energy criterion. The
capacity of STBC-SP schemes employing Nt = 2 transmit antennas was derived in Section 2.4.5.
Finally, the performance of STBC-SP schemes was characterised in Section 2.5, demonstrating
that STBC-SP schemes are capable of outperforming STBC schemes that employ conventional92 2. Space-Time Block Code Design Using Sphere Packing
















































Figure 2.23: Bit error rate of diﬀerent orthogonal STBC schemes in combination with both conven-
tional and sphere packing modulation for the diﬀerent BPS throughputs of Table 2.5, when
employing Nt = 2 transmit and Nr = 5 receive antennas for communicating over a corre-
lated SPSI Rayleigh fading channel having a normalised Doppler frequency of fD = 0.1.





















































Figure 2.24: Sphere packing symbol error rate of diﬀerent orthogonal STBC schemes in combination
with both conventional and sphere packing modulation for the diﬀerent BPS throughputs of
Table 2.5, when employing Nt = 2 transmit and Nr = 6 receive antennas for communicating
over a correlated SPSI Rayleigh fading channel having a normalised Doppler frequency of
fD = 0.1.
modulation (i.e. PSK, QAM). The coding gains achieved by the sphere packing assisted STBC
over conventional STBC at an SP-SER and a BER of 10−4 are summarised in Tables 2.6 and 2.7
for the schemes characterised in Figures 2.14 to 2.25.
In the next chapter, we will demonstrate that the performance of STBC-SP systems can be
further improved by concatenating sphere packing aided modulation with channel coding and2.7. Chapter Summary 93















































Figure 2.25: Bit error rate of diﬀerent orthogonal STBC schemes in combination with both conven-
tional and sphere packing modulation for the diﬀerent BPS throughputs of Table 2.5, when
employing Nt = 2 transmit and Nr = 6 receive antennas for communicating over a corre-
lated SPSI Rayleigh fading channel having a normalised Doppler frequency of fD = 0.1.





























Figure 2.26: SNR required to achieve an SP-SER of 10
−4 by diﬀerent orthogonal STBC schemes in
combination with both conventional and sphere packing modulation for the diﬀerent BPS
throughputs of Table 2.5, when employing Nt = 2 transmit and Nr = 1 receive antennas
for communicating over a correlated SPSI Rayleigh fading channel having a normalised
Doppler frequency of fD = 0.1.
performing demapping as well as channel decoding iteratively. The sphere packing demapper
of [190] will be further developed for the sake of accepting the a priori information passed to it
from the channel decoder as extrinsic information. The convergence behaviour of this concatenated
scheme is investigated with the aid of extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) charts.94 2. Space-Time Block Code Design Using Sphere Packing



























Figure 2.27: SNR required to achieve an SP-SER of 10
−4 by diﬀerent orthogonal STBC schemes in
combination with both conventional and sphere packing modulation for the diﬀerent BPS
throughputs of Table 2.5, when employing Nt = 2 transmit and Nr = 3 receive antennas
for communicating over a correlated SPSI Rayleigh fading channel having a normalised
Doppler frequency of fD = 0.1.



























Figure 2.28: SNR required to achieve an SP-SER of 10
−4 by diﬀerent orthogonal STBC schemes in
combination with both conventional and sphere packing modulation for the diﬀerent BPS
throughputs of Table 2.5, when employing Nt = 2 transmit and Nr = 6 receive antennas
for communicating over a correlated SPSI Rayleigh fading channel having a normalised





In Chapter 2, a recently proposed space-time signal construction method that combines orthogonal
design with sphere packing ((STBC-SP)) has been introduced. STBC-SP schemes have shown
useful performance improvements over Alamouti’s conventional orthogonal design. In this chapter,
the performance of STBC-SP systems is improved by developing novel bit-based turbo-detected
schemes.
Iterative decoding of spectrally eﬃcient modulation schemes was considered by several au-
thors [261,269–271]. In [272], the employment of the turbo principle was considered for iterative
soft demapping in the context of bit-interleaved coded modulation ((BICM)), where a soft demap-
per was used between the multilevel demodulator and the channel decoder. In [273], a turbo coding
scheme was proposed for the multiple-input multiple-output ((MIMO)) Rayleigh fading channel,
where a block code was employed as an outer channel code, while an orthogonal STBC scheme
was considered as the inner code.
Recently, studying the convergence behaviour of iterative decoding has attracted consider-
able attention [274–282]. In order to determine the Eb/N0 convergence threshold of randomly
constructed irregular low-density parity-check ((LDPC)) codes transmitted over the AWGN chan-
nel, the authors of [274] proposed the employment of a density evolution algorithm, which was
also invoked in [275,276] for the sake of constructing LDPC codes capable of operating at low
Eb/N0 values. signal to noise ratio ((SNR)) based measures were used in [277,278] for studying
the convergence of iterative decoders, while the authors of [279] investigated the convergence be-
haviour of unity-rate inner codes based on a combination of SNR measures and mutual information.
In [280,281], ten Brink proposed the employment of the so-called extrinsic information transfer
((EXIT)) characteristics between a concatenated decoder’s output and input for describing the ﬂow
of extrinsic information through the soft in/soft out constituent decoders. A tutorial introduction
to EXIT charts can be found in [283]. Additionally, several algorithms predicting the convergence
of iterative decoding schemes were compared in [282].
∗Parts of this chapter are based on the collaborative research outlined in [197].

































Figure 3.1: Bit-based turbo detection RSC-coded STBC-SP system.
Motivated by the performance improvements reported in [190] and [272], we propose a novel bit-
based system that exploits the advantages of both the iterative demapping and decoding techniques
of [272] as well as those of the STBC-SP scheme of [190]. The STBC-SP demapper of [190] was
further developed for the sake of accepting the a priori information passed to it from the channel
decoder as extrinsic information. As a beneﬁt of the proposed solution, it will be demonstrated in
Section 3.5 that the proposed turbo detection aided STBC-SP scheme is capable of providing an
Eb/N0 gain of 20.2dB at a BER of 10−5 over the STBC-SP scheme of [190].
In this chapter, two realisations of a novel bit-based iterative-detection aided STBC-SP scheme
are presented, namely a recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) coded turbo-detected STBC-SP
scheme and a binary LDPC coded turbo-detected STBC-SP arrangement. Our system overview is
provided in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 shows how the STBC-SP demapper is modiﬁed for exploiting
the a priori knowledge provided by the channel decoder. Section 3.4 provides the EXIT chart
analysis of the turbo-detected bit-based scheme, while our simulation results and discussions are
provided in Section 3.5. Finally, the chapter is concluded in Section 3.6.
3.2 System Overview
3.2.1 RSC-Coded Turbo-Detected STBC-SP scheme
The schematic of the entire RSC-coded turbo-detected STBC-SP scheme is shown in Figure 3.1,
where the transmitted source bits are ﬁrst convolutionally encoded and then interleaved by a
random bit interleaver. A rate R = 1
2 RSC code is considered in this chapter. After channel
interleaving, the sphere packing mapper ﬁrst maps B channel-coded binary bits b = (b0,...,bB−1)
to a sphere packing modulated symbol s ∈ S such that we have s = mapsp(b), where B = log2 L.3.2.2. Binary LDPC-Coded Turbo-Detected STBC-SP scheme 97




EtotalG2(xl,1,xl,2), 0 ≤ l ≤ L − 1, using Equation (8.63). Subsequently, each space-time
signal is transmitted over T = 2 time slots using two transmit antennas, as shown in Equation (2.35)
and Table 2.2.
In this chapter, we consider an SPSI correlated narrowband Rayleigh fading channel, based
on the Jakes fading model [235] and associated with a normalised Doppler frequency of fD =
fdTsym = 0.1, where fd is the Doppler frequency and Tsym is the symbol period. The complex
fading envelope is thus assumed to be constant across the transmission period of a space-time coded
symbol spanning T = 2 time slots. The complex AWGN of n = nI + jnQ is also added to the
received signal, where nI and nQ are two independent zero mean Gaussian random variables having
a variance of σ2
n = σ2
nI = σ2
nQ = N0/2 per dimension, where N0/2 represents the double-sided noise
power spectral density expressed in W/Hz.
As shown in Figure 3.1, the received complex-valued symbols are demapped to their log-
likelihood ratio ((LLR)) representation for each of the B coded bits per STBC-SP symbol. The a
priori LLR values of the demodulator are subtracted from the a posteriori LLR values for the sake
of generating the extrinsic LLR values LM,e, and then the LLRs LM,e are deinterleaved by a soft-bit
deinterleaver, as seen in Figure 3.1. Next, the soft bits LD,a are passed to the convolutional decoder
in order to compute the a posteriori LLR values LD,p provided by the Log-MAP algorithm [284]
for all the channel-coded bits. During the last iteration, only the LLR values LD,i,p of the original
uncoded systematic information bits are required, which are passed to a hard decision decoder
in order to determine the estimated transmitted source bits. The extrinsic information LD,e, is
generated by subtracting the a priori information from the a posteriori information according to
LD,p − LD,a, which is then fed back to the STBC-SP demapper as the a priori information LM,a
after appropriately reordering them using the interleaver of Figure 3.1. The STBC-SP demapper
exploits the a priori information for the sake of providing improved a posteriori LLR values, which
are then passed to the channel decoder and in turn back to the STBC-SP demodulator for further
iterations.
3.2.2 Binary LDPC-Coded Turbo-Detected STBC-SP scheme
The schematic of the entire binary LDPC-coded turbo-detected STBC-SP scheme is shown in
Figure 3.2, where a rate R = 1
2 binary LDPC code is employed. Observe that channel interleaving
is not required between the binary LDPC encoder and the sphere packing mapper, since the
LDPC parity check matrix is randomly constructed, where each of the parity check equations is
checking several random bit positions in a codeword, which has a similar eﬀect to that of the
channel interleaver. A sophisticated encoding as well as turbo detection procedure similar to that
described in Section 3.2.1 is outlined in Figure 3.2. However, based on the a posteriori LLR values
LD,p recorded at the output of the LDPC decoder, a tentative hard decision will be made during
each turbo detection iteration and the resultant codeword will be checked by the LDPC code’s
parity check matrix. If the resultant vector is an all-zero sequence, then a legitimate codeword
has been found, and the hard-decision based sequence will be output. Otherwise, if the maximum
aﬀordable number of iterations has not been reached, the a priori information, LD,a, is subtracted
from the a posteriori LLR values, LD,p, for the sake of generating the extrinsic information, LD,e
which is appropriately interleaved and fed back to the demodulator for the next iteration, as seen
in Figure 3.2. The process continues, until the aﬀordable maximum number of iterations has been














































Figure 3.2: Bit-based turbo detection LDPC-coded STBC-SP system.
3.3 Iterative Demapping
For the sake of simplicity, a system having a single receive antenna is considered, although its
extension to systems having more than one receive antenna is straightforward. Assuming perfect
channel estimation, the complex-valued channel output symbols received during two consecutive
time slots are ﬁrst diversity-combined in order to extract the estimates ˜ x1 and ˜ x2 of the most likely
transmitted symbols xl,1 and xl,2 as was described in Section 2.4.3.2, resulting in
˜ x1 = (|h1|
2 + |h2|
2)   xl,1 + ´ n1 (3.1)
˜ x2 = (|h1|2 + |h2|2)   xl,2 + ´ n2, (3.2)
where h1 and h2 represent the complex-valued channel coeﬃcients corresponding to the ﬁrst and
second transmit antenna, respectively, and ´ n1 as well as ´ n2 are zero-mean complex Gaussian ran-
dom variables with variance σ2
´ n = (|h1|2 + |h2|2)   σ2
n. A received sphere-packed symbol r is then
constructed from the estimates ˜ x1 and ˜ x2 using Equation (8.63) as
r = T −1
sp (˜ x1, ˜ x2), (3.3)
where r = {[˜ a1 ˜ a2 ˜ a3 ˜ a4] ∈ R4}. The received sphere-packed symbol r can be written as




  sl + w, (3.4)
where h = (|h1|2 + |h2|2), sl ∈ S, 0 ≤ l ≤ L −1, and w is a four-dimensional real-valued Gaussian
random variable having a covariance matrix of σ2
w   IND = σ2
´ n   IND = h   σ2
n   IND, where ND = 4,
since the symbol constellation S is four-dimensional. According to Equation (3.4), the conditional3.3. Iterative Demapping 99
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, (3.5)




The sphere packing symbol r carries B channel-coded binary bits b = (b0,...,bB−1). The
LLR-value of bit bk for k = 0,...,B − 1, can be written as [272]
L(bk|r) = La(bk) + ln
 
sl∈Sk












0 are subsets of the symbol constellation S such that Sk
1
△




= {sl ∈ S : bk = 0}. In other words, Sk
i represents all symbols of the set S, where we
have bk = i ∈ {0,1}, k = 0,...,B − 1. Using Equation (3.5), we can write Equation (3.6) as





















= LM,a + LM,e. (3.7)
Finally, the max-log approximation of Equation (3.7) is as follows
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Example 3.3.1 (Iterative demapping for L = 4). :
In order to explain the theory behind Equation (3.6), let us consider a sphere packing modulation
scheme associated with L = 4. The binary bits bk, k = 0, 1, corresponding to each sphere packing






p(b0 = 1,b1 = 0|r) + p(b0 = 1,b1 = 1|r)
p(b0 = 0,b1 = 0|r) + p(b0 = 0,b1 = 1|r)







Table 3.1: Binary bits corresponding to sphere packing symbols, when L = 4.
Using Bayes’ rule1, Equation (3.9) may be expressed as
L(b0|r) = ln
p(r|b0 = 1,b1 = 0)   p(b0 = 1,b1 = 0) + p(r|b0 = 1,b1 = 1)   p(b0 = 1,b1 = 1)
p(r|b0 = 0,b1 = 0)   p(b0 = 0,b1 = 0) + p(r|b0 = 0,b1 = 1)   p(b0 = 0,b1 = 1)
.
(3.10)
Since bit-interleaving is employed, it is reasonable to assume that b0 and b1 are independent of each
other. Hence, Equation (3.10) may be manipulated as follows
L(b0|r) = ln
p(r|b0 = 1,b1 = 0)   p(b0 = 1)   p(b1 = 0) + p(r|b0 = 1,b1 = 1)   p(b0 = 1)   p(b1 = 1)





p(r|b0 = 1,b1 = 0)   p(b1 = 0) + p(r|b0 = 1,b1 = 1)   p(b1 = 1)
p(r|b0 = 0,b1 = 0)   p(b1 = 0) + p(r|b0 = 0,b1 = 1)   p(b1 = 1)
= La(b0) + ln
p(r|b0 = 1,b1 = 0) + p(r|b0 = 1,b1 = 1)  
`
p(b1 = 1)/p(b1 = 0)
´
p(r|b0 = 0,b1 = 0) + p(r|b0 = 0,b1 = 1)  
`
p(b1 = 1)/p(b1 = 0)
´
= La(b0) + ln




p(b1 = 1)/p(b1 = 0)
´´




p(b1 = 1)/p(b1 = 0)
´´
= La(b0) + ln








= La(b0) + ln
p(r|s
1) + p(r|s








which is generalised in Equation (3.6).
3.4 Binary EXIT Chart Analysis
The main objective of employing EXIT charts proposed by Stephan ten Brink [280,281], is to
predict the convergence behaviour of the iterative decoder by examining the evolution of the in-
1Let X and Y denote two random variables. According to Bayes’ rule, the conditional probability p(X|Y ) may
be written as [285]
p(X|Y ) =
p(Y |X)   p(X)
p(Y )
.3.4.1. Transfer Characteristics of the Demapper 101
put/output mutual information exchange between the inner and outer decoders in consecutive
iterations. The application of EXIT charts is based on two assumptions, namely that upon assum-
ing large interleaver lengths,
• the a priori LLR values are fairly uncorrelated;
• The probability density function of the a priori LLR values is Gaussian.
3.4.1 Transfer Characteristics of the Demapper
As seen in Figures 3.1 and 3.2, the inputs of the sphere-packingdemapper are the noise-contaminated
channel observations and the a priori information LM,a generated by the outer channel decoder.
The demapper outputs the a posteriori information LM,p, subtracts the a priori and hence pro-
duces the extrinsic information LM,e as shown in Section 3.3. Based on the above-mentioned two
assumptions, the a priori input LM,a can be modelled by applying an independent zero-mean
Gaussian random variable nA having a variance of σ2
A. In conjunction with the outer channel
coded and interleaved bits b ∈ {0,1} of Figures 3.1 and 3.2 or equivalently x ∈ {−1,+1}, the a
priori input LM,a can be written as [280]
LM,a =  A   x + nA, (3.12)
where  A = σ2
A/2 since LM,a is an LLR-value obeying the Gaussian distribution [286]. Accord-
ingly, the conditional probability density function of the a priori input LM,a is
















The mutual information of IAM = I(X;LM,a), 0 ≤ IAM ≤ 1, between the outer coded and inter-










pA(ζ|X = x)   log2
2   pA(ζ|X = x)
pA(ζ|X = −1) + pA(ζ|X = +1)
dζ.
(3.14)
Using Equation (3.13), Equation (3.14) can be expressed as






















For notational simplicity and in order to highlight the dependence of IAM on σA, the following
abbreviation is introduced [280,281]
J(σ) := IAM(σA = σ) (3.16)
lim
σ←0
J(σ) = 0, lim
σ←∞
J(σ) = 1, σ > 0. (3.17)
The function J(σ) is monotonically increasing and therefore its inverse exists. Figure 3.3 shows a
plot of J(σ) as a function of σ. It was shown in [191] that the mutual information between the102 3. Turbo Detection of Channel-Coded STBC-SP Schemes
































Figure 3.3: Mutual information IAM as a function of σA and evaluated from Equation (3.15).
equiprobable bits X and their respective LLRs L for symmetric and consistent2 L-values always
simpliﬁes to
I(X;L) = 1 −
  +∞
−∞
p(L|X = +1)   log2
 
1 + e−L 
dL




1 + e−L  
. (3.18)
In order to quantify the information content of the extrinsic LLR values LM,e at the output of
the demapper, the mutual information IEM = I(X;LM,e) can be used, which is computed as in









pE(ζ|X = x)   log2
2   pE(ζ|X = x)
pE(ζ|X = −1) + pE(ζ|X = +1)
dζ.
(3.19)
Considering IEM as a function of both IAM and the Eb/N0 value encountered, the demapper’s
extrinsic information transfer characteristic is deﬁned as [280,281]
IEM = TM(IAM,Eb/N0). (3.20)
2The LLR values are symmetric if their PDF is symmetric p(−ζ|X = +1) = p(ζ|X = −1). Additionally, all LLR
values with symmetric distributions satisfy the consistency condition [191]:































Figure 3.4: Evaluation of the demapper transfer characteristic.
Figure 3.4 illustrates how the EXIT characteristic TM(IAM,Eb/N0) is calculated for a speciﬁc
(IAM,Eb/N0)-input combination. First the noise variance σn of the wireless channel is set accord-
ing to the Eb/N0 value considered. Then, σA is calculated based on the speciﬁc value of IAM where
the EXIT curve has to be evaluated using σA = J−1(IAM) expressed from Equation (3.16) and
plotted in Figure 3.3. Next, σA is used for creating LM,a according to Equation (3.12), which is ap-
plied as the a priori input of the demapper. Finally, the mutual information of IEM = I(X;LM,e),
0 ≤ IEM ≤ 1, between the outer coded and interleaved bits x and the LLR values LM,e is calculated
using Equation (3.19) with the aid of the PDF pE of the extrinsic output LM,e. This requires the
determination of the distribution pE by means of Monte Carlo simulations. However, according
to [191], by invoking the ergodicity theorem in Equation (3.18), namely by replacing the expected
value by the time average, the mutual information can be estimated using suﬃciently large number
of samples even for non-Gaussian or unknown distributions, which may be expressed as [191]












1 + e−x(n) LM,e(n) 
. (3.21)
Figure 3.5 shows the extrinsic information transfer characteristics of the sphere-packing demap-
per in conjunction with L = 16 and diﬀerent mapping schemes between the interleaver’s output
and the STBC encoder. As expected, Gray mapping does not provide any iteration gain upon
increasing the mutual information at the input of the demapper. However, using a variety of dif-
ferent anti-Gray mapping ((AGM)) schemes [272] results in diﬀerent extrinsic information transfer
characteristics, as illustrated by the diﬀerent slopes seen in Figure 3.5. The 10 diﬀerent AGM map-
ping schemes shown in Figure 3.5 are speciﬁcally selected from all the possible mapping schemes
for L = 16 in order to demonstrate the diﬀerent extrinsic information transfer characteristics as-
sociated with diﬀerent bit-to-symbol mapping schemes. There are a total of 16! diﬀerent mapping
schemes. Both the Gray mapping as well as the various AGM mapping schemes considered in this
chapter are detailed in Appendix A.104 3. Turbo Detection of Channel-Coded STBC-SP Schemes
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Figure 3.5: Sphere packing demapper extrinsic information transfer characteristics for diﬀerent bits to






























Table 3.2: 1/2-rate RSC codes parameters.
3.4.2 Transfer Characteristics of the Outer Decoder
The extrinsic transfer characteristic of the outer channel decoder describes the relationship be-
tween the outer channel coded input LD,a and the outer channel decoded extrinsic output LD,e.
The input of the outer channel decoder consists only of the a priori input LD,a provided by the
sphere-packing demapper. Therefore, the extrinsic information transfer characteristic of the outer
channel decoder is independent of the Eb/N0-value and hence may be written as
IED = TD(IAD), (3.22)
where IAD = I(C;LD,a), 0 ≤ IAD ≤ 1, is the mutual information between the outer channel
coded bits c and the LLR values LD,a and similarly IED = I(C;LD,e), 0 ≤ IED ≤ 1, is the
mutual information between the outer channel coded bits c and the LLR values LD,e. The com-
putational model of evaluating the EXIT characteristics of the outer channel decoder is shown in
Figure 3.6. As can be seen from the ﬁgure, the procedure is similar to that of the sphere-packing
demapper shown in Figure 3.4, except that its value is independent of the signal-to-noise ratio.
Again, IED = I(C;LD,e) can be computed either by evaluating the histogram approximation of
pE [280,281] and then applying Equation (3.19) or, more conveniently, by the time averaging
method [191] of Equation (3.21) as












1 + e−c(n) LD,e(n) 
. (3.23)
The extrinsic transfer characteristics of several 1/2-rate RSC codes having diﬀerent constraint
lengths are shown in Figure 3.7. The generator polynomials employed are given in Table 3.2 in their
octal representation, where Gr is the feedback polynomial and G is the feedforward polynomial.
Figure 3.7 demonstrates that for IAD > 0.5, the set of RSC codes having higher constraint lengths
converge faster upon increasing IAD than the RSC codes having smaller constraint lengths. This
behaviour is due to the fact that the higher constraint-length RSC codes exhibit a better minimum
free distance than shorter constraint-length RSC codes [6]. Similarly, Figure 3.8 illustrates the
extrinsic transfer characteristics of a 1/2-rate binary LDPC code having an average column weight
of 2.5 and using diﬀerent numbers of internal LDPC iterations. As intuitively expected, the ﬁgure
conﬁrms that the extrinsic transfer characteristics of the LDPC decoder improve, as the number
of internal LDPC iterations is increased.106 3. Turbo Detection of Channel-Coded STBC-SP Schemes
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Figure 3.7: Extrinsic transfer characteristics of several 1/2-rate RSC codes having diﬀerent constraint
lengths.
3.4.3 Extrinsic Information Transfer Chart
The exchange of extrinsic information in the decoder schematics of Figures 3.1 and 3.2 is visualised
by plotting the extrinsic information transfer characteristics of the sphere-packing demapper and
outer channel decoder in a joint diagram. This diagram is known as the extrinsic information
transfer ((EXIT)) chart [280,281]. The outer channel decoder’s extrinsic output IED becomes the
sphere-packing demapper’s a priori input IAM, which is represented on the x-axis. Similarly, on the
y-axis, the sphere-packing demapper’s extrinsic output IEM becomes the outer channel decoder’s
a priori input IAD. Accordingly, the axes of Figures 3.7 and 3.8 are swapped intentionally for the
sake of creating the EXIT chart as seen in Figures 3.9 and 3.10.
Figure 3.9 shows the EXIT chart of a turbo-detection channel-coded STBC-SP scheme em-
ploying anti-Gray mapping (AGM-9) of Figure 3.5 in combination with outer RSC code having
constraint length K = 5 when communicating over a correlated Rayleigh fading channel having
fD = 0.1. Ideally, in order for the exchange of extrinsic information between the sphere-packing
demapper and the outer RSC decoder to converge at a speciﬁc Eb/N0 value, the extrinsic transfer
characteristic curve of the sphere-packing demapper at the Eb/N0 value of interest and the extrinsic
transfer characteristic curve of the outer RSC decoder should only intersect at the (1.0,1.0) point.
If this condition is satisﬁed, then a so-called convergence tunnel [280,281] appears on the EXIT
chart. The narrower the tunnel, the more iterations are required to reach the (1.0,1.0) point. If
the two extrinsic transfer characteristic curves, however, intersect at a point inﬁnitesimally close
to the IED = 1.0 line rather than at the (1.0,1.0) point, then a moderately low BER could be still
achieved, but the BER will not become as low as in the schemes, when the intersection is at the
(1.0,1.0) point. These type of tunnels are referred to here as semi-convergent tunnels. Observe
in Figure 3.9 that a semi-convergent tunnel exists at Eb/N0 = 2.5dB. This implies that according3.5. Performance of Turbo-Detected Bit-Based STBC-SP Schemes 107
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Binary LDBC Code
Figure 3.8: Extrinsic transfer characteristics of a 1/2-rate binary LDPC code having an average column
weight of 2.5 and using diﬀerent numbers of LDPC internal iterations.
to the predictions of the EXIT chart seen in Figure 3.9, the iterative decoding process is expected
to converge to a moderately low BER at Eb/N0 = 2.5dB. The validity of this prediction is, how-
ever, dependent on how accurately the two EXIT chart assumptions outlined at the beginning of
Section 3.4 are satisﬁed. These EXIT chart based convergence predictions are usually veriﬁed by
the actual iterative decoding trajectory, as it will be discussed in Section 3.5. Similarly, the EXIT
chart of the turbo-detected channel-coded STBC-SP scheme of Figure 3.2 employing the anti-Gray
mapping (AGM-6) scheme of Figure 3.5 in combination with a binary outer LDPC code having
an average column weight of 2.5 and using 10 internal LDPC iterations is portrayed in Figure 3.10
when communicating over an SPSI correlated Rayleigh fading channel having fD = 0.1. Accord-
ing to the ﬁgure, iterative decoding convergence tending to moderately low BER values becomes
possible for Eb/N0 > 2.0dB for this particular system arrangement, as a semi-convergent tunnel is
beginning to take shape upon increasing the signal-to-noise ratio beyond Eb/N0 = 2.0dB.
Appendix B provides the complete list of EXIT charts for the bit-based turbo-detected STBC-
SP schemes of Figures 3.1 and 3.2, when employing the mapping schemes of Figure 3.5 in combi-
nation with outer RSC and binary LDPC codes.
3.5 Performance of Turbo-Detected Bit-Based STBC-SP
Schemes
Without loss of generality, we considered a sphere packing modulation scheme associated with
L = 16 using two transmit and a single receiver antenna in order to demonstrate the performance
improvements achieved by the proposed system. All simulation parameters are listed in Table 3.3.108 3. Turbo Detection of Channel-Coded STBC-SP Schemes
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Figure 3.9: EXIT chart of a turbo-detected RSC channel-coded STBC-SP scheme employing anti-Gray
mapping (AGM-9) of Figure 3.5 in combination with outer RSC code having constraint length
K = 5 when communicating over a correlated Rayleigh fading channel having fD = 0.1.
3.5.1 Performance of RSC-coded STBC-SP Scheme
3.5.1.1 Mutual Information and Achievable BER
Observe in the EXIT charts provided in Appendix B.1 that once a semi-convergent tunnel is
formed, the intersection point of the extrinsic transfer characteristic curves of the sphere-packing
demapper and the outer RSC decoder slides gradually towards the (1.0,1.0) point upon increasing
the signal-to-noise ratio. In order to investigate how the position of the intersection point aﬀects the
BER performance, Figure 3.11 shows the achievable BER as a function of the mutual information
IED at the output of the RSC decoder for diﬀerent constraint lengths. According to Figure 3.11,
the intersection point should be at least at IED = 0.985 in order to achieve a BER of 10−3,
which is independent of the RSC code’s constraint length. This is true because Figure 3.11 relates
the mutual information at the output of the RSC decoder to the achievable BER. Figure 3.12,
however, relates the mutual information at the input of the RSC decoder to the achievable BER.
The eﬀect of the code’s constraint length becomes evident in Figure 3.12, since RSC codes having
higher constraint lengths require lower IAD values in order to achieve a similar BER. Table 3.4
summarises the IAD values required for achieving BER of 10−4 at the input of the RSC decoders
of Table 3.2.
It was reported in [272] that there is a strong correlation between the average bit-wise capacity
computed using no a priori information, which corresponds to the unconditional average bit-wise
mutual information I0 of the symbol constellation and the achievable BER performance when
iterative demapping and turbo detection are employed. The achievable performance depends on
the speciﬁc assignment of the bits to each symbol in the constellation. In other words, the achievable3.5.1. Performance of RSC-coded STBC-SP Scheme 109
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Figure 3.10: EXIT chart of a turbo-detected binary LDPC channel-coded STBC-SP scheme employ-
ing anti-Gray mapping (AGM-6) of Figure 3.5 in combination with outer binary LDPC
code having an average column weight of 2.5 and using 10 internal LDPC iterations when
communicating over a correlated Rayleigh fading channel having fD = 0.1.
performance depends on the mapping scheme. Diﬀerent STBC-SP mapping schemes spanning a
wide range of diﬀerent I0 values were investigated in Figure 3.13 for the sake of demonstrating this
phenomenon. Figure 3.13 characterises the achievable BER performance against the unconditional
bit-wise mutual information I0 for diﬀerent STBC-SP mappings at Eb/N0 = 4.0dB in conjunction
with L = 16 and an outer RSC code having a constraint length of K = 5, when employing the
system parameters outlined in Table 3.3 and using an interleaver depth of D = 4000 bits. The
unconditional average bit-wise mutual information I0 of a speciﬁc mapping scheme at a particular
channel condition can be computed using the model in Figure 3.4 when IAM = 0. Figure 3.13
also conﬁrms the interesting fact stated in [272] that the choice of the optimum bits-to-symbol
mapping scheme is dependent on the number of iterations used. For example, at Eb/N0 = 4.0dB
Gray mapping is the optimum scheme when no iteration is used at I0 = 0.68. Additionally, as shown
in Figure 3.13, the bits-to-symbol mapping scheme associated with I0 = 0.54 at Eb/N0 = 4.0dB is
the optimum mapping, when three or more iterations are employed. These observations are only
valid for the speciﬁc RSC code under consideration. Other RSC codes are usually associated with
diﬀerent optimum mapping schemes, as illustrated by the EXIT charts seen in Appendix B.1.
3.5.1.2 Decoding Trajectory and Eﬀect of Interleaver Depth
Figure 3.14 illustrates the actual decoding trajectory of the turbo-detected RSC channel-coded
STBC-SP scheme of Figure 3.9 at Eb/N0 = 2.5dB and using an interleaver depth of D = 106
bits. The zigzag-path in Figure 3.14 represents the actual extrinsic information transfer between
the sphere-packing demapper and the outer RSC channel decoder. Since a long interleaver is110 3. Turbo Detection of Channel-Coded STBC-SP Schemes
Modulation Sphere Packing with L = 16
Number of transmitters 2
Number of receivers 1
Channel type SPSI Correlated Rayleigh Fading
Normalised Doppler frequency 0.1
RSC code rate 0.5
Average LDPC column weight 2.5
LDPC code rate 0.5
LDPC decoding ﬁeld GF(2)
System throughput 1 bit/symbol
Table 3.3: Bit-based system parameters.
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Figure 3.11: Bit error rate of diﬀerent 1/2-rate RSC decoders versus their extrinsic output IED, when
increasing the code’s constraint length from K = 3 to K = 9.








Table 3.4: Required IAD at the input of the RSC decoders of Table 3.2 for achieving BER of 10
−4.3.5.1. Performance of RSC-coded STBC-SP Scheme 111
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Figure 3.12: Bit error rate of diﬀerent 1/2-rate RSC decoders versus their a priori input IAD.
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Figure 3.13: BER versus unconditional bit-wise mutual information I0 between 0.4205 and 0.6785 for
diﬀerent STBC-SP mappings at Eb/N0 = 4.0dB in conjunction with L = 16, when employ-
ing the system parameters outlined in Table 3.3 and using an interleaver depth of D = 4000
bits.112 3. Turbo Detection of Channel-Coded STBC-SP Schemes
employed, the assumptions outlined at the beginning of Section 3.4 are justiﬁed and hence the
EXIT chart prediction has been attained. However, the decoding trajectories shown in Figures
3.15 and 3.16 are diﬀerent from the EXIT chart prediction because shorter interleaver lengths are
used. The achievable IED when employing diﬀerent interleaver lengths is demonstrated in Figure
3.17. The BER of the schemes of Figure 3.17 is shown in Figure 3.18 when using 10 external joint
iterations where the diﬀerence in the achievable BER at Eb/N0 = 2.5dB is evident when increasing
the interleaver length to D = 106 bits. Additionally, observe the turbo cliﬀ at Eb/N0 = 2.5dB
upon increasing the interleaver length.
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D = 1000000 bits
Figure 3.14: Decoding trajectory of turbo-detected RSC channel-coded STBC-SP scheme employing
anti-Gray mapping (AGM-9) in combination with the outer RSC code (2,1,5) and the system
parameters outlined in Table 3.3 and operating at Eb/N0 = 2.5dB with an interleaver depth
of D = 10
6 bits.
3.5.1.3 BER Performance
Figure 3.19 compares the performance of the proposed convolutional-coded STBC-SP scheme em-
ploying anti-Gray mapping (AGM-9) and Gray mapping ((GM)) against that of an identical-
throughput 1 Bit Per Symbol (1BPS) uncoded STBC-SP scheme and a conventional orthogonal
STBC design as well as against an RSC-coded QPSK modulated STBC scheme, when employing
the system parameters outlined in Table 3.3 and using an interleaver depth of D = 106 bits. The
QPSK modulated STBC system employs a set-partitioning mapping scheme reminiscent of trellis
coded modulation ((TCM)) [288]. Observe in Figure 3.19 by comparing the two Gray mapping
(GM) STBC-SP curves that no BER improvement was obtained, when 10 turbo-detection iterations
were employed in conjunction with Gray mapping, which was reported also in [272] and evident
from the ﬂat curve of the Gray mapping in Figure 3.5. By contrast, anti-Gray mapping (AGM-9)
achieved a useful performance improvement in conjunction with iterative demapping and decod-3.5.2. Performance of Binary LDPC-coded STBC-SP scheme 113
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D = 10000 bits
Figure 3.15: Decoding trajectory of turbo-detected RSC channel-coded STBC-SP scheme employing
anti-Gray mapping (AGM-9) in combination with the outer RSC code (2,1,5) and the system
parameters outlined in Table 3.3 and operating at Eb/N0 = 2.5dB with an interleaver depth
of D = 10
4 bits.
ing. Explicitly, Figure 3.19 demonstrates that a coding advantage of about 20.2dB was achieved
at a BER of 10−5 after 10 iterations by the convolutional-coded AGM-9 STBC-SP system over
both the uncoded STBC-SP [190] and the conventional orthogonal STBC design based [215,216]
schemes for transmission over the correlated Rayleigh fading channel considered. Additionally,
coding advantages of approximately 3.2 dB and 2.0 dB were attained over the 1BPS-throughput
RSC-coded GM STBC-SP and the RSC-coded QPSK modulated STBC schemes, respectively.
Figure 3.20 demonstrates the attainable performance of various AGM based RSC-coded STBC-
SP schemes in conjunction with L = 16, when employing the system parameters outlined in
Table 3.3 and using an interleaver depth of D = 106 bits after 10 iterations. Observe in Figure 3.20
that the three schemes perform diﬀerently. For example, the AGM-7 based scheme exhibits a turbo
cliﬀ at a lower Eb/N0 value than the others, when combined with the speciﬁc RSC code having
the octal generator polynomials of (Gr,G) = (35,23)8. However, the AGM-7 based scheme has
the highest BER ﬂoor. Therefore, diﬀerent AGM schemes may be combined with speciﬁc RSC
codes for the sake of designing systems satisfying speciﬁc criteria, such as for example attaining
an early convergence or a lower BER ﬂoor. The EXIT charts of the three diﬀerent schemes seen
in Figure 3.20 are illustrated in Figure 3.21.114 3. Turbo Detection of Channel-Coded STBC-SP Schemes
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D = 1000 bits
Figure 3.16: Decoding trajectory of turbo-detected RSC channel-coded STBC-SP scheme employing
anti-Gray mapping (AGM-9) in combination with the outer RSC code (2,1,5) and the system
parameters outlined in Table 3.3 and operating at Eb/N0 = 2.5dB with an interleaver depth
of D = 10
3 bits.




























Figure 3.17: Achievable extrinsic information of turbo-detected RSC channel-coded STBC-SP scheme
employing anti-Gray mapping (AGM-9) in combination with the outer RSC code (2,1,5)
and the system parameters outlined in Table 3.3 and operating at Eb/N0 = 2.5dB with
diﬀerent interleaver depths.3.5.2. Performance of Binary LDPC-coded STBC-SP scheme 115





























Figure 3.18: Performance comparison of anti-Gray mapping (AGM-9) based RSC-coded STBC-SP
schemes in conjunction with L = 16 against an identical-throughput 1 bit/symbol (BPS)
uncoded STBC-SP scheme using L = 4 and against Alamouti’s conventional G2-BPSK
scheme, when employing the system parameters outlined in Table 3.3 and using diﬀerent
interleaver depths after 10 external joint iterations.
































Figure 3.19: Performance comparison of anti-Gray mapping (AGM-9) and Gray mapping (GM) based
RSC-coded STBC-SP schemes in conjunction with L = 16 against an identical-throughput
1 bit/symbol (BPS) uncoded STBC-SP scheme using L = 4 and against Alamouti’s conven-
tional G2-BPSK scheme as well as against an RSC-coded QPSK modulated STBC scheme,
when employing the system parameters outlined in Table 3.3 and using an interleaver depth
of D = 10
6 bits.116 3. Turbo Detection of Channel-Coded STBC-SP Schemes



























D = 1000000 bits
Figure 3.20: Performance comparison of various AGM based RSC-coded STBC-SP schemes in conjunc-
tion with L = 16, when employing the system parameters outlined in Table 3.3 and using
an interleaver depth of D = 10
6 bits.








Table 3.5: Required IAD for achieving BER of 10
−4 when performing diﬀerent number of internal LDPC
iterations.
3.5.2 Performance of Binary LDPC-coded STBC-SP scheme
3.5.2.1 Mutual Information and Achievable BER
Figure 3.22 shows the achievable BER as a function of the mutual information IAD at the input
of the binary LDPC decoder, when performing diﬀerent number of internal LDPC iterations.
According to Figure 3.22, a mutual information of about IAD = 0.97 has to be forwarded to the
binary LDPC decoder in order to achieve a BER of 10−4, when performing one internal LDPC
iteration. However, this requirement drops to about IAD = 0.8 and IAD = 0.7, when performing
five and 20 internal LDPC iterations, respectively. Table 3.5 summarises the IAD values at the
input of the binary LDPC decoder required for achieving BER of 10−4, when performing diﬀerent
number of internal LDPC iterations.3.5.2. Performance of Binary LDPC-coded STBC-SP scheme 117
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Figure 3.21: EXIT chart of turbo-detected RSC-coded STBC-SP systems employing various AGM
schemes from Figure 3.5 in combination with outer RSC codes having constraint length
K = 5 and diﬀerent generator polynomials, when employing the system parameters out-
lined in Table 3.3.
3.5.2.2 Decoding Trajectory and Eﬀect of Interleaver Depth
Figure 3.23 illustrates the decoding trajectory of the turbo-detected binary LDPC channel-coded
STBC-SP scheme employing anti-Gray mapping (AGM-6) in combination with a 1/2-rate outer
binary LDPC code having an average column weight of 2.5 and using 10 internal LDPC iterations,
when communicating over the channel outlined in Table 3.3 and operating at Eb/N0 = 2.5dB after
10 joint external iterations. The actual iterative performance is diﬀerent from the prediction of the
EXIT chart, since a short interleaver depth of D = 1500 bits is employed, which does not guarantee
that the LLR values have a Gaussian distribution. Figure 3.24 shows our performance comparison
of the anti-Gray mapping (AGM-6) and Gray mapping (GM) based LDPC-coded STBC-SP scheme
in conjunction with L = 16 against an identical-throughput 1 bit/symbol (BPS) uncoded STBC-SP
scheme using L = 4 and against Alamouti’s conventional G2-BPSK scheme, when communicating
over the channel outlined in Table 3.3 and using an outer 1/2-rate binary LDPC code having an
average column weight of 2.5 as well as 10 internal LDPC iterations. Figure 3.24 demonstrates
that a coding gain of about 19.3dB is attained by the LDPC-coded STBC-SP scheme after 10
joint external iterations against both the identical-throughput uncoded STBC-SP scheme and
Alamouti’s conventional G2-BPSK scheme, when using an output block length of D = 1500 bits.
However, a better performance is predicted by the EXIT chart seen in Figure 3.10, where a semi-
convergenttunnel exits at Eb/N0 = 2.5dB and hence a lower BER could be attained upon increasing
the output block length or, equivalently, the interleaver length. Figure 3.25 shows the decoding
trajectory of the turbo-detected binary LDPC channel-coded STBC-SP scheme of Figures 3.23 and
3.24, when using an increased output block length of Kldpc = 10000 bits. It is evident from Figure118 3. Turbo Detection of Channel-Coded STBC-SP Schemes
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(from right to left)
Binary LDPC Code
Figure 3.22: Bit error rate of a 1/2-rate binary LDPC decoder versus a priori input IAD when employing
diﬀerent number of internal LDPC iterations.
3.25 that an improved performance is achieved, when employing a larger interleaver length, which
is also demonstrated by the BER curves in Figure 3.26. According to Figure 3.26, a coding gain of
about 21.2dB is attained by the LDPC-coded STBC-SP scheme after 10 joint external iterations
against both the identical-throughput uncoded STBC-SP scheme and Alamouti’s conventional
G2-BPSK scheme, when using an output block length of Kldpc = 10000 bits. Additionally, a
coding advantage of approximately 1.8dB was attained over the 1BPS-throughput LDPC-coded
GM STBC-SP scheme.
3.5.2.3 Eﬀect of Internal LDPC Iterations and Joint External Iterations
In order to investigate the eﬀects of performing diﬀerent number of internal LDPC iterations
and joint external iterations on the performance of the binary LDPC-coded STBC-SP scheme
of Figure 3.2, Figure 3.27 demonstrates the achievable coding gain for diﬀerent combinations of
internal and external iterations. More speciﬁcally, Figure 3.27 shows the achievable coding gain of
a bit-based binary LDPC-coded STBC-SP scheme employing AGM-6 in conjunction with diﬀerent
combinations of joint and LDPC iterations as compared to the identical-throughput 1BPS uncoded
STBC-SP scheme of [190] and Alamouti’s conventional G2-BPSK scheme [215] at a BER of 10−5,
when communicating over the channel outlined in Table 3.3 and using a 1/2-rate outer binary
LDPC code having an output block length of 1500 bits. The terms “0 joint iteration” and “no joint
iterations”, used in Figure 3.27 and subsequent ﬁgures, refer to the open-loop scenario, where no
extrinsic information is fed back from the outer decoder to the sphere packing demapper). Observe
in Figure 3.27 that for a speciﬁc ﬁxed number of internal LDPC iterations, the attainable coding
gain improvement becomes negligible after carrying out two joint external iterations. In other
words, most of the BER improvements are achieved during the ﬁrst two iterations. This observation
is illustrated in both Figure 3.28 and Figure 3.29, which show the performance improvement
attained upon increasing the number of joint external iterations, while ﬁxing the number of internal
LDPC iterations to one and five iterations, respectively. The eﬀect of increasing the number of
internal LDPC iterations, while ﬁxing the number of joint external iterations can also be observed
from Figure 3.27, which demonstrates that the coding gain improvements become negligible after
encountering five internal LDPC iterations. Figure 3.30 and Figure 3.31 illustrate the eﬀect of3.6. Chapter Conclusion 119
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Figure 3.23: Decoding trajectory of turbo-detected binary LDPC channel-coded STBC-SP scheme em-
ploying anti-Gray mapping (AGM-6) in combination with outer 1/2-rate binary LDPC code
and system parameters of Table 3.3 when using 10 internal LDPC iterations and operating
at Eb/N0 = 2.5dB after 10 joint external iterations.
increasing the number of internal LDPC iterations on the performance of the bit-based binary
LDPC-coded STBC-SP scheme, while ﬁxing the number of joint external iterations to one and
five iterations, respectively.
3.6 Chapter Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed a novel system that exploits the advantages of both iterative demap-
ping and turbo detection [272] as well as those of the STBC-SP scheme of [190]. Our investiga-
tions demonstrated that signiﬁcant performance improvements may be achieved, when the AGM
STBC-SP is combined with outer channel decoding and iterative demapping as compared to the
Gray-mapping based systems. Subsequently, the EXIT chart was used to search for bits-to-symbol
mapping schemes that converge at lower Eb/N0 values. Several STBC-SP mapping schemes cover-
ing a wide range of extrinsic transfer characteristics were investigated. When using an appropriate
bits-to-symbol mapping scheme and 10 turbo detection iterations, gains of about 20.4dB and
21.2dB at a BER of 10−5 were obtained by the convolutional-coded and LDPC-coded STBC-SP
schemes, respectively, over the identical-throughput 1 bit/symbol uncoded STBC-SP benchmarker
scheme [190]. Additionally, coding advantages of approximately 3.2dB and 2.0dB a BER of 10−5
were attained over the 1BPS-throughput RSC-coded GM STBC-SP and the RSC-coded QPSK
modulated STBC schemes, respectively.120 3. Turbo Detection of Channel-Coded STBC-SP Schemes
































Figure 3.24: Performance comparison of anti-Gray mapping (AGM-6) and Gray mapping (GM) based
LDPC-coded STBC-SP schemes in conjunction with L = 16 against an identical-throughput
1 bit/symbol (BPS) uncoded STBC-SP scheme using L = 4 and against Alamouti’s con-
ventional G2-BPSK scheme, when employing system parameters of Table 3.3 and using an
outer 1/2-rate binary LDPC code having an average column weight of 2.5 and 10 internal
LDPC iterations.
3.7 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, two realisations of a novel bit-based iterative-detection aided STBC-SP scheme
were presented, namely an RSC-coded turbo-detected STBC-SP scheme and a binary LDPC-coded
turbo-detected STBC-SP arrangement. Our system overview was provided in Section 3.2. The
LDPC-coded scheme of Figure 3.2 did not require channel interleaving, since the LDPC parity
check matrix is randomly constructed, where each of the parity check equations is checking several
random bit positions in a codeword, which has a similar eﬀect to that of the channel interleaver.
In Section 3.3, we showed how the STBC-SP demapper was modiﬁed for exploiting the a priori
knowledge provided by the channel decoder, which is essential for the employment of iterative
demapping and decoding.
EXIT chart analysis was invoked in Section 3.4 in order to study and design the turbo-detected
schemes proposed in Section 3.2. Measuring the demapper’s EXIT characteristics was explained in
Section 3.4.1 and in Figure 3.4. We proposed 10 diﬀerent anti-Gray mapping (AGM) schemes in
Figure 3.5 that are speciﬁcally selected from all the possible mapping schemes for L = 16 in order
to demonstrate the diﬀerent extrinsic information transfer characteristics associated with diﬀerent
bit-to-symbol mapping schemes. Both the Gray mapping as well as the various AGM mapping
schemes considered in this chapter are detailed in Appendix A. In Section 3.4.2, we discussed how
the EXIT characteristics of an outer decoder in a serially concatenated scheme may be calculated.
Figure 3.6 summarises the calculation process.
The performance of the turbo-detected bit-based STBC-SP schemes was presented in Sec-
tion 3.5. Firstly, we considered the performance of the RSC-coded turbo-detected STBC-SP scheme
in Section 3.5.1. The relation between the achievable BER and the mutual information at the input
as well as at the output of the outer RSC decoder was discussed in Section 3.5.1.1. The predictions
of our EXIT chart analysis outlined in Section 3.4.3 were veriﬁed by generating the actual decoding
trajectories in Section 3.5.1.2. The eﬀect of interleaver depth was also addressed in Section 3.5.1.2,3.7. Chapter Summary 121
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Figure 3.25: Decoding trajectory of turbo-detected binary LDPC channel-coded STBC-SP scheme em-
ploying anti-Gray mapping (AGM-6) in combination with outer 1/2-rate binary LDPC code
and system parameters of Table 3.3 when using 10 internal LDPC iterations and operating
at Eb/N0 = 2.5dB after 10 joint external iterations.
since matching the predictions of the EXIT chart analysis is only guaranteed, when employing
large interleaver depths. The BER performance of the proposed RSC-coded STBC-SP scheme
was compared in Section 3.5.1.3 to that of an uncoded STBC-SP scheme [190] and to that of an
RSC-coded conventionally modulated STBC scheme. Secondly, we considered the performance
of the LDPC-coded turbo-detected STBC-SP scheme in Section 3.5.2. The relation between the
achievable BER and the mutual information at the input of the outer LDPC decoder was dis-
cussed in Section 3.5.2.1 and Figure 3.22. The eﬀect of the LDPC output block length Kldpc on
the achievable performance was investigated in Section 3.5.2.2, while the eﬀect of internal LDPC
iterations and joint external iterations was studied in Section 3.5.2.3.
In this chapter, we assumed that the channel state information is perfectly known at the receiver.
This, however, requires sophisticated channel estimation techniques, which imposes excess cost
and complexity. In the next chapter, we consider the design of various sphere packing modulated
diﬀerential STBC schemes that require no channel estimation.122 3. Turbo Detection of Channel-Coded STBC-SP Schemes
































Figure 3.26: Performance comparison of anti-Gray mapping (AGM-6) and Gray mapping (GM) based
LDPC-coded STBC-SP schemes in conjunction with L = 16 against an identical-throughput
1 bit/symbol (BPS) uncoded STBC-SP scheme using L = 4 and against Alamouti’s con-
ventional G2-BPSK scheme, when employing system parameters of Table 3.3 and using an
outer 1/2-rate binary LDPC code having an average column weight of 2.5 and 10 internal
LDPC iterations.































Figure 3.27: Coding gain of a bit-based binary LDPC-coded STBC-SP scheme employing AGM-6 in
conjunction with diﬀerent combinations of joint and LDPC iterations as compared to the
identical-throughput 1BPS uncoded STBC-SP scheme of [190] and Alamouti’s conventional
G2-BPSK scheme [215] at a BER of 10
−5, when communicating over the channel outlined
in Table 3.3 and using an outer 1/2-rate binary LDPC code having an output block length
of 1500 bits.3.7. Chapter Summary 123



























Figure 3.28: Performance of anti-Gray mapping (AGM-6) based LDPC-coded STBC-SP schemes in con-
junction with L = 16, when employing system parameters of Table 3.3 and using an outer
1/2-rate binary LDPC code having an output block length of 1500 bits and one internal
LDPC iteration.































Figure 3.29: Performance of anti-Gray mapping (AGM-6) based LDPC-coded STBC-SP schemes in con-
junction with L = 16, when employing system parameters of Table 3.3 and using an outer
1/2-rate binary LDPC code having an output block length of 1500 bits and five internal
LDPC iterations.124 3. Turbo Detection of Channel-Coded STBC-SP Schemes
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Figure 3.30: Performance of anti-Gray mapping (AGM-6) based LDPC-coded STBC-SP schemes in con-
junction with L = 16, when employing system parameters of Table 3.3 and using an outer
1/2-rate binary LDPC code having an output block length of 1500 bits and one joint ex-
ternal iteration.






























Figure 3.31: Performance of anti-Gray mapping (AGM-6) based LDPC-coded STBC-SP schemes in con-
junction with L = 16, when employing system parameters of Table 3.3 and using an outer
1/2-rate binary LDPC code having an an output block length of 1500 bits and five joint





An EXIT Chart Perspective
7.1 Introduction and Outline
The design of coding schemes for MIMO systems illustrated in Figure 7.1 operating at high SNRs
involves a tradeoﬀ between the achievable rate at which the system’s capacity increases and the rate
at which the error probability decays [24]. This inherent tradeoﬀ provides a distinction between
transmit diversity schemes like the family of Orthogonal Space-Time Block Codes (OSTBCs) [26]
that sacriﬁce the achievable rate in exchange for maximum reliability and the class of Spatial Divi-
sion Multiplexing (SDM) arrangements, such as those belonging to Bell Labs’ Layered-Space-Time
(BLAST) architecture [16]. SDM schemes are capable of supporting transmission rates close to
the MIMO channel’s capacity, but do so without fully beneﬁting from the diversity potential of the
channel. Since OSTBCs and BLAST schemes were designed for achieving the two extremes of the
tradeoﬀ scale, there is considerable interest in developing design methods for schemes that provide
diﬀerent trade-oﬀs in terms of the achievable rate and the error probability, which are applicable
for employment in a broad range of antenna conﬁgurations. In other words, the space-time trans-
mission matrix S in Figure 7.1 provides a total of (M × T) transmission slots, when considering
both the spatial and temporal domains. The design of Space-Time Block Codes (STBCs) aims for
answering the question of how to use the available resources most eﬃciently.
Unitary Space-Time Modulation (USTM) was proposed independently by Hughes [57] and
Hochwald [56] [66] in an early attempt to design ﬂexible STBCs that are capable of achieving the
highest attainable diversity gain. Instead of speciﬁcally designing either the modulation schemes
used or the inner structure of the space time transmission matrix S of Figure 7.1, the philosophy of
USTM [56] [57] is to directly maximize the mutual information between S and the received signal
matrix Y. However, the complexity of the optimization increases exponentially with both the
number of antennas and the number of bits/symbol. Hence, the optimization of high-rate USTM
becomes infeasible. Hence, the problem of designing simple STBCs that exhibiting both high-rate
and full-diversity remains to be tackled.
The set of Linear Dispersion Codes (LDCs), ﬁrst proposed by Hochwald and Hassibi [29], con-
stitutes a wide-ranging class of space-time block codes exhibiting diverse characteristics. Hence,
this family encompasses numerous existing schemes, providing a natural framework in which such
design problems can be posed. While some recently developed codes, such as the Threaded Alge-
braic Space-Time Block Codes (TASTBCs) [319] as well as Time Variant Linear Transformation
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Figure 7.1: Schematic of MIMO system equipped with M transmit and N receive antenna, when trans-
mitting Q symbols over T time slots using the space-time matrix S.
(TVLT) codes [30] and those proposed in [320], possess many desirable features, they remain a
subset of the LDC framework. Given the generality of the LDC framework and the high degrees of
design freedom, the focus of this chapter is on the design and further development based on LDCs.
The revolutionary concept of LDCs [29] invokes a matrix-based linear modulation framework
seen in Figures 7.2 and 7.3, where each space-time transmission matrix S is generated by a linear
combination of so-called dispersion matrices and the weights of the components are determined
by the transmitted symbol vector K of Figure 7.1. These ﬁgures will be revisited in more depth
during our further discourse. The structure of the dispersion matrices is governed by the so-
called Dispersion Character Matrix (DCM) χ to be outlined in detail in Equation (7.16) and the
Appendix D. The dispersion matrices can be designed to maximize the ergodic MIMO capacity
[321] as it will be further highlighted in Section 7.2. However, the LDCs proposed in [29] only
optimized the ergodic capacity, which did not necessarily guarantee that a low error probability
was achievable [28] [322]. It is often exploited that the probability of a codeword error can be
upper bounded by the largest Pairwise Symbol Error Probability (PSEP) [323]. Therefore, LDCs
minimizing the maximum PSEP based on frame theory [324] were proposed in [28]. On the other
hand, LDCs can be optimized using the determinant criterion [54] using the same technique of
the Golden code [325] [326]. However, in this treatise we propose a novel method to optimize
the dispersion matrices, namely maximizing the Discrete-input Continuous-output Memoryless
Channel (DCMC) capacity.
The achievable ergodic capacity of the LDCs [29] [28] [322] is also referred to as the Continuous-
input Continuous-output Memoryless Channel (CCMC) capacity [323], where the channel’s input
is assumed to be a continuous-amplitude discrete-time Gaussian-distributed signal and the capac-
ity is restricted only by either the signalling energy or the bandwidth. Therefore, we will refer to
the CCMC capacity as the unrestricted bound. Naturally, in practice the channel’s input is consti-
tuted by non-Gaussian symbols, although in certain circumstances, when for example high-order
Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) aided symbols are transmitted over multiple Orthog-
onal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) carriers this assumption becomes valid owing to
the central limit theorem. In the more realistic context of discrete-amplitude Phase-Shift Keying
(PSK) and QAM signals, we encounter a Discrete-input Continuous-output Memoryless Channel
(DCMC) . Therefore, the DCMC capacity is more pertinent in the design of practical channel-
coded modulation schemes. We will demonstrate in Section 7.2 that LDCs achieving the same
CCMC capacity may attain a diﬀerent DCMC capacity. Therefore, we propose an optimization
method that is capable of maximizing both the CCMC and DCMC capacity of the LDCs at the
same time.
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Figure 7.2: Schematic of a MIMO system equipped with M transmit and N receive antennas employing
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Figure 7.3: Schematic of a MIMO system equipped with M transmit and N receive antennas employing
LDC(MNTQ) structure of [28], while transmitting Q symbols over T time slots using the
space-time matrix S.214 7. Linear Dispersion Codes – An EXIT Chart Perspective
maintaining a manageable decoding complexity. The discovery of ’turbo codes’ [151] [327] consid-
erably improved the attainable performance gains of concatenated codes by exchanging extrinsic
information between concatenated component codes. It has been shown in [154] that a high coding
gain can be achieved using serially concatenated codes with the aid of iterative decoding. Since
LDCs have the ability to approach the potential capacity of MIMO systems, it is natural to serially
concatenate for example a simple convolutional channel code as the outer code and LDCs employed
as the inner code in order to approach the MIMO capacity, while having a near error-free BER
performance.
The concept of ’irregularity’ was proposed in [204] [182] for SCCs, when IrRegular Convolutional
Codes (IRCCs) were adopted as the outer channel code. Since IRCCs exhibited ﬂexible EXIT
characteristics [204], shaping the outer code’s EXIT curve in order to match the inner code’s
EXIT curve becomes possible. However, near capacity IRCC schemes may require an excessive
number of iterations at the receiver to achieve an inﬁnitesimally low BER, which may exceed the
aﬀordable complexity budget of mobile handsets.
Motivated by the above-mentioned ﬂexibility of the irregular outer code design philosophy,
in this chapter we circumvent the IRCC-related outer code limitations by proposing IrRegular
Precoded Linear Dispersion Codes (IR-PLDCs) as the inner rather than outer code and serially
concatenate the resultant IR-PLDCs with regular/irregular outer channel codes in order to achieve
an inﬁnitesimally low BER, when employing iterative decoders. The novel contributions of this
chapter are listed as follows [328] [33].
• LDCs are optimized by maximizing both the CCMC and DCMC capacity;
• The links between existing STBCs and LDCs are explored, and the necessary condition for
STBCs to achieve both high-rate and full-diversity is investigated;
• We investigate the maximum achievable rate of precoded LDCs with the aid of EXIT charts,
when using both Maximum Likelihood (ML) and Minimum Mean Squared Error (MMSE)
detectors;
• We propose IR-PLDCs as the inner code of SCCs and employ regular/irregular convolutional
codes as the outer code. Hence, the resultant SCCs become capable of operating near the
attainable MIMO channel capacity for a wide range of SNRs.
The outline of this chapter is as follows. Section 7.2 presents the system models and the op-
timization of the LDCs, followed by the achievable performance in terms of their capacity and
attainable BER. In Section 7.3, we characterize the link between existing STBCs found in the
open literature and LDCs in terms of both mathematical representations and design philosophy.
In Section 7.4, the EXIT chart analysis of LDCs is provided in order to characterize the conver-
gence behaviour of the serial concatenated scheme with/without unity rate precoders. Section 7.5
presents the detailed design of the proposed IR-PLDCs with the aid of EXIT charts, when a simple
outer code is employed. Numerical results are also presented for characterizing the IR-PLDCs op-
erating at diﬀerent SNRs, when the decoding complexity is also taken into account. Furthermore,
in Section 7.5.2, we compare the IRCCs and the proposed IR-PLDCs, where the irregularity is
imposed in the outer and inner codes, respectively. In order to further illustrate the irregular con-
cept, in Section 7.5.3 we propose an IRCC-coded IR-PLDC scheme, where the irregularity is evenly
distributed between the inner and outer codes. Finally, our concluding remarks are provided in
Section 7.6.7.2. Linear Dispersion Codes 215
7.2 Linear Dispersion Codes
7.2.1 Channel Model
A MIMO communication system equipped with M transmit antennas and N receive antennas is il-
lustrated in Figure 7.1. The space-time encoder takes the input symbol vector K = [s1,s2,...,sQ]T
and generates a space-time transmission matrix S. Then S is transmitted synchronously through
the propagation environment using M transmit antennas. The signal received at each antenna is
therefore given by a superposition of M transmitted signals corrupted both by Additive White
Gaussian Noise (AWGN) and multiplicative fading. When the Space-Time (ST) transmission
matrix S spans T symbol intervals, the received signal matrix Y ∈ ζN×T can be written as follow:
Y = HS + V, (7.1)
where V is a (N × T)-element matrix whose columns represent realizations of an i.i.d. complex
AWGN process with zero-mean and variance σ0 determined by SNR ρ. The Channel Impulse
Response (CIR) matrix H ∈ ζN×M is assumed to be constant during a space-time codeword of
T symbol periods and change independently from one ST matrix to the next, which corresponds
to experiencing quasi-static fading. Each entry of H represents the fading coeﬃcient between a
transmit-receive antenna pair. We will assume that the scattering imposed by the propagation
environment is suﬃciently rich for the channel coeﬃcients to be modelled as i.i.d. zero-mean
complex-valued Gaussian random variables having a common variance of 0.5 per real dimension.
The entries of the channel matrix are assumed to be known to the receiver, but not to the trans-
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where ti1,i2 denotes the signal transmitted from the i1-th antenna in the i2-th time slot. We are
concerned with designing the signal matrix S obeying the power constraint E{tr(SS
H)} = T, to
ensure that the total transmission power is constant.
Given an arbitrary signal constellation, we follow [54] and deﬁne the symbol rate of a STBC





Under this deﬁnition, a rate-two code corresponds to a STBC transmits on average two symbols
per channel use. For example, Alamouti’s twin-antenna G2 code [10] has a rate of RG2 =
Q
T = 1.
7.2.2 Linear Dispersion Code Model of [29]
Let each space-time transmission matrix S formulated in Equation (7.2) represents the linear
combination of Q space-time symbols, such as for example L-PSK or L-QAM symbols, which are
dispersed over both space and time with the motivation of exploiting both the spatial and temporal





(Aqαq + jBqβq), (7.4)
where αq and βq are the real and imaginary parts of the q-th transmitted symbol having a variance
of 0.5, while Aq and Bq are real-valued or complex-valued dispersion matrices. We normalize S to216 7. Linear Dispersion Codes – An EXIT Chart Perspective
E{tr(S
HS)} = T, which limits the total transmit power of the ST codeword. It may be readily





q Aq) + tr(B
H
q Bq)) = 2T. (7.5)
The idea behind the decoding of LDCs is to exploit the linearity of Equation (7.4) with respect
to the variables, leading to eﬃcient V-BLAST-like decoding schemes [16]. We denote the real part
of the received signal matrix Y by YR and the imaginary part by YI. Similarly, we introduce the
notations HR, HI, VR VI and denote the i-th columns of these matrices by yR,i, yI,i, hR,i, hI,i,
































where we have ¯ H ∈ ζ2NT×2Q and each element of ¯ H is hence an element of the ζ2T×1 matrix . For
example, we have ¯ A1h1 ∈ ζ2T×1.























































where the matrix noting the received signal has a size of (2NT × 1), while the matrix hosting
the transmitted symbols is of size (2Q × 1). The resultant equivalent channel ¯ H is known to the
receiver, because the original channel H and the dispersion matrices Aq and Bq are all known to
the receiver. Equation (7.8) explicitly portrays the linear relation between the equivalent channel’s
the input and output vectors. Therefore, ML and MMSE detectors as well as sphere decoders [329]
can be readily employed to recover the Q transmitted symbols.
The dispersion matrices Aq and Bq of Figure 7.2 are speciﬁcally designed to maximize the
mutual information between the equivalent transmit and receive vectors in Equation (7.8). This
guarantees that the resultant LDCs minimize the potential mutual information penalty. This
design procedure can be formalized as follows [29].
Given the equivalent MIMO channel matrix ¯ H of Equation (7.7), the achievable capacity CLDC









where I ∈ ζ2NT×2NT denotes an identity matrix. Choosing Aq and Bq in order to maximize CLDC





q Aq) + tr(B
H
q Bq)) = 2T, which represents our total transmission power con-
straint to be satisﬁed during T time slots;7.2.2. Linear Dispersion Code Model of [29] 217
• tr(A
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, q = 1,...,Q, implying that each ST signal component is
transmitted with the same overall power from the M antennas during the T consecutive time
slots, which corresponds to T channel activations;
• A
H





I, q = 1,...,Q, indicating that αq and βq are dispersed with equal
energy in all spatial and temporal dimensions.
We now continue by oﬀering a few remarks concerning this model.
1. Clearly, the mutual information achieved by the LDC obeying Equation (7.9) is less than or
equal to the MIMO channel capacity CMIMO of [321]















2i is a chi-square distributed random variable with dimension 2i. Moreover, this
lower bound is asymptotically tight at high SNRs. We observe that this is equivalent to the
capacity of min(M,N) sub-channels. In other words, the multiple antenna aided channel has
min(M,N) degrees of freedom to communicate.
2. The solution of Equation (7.9) subject to any of the above-mentioned three constraints is non-
unique. The judicious choice of the dispersion matrices allows LDCs to satisfy other criteria,
such as for example the rank criterion [54] detailed in Section 7.3.1 without sacriﬁcing mutual
information.
3. The optimization stipulated in Equation (7.9) is carried out for a speciﬁc SNR ρ, although
the authors of [29] argue that the optimization process insensitive to the speciﬁc value of ρ in
the range of ρ ≥ 20 and the resultant LDCs generally perform well over a wide SNR range.
4. Observe that if Q is increased, the mutual information between the transmitted signal and
the received signal is expected to increase. By contrast, when Q is decreased, a higher coding
gain may be obtained. This implies a tradeoﬀ between the achievable capacity CLDC and
the decoding complexity imposed, as we will detail later in Section 7.5.1.3.
5. This design criterion is not directly linked with the diversity design criterion given in [54],
therefore, it does not guarantee good BER performance.
The general LDC model of Figure 7.2 is suitable for us to demonstrate that LDCs subsume
the existing class of STBCs based on orthogonal designs. Since the conjugate operations seen in
Equation (7.30) constitute the key feature of Alamouti scheme [10], as well as of other STBCs based
on orthogonal constraints, it required the real and imaginary parts of the transmitted symbols
to be modulated separately. However, for non-orthogonal STBCs, we do not have signiﬁcant
performance diﬀerences between separately modulated and in-phase/quadrature-phase combined
modulated codes. Therefore, in order to simplify the related discussions as well as to reduce the
size of the equivalent channel matrix ¯ H of Equation (7.7), another LDC model is presented in the














Figure 7.4: The space-time codeword S formulated base on Equation (7.12).
7.2.3 Linear Dispersion Code Model of [28]
The schematic of the LDCs using the model of [28] is illustrated in Figure 7.3. Given the vector
K = [s1,s2,...,sQ]T of L-PSK or L-QAM modulated transmission symbols seen in Figure 7.3, the





which is visualized in Figure 7.4. More explicitly, each symbol sq is dispersed to the M spatial-
and T temporal dimensions using a speciﬁc dispersion matrix Aq and the transmission space-time
codeword S is attained by the linear combination of all the weighted dispersion matrices, as seen
in Figure 7.4.
Therefore, the codeword is uniquely and unambiguously determined by the set of dispersion
matrices Aq that are known to both the transmitter as well as the receiver, which are arranged to
be linked by (M ×N) number of independent CIRs. Note that in contrast to Equation (7.4), this
model modulates the real and imaginary parts of the symbols using the same dispersion matrix
Aq, rather than using another dispersion matrix Bq. The transmitted codewords should satisfy






q Aq) = T. (7.13)







Similarly to Equation (7.8), it is desirable to rewrite the input-output matrix relationship of
Equation (7.1) in an equivalent vectorial form. Deﬁne the vec() operation as the vertical stacking of
the columns of an arbitrary matrix. Subjecting both sides of Equation (7.1) to the vec() operation
gives the equivalent system matrix:
¯ Y = ¯ HχK + ¯ V, (7.15)
where ¯ Y ∈ ζNT×1, ¯ H ∈ ζNT×MT, χ ∈ ζMT×Q, K ∈ ζQ×1 and ¯ V ∈ ζNT×1. More explicitly, χ is
referred to as the Dispersion Character Matrix (DCM) , which is deﬁned as
χ = [vec(A1),vec(A2),...,vec(AQ)], (7.16)7.2.3. Linear Dispersion Code Model of [28] 219
while ¯ H in Equation (7.15) is given by
¯ H = I ⊗ H, (7.17)
where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product and I is the identity matrix having a size of (T ×T). The
ML estimation of the transmitted signal vector K is formulated as:
¯ K = arg{min(||¯ Y − ¯ HχKf||
2)}, (7.18)
where Kf denotes all the possible combinations of the Q transmitted symbols.
Using the equivalent input-output relationship of Equation (7.15) and applying the results





E{log[det(I + ρ ¯ Hχχ
H ¯ H
H)]}, (7.19)
where we have I ∈ ζNT×NT.
The equivalent system model of Equation (7.15) is important, because it provides another view
of the LDC structure. More explicitly, when transmitting space-time matrix S ∈ ζM×T over a
MIMO channel H ∈ ζN×M, it is equivalent to the transmission of the corresponding symbol vector
K over an equivalent MIMO channel ¯ Hχ ∈ ζNT×Q. Applying the lower bound of Equation (7.11)
to the equivalent MIMO channel ¯ Hχ, it can be shown that the capacity achieved by LDCs spanning
T time slots is determined by min(NT,Q). Therefore, when we have Q ≥ MT, there will be no
further improvement of LDC’s CCMC capacity of Equation (7.19).
Recall that the optimization procedure of Equation (7.9) may be used to ﬁnd near-capacity
LDCs by exhaustively searching the entire design space of LDCs. The resultant solution is not
guaranteed to ﬁnd the global maximum of the cost function. However, by maximizing the ergodic
capacity of Equation (7.19) it is possible to obtain a near-capacity LDC by choosing Q according





which satisﬁes the power constraint of tr(χχH) = T, we arrive at an equivalent channel in the
form of the (M ×N)-element MIMO channel of Equation (7.10). Since the Q transmitted symbols
hosted by the vector K of Figure 7.3 are jointly decoded as in Equation (7.18), the decoding
complexity increases exponentially with Q. Hence, it is suﬃcient to choose Q = MT rather than
Q > MT to achieve full the CCMC capacity of Equation (7.10).
In many practical scenarios, it may be desirable to maintain Q < MT in order to reduce the
decoding complexity, memory and latency or to satisfy various rate constraints. To accommodate
these constraints, χ can be designed by removing the appropriate number of columns from a scaled





Typically, when we have Q < MT, there is a loss of ergodic capacity, since it is no longer possible
to exploit all the degrees of freedom min(NT,Q) of Equation (7.11) provided by the equivalent
MIMO channel ¯ Hχ.
This structure of LDCs guarantees to approach the MIMO channel’s capacity quantiﬁed in
Equation (7.10), depending on the speciﬁc choice of Q and T. It does not, however, guarantee
a good performance in terms of error probability. By minimizing the maximum PSEP [54] of
Equation (7.26), the authors of [28] optimized LDCs that achieve both high rates and full diversity.
We now make a range of further remarks concerning this model.220 7. Linear Dispersion Codes – An EXIT Chart Perspective
• LDCs are suitable for arbitrary transmit and receive antenna conﬁgurations, combined with
arbitrary modulation schemes;
• LDCs are capable of transforming an (M × N)-antenna MIMO system into a (Q × NT)-
element equivalent MIMO system by exploiting their inherent linearity;
• Since the real and imaginary parts of the transmitted symbols are dispersed using diﬀerent
dispersion matrices obeying the LDC model of Figure 7.2, the size of the equivalent MIMO
system is (2Q × 2NT), as explicitly shown in Equation (7.8). The non-orthogonal model of
Equation (7.15) reduces the equivalent model to a size of (Q × NT);
• All the dispersion matrices Aq of Equation (7.12) can be described with the aid of the a
single DCM χ characterized in Equation (7.16);
• The LDC’s equivalent CIR of Equation (7.15) can be appropriately adjusted by employing
diﬀerent DCM χ;
• Theorem 1. When we have Q ≥ MT, any dispersion character matrix χ satisfying Equa-
tion (7.20) is an optimal LDC which is capable of approaching the MIMO channel’s capacity.
For the proof of the theorem please refer to [28];
• Theorem 2. When we have Q < MT, the ergodic capacity is approached within a margin
which is in proportional to
Q
T . For the proof of the theorem please refer to [28];
• Theorem 3. The diversity order of the LDC scheme is less than or equal to N  min(M,T).
This implies that increasing T beyond M does not provide any further advantage in terms of
an increased spatial transmit diversity, where the receive diversity is determined by N alone.
For the proof of the theorem please refer to [28].
7.2.4 Maximizing the Discrete LDC Capacity
In order to generate a DCM χ deﬁned in Equation (7.16), a random search algorithm was adopted
[28]. To elaborate a little further, the random search algorithm of [28] randomly generates a matrix
χ from some speciﬁc distribution, for example the Gaussian distribution, to satisfy the capacity
constraint formulated in Theorems 1 and 2. Then, the corresponding diversity order and the coding
gain is maximized by checking the rank and determinant criteria [54] detailed in Section 7.3.1, when
performing an exhaustive search through the entire set of legitimate dispersion matrices.
The random search algorithm has the advantage of providing a wide variety of legitimate LDCs
and typically provides a good performance [28]. In fact, codes obtained using a random dispersion
character matrix often perform well without checking the rank and the determinant criteria. Since
the search is random, they are unable to guarantee ﬁnding the maximum of the determinant
function of Equation (7.27). Other eﬀorts found in the literature of optimizing LDCs include
schemes designed for minimizing the BLock Error Ratio (BLER [330].
In this section, we adopt the aforementioned random search algorithm to optimize LDCs.
However, we propose to optimize the LDCs by maximizing the corresponding DCMC capacity.
The rationale and advantage of optimizing the DCMC capacity are listed as follows:
• According to the equivalent system matrix of Equation (7.15), transmitting the signal matrix
S through the MIMO channel H employing the LDC structure of Figure 7.3 can be viewed
as transmitting a symbol vector K through an equivalent MIMO channel given by ¯ Hχ of
Equation (7.15). Therefore, we propose to directly maximize the equivalent MIMO channel’s
capacity;7.2.4. Maximizing the Discrete LDC Capacity 221
• The LDCs that achieve a higher DCMC capacity at a certain SNR typically exhibit a good
BER performance in the high SNR region, since achieving a higher DCMC capacity implies
that they are capable of providing a higher integrity as a result of their higher diversity gain
and coding gain;
• The proposed optimization procedure is capable of taking into account the modulated signal
constellations, such the speciﬁc L-PSK or L-QAM constellations. Hence the total number of
possible combinations for the legitimate ST symbol vector K is F = LQ.
The conditional probability of receiving the ST signal vector ¯ Y of Equation (7.15), given a signal
vector Kf for f ∈ (1,...,F) transmitted over a slowly Rayleigh fading channel is determined by




  exp(−||¯ Y − ¯ HχKf||2). (7.22)
The DCMC capacity of the ML-detected MIMO system using L-QAM or L-PSK signalling, when





















d¯ Y (bits/sym/Hz), (7.23)
where the right hand side of Equation (7.23) is maximized, when we have equiprobable ST symbols
obeying p(Kf) = 1

















where Ψf,g within the curly-bracketed expectation value of Equation (7.24) is given by:
Ψf,g = −||¯ Hχ(Kf − Kg) + ¯ V||2 + ||¯ V||2. (7.25)
Since the equivalent system model represents the transmission regime of T time slots, the DCMC
capacity of LDCs has to be divided by T, as seen in Equations (7.23) and (7.24).
Given the DCMC capacity of the LDC(MNTQ) family, the following random search algorithm
can be derived:
1. Randomly generate the complex-valued matrix ¯ χ ∈ ζMT×MT using the Gaussian distribution.
2. If we arrange the system to satisfy Q ≥ MT, the candidate DCM has to be a unitary matrix
according to Theorem 1. It has been shown in [332] that a complex-valued matrix can be
factored into the product of a unitary matrix and an upper triangular matrix using the
QR decomposition [332]. Thus, a random dispersion character matrix can be obtained by
χ = 1 √
MQR(¯ χ), which satisﬁes Equation (7.20).
3. By contrast, if we conﬁne the LDC schemes to Q < MT, the DCM χ has to satisfy Equa-
tion (7.21) and it can be generated by retaining the ﬁrst Q columns of the unitary matrix




4. Having searched through the entire set of legitimate dispersion character matrices, we choose
that particular one, which maximizes the DCMC capacity of Equation (7.24).222 7. Linear Dispersion Codes – An EXIT Chart Perspective

























Figure 7.5: BER of a family of QPSK modulated LDCs obeying the structure of Figure 7.3 having
M = 2, N = 2, T = 2 and Q = 1,2,3,4,5,6 using an ML detector, when transmitting over
i.i.d. Rayleigh-fading channels.
The LDCs generated by the above algorithm are suﬃciently diverse to represent the entire
legitimate space and additionally they are capable of maximizing the DCMC capacity. We found
that 100,000 random searches are typically suﬃcient for generating LDCs exhibiting a good BER
performance. In Appendix D, we summarize all the dispersion character matrices χ derived for all
the LDCs used in this chapter.
7.2.5 Performance Results
above that LDCs described by the parameters (MNTQ) are suitable for arbitrary transmit and
receive antenna conﬁgurations, when transmitting the Q symbols of the vector K during T time
periods as seen in Figure 7.3. In this section, we present our simulation results for characterizing
LDCs having diﬀerent parameters and quantify their capacity with the aid of Theorems 1, 2 and
3. For the moment, we concentrate on the achievable LDC performance in terms of the attainable
ergodic capacity and BER. Gray labelling was assumed for the bit-to-symbol mapping and an ML
detector using Equation (7.18) was employed. Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) modulation
was employed in all the simulations. We adopted the non-orthogonal LDC structure of Figure 7.3
and the DCM χ was generated using the method presented in Section 7.2.4.
Figure 7.5 portrays the BER performance of LDCs having rates of RLDC=0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5 and
3, which were adjusted by ﬁxing (MNT) while gradually increasing Q. Observe from the shape of
the curves in Figure 7.5 that all the codes do achieve the maximum diversity order of D = 4 that a
(2×2)-element MIMO system is capable of providing. Owing to the power constraint of Equation
(7.13), the average transmit energy of each symbol was decreased when increasing Q, which results
in a BER degradation. The ML detector jointly and simultaneously decodes the Q symbols of the
vector K seen in Figure 7.3. When we have Q = 1, the transmitted signal is a single element in a
two-dimensional (2D) space obeying Equation (7.15). Since Gray labelling is used, the minimum
Euclidean distance is maximized. However, when we have Q > 1, since each transmitted symbol is
expected to fade independently, as seen in Equations (7.8) and (7.15), there is no guarantee that7.2.5. Performance Results 223






























Figure 7.6: CCMC capacity comparison of a family of LDCs obeying the structure of Figure 7.3 having
M = 2, N = 2, T = 2 and Q = 1,2,3,4,5,6 using an ML detector, as plotted from
Equation (7.9).
Gray mapping will ensure that the maximum minimum Euclidean distance is maximized within
the 2Q-dimensional space.
The corresponding achievable CCMC capacity of LDCs having M = 2, N = 2, T = 2 and
Q = 1,2,3,4,5,6 using an ML detector is shown in Figure 7.6. The MIMO channel capacity of
Equation (7.10) is also shown as an upper bound. Observe that LDCs having Q ≥ MT = 4 have
already achieved the maximum attainable diversity order of D = 4 and the MIMO channel capacity
of Equation (7.10). Therefore, there is no point in selecting Q > MT in terms of the achievable
CCMC capacity of Equation (7.19), especially since this will increase the decoding complexity. In
case of Q < MT, observe in Figure 7.6 that the CCMC capacity increases proportionally to
Q
T , as
stated in Theorem 2.
The achievable DCMC capacity of LDCs having M = 2, N = 2, T = 2 and Q = 1,2,3,4,5,6
using an ML detector is shown in Figure 7.7 as plotted according to Equation (7.23). Recall that
when we have Q ≥ MT, the CCMC MIMO channel capacity has already been achieved as seen
in Figure 7.6. By contrast, Figure 7.7 demonstrates that the DCMC capacity calculated using
Equation (7.23) increases with Q, even when we have Q > MT. Naturally, it is possible to further
improve the throughput of the system by transmitting more bits per symbol, i.e. by using higher
order modulation schemes.
Figure 7.8 shows the BER performance of a group of QPSK modulated LDCs having M = 2,
N = 2, T = 3 and Q = 1,2,3,4,5,6 using an ML detector. Again, a BER degradation is ob-
served upon increasing the number of symbols transmitted per space-time block. Compared to the
family of LDCs having T = 2 and characterized in Figure 7.5, the group of LDCs characterized
in Figure 7.8 has the same spatial diversity order of D = 4. This observation is supported by
Theorem 3, where the transmit diversity order is determined by min(M,T). However, it is still in-
teresting to observe that the identical-rate LDC pairs of [LDC(2222), LDC(2233)] and [LDC(2224),
LDC(2236)] characterized in Figures 7.5 and 7.8 exhibit the same BER performance.
Furthermore, Figure 7.9 characterizes the DCMC capacity achieved by the equal-rate LDC pairs
of [LDC(2222), LDC(2233)] and [LDC(2224), LDC(2236)] using an ML detector in conjunction with224 7. Linear Dispersion Codes – An EXIT Chart Perspective





























Figure 7.7: DCMC capacity comparison of LDCs obeying the structure of Figure 7.3 having M = 2,
N = 2, T = 2 and Q = 1,2,3,4,5,6 using an ML detector, as plotted from Equation (7.23),
where QPSK modulation was employed.

























Figure 7.8: BER of a family of QPSK modulated LDCs obeying the structure of Figure 7.3 having
M = 2, N = 2, T = 3 and Q = 1,2,3,4,5,6 using an ML detector, when transmitting over
i.i.d. Rayleigh-fading channels.7.2.5. Performance Results 225




























Figure 7.9: DCMC capacity comparison of QPSK modulated equal-rate LDC pairs [LDC(2222),
LDC(2233)] and [LDC(2224), LDC(2236)] obeying the structure of Figure 7.3 using an ML
detector, as evaluated from Equation (7.23).
QPSK modulation. Not surprisingly, according to Equation (7.23), these equal-rate equal-diversity-
order LDCs achieve the same DCMC capacity. This implies that increasing T and maintaining
T > M, while ﬁxing the rate to RLDC =
Q
T , do not beneﬁt the system in terms of an improved
BER performance and increased achievable capacity. In fact, maintaining the minimum value of
T is desirable due to the associated complexity considerations.
Figure 7.10 quantiﬁes the achievable BER performance of the QPSK modulated equal-rate
LDCs pairs [LDC(2212), LDC(2224)] obeying the structure of Figure 7.3 using an ML detector,
when transmitting over i.i.d. Rayleigh-fading channels. According to Theorem 3, the LDC(2212)
scheme achieves D = 2, whereas D = 4 diversity gain is achievable using the LDC(2224) scheme.
The BER performance recorded in Figure 7.10 demonstrates a clear gap between these schemes in
the high-SNR region.
The CCMC and DCMC capacity achieved by the LDC(2212) and LDC(2224) schemes plotted
using Equations (7.9) and (7.23) are shown in Figure 7.11. According to Theorem 1, the only
requirement for LDCs to achieve full MIMO channel’s capacity is that the DCM χ has to be a uni-
tary. Therefore, despite diﬀerent diversity orders were achieved by the LDC(2212) and LDC(2224)
schemes, they attain the same CCMC capacity. However, the LDC(2224) arrangement has a
higher DCMC capacity characterized in Equation (7.23) in the SNR region of 5dB < ρ < 15dB,
since having a higher spatial diversity order provides a higher degree of protection, as shown in
Figure 7.10.
Based on the discussions above as well as on Theorems 1,2,3, our observations may be sum-
marized as follows:
Corollary 1. A group of LDCs (MNTQ) having M transmit and N receive antennas as well as
a ﬁxed rate of
Q
T (T > M), exhibits the same diversity order and the same capacity. Consequently,
they have an identical rate and an identical BER performance.
In Figure 7.12 we plot the BER performance of a group of QPSK modulated LDCs having
the same ﬁxed rate of RLDC = 2, while using diﬀerent MIMO antenna structures. Here, we used226 7. Linear Dispersion Codes – An EXIT Chart Perspective





















Figure 7.10: BER of QPSK modulated equal-rate LDC pairs [LDC(2212), LDC(2224)] obeying the struc-
ture of Figure 7.3 using an ML detector, when transmitting over i.i.d. Rayleigh-fading
channels.




























Figure 7.11: The CCMC and DCMC capacity of equal-rate LDC pairs [LDC(2212), LDC(2224)] obeying
the structure of Figure 7.3 using an ML detector, as plotted using Equations (7.9) and (7.23).
For plotting the DCMC capacity, QPSK modulation was employed.7.2.6. Summary 227























Figure 7.12: BER of a family of QPSK modulated LDCs obeying the structure of Figure 7.3 having
M = 2,3, N = 2,3, T = 2 and Q = 4 using an ML detector, when transmitting over i.i.d.
Rayleigh-fading channels.
the LDC(2224) scheme as our benchmarker. When increasing the number of transmit antennas
to M = 3, according to Theorem 3, the LDC(3224) scheme exhibits the same diversity order of
D = 4. However, the increased value of M enables the LDC(3224) arrangement to achieve a better
coding gain, as shown in Figure 7.12. On the other hand, when increasing N to 3, the LDC(2324)
arrangement achieved a diversity order of D = 6, which resulted in a signiﬁcant SNR gain in
Figure 7.12. Again, when an additional transmit antenna is employed compared to the LDC(2324)
scheme, the resultant LDC(3324) arrangement demonstrated a better coding gain.
The capacity associated with changing the number of transmit and receive antennas is portrayed
in Figure 7.13. Observe that the LDCs associated with N = 3, which have a higher diversity order
also achieved a substantially higher CCMC/DCMC capacity, compared to the LDCs having N = 2.
On the other hand, the eﬀect of employing more transmit antennas (M ≥ T), which results in an
increased coding gain in Figure 7.12 is insigniﬁcant in terms of the increased achievable capacity,
as quantiﬁed in Figure 7.13.
7.2.6 Summary
In this section, we characterize the performance of the LDCs presented in Section 7.2.5 in terms
of the eﬀective throughput and the coding gains, where the latter is deﬁned as the SNR diﬀerence,
expressed in dBs, at a BER of 10−4 between various LDCs and the identical throughput single-
antenna-aided systems.
In Figure 7.14, we plot the eﬀective throughput against the SNR required to achieve BER
= 10−4 for a group of LDCs having N = 1,2,3,4 receive and M = 2 transmit antennas using T = 2
time slots to transmit Q = 1 symbols per space-time block. An increased eﬀective throughput was
achieved by employing high-order modulation schemes, rather than by increasing the value of Q.
For this particular group of LDC(2N21), 9.5dB is required for increasing the eﬀective throughput
from 0.5 to 2 (bits/sym/Hz).228 7. Linear Dispersion Codes – An EXIT Chart Perspective





























Figure 7.13: The CCMC and DCMC capacity of LDCs having M = 2,3, N = 2,3, T = 2 and Q = 4
obeying the structure of Figure 7.3 using an ML detector, as plotted using Equations (7.9)
and (7.23). For plotting the DCMC capacity, QPSK modulation was employed.
Table 7.1: Coding gains of a family of LDCs have an eﬀective throughput of 1 (bits/sym/Hz).
LDC Diversity order Modulation Coding Gain
LDC(2211) 2 BPSK 17.5dB
LDC(2221) 4 QPSK 23.9dB
LDC(2222) 4 BPSK 23.65dB
LDC(2231) 4 8PSK 20.8dB
LDC(2233) 4 BPSK 23.7dB
Table 7.2: Coding gains of a family of LDCs have an eﬀective throughput of 2 (bits/sym/Hz).
LDC Diversity order Modulation Coding Gain
LDC(2211) 2 QPSK 17.7dB
LDC(2212) 2 BPSK 17.4dB
LDC(2221) 4 16QAM 19.9dB
LDC(2222) 4 QPSK 23.0dB
LDC(2224) 4 BPSK 23.3dB
LDC(2231) 4 64QAM 16.0dB
LDC(2232) 4 8PSK 20.7dB
LDC(2233) 4 QPSK 23.0dB7.2.6. Summary 229
















































Figure 7.14: Eﬀective throughput recorded at BER = 10
−4 of a family of LDCs obeying the structure
of Figure 7.3 having M = 2, N = 1,2,3,4, T = 2 and Q = 1 BER= 10
−4, when employing
QPSK modulation in conjunction with an ML detector.

























Figure 7.15: SNRs for a family of LDC schemes obeying the structure of Figure 7.3 having M = 1,2,3,4,
N = 1,2,3,4,5, T = 2 and Q = 4 to achieve BER = 10
−4, when employing QPSK
modulation in conjunction with an ML detector.230 7. Linear Dispersion Codes – An EXIT Chart Perspective
Figure 7.15 plots the SNR requirement against the number of receive antennas N for a family
of LDCs having T = 2, Q = 4 to achieve BER = 10−4. For a given number of receive antennas N,
the advantage of employing M = 2,3,4 transmit antennas is up to 6.5dB compared to that of the
single antenna scheme, which increases gradually, as the total spatial diversity order is increased
from D = 2 to D = 4. Also observe in Figure 7.15 that increasing N signiﬁcantly reduces the SNR
required to achieve BER = 10−4, when we ﬁx the number of transmit antennas M. In fact, the
resultant SNR advantage of increasing N from 1 to 5 is about 25dB.
Furthermore, Tables 7.1 and 7.2 characterize the coding gains of a family of LDCs having an
eﬀective throughput of 1 and 2 (bits/sym/Hz) respectively, compared to the single antenna system
having the identical eﬀective throughput. The corresponding modulation schemes employed are
also listed in Tables 7.1 and 7.2. More particularly, for schemes having an eﬀective throughput of 1
(bits/sym/Hz), the largest coding gain is observed, when LDC(2233) was employed in conjunction
with Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) modulation, while the BPSK-modulated LDC(2224)
arrangement is achieved the highest coding gain for an eﬀective throughput of 2 (bits/sym/Hz).
7.3 Link Between STBCs and LDCs
In this section, we ﬁrst continue our discourse by reviewing main results in the state-of-art literature
related to STBCs, including the so-called rank criterion [54], the determinant criterion [54], the
diversity versus multiplexing gain tradeoﬀ [24] and the diversity versus rate tradeoﬀ [27]. Secondly,
we investigate the relationship between all the major representatives of STBCs reported in the open
literature and LDCs from both mathematical and design concept perspectives.
7.3.1 Review of Existing STBC Knowledge
The PSEP of mistaking a space-time transmission matrix S of Equation (7.2) for another matrix
¯ S, denoted as p(¯ S → S), depends only on the distance between the two matrices after transmission
through the channel and the noise power, which is upper bounded by [54]:
p(¯ S → S) ≤
1




• Rank Criterion [54]. Observe in Equation (7.26) that (
ρ
4M)ηN dominates how fast the error
decays with the SNR and the total diversity order is determined by ηN. More explicitly, the
transmit diversity order of a STBC scheme equals to the minimum rank η of the diﬀerence
matrix S△ = (S − ¯ S). Accordingly, η has to be found by searching through all distinct
codeword pairs S and ¯ S, where ¯ S  = S.
• Determinant Criterion [54]. Also observe in Equation (7.26) that 1
(∇1   ∇η)N has to be
minimized, which determines the coding gain of a STBC scheme. Furthermore, the determi-
nant criterion states the minimum of
(∇1    ∇η) (7.27)
evaluated over all distinct ST codeword pairs determines the achievable coding gain and must
be maximized, where the coeﬃcients ∇i are the non-zero eigenvalues of S△S
H
△.
• Full-diversity. Using the average PSEP analysis technique of Equation (7.26), it follows
that the maximum attainable diversity order of a STBC scheme designed for an (M × N)-
element MIMO system is [54] [11]
Dfull = MN, (7.28)
which implies the ST diﬀerence matrix S△ should have full rank.7.3.1. Review of Existing STBC Knowledge 231
• Full-rate.1 Since it is possible to transmit up to one ’independent’ symbol per antenna per
time slot, the symbol rate could be
Rfull = M. (7.29)
Note that LDCs obeying Equation (7.12) are capable of achieving a rate RLDC > M, since
the transmission matrix is the weighted sum of all the symbols as exempliﬁed in Figures 7.5,
7.6 and 7.8. However, the terminology ’full-rate’ remains useful in the discussion of a STBC
scheme’s CCMC capacity. For example, we have demonstrated in Equation (7.19) that when
the LDC’s rate RLDC ≥ M, there is no further improvement in terms of the achievable CCMC
capacity. On the other hand, using the term ’full-rate’ is inappropriate for quantifying the
DCMC capacity, since the corresponding capacity increases upon increasing the rate, as seen
in Figure 7.7.
• Diversity Multiplexing Gain Tradeoﬀ. The authors of [24] showed that for a MIMO
channel, there is a fundamental tradeoﬀ between the achievable diversity gain and the attain-
able multiplexing gain. More explicitly, achieving a higher spatial multiplexing gain comes
at the price of sacriﬁcing diversity gain, when employing a continuous-valued signal alphabet
that grows linearly with the logarithm of the SNR. In other words, the diversity and multiple
gain tradeoﬀ quantiﬁes how rapidly the throughput of a STBC scheme can increase with the
SNRs, while having a certain diversity order. Any transmission arrangement employing a
ﬁxed-throughput modulation scheme fails to approach the achievable capacity at high SNRs,
because the capacity increases with the SNR, while the throughput of this ﬁxed modem
arrangement does not.
• Rate Diversity Tradeoﬀ. In [27] [333], the authors argued that in MIMO systems, one
can also increase the attainable transmission rate at the expense of a certain loss in the
diversity gain, which reﬂects the associated rate versus diversity tradeoﬀ. This tradeoﬀ is
characterized by RSTBC ≤ M−Dtx+1 [27], where Dtx denotes the spatial transmit diversity
order. With the aid of recent advances in high-rate full-diversity STBCs [28] [320] [334], it
has been shown that it is not necessary to sacriﬁce rate in order to achieve diversity and vice
versa. However, considering the rate versus diversity tradeoﬀ is still valuable for the analysis
of STBCs obeying a certain structure, which is characterized by the so-called transmit symbol
separability deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 1. Transmit Symbol Separability (TSS) :
• If all the entries of the transmitted ST signal matrix S constitute a transformed version 2 of
a single rather than several symbols from a speciﬁc modulated signal constellation, then this
STBC is said to obey the property of full TSS.
• If some of the entries in the transmitted ST signal matrix S are constituted by a combination
of several symbols from a speciﬁc modulated signal constellation, then the STBC is said to
obey the property of partial TSS.
• If all the entries in the transmitted ST matrix S are constituted by a combination of several
symbols from a speciﬁc modulated constellation, then the STBC is deemed to be non-separable.
For example, the STBC scheme transmitting the signal ( 1 √
2s1 + 1 √
2s2) is non-separable, while
Alamouti’s scheme [10] transmits either ±s1 or ±s∗
1 and hence exhibits full TSS. Let us now
consider the family of STBCs from a TSS perspective in more detail.
1At this stage it is important to contrast the above-mentioned full-rate, full-diversity schemes, which were
primarily conceived for providing transmit and receive diversity against the family of Spatial Division Multiplexing
(SDM) MIMOs that were contrived for attaining a multiplexing gain, although they may also provide some diversity
gain. The terminology of full-rate and full-diversity schemes is typically invoked in the context of STCs, although
quantifying the throughput and diversity gain of SDM schemes would also be beneﬁcial. Nonetheless to the best of
our knowledge, no parallel terminology has been used in the context of SDM schemes.
2Transformation includes scalar multiplication, Hermitian transpose and conjugate operation.232 7. Linear Dispersion Codes – An EXIT Chart Perspective
Property 1. If a STBC scheme exhibits full TSS, then there exists a tradeoﬀ between the
maximum rate and the maximum achievable spatial diversity. If a STBC scheme has the property
of partial TSS or it is non-separable, it has the potential to achieve both high-rate and full-diversity
at the same time.
Discussion: When full TSS is maintained, each transmitted symbol only contains the informa-
tion of its own. Therefore, there is a tradeoﬀ between increasing the achievable rate by sending
more independent symbols and increasing the diversity by transmitting redundant information.
For example, Alamouti’s STBC and the classic V-BLAST scheme achieve two extremes, respec-
tively. On the other hand, even when partial TSS is maintained, some of the transmitted symbols
may carry information related to multiple symbols, then it is possible to achieve some grade of
diversity, despite operating at high-rate. Furthermore, the family of STBCs does not maintain
TSS nonetheless has the potential of achieving high rate and full diversity.
7.3.2 Orthogonal STBCs
STBCs based on orthogonal designs in order to achieve full spatial diversity were ﬁrst proposed
in [10], and later were generalized in [26]. The philosophy behind Orthogonal STBCs (OSTBCs)
is that each transmission space-time signal matrix S satisﬁes an orthogonality constraint. The
orthogonality embedded in S enables the receiver to decouple the transmitted multi-antenna-
coded symbol streams into independently symbols. Thus, simple ML detection can be carried out.
Unfortunately, STBCs satisfying the orthogonality constraint exist for only a few speciﬁc choices
of the parameters (MNTQ) and they do not achieve the ergodic capacity of Equation (7.10),
especially not when multiple receive antennas are employed.


















































= A1α1 + jB1β1 + A2α2 + jB2β2, (7.30)
where s1 = α1 +jβ1 and s2 = α2 +jβ2. Observe that Equation (7.30) is fully characterized by the
LDC structure of Figure 7.2. Following the similar disassemble process of Equation (7.30), it may
be readily shown that other OSTBCs such as the G3, G4, H3 and H4 schemes of [26] can also be
fully speciﬁed by the dispersion structure of Figure 7.2.
From the perspective of LDCs, the family of OSTBCs disperses each multi-antenna ST symbol
to speciﬁc spatial and temporal slots according to a certain pattern, as seen in Equation (7.30).
The pattern is fully characterized by the orthogonality of the dispersion matrices. Hence, both full
TSS as well as simple ML detection are guaranteed.
It is worth mentioning that the OSTBCs H3 and H4 [26] exhibit partial TSS, whereas their
counterparts G3 and G4 [26] possess the property of full TSS. Therefore, H3 and H4 achieve a
higher rate than the G3 and G4 codes, although none of them are capable of achieving a symbol
rate higher than 1.7.3.3. Quasi-Orthogonal Space-Time Block Codes 233
7.3.3 Quasi-Orthogonal Space-Time Block Codes
The main beneﬁts of an orthogonal design are their simple decoding and full transmit diversity
potential. When relaxing the simple separate decoding property of the multi-antenna streams, a
potentially higher rate can be achieved. In [15], the family of the so-called Quasi-Orthogonal Space-
Time Block Codes (QOSTBCs) was proposed for the sake of pursuing high-rate transmission, while
maintaining a certain diversity order. The class of QOSTBCs is capable of decoupling the symbol
streams into groups, where each decoding group contains two symbols rather than a single symbol.
Hence, a higher ML decoding complexity is imposed compared to that of the OSTBCs.
The construction of QOSTBCs can be directly derived from that of OSTBCs. For example, a







Therefore, it is straight-forward to rewrite the QOSTBC transmission matrix of Equation (7.31)
using the LDC structure of Figure 7.2 following the same procedure as in the context of Equa-
tion (7.30). Compared to the G4 OSTBC code of [26], the QOSTBC of Equation (7.31) achieves
twice the symbol rate at the cost of sacriﬁcing half of the transmit diversity order, which consti-
tutes a manifestation of the rate versus diversity tradeoﬀ formulated in the context of Property 1.
Clearly, the LDC structure of Figure 7.2 subsumes the family of QOSTBCs. Similarly to
OSTBCs, QOSTBCs disperse each multi-antenna ST symbol to speciﬁc space-time slots obeying
the relaxed orthogonality constraint. Observe from Equation (7.31) that full TSS is also ensured,
which implies that the class of QOSTBCs obeys the rate versus diversity tradeoﬀ.
In later works of [335] [336], the idea of constellation rotation was introduced in order to
overcome the potential diversity loss. However, the associated diversity gain improvement accrued
from modulation diversity [337], rather than from the spatial diversity addressed in this treatise.
7.3.4 Linear STBCs Based on Amicable Orthogonal Designs
Although QOSTBCs exhibit a higher design ﬂexibility than OSTBCs, they are still unsuitable for
MIMO systems having ﬂexible (MNTQ) parameter combinations and they are unable to achieve
either full diversity or a symbol rate higher than 1. The further pursuit of high-diversity STBCs





(αqAq + jβqBq). (7.32)
The philosophy behind LSTBCs is to ﬁnd speciﬁc orthogonal dispersion matrices Aq and Bq,
which are capable of separating Q transmitted symbols at the receiver. In other words, Q symbols
are mapped to M number of transmit antennas with the aid of a set of orthogonal matrices.
To accomplish this design goal, the dispersion matrices designed for real-valued symbols have
to satisfy the following requirement [338]
Ai1A
H





i1 (i  = i1), (7.34)
where i,i1 = 1,2,...,Q. Full spatial diversity order is guaranteed by Equation (7.33), while
Equation (7.34) ensures that the set of dispersion matrices are orthogonal to each other. For234 7. Linear Dispersion Codes – An EXIT Chart Perspective





















i1, (1 < i,i1 < Q). (7.37)
Equation (7.35) ensures that full spatial transmit diversity order can be achieved and Equa-
tion (7.36) ensures the orthogonality within the dispersion matrices Ai and Bi. The orthogonality
between the dispersion matrices Ai and Bi is guaranteed by Equation (7.37).
Recall that the family of OSTBCs discussed in Section 7.3.2 obey the orthogonal constraint of
SS
H = I. (7.38)
If the LSTBCs obeying the structure of Equation (7.32) satisfy the orthogonal constraint of Equa-
tion (7.38), it can be shown that the set dispersion matrices of Aq and Bq has to satisfy Equa-
tions (7.36), (7.36) and (7.37). The design of such set of matrices is referred to as amicable
orthogonal design and more details can be found in [341]. In other words, LSTBCs constitute a
family of LDCs obeying the structure of Figure 7.2 that satisfy the orthogonality constraint of
Equation (7.38). Thus, it becomes clear that the LSTBCs have to obey the rate versus diversity
tradeoﬀ, owing to their full TSS property, as stated in Property 1.
7.3.5 Single-Symbol-Decodable STBCs Based on QOSTBCs
Observe in Equations (7.35), (7.36) and (7.37) that the orthogonality imposed enables the trans-
mitted ST symbol streams to be separated by a set of dispersion matrices Aq and Bq. However,
ensuring the orthogonality for each of the Q transmitted symbols according to Equation (7.37) may
not be necessary, if the real and imaginary parts of a transmitted ST symbol are jointly detected.














i1 (i  = i1). (7.40)
Compared to Equation (7.37), Equation (7.40) excludes the scenarios, where i = i1, which
eliminates the orthogonality within each transmitted symbols of Figure 7.2. In the open literature,
STBCs obeying Equations (7.39) and (7.40) are referred as Single-Symbol-Decodable Space-Time
Block Codes (SSD-STBC) [341] [342].
From another point of view, SSD-STBCs constitute the class of LDCs having the structure of
Figure 7.2 that obeys the constraints of Equations (7.39) and (7.40). Consequently, the full TSS
property is maintained, which inevitably imposes the rate versus diversity tradeoﬀ.
Note that the STBCs presented in Sections 7.3.2 to 7.3.5 can be characterized using the LDC
structure of Figure 7.2, since they all possess some degrees of orthogonality. However, the or-
thogonality imposed not only restricts the design of STBCs, but imposed the rate versus diversity
tradeoﬀ [333] characterized by having the property of full TSS.
7.3.6 Space-Time Codes Using Time Varying Linear Transformation
For the sake of achieving high-rate and full diversity in the context of STBCs, the authors of [30]
proposed a class of STBCs employing unitary Time Variant Linear Transformation (TVLT) TVLT.7.3.7. Threaded Algebraic Space-Time Codes 235
A TVLT code can be represented using the notation of TVLT(M,N,T,MT), where the MT
symbols mapped to the M antennas are transmitted using T time slots and received by N antennas.
Hence, maintaining a symbol rate of R = M. More explicitly, a TVLT scheme ﬁrstly separates
MT symbols into T sub-streams or layers, which contains M symbols. Then, each sub-stream is
separately modulated by a speciﬁc vector for transmission in a single time slot. For example, a
TVLT(2224) scheme disperses a sub-stream containing symbols s1 and s2 during the ﬁrst time slot
and disperses the other sub-stream containing symbols s3 and s4 during the second time slot. This































q denotes the entries of the dispersion matrices Aq of Equation (7.12). Furthermore, the
rank criterion [54] discussed in Section 7.3.1 states that the minimum rank of the diﬀerence matrix
S△ = (S − ¯ S) equals to the transmit diversity order of a STBC scheme. For the TVLT(2224)






























Observe in Equation (7.42) that maintaining full transmit diversity is guaranteed, as long as the
non-zero columns of the dispersion matrices are independent of each other.
Clearly, the class of TVLT codes obeying similar structure as to Equation (7.41) constitute a
subset of LDCs following the schematic of Figure 7.3. The TVLT codes can be obtained using the
LDC model of Equation (7.12), under the constraint of dispersing each sub-stream to a single time
slot. In other words, the diﬀerent sub-streams are separated using time-division.
7.3.7 Threaded Algebraic Space-Time Codes
Recently, another family of STBCs has been proposed in order to achieve both high-rate and
full diversity, which is referred as to Threaded Algebraic Space-Time Block Codes (TASTBC)
[31] [319] [178]. The main rationale behind this framework is to partition the Q symbols into ´ L
(´ L≤ M) sub-streams and disperse each sub-stream to a (M×1)-element vector with the aid of a set
of dispersion matrices. The resultant vector is arranged diagonally into the space-time transmission
matrix S of Figure 7.1 in order to span across the entire spatial and temporal domain encompassed
by the TASTBC design. The (M × 1)-element dispersed vector is referred as a ’thread’ in [31].
The ´ L number of dispersed vectors are designed to be ’orthogonal’ to each other by employing an
appropriately chosen scaling factor [31].
In order to expound a little further, we use the well-known G2 space-time matrix to demonstrate
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It is straightforward to verify that the modiﬁed representation seen in Equation (7.44) has the
same properties as the original Alamouti scheme of Equation (7.43). However, the modiﬁed repre-
sentation portrayed in Equation (7.44) falls within the scope of TASTBCs. More particularly, the
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Table 7.3: Diversity, rate, complexity and design ﬂexibility comparison for various STBCs.
STBC Rate Diversity TSS Complexity Orthogonality Flexibility
OSTBC [54] ≤ 1 MN full 1 full minimum
LSTBC [338] ≤ 1 MN full 1 full ↓
SSD-STBC [341] 1 MN/2 full 1 ↓ ↓
QOSTBC [15] 1 MN/2 full 2 ↓ ↓
TVLT [30] M MN partial M ↓ ↓
TASTBC [31] M MN partial M ↓ ↓
LDC [29] [28] M MN non Q non maximum
























Note that in this case
√
−1 is the aforementioned scaling factor, which that guarantees the orthog-
onality between two threads.
The example of Equations (7.45) and (7.46) demonstrates that TASTBCs can be fully charac-
terized by the general LDC structure of Figure 7.2. More explicitly, the orthogonality between the
threads imposed on the space-time codeword S of Figure 7.2 restricts each sub-stream of TASTBC
to only partially explore the ST recourses available. By contrast, LDC schemes disperse each
information symbol to all the space-time dimensions available.
It also interesting to compare the TVLT and TASTBC schemes. They all share the same concept
of dividing the Q symbols into sub-streams and then disperse each sub-stream independently. The
separation of sub-streams is achieved by time division for TVLT schemes, whereas the TASTBC
arrangements employ a unique scaling factor for diﬀerentiating and separating the sub-streams,
which was
√
−1 in the explore of Equations (7.45) and (7.46).
7.3.8 Summary
We have argued in Sections 7.3.2 to 7.3.7 that the family of OSTBCs, QOSTBCs, LSTBCs, SSD-
STBCs, TVLTs and TASTBCs can be described using the uniﬁed structure of LDCs provided
in Figures 7.2 and 7.3, where LDC(MNTQ) represents a MIMO system employing M transmit
and N receive antennas, transmitting Q symbols using T time slots. All of the representatives
of this LDC family imposed diﬀerent degrees of ’orthogonality’ on the general LDC framework of
Figures 7.2 and 7.3. In this section, we compare the above-mentioned STBCs in terms of their
diversity order, rate as well as complexity and characterize the evolution of STBCs.
Assuming that symbol-based ML decoding is used and the same modulation scheme is employed
by all the STBCs considered, the decoding complexity ̟ imposed is associated with the number
of symbols decoded at a time. The associated design ﬂexibility can be quantiﬁed in terms of the
number of practical MIMO solutions for a speciﬁc parameter combination of (M,N,T,Q).
In Table 7.3, we listed the rate, diversity and estimated decoding complexity of the diverse
STBCs that have been discussed in Sections 7.3.2 to 7.3.7. Let us now continue with their brief
characterization.
• Maintaining at least partial TSS constitutes a necessary condition for the design of high-
rate, full-diversity STBCs. In simple physical terms, the TSS characterizes the degree of
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Figure 7.16: Classiﬁcation of Space-Time Coding (STC) techniques.
transmitted signal encapsulates the information of more than one information symbol, then
high-rate and full-diversity can be potentially achieved at the same time. By contrast, if
each transmitted signal encapsulates a single original input symbol’s information, then the
corresponding STBCs can only achieve either full diversity or a rate RSTBC ≤ 1, as shown
in Table 7.3.
• When decreasing the degree of orthogonality embedded in the space-time matrix S of Fig-
ure 7.1, typically the degree of design ﬂexibility is increased. For example, the OSTBC
design of Section 7.3.2 enjoys simple single symbol ML decoding as a result of its full or-
thogonality. However, it has a very limited choice of dispersion matrices and the number
of transmit antennas supported is limited. By contrast, LDCs’ non-orthogonal structure of
Figure 7.3 potentially facilitates an unlimited number of dispersion matrices for arbitrary
MIMO antenna conﬁgurations, as shown in Equation (7.19).
• Observe from Table 7.3 that the degree of TSS is useful for characterizing the decoding com-
plexity imposed. For example, high-rate full-diversity LDCs of [28] have to jointly decode
Q symbols per space-time block. On the other hand, for example, the QOSTBCs of Sec-
tion 7.3.3 is capable of separating the symbols into two-symbol decoding pairs, owing to their
orthogonality.
• The ﬂexibility of LDCs is also related to the number of space-time slots used by each symbol.
For example, Equation (7.41) demonstrates the structure of TVLT [30] codes, which disperses
each symbol merely to M out of the total MT number of space-time slots, whereas LDCs
ensure that each space-time slot contains information related to all the information symbols,
as characterized in Equation (7.12).
Finally, as illustrated in Figure 7.16, we portray the family of LDCs as a prominent class of
space-time processing techniques, uniting the class STBCs [327]. More explicitly, the family of
Space-Time Coding (STC) may be classiﬁed in two major categories, namely STBCs and Space-
Time Trellis Codes (STTC) [54] [327] [52]. The general LDC structure of Figures 7.2 and 7.3



















Figure 7.17: Schematic of a serial concatenated RSC-coded LDC system employing iterative decoding.
and high-rate. Hence, LDCs subsume many existing space-time block coding schemes, as seen in
Figure 7.16.
7.4 EXIT Chart Based Design of LDCs
7.4.1 Analyzing Iteratively-Detected LDCs
In this section, we analyze a serial concatenated channel-coded LDC scheme using iterative de-
coding. The system design is approached from a capacity maximization perspective with the aid
of EXIT charts. More explicitly, the EXIT chart analysis enables us to estimate the maximum
achievable rate of the proposed channel-coded LDC scheme using both ML and MMSE detectors,
when employing the LDCs optimized in Section 7.2.4. Provided the capacity results illustrated in
Section 7.2.5, we will demonstrate how far the serial concatenated system operates from LDC’s
DCMC capacity.
Figure 7.17 plots the schematic of a serial concatenated RSC-encoded LDC system employing
iterative decoding. The information bits are ﬁrstly encoded by a convolution code. Here a simple
half-rate Recursive Systematic Convolutional (RSC) RSC(215) code was used. Then, the inter-
leaved bits are fed into the LDC encoder of Figure 7.17. Here, the LDC block also incorporates
bit-to-symbol mapping using Gray labelling. The dispersion operation maps each symbol vector
K containing Q symbols to the space-time transmission matrix S deﬁned in Equation (7.12). At
the receiver, extrinsic information is exchanged between the SISO ML/MMSE and RSC detec-
tors. More details about how the extrinsic information is calculated can be found in [343] and
the references within. This simple SCC scheme employing iterative decoders has the advantage of
exploring both the spatial diversity provided by the LDCs and the temporal diversity oﬀered by
the RSC code. To show the exchange of extrinsic information, the right hand side of Point B seen
in Figure 7.17 is considered as the inner code and the left side is the outer code.
The EXIT chart of the half-rate RSC-coded LDC(2224) scheme of Figure 7.17 having a diversity
order of D = 4 and using the ML decoder is shown in Figure 7.18. In this treatise, IA denotes the
a-priori information available for the inner code, which is provided by the extrinsic output of the
outer code. By contrast, IE denotes the extrinsic output of the inner code, which also contributes
to the a-priori input for the outer code. Observe that the intersection points of the inner and7.4.1. Analyzing Iteratively-Detected LDCs 239
















ρ = 0dB −−− 13dB
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LDC(2224), ML detector
Figure 7.18: EXIT chart of the RSC(215)-coded LDC(2224) scheme of Figure 7.17 having a diversity
order of D=4, when employing an ML detector as well as using QPSK modulation.
outer EXIT curves approach IA = 1.0, as the SNR increases, where an inﬁnitesimally low BER is
expected.
Figure 7.19 shows the EXIT chart of the RSC(215)-coded LDC(2224) scheme having a diversity
order of D = 4 and using an MMSE detector. Note that the area under the EXIT curves using the
MMSE detector is smaller than that of its ML detection counterpart of Figure 7.18 for any given
SNR.
The so-called ’area property’ [303] [306] of EXIT charts may be formulated by stating that the
area under the outer RSC code’s EXIT curve is approximately equal to its code rate Rout. Thus,
if we assume that the area under the EXIT curve of an outer code can be perfectly matched to
the area under the inner code’s EXIT curve at any SNR ρ, then it is possible to approximate the
maximum achievable rate of a serial concatenated scheme by evaluating the area under the
EXIT curves, given the rate of the inner block Rin, which is expressed as:
C(ρ) = log2(L)   Rin   Rout, (7.47)
where Rout is approximated by the area under the inner code’s EXIT curve and L-PSK or L-QAM
modulation is used.
Using Equation (7.47), we are able to plot the maximum achievable rates of the proposed serial
concatenated RSC-coded LDC(2224) scheme using both ML and MMSE detectors in Figure 7.20.
Observe that the system employing ML detection achieved a higher rate across the entire SNR
region, since more decoding complexity was invested. Note that the achieved rate loss associated
with employing an MMSE detector compared to the ML detector is not constant. The maximum
rate loss was recorded at about ρ = 7dB. It is interesting to compare LDC(2224) scheme’s maximum
achievable rates employing the ML detector to its DCMC capacity curve plotted in Figure 7.7,
where we observe that the two curves appear to be identical. This observation implies that it is
feasible to achieving the MIMO channel’s capacity using a SCC scheme under the assumption of
using a variable-rate outer code.
To illustrate this a little further, Figure 7.21 quantiﬁes the MMSE decoder’s maximum achiev-
able rate loss compared to that of the ML detector using the above-mentioned EXIT-aided method240 7. Linear Dispersion Codes – An EXIT Chart Perspective
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Figure 7.19: EXIT chart of the RSC(215)-coded LDC(2224) scheme of Figure 7.17 having a diversity
order of D=4, when employing an MMSE detector as well as using QPSK modulation.


























Figure 7.20: Maximum achievable rates comparison of half-rate RSC-coded LDC(2224) scheme of Fig-
ure 7.17 using QPSK modulation, when employing both ML and MMSE detectors.7.4.1. Analyzing Iteratively-Detected LDCs 241

































Figure 7.21: MMSE detector’s maximum achievable rate loss for a group of RSC-coded LDC schemes of
Figure 7.17 using QPSK modulation, when recorded at Point B of Figure 7.17.
as a function of the SNR. For the rate-two LDC(2224) scheme, the peak of the bell-shaped capacity
loss curve appears at ρ = 7dB, where approximately 6.8% throughput is lost. When lower rate
LDCs were employed, the rate loss was decreased and the peak of the curves gradually shifted to
lower SNRs, as seen in Figure 7.21.
Ideally, in order to achieve an inﬁnitesimally low BER, the inner and outer EXIT curves
should only intersect at the (IA,IE) = (1.0,1.0) point. If this condition is satisﬁed, then a so-
called convergence tunnel [344] appears in the EXIT chart. Even if there is no open tunnel in the
EXIT chart leading to the (1.0,1.0) point, but the two curves intersect at a point close to IA = 1.0,
then a suﬃciently low BER may still be achievable. Observe in Figure 7.19 that the intersection
of inner and outer EXIT curves takes place before reaching the IA = 1.0 point, unless the SNR is
suﬃciently high.
In Figure 7.22, we characterize the BER performance of the RSC(215)-coded LDC(2224) having
a diversity order of D=4, while using QPSK modulation in conjunction with an MMSE decoder.
Since the slope of the EXIT curves shown in Figure 7.19 is relatively low, the SCC scheme of
Figure 7.17 reaches the best attainable performance after k = 4 iterations. The BER illustrated
in Figure 7.22 gradually decreases upon increasing the SNRs, which corresponds to the fact that
the inner and outer EXIT curves’ intersection point shifts to (1.0,1.0) point on the EXIT chart
with the SNRs, as seen in Figure 7.19.
Figure 7.23 compares the EXIT curves of RSC(215)-coded LDC schemes of Figure 7.17 having
M = 2, N = 2, T = 2 and Q = 1,2,3,4, when employing QPSK modulation in conjunction with
an MMSE decoder. Observe that when Q increases, the area under the EXIT chart decreases. It is
also interesting to observe in Figure 7.23 that the curves become more and more horizontal when
Q is decreased. In fact, when we have Q = 1, the EXIT curve becomes a horizontal line. Recall
that Gray mapping is employed for the information symbols, hence for the case of Q = 1, there
is no extrinsic information induced improvement, as the a-priori information increases. However,
when we have Q > 1, each transmitted symbol is subjected to independent fading, and hence Gray
mapping may no longer guarantee the largest Euclidean distance in a 2Q−dimensional space.
Therefore, the resultant EXIT curves’ slope is increased, as Q increases.242 7. Linear Dispersion Codes – An EXIT Chart Perspective

























Figure 7.22: BER performance of the RSC(215)-coded LDC(2224) scheme of Figure 7.17 having a diver-
sity order of D=4 using QPSK modulation in conjunction with an MMSE detector.





















Figure 7.23: EXIT chart comparison for the QPSK modulated RSC(215)-coded LDC(222Q) schemes of



























Point B Point C
Precoded-LDC(DCMC) LDC(DCMC)
Point A
Figure 7.24: Schematic of a three-stage RSC-coded and precoder-aided LDCs using iterative decoding.
Despite its good BER performance, this simple convolutional coded LDC scheme of Figure 7.17
has a deﬁciency. More explicitly, the ﬂatness of the EXIT curves seen in Figure 7.23 prevents the
intersection from reaching the (IA,IE) = (1.0,1.0) point. Therefore an inﬁnitesimally low BER
can only be achieved at high SNRs. Driven by the desire of designing iterative decoding aided
LDCs having an inﬁnitesimally low BER, the family of convolutional-coded precoder-aided LDCs
is proposed in the next section.
7.4.2 Analyzing Iteratively-Detected Precoded LDCs
The schematic of a RSC-coded and precoder-aided LDC system is shown in Figure 7.24. Com-
pared to the non-precoded scheme of Figure 7.17, a rate-1 precoder is placed between the convolu-
tional encoding block and the LDC encoder, complemented by a second interleaver. The resultant
schematic constitutes a three-stage system, where the extrinsic information is passed through the
three decoder blocks according to a pre-deﬁned activation order. Block-1 of Figure 7.24, namely
the MMSE/ML decoder, receives its input information from the MIMO channel and its feedback
information from the precoder’s decoder. The intermediate Block-2 of Figure 7.24 beneﬁts from
the information provided by both the convolutional decoder and the LDC decoder. Its two out-
puts are forward to the surrounding blocks at its both sides, respectively. An extrinsic information
exchange cycle between Block-1 and Block-2 of Figure 7.24 is deﬁned as an inner iteration. The
third decoding block, namely the convolutional decoder exchanges information with the precoder.
Hence, a single associated extrinsic information exchange cycle between the precoder’s decoder
and the convolutional decoder is referred to as an outer iteration.
Let us brieﬂy discuss the features of the system structure of Figure 7.24. For example, if we
split the system into two constituent parts at Point B of Figure 7.24, Block-1 has the same EXIT
characteristics as the two-stage system of Figure 7.17, where the (IA,IE) = (1.0,1.0) point cannot
be reached at all, unless the associated SNR is suﬃciently high. However, if we split the system
at Point C of Figure 7.24, we will demonstrate at a later stage that the inner Precoded Linear
Dispersion Codes (PLDC) become capable of reaching the (IA,IE) = (1.0,1.0) point. Observe
furthermore in Figure 7.24 that the equivalent channel at Point C is recursive i.e. has an Inﬁnite
Impulse Response (IIR) as a beneﬁt of using the precoder, whereas the equivalent channel at Point
B is non-recursive.244 7. Linear Dispersion Codes – An EXIT Chart Perspective




















Figure 7.25: EXIT chart of the RSC(215)-coded memory-one precoder-aided LDC(2224) scheme of Fig-
ure 7.24 using QPSK modulation in conjunction with an MMSE detector, when using j = 0
inner iterations and the decoding trajectory was recorded at ρ = 5dB.
It was argued for example in [345] that the activation order of the decoding blocks of a three-
stage system substantially aﬀects both the achievable performance as well as the detection com-
plexity imposed at the receiver. The decoding activation order of the proposed three-stage system
of Figure 7.24 is set to [(Block-1, Block-2)j+1, Block-3]k+1, where j and k are the number of inner
and outer iterations, respectively. More explicitly, (j + 1) iterations are invoked between Block-1
and Block-2 of Figure 7.24, followed by exchanging their joint extrinsic information with Block-3
(k+1) times. We propose to answer the question of how many inner iterations per outer iteration
are necessary, from the capacity approaching perspective. Ideally, a small value of j is desirable
in the interest of minimizing the overall decoding complexity. In order to carry out a comparison
between the non-precoded scheme of Figure 7.17 and the precoded schemes of Figure 7.24, in our
forthcoming investigations a half-rate RSC(215) code is employed as the outer code and the length
of the interleaver is set to 106 bits.
Figure 7.25 plots the EXIT chart of the three-stage RSC(215)-coded PLDC(2224) scheme of
Figure 7.24, when using j = 0 inner iterations and the associated decoding trajectory was recorded
at ρ = 5dB. Observe that the employment of the precoder facilitates the converge of all the
inner EXIT curves to the (IA,IE) = (1.0,1.0) point, since the precoder is capable of gleaning
extrinsic information from all the bits within a frame. By contrast, for the non-precoded scheme of
Figure 7.17, the extrinsic information can only be extracted from the bits within one information
symbol. The decoding trajectory shown at ρ = 5dB required k = 6 outer iterations to achieve an
inﬁnitesimally low BER.
When j = 1 inner iteration is employed in the three-stage RSC(215)-coded PLDC (2224)
scheme of Figure 7.24, the corresponding EXIT chart is plotted in Figure 7.26. We observe that
the area under the EXIT curves is higher than that of the system employing j = 0 inner iterations,
as characterized previously in Figure 7.25, which implies having potentially increased maximum
achievable rates. Note that the increased-area open EXIT tunnel between the inner and outer
code’s EXIT curves beneﬁts the decoding trajectory recorded at ρ = 5dB, since only k = 4 outer
iterations are necessary to converge to the (IA,IE) = (1.0,1.0) point.7.4.2. Analyzing Iteratively-Detected Precoded LDCs 245




















Figure 7.26: EXIT chart of the RSC(215)-coded memory-one precoder-aided LDC(2224) scheme of Fig-
ure 7.24 using QPSK modulation in conjunction with an MMSE detector, when using j = 1
inner iterations and the decoding trajectory was recorded at ρ = 5dB.

































Figure 7.27: Comparison of the maximum achievable rates recorded at Point C of Figure 7.24 for the
various PLDC schemes having j = 0,1,2 inner iterations, when using QPSK modulation in
conjunction with an MMSE detector.246 7. Linear Dispersion Codes – An EXIT Chart Perspective
































Figure 7.28: BER performance of the three-stage RSC(215)-coded PLDC(2224) scheme of Figure 7.24,
employing j = 0 inner iterations using MMSE detection in conjunction with QPSK modu-
lation.
Figure 7.27 quantiﬁes the maximum achievable rates for the three-stage memory-one precoder-
aided LDC (PLDC) schemes of Figure 7.24 having diﬀerent rates in conjunction with diﬀerent
number of inner iterations j. For each set of comparisons, the LDC’s capacity measured at Point
B of Figure 7.24 is plotted as the benchmarker. For the rate R2224 = 2 scheme, a substantial maxi-
mum achievable rate gap is observed between the LDC scheme measured at Point B of Figure 7.24
and the corresponding PLDC scheme recorded at Point C of Figure 7.24, when the number of
inner iterations is j = 0. However, when we have j = 1, the aforementioned rate loss is eliminated
and a further increase of j has only a modest additional rate improvement. In fact, the maximum
achievable rate loss is less than 1%, when we have j = 1. For the PLDC(2222) scheme having a rate
of R2222 = 1, we observe in Figure 7.27 that although the aforementioned maximum achievable
rate loss compared to the associated LDC’s achievable capacity is still present, when employing
j = 0 inner iterations, the associated discrepancy is narrower than that seen for the PLDC(2224)
scheme. Observe in Figure 7.27 for the PLDC(2241) scheme having a rate of R2241 = 0.25 that
there is no maximum achievable rate loss even in the absence of inner iterations.
The above observations are related to the EXIT characteristics of the LDC’s MMSE decoding
block, which is shown in Figure 7.23. When a single symbol is transmitted, i.e. we have Q = 1, the
EXIT curve is a horizontal line. Therefore, regardless of the number of inner iteration employed,
Block-1 of Figure 7.24 always outputs the identical extrinsic information. When Q is increased,
the EXIT curves of Block-1 seen in Figure 7.23 become more steep, therefore higher extrinsic
information can be obtained upon increasing the a-priori information by using a higher number
of inner iterations. Therefore, the resultant maximum achievable rate observed in Figure 7.27 at
Point C of Figure 7.24 has an increasing gap with respect to the one observed at Point B, when a
higher number of symbols Q is transmitted by each LDC block.
In Figure 7.28, we characterize the achievable BER performance of the three-stage RSC(215)-
coded memory-1 precoder-aided LDC(2224) scheme using j = 0 inner iteration. The EXIT chart
of Figure 7.25 predicted that an open convergence tunnel will be formed at ρ = 5dB, which is
evidenced by the BER performance of Figure 7.28, where k = 6 outer iterations were required
to achieve an inﬁnitesimally low BER. The comparison of Figures 7.22 and 7.28 reveals that7.4.2. Analyzing Iteratively-Detected Precoded LDCs 247






























Figure 7.29: BER performance of the three-stage RSC(215)-coded PLDC(2224) scheme of Figure 7.24,
employing j = 1 inner iterations using MMSE detection in conjunction with QPSK modu-
lation.
Delay Delay .......
Figure 7.30: Schematic of the unity-rate precoder having diﬀerent memories.
the precoded scheme is capable of achieving a lower BER in the high-SNR region, compared to
its non-precoded counterpart. When employing j = 1 inner iterations, the corresponding BER
performance is plotted in Figure 7.29. This scheme reached the so-called turbo-cliﬀ associated with
an inﬁnitesimally low BER at about ρ = 4.2dB using k = 10 iterations, where a 0.8dB SNR gain
is achieved compared to the scheme employing j = 0 inner iteration.
Another advantage of employing a precoder is that by changing the generator polynomial
and/or the precoder’s memory size, it is possible to shape the EXIT curves without changing the
area below them. The schematic of the unity-rate precoder having diﬀerent memories is portrayed
in Figure 7.30. The generator polynomial characterized in octal form determines the portion of
the connections in Figure 7.30.
Figure 7.31 portrays the EXIT curves of the three-stage unity-rate precoder-aided LDC(2221)
scheme having various precoder memories and polynomials at ρ = −1dB. Observe that the area
under the EXIT curve is constant to 0.79 for all the curves, although their shapes are diﬀerent.
Note that the memory-one precoder has the highest IE starting point at the left on the ordinate
axis of Figure 7.31 , when we have IA = 0. Higher-memory precoded systems have an EXIT curve
starting at a signiﬁcantly lower IE value, although they are capable of beneﬁting from the extrinsic
information more substantially in the middle range of IA, as seen in Figure 7.31.248 7. Linear Dispersion Codes – An EXIT Chart Perspective






























Figure 7.31: EXIT chart comparison of the three-stage RSC(215)-coded PLDC(2221) scheme of Fig-
ure 7.24, having diﬀerent precoder memories and polynomials of Figure 7.30 at ρ = −1dB,
when using an MMSE detector in conjunction with QPSK modulation.
Table 7.4: Coding gains of the RSC(215)-coded LDC(2224) scheme with/without a memory-1 precoder
having an eﬀective throughput of 1 (bits/sym/Hz).
Number of inner Number of outer at BER at BER
iterations (j) iterations (k) of 10−4 of 10−5
Two-stage system of Figure 7.17 0 5 9.3dB 11.8dB
Three-stage system of Figure 7.24 0 10 9.5dB 12.9dB
Three-stage system of Figure 7.24 1 10 10.1dB 13.5dB
7.4.3 Summary
In this section, we summarize the coding advantage of the proposed serial concatenated schemes
operating with/without the memory-1 precoders, as portrayed in Figures 7.17 and 7.24, respec-
tively. For the half-rate RSC(215)-coded schemes of Figures 7.17 and 7.24, the LDC(2224) scheme
using QPSK modulation in conjunction with an MMSE detector was employed. Therefore, the
resultant eﬀective throughput is 1 (bits/sym/Hz). The uncoded LDC(2224) scheme using BPSK
modulation having the identical throughput was used as a benchmarker. The coding gain was
recorded between the uncoded scheme and the RSC(215)-coded LDC scheme at both BER = 10−4
and 10−5 from Figures 7.22, 7.28 and 7.29.
Table 7.4 summarizes the coding gains of the two-stage non-precoded system of Figure 7.17
and three-stage precoded LDC(2224) scheme of Figure 7.24 as well as the number of inner and
outer iterations required to achieve the target BER. At BER of 10−4, an increased coding gain is
observed, when a higher decoding complexity was invested in terms of employing precoders and
increasing the number of inner iterations. Note that the advantage of employing a memory-1
precoder having a single inner iteration over the non-precoded scheme is 0.8dB. By contrast, the
precoding advantage increased to 1.7dB, when the coding gain was quantiﬁed at BER of 10−5.
In conclusion, the RSC-coded precoder-aided LDC scheme of Figure 7.24 outperforms the non-7.5. EXIT Chart Based Design of IrRegular Precoded LDCs 249
precoded scheme of Figure 7.17 in the low-BER region.
7.5 EXIT Chart Based Design of IrRegular Precoded LDCs
In this section, we propose the novel IrRegular Precoded Linear Dispersion Codes (IR-PLDCs)
as the inner code of a SCC scheme. The throughput of the SCC system is determined by the
rate Rout of the outer channel code, the rate Rin of the IR-PLDC and the modulation scheme
employed. Since unity-rate precoders are used, Rin is purely determined by the rate of the LDCs
employed. The SCC scheme employing the IR-PLDC as the inner code is designed under the
following assumptions:
• QPSK modulation is employed by all the component codes of the proposed IR-PLDC scheme,
although employing diﬀerent modulation schemes is equally feasible;
• Rate-1 precoders are employed by all the component codes of the IR-PLDC, since lower-rate
precoders introduce a capacity loss;
• The receiver has the knowledge of the DCMs as well as the weighting coeﬃcients λ and
knows when to activate a speciﬁc dispersion matrix;
Before proceeding to the detailed description of the proposed serial concatenated IR-PLDC
scheme, we summarize the salient results of previous Sections. Firstly, the LDCs optimized ac-
cording to Equation (7.24) achieve the maximum possible rate. Secondly, the number of inner
iterations j required to attain the maximum achievable rate is j = 1 for Q > 1 or j = 0 for Q = 1,
for the precoder-aided LDCs.
7.5.1 RSC-coded IR-PLDC Scheme
Figure 7.32 portrays the system model of the proposed serially concatenated RSC-coded IR-PLDC
scheme. At the transmitter, a frame of information bits u1 is encoded by a simple RSC encoder.
Then the encoded bits c1 are interleaved by a random interleaver, yielding the outer encoded bits
u2. Then the ’irregular partitioner’ of Figure 7.32 feeds the appropriately selected fraction of u2
into the various PLDC component codes according to a predeﬁned weighting coeﬃcient vector
λ. The inner IR-PLDC contains Pin number of component codes. The unity-rate precoders may
exhibit diﬀerent EXIT characteristics by employing diﬀerent memories and generator polynomials,
as seen in Figure 7.30. However, for the proposed system of Figure 7.32, memory-1 precoders are
employed for all the PLDC components. More explicitly, within each PLDC encoder, the resultant
precoded bits c2 are interleaved by a second interleaver, yielding the interleaved bits u3, which are
fed to the bit-to-symbol mapper inside the LDC block of Figure 7.32. After QPSK modulation
and space-time dispersion, the space-time transmission matrix S of Equation (7.12) is mapped
to the (M × T) spatial and temporal dimensions by the ’ST mapper’ and transmitted over the
uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channel contaminated by AWGN at each receive antenna.
At the receiver of Figure 7.32, again the ’irregular partitioner’ determines the portion of the
received signal matrices Y and the a-priori information to each PLDC decoders, according to the
weighting coeﬃcient vector λ. Then, an iterative decoding structure is employed, where extrinsic
information is exchanged between three SISO modules, namely the MMSE detector, the precoder
and the outer RSC decoder in a number of consecutive iterations. To be speciﬁc, in Figure 7.32,
IA denotes the a-priori information for the IR-PLDC represented in terms of Log-Likelihood Ratio
(LLR) , where IE denotes the extrinsic information output of the inner code also expressed in terms
of LLR. We use ¯ IA and ¯ IE to represent the a-priori input and extrinsic output of the outer RSC
























































Figure 7.32: Schematic of the serial concatenated RSC-coded IR-PLDC system using iterative decoding.
arriving from the MMSE detector and the outer decoder and generates two extrinsic outputs as
well. Since the activation of diﬀerent PLDC components is implemented by employing diﬀerent
dispersion matrices, the hardware cost is modest low.
In our forthcoming EXIT chart analysis, the precoders’ decoders and the MMSE decoders are
considered as a single inner decoding block, namely the IR-PLDC’s decoder of Figure 7.32. The
advantage of this representation is that the IR-PLDC’s extrinsic information output IE is only
determined by the received signal matrix Y and the a-priori input IA, but remains unaﬀected
by the extrinsic information exchange between the precoder’s decoder and the MMSE detector.
Thus, we can project the three-stage system into a two-stage system and hence the conventional
two-dimensional EXIT chart analysis [344] [303] is applicable.
Following the approach of [184], we now carry out the EXIT chart analysis of the proposed
RSC-coded IR-PLDC system. The inner IR-PLDC block has an a-priori input given by IA and
the channel output Y of Figure 7.32. Thus the corresponding EXIT functions are:
IE = Γu2[IA,ρ], (7.48)
and for the outer RSC code the EXIT function is:
¯ IE = Γc1[¯ IA]. (7.49)
According to the area properties [346] of EXIT charts introduced in Section 7.4.1, the area under
the EXIT curve of an outer code is approximately equal to (1 − Rout). More explicitly, we have




suggesting that a higher rate code has a lower area under its EXIT curve. This observation is
the rationale behind the design of IRCCs proposed in [204], where the aim is to minimize the7.5.1. RSC-coded IR-PLDC Scheme 251
area of the open EXIT tunnel, because this facilitates a near-capacity operation. However, we
will demonstrate in Section 7.5.1.1 that in contrast to IRCCs, the area under the inner IR-PLDC
code’s EXIT curve does not have a linear relationship with its code rate. This property results in
a diﬀerent design procedure and objective of the IR-PLDCs in comparison to the IRCCs.
7.5.1.1 Generating Component Codes for IR-PLDCs
The employment of irregular codes was proposed by T¨ uchler and Hagenauer [204] [182], where
IRCCs were used as an outer channel code. IRCCs are constituted by a family of convolutional
codes having diﬀerent code rates. They were speciﬁcally designed with the aid of EXIT charts [177],
for the sake of improving the convergence behaviour of iteratively decoded systems. In [204], the
authors have proved that the aggregate EXIT function of an irregular code containing P component
codes can be obtained from the linear combination of that of its component codes, under the
assumption that the PDF of the LLRs is symmetric and continuous. More explicitly, the EXIT





where λi represents the weighting coeﬃcients of the i-th component having transfer function Γi.
Inspired by the above-mentioned beneﬁcial properties of an irregular system, in this section,
we propose an IR-PLDC scheme for employment as our inner rather than outer code for the SCC
system. The EXIT function of the proposed IR-PLDC scheme is constituted by the superimposed
combination of its component codes’ EXIT functions determined by Equation (7.51). Clearly, each
PLDC component’s EXIT curve as well as the corresponding weighting coeﬃcient vector λ play
a crucial role in shaping the resultant aggregate EXIT function. Each component PLDC of the
proposed IR-PLDC scheme of Figure 7.32 is constituted by an independent LDC combined with a
unity-rate precoder. Diﬀerent PLDC rates can be obtained by varying the number of transmitted
symbols Q and the number of time slots T used per space-time block. Naturally, maintaining low
values of Q and T is desirable for the sake of maintaining a low encoding/decoding complexity.
For example, in order to design an inner IR-PLDC coding scheme containing Pin = 11 compo-
nents for a MIMO conﬁguration having M = 2 transmit and N = 2 receive antennas, we commence
by setting T = 2. Hence, all the components have the potential of achieving the maximum diversity
order of D = 4 according to Theorem 3. By setting Q = 1, we are able to optimize the DCMC
capacity of LDC(2221) using Equation (7.24). Consequently, we can obtain more components by
gradually increasing the Q value to increase the rate. We impose the limit of Q ≤ MT for the
sake of maintaining a low complexity, although employing a higher value of Q is equally feasible.
Hence, by increasing the value of T and maximizing the corresponding DCMC capacity of each
LDC, we can generate a set of beneﬁcial LDCs. Again, low Q and T values are desirable for the
sake of maintaining a low complexity. The resultant Pin = 11 component codes designed for our
IR-PLDC scheme are listed in Table 7.5.
Hence, for a MIMO system associated with M transmit and N receive antennas, the universal
algorithm of generating Pin component codes for an IR-PLDC scheme can be formulated as follows:
• Step 1. Set the number of time slots to T = M in order to ensure that all the resultant
component LDCs have the same maximum achievable diversity order of N   min(M,T), as
argued in Theorem 3;
• Step 2. Set Q = 1 and ﬁnd the speciﬁc LDCs by searching through the entire set of legitimate
codes, which maximize the DCMC capacity of Equation (7.24);
• Step 3. Set Q := Q + 1 for the sake of increasing the attainable throughput and repeat252 7. Linear Dispersion Codes – An EXIT Chart Perspective
Table 7.5: The Pin = 11 number of LDC component codes of the IR-PLDC scheme of Figure 7.32
generated for a MIMO system having M = 2 and N = 2 antennas and employing QPSK
modulation and an MMSE detector.
Index M N T Q RLDC Inner Iteration Complexity
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the above optimization procedure using Equation (7.24), until the maximum number of
transmitted symbols reaches Q = MT;
• Step 4. If the LDC having a rate of RLDC =
Q
T existed, discard the current code having the
same rate but a larger value of Q and T, for the sake of minimizing the complexity according
to Corollary 1;
• Step 5. If the number of component codes found is less than Pin, then set T := T + 1 and
proceed to Step 2. Otherwise, terminate the search process.
Naturally, the resultant code rates may not be expected to be evenly distributed, owing to having
a limited number of legitimate combinations of T and Q.
Since unity-rate precoders are employed, the rate of each PLDC block is equal to the component
LDC’s rate. The number of inner iterations listed in Table 7.5 quantiﬁes the number of iterations
carried out between the precoder and the MMSE detector, which was optimized from the capacity
approaching perspective, as detailed explained in Figure 7.27. The component codes generated
from the above-mentioned algorithm ensure that the resultant Pin number of component codes
have the lowest possible complexity. More explicitly, the complexity of each PLDC component
code is jointly determined by the precoder’s complexity, the MMSE detector’s complexity and the
number of inner iterations. In order to quantify the complexity in a uniﬁed manner, we count the
number of addition and multiplication operations required to calculate a single LLR value in the
logarithmic domain. Since the number of addition and multiplication operations can be quantiﬁed
in terms of the so-called Add-Compare-Select (ACS) arithmetic operations, the complexity of
each PLDC component is quantiﬁed by the ACS operations per LLR computation. Observe in
Table 7.5 that when the value of T is ﬁxed, the complexity is increased by increasing the value of Q.
Furthermore, increasing the value of T typically resulted in a substantially increased complexity.
Figure 7.33 shows the EXIT charts of the above-mentioned Pin = 11 component PLDCs of
Table 7.5 at ρ = 0dB using memory one precoders, which are used as component codes for the
proposed IR-PLDC scheme of Figure 7.32. The shape of all the EXIT curves is similar, since they7.5.1. RSC-coded IR-PLDC Scheme 253
















LDC(2221), R = 0.5
LDC(2222), R = 1
LDC(2223), R = 1.5
LDC(2224), R = 2
LDC(2231), R = 0.33
LDC(2232), R = 0.67
LDC(2234), R = 1.33
LDC(2235), R = 1.67
LDC(2241), R = 0.25
LDC(2243), R = 0.75
LDC(2245), R = 1.25
Figure 7.33: EXIT chart of the Pin = 11 PLDCs of Table 7.5 at ρ = 0dB using memory one precoders,
which are used as component codes for the proposed IR-PLDC scheme of Figure 7.32.
















LDC(2221), R = 0.5
LDC(2222), R = 1
LDC(2223), R = 1.5
LDC(2224), R = 2
LDC(2231), R = 0.33
LDC(2232), R = 0.67
LDC(2234), R = 1.33
LDC(2235), R = 1.67
LDC(2241), R = 0.25
LDC(2243), R = 0.75
LDC(2245), R = 1.25
Figure 7.34: EXIT chart of the Pin = 11 PLDCs of Table 7.5 at ρ = 0dB using memory three precoders,
which are used as component codes for the proposed IR-PLDC scheme of Figure 7.32.254 7. Linear Dispersion Codes – An EXIT Chart Perspective





































Figure 7.35: Maximum achievable rates of the Pin = 11 PLDCs listed in Table 7.5 as the component
codes for the proposed IR-PLDC scheme of Figure 7.32, when employing QPSK modulation
as well as an MMSE detector.
are all combined with the memory one precoders. Furthermore, Figure 7.34 portrays the EXIT
curves of the same set of LDC component codes of Table 7.5 in conjunction with memory three
precoders. Clearly, although changing the size of the precoder’s memory does not aﬀect the area
under the curves, it has a substantial impact on the shape of the curves. It is worth mentioning
at this stage that a suﬃciently diverse set of curves is necessary for employment in a ﬂexible IR-
PLDC scheme for the sake of maximizing the achievable rates as well as minimizing the detector’s
complexity.
Figure 7.35 quantiﬁes the maximum achievable rates of the inner IR-PLDC scheme of Fig-
ure 7.32 using the EXIT charts of the Pin = 11 memory-1 precoder-aided LDC component codes
listed in Table 7.5. Recall from Section 7.4.1 that the maximum achievable rate is attained using
Equation (7.47) under the assumption of having perfectly matched inner and outer EXIT curves,
which results in an inﬁnitesimally low EXIT tunnel area. Observe in Figure 7.35 that a high-rate
PLDC component code is capable of attaining a high maximum achievable rate. However, this does
not necessarily imply imposing a higher complexity. For example, Table 7.5 shows that the high-
rate PLDC(2224) scheme imposes a substantially lower complexity than that of the PLDC(2235)
arrangement, since the former scheme maintains lower T and Q values.
Let us use λi, i = (1,2,...,Pin) represents the speciﬁc fraction of IE conveying the corre-
sponding extrinsic information, which are fed into the IR-PLDC encoders/decoders of Figure 7.32.
Therefore, the weighting coeﬃcients λ= [λ1,...,λPin] have to satisfy
Pin  
i=1
λi = 1 λi ∈ [0,1], (7.52)
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Figure 7.36: The number of possible combinations for the IR-PLDC scheme of Figure 7.32 against its
rate using the Pin = 11 component codes listed in Table 7.5, where λi ∈ [0,0.1,0.2,...,1].
In order to further illustrate the ﬂexibility provided by the IR-PLDCs using the weighting
coeﬃcient vector λ, Figure 7.36 plots the possible number of combinations against the inner IR-
PLDC scheme’s rate Rin given in Equation (7.53), under the assumption that we have λi ∈ [0,
0.1, 0.2, ..., 0.9, 1]. The bell-shaped distribution of Figure 7.36 exhibits a peak at approximately
Rin = 0.8. At extremely low and high rates in the vicinity of Rin = 0.25 and Rin = 2, respectively,
the number of legitimate combinations gradually reduced, owing to the lack of irregularity. Again,
Figure 7.36 was generated using an exhaustive search for the weighting coeﬃcient vector λ having
a step size of 0.1 under the constraint of Equation (7.52).
Figure 7.37 attempts to characterize the ﬂexibility of the IR-PLDC scheme of Figure 7.32 in
terms of the associated area under the EXIT curves at ρ = −1dB by plotting a group of IR-
PLDC’s EXIT charts having diﬀerent weighting coeﬃcient vectors. Note that all the IR-PLDCs’
EXIT curves plotted in Figure 7.37 maintain an identical aggregate rate of Rin = 0.85. Figure 7.36
has revealed that there are around 17,500 possibilities, given the weighting coeﬃcients λi ∈ [0,
0.1, 0.2, ..., 0.9, 1]. Figure 7.37 merely illustrates 12 EXIT curves out of the total 17,500 possible
combinations. Observe in Figure 7.37 that the area under the curves exhibits a signiﬁcant varia-
tion, which implies that the MIMO channel’s capacity achieved by the IR-PLDC using diﬀerent
weighting coeﬃcient vector λ is diﬀerent, despite the fact that they share the same aggregate rate
Rin = 0.85.
In conclusion, the outer code’s ’area property’ of Equation (7.50) reﬂects a linear relationship
between its rate Rout and the area under the EXIT curve, hence the area under the EXIT curves
of the IRCC scheme [204] is equal to the aggregate rate, regardless of the shape of the curves. By
contrast, the proposed inner IR-PLDC scheme of Figure 7.32 does not obey the linear property,
since the area under the EXIT curve quantiﬁes the MIMO channel’s capacity achieved using an
IR-PLDC scheme and its rate is given by Equation (7.53). Our arguments are further justiﬁed by
Figure 7.37.256 7. Linear Dispersion Codes – An EXIT Chart Perspective
















Figure 7.37: A group of EXIT charts of the IR-PLDC scheme of Figure 7.32 using the component codes
of Table 7.5 at ρ = −1dB, while having a ﬁxed rate Rin = 0.85 achieved by employing
diﬀerent weighting coeﬃcient vectors λ.
7.5.1.2 Maximum-Rate RSC-Coded IR-PLDCs
The channel-coded IR-PLDC system of Figure 7.32 employs a simple RSC code (Pout = 1) as the
outer code, while using the Pin = 11 component codes characterized in Table 7.5 as the inner
code. Hence, we have a total number of P = Pin + Pout = 12 component codes. Each PLDC
component processes a fraction of the input information according to its weighting coeﬃcient λi,
which has to satisfy Equation (7.52) and the resultant aggregate inner code rate Rin is given by
Equation (7.53).
In order to achieve an inﬁnitesimally low BER at a speciﬁc SNR, an open EXIT tunnel should
exist in the EXIT chart. Assuming that each component code’s EXIT curve is represented by l
points, the EXIT function Γirr at SNR ρ of the IR-PLDC should be optimized by ’maximizing’
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subject to the constraints imposed by Equation (7.52), where IA,l denotes the l-th a-priori infor-
mation input of the PLDC components.
The gradient search method of maximizing J(λ1,...,λP) of Equation (7.54) is similar to the
algorithm proposed in [204]. More explicitly, the algorithm starts by setting the inner code rate7.5.1. RSC-coded IR-PLDC Scheme 257
Table 7.6: Design comparison of irregular schemes using either IRCCs having γ =[γ1,...,γPout] or IR-
PLDCs having λ= [λ1,...,λPin], where the weighting coeﬃcient vectors γ and λ quantify the
fraction of bits encoded by each component code.
IRCC IR-PLDC
Design objective Maximizing the achievable rates
Component codes generated by Puncturing a mother code Varying T and Q
Area and rate relationship Unique Non-unique
Interleaver length requirement High Modest
















Rin to the minimum value. If the set of weighting coeﬃcients maximizing the area expression of
Equation (7.54) is generated using the gradient search method of [204] and an open EXIT tunnel
exists, Rin is increased by a small amount. The algorithm terminates at the highest possible Rin
value, where an open convergence tunnel may no longer be found.
The reason that our proposed inner IR-PLDC scheme is seeking the solutions ’maximizing’
the area expression of J(λ1,...,λP) is justiﬁed as follows. The beneﬁt of employing irregular
inner or outer codes for an iteratively-detected scheme is to maximize the achievable rates. When
using IRCCs as an outer code, minimizing the EXIT tunnel area corresponds to maximizing the
achievable rate, owing to the area property discussed in Section 7.4.1. In other words, IRCCs are
designed to ﬁnd an outer EXIT curve that matches a given inner EXIT curve as close as possible by
maximizing the area under the EXIT curve. However, there is no one-to-one relationship between
the inner aggregate rate Rin and the associated area under the EXIT curves. Consequently, the
IR-PLDC scheme oﬀers multiple area values under its EXIT curves for a given rate, as illustrated
in Figure 7.37. Larger EXIT tunnel area potentially requires less outer iterations to achieve an
inﬁnitesimally low BER. Therefore, given an outer code, the design criterion for the inner IR-PLDC
is to maximize the achievable rate, while having an inﬁnitesimally low BER, which corresponds to
maximizing the inner code rate Rin and simultaneously maximizing the EXIT tunnel
area according to Equation (7.54), since the latter minimizes the number of iterations required.
A detailed comparison of designing the proposed inner IR-PLDC and the IRCC of [204] as an outer
code is provided in Table 7.6.
In the previous iteratively detected schemes in Sections 7.4.1 and 7.4.2, half-rate RSC(215) code
is employed. It is natural to ask the question whether it is possible to employ an even simpler RSC
code to reduce the decoding complexity, while operating near MIMO channel’s capacity. Hence, we
designed our IR-PLDC system for a half-rate RSC(213) code, which has a decoding complexity of
217 ACS operations per LLR value compared to the 841 ACS operations imposed by the RSC(215)
code. It is also worth mentioning that when plotting the EXIT chart, it is often assumed that the
distribution of the LLRs is Gaussian, which is only suﬃciently accurate, when a high interleaver
length is used in the schematic of Figure 7.32. In the context of the RSC(213) code, the Gaussian
assumption of the EXIT chart becomes easier to satisfy in conjunction with a shorter interleaver,
since the RSC(213) code imposes correlation over a factor of 3
5 shorter segment of the encoded bit
stream.
Figure 7.38 presents the EXIT charts and the correspondingdecoding trajectory of the RSC(213)-
coded IR-PLDC scheme of Figure 7.32 designed for operating at ρ = 0dB, when using QPSK
modulation in conjunction with an MMSE detector. The dotted lines are the EXIT curves of
the Pin = 11 component codes of Table 7.5 and the solid line represents the EXIT curve of the
inner IR-PLDC having the weighting coeﬃcients given in Table G.1 of Appendix G. The resultant
throughput of the system is C(0dB) = 1.1392 (bits/sym/Hz), according to Equation (7.47). By258 7. Linear Dispersion Codes – An EXIT Chart Perspective




















Figure 7.38: EXIT chart and the decoding trajectory of the RSC(213)-coded IR-PLDC scheme of Fig-
ure 7.32 recorded at ρ = 0dB using QPSK modulation, when an MMSE detector was
employed.
maximizing Rin as well as maximizing the open EXIT tunnel area of Equation (7.54), the opti-
mized EXIT curves of Figure 7.38 exhibit a signiﬁcant tunnel area, where the decoding trajectory
of Figure 7.38 shows that k = 29 outer iterations were required.
The corresponding BER of the RSC(213)-coded IR-PLDC system of Figure 7.32 designed for
achieving an inﬁnitesimally low BER at ρ = 0dB using QPSK modulation is shown in Figure 7.39.
There is a turbo cliﬀ at ρ = 0dB, when k = 29 outer iterations were carried out between the
RSC(213) decoder and the IR-PLDC decoder. Note that the complexity required for achieving an
inﬁnitesimally low BER at ρ = 0dB is quantiﬁed in terms of the number of ACS operations per
LLR value. Given the number of outer iterations and the complexity of each PLDC component of
Table 7.5 combined with the RSC(213) decoder requires 217 ACS operations, the total decoding
complexity per LLR value was evaluated by considering the number of iterations as well as each
component’s complexity as follows:
̟(0dB) = 29   (0.146   8562+ 0.034   18126+ 0.82   12546+ 217) = 3.5876 × 105. (7.56)
Naturally, the same design process can be extended to other SNR values. Figure 7.40 plots
the maximum rates achieved by the proposed IR-PLDC scheme of Figure 7.32, when half-rate
RSC(213) and RSC(215) codes were employed. Each point in Figure 7.40 was designed to achieve
the maximum rate with the aid of speciﬁc weighting coeﬃcients, which are listed in Tables G.1 and
G.2 of Appendix G. The dotted lines of Figure 7.40 quantify the maximum achievable rates of the
Pin = 11 component codes of Table 7.5. By simply adjusting the fraction of information fed into
each components, as seen in Tables G.1 and G.2, the proposed system of Figure 7.32 employing
irregular inner codes becomes capable of operating across a wide range of SNRs. Figure 7.40
clearly demonstrates the variation of the maximum rate, when encounters diﬀerent-SNR scenarios.
Also observe in Figure 7.40 that the IR-PLDC scheme employing the RSC(213) code is capable
of achieving a higher maximum rate compared to the system employing the RSC(215) code, which
is about 2.5dB away from MIMO channel’s capacity. Compared to the EXIT curve of the RSC(215)
code seen in Figure 7.17, the RSC(213) code’s EXIT curve of Figure 7.38 has a lower IE value for7.5.1. RSC-coded IR-PLDC Scheme 259























Figure 7.39: BER of the RSC(213)-coded IR-PLDC scheme of Figure 7.32 that designed to achieve an
inﬁnitesimally low BER at ρ = 0dB using QPSK modulation, when an MMSE detector was
employed.

























MIMO channel’s CCMC capacity
RSC(213)−coded IR−PLDC
RSC(215)−coded IR−PLDC
Figure 7.40: The maximum rates achieved by the IR-PLDC schemes of Figure 7.32 using RSC(213) and
RSC(215) codes according to Tables G.1 and G.2, when QPSK modulation in conjunction
with an MMSE detector were employed.260 7. Linear Dispersion Codes – An EXIT Chart Perspective




















Figure 7.41: EXIT chart and the decoding trajectory of the RSC(213)-code IR-PLDC scheme of Fig-
ure 7.32 having a precoder memory of three recorded at ρ = 0dB using QPSK modulation,
when an MMSE detector was employed.
abscissa values of IA < 0.5 and a higher IE value in the rest of the abscissa range. The resultant
shape of the outer EXIT curve forms a larger open EXIT tunnel area and hence enables the inner
IR-PLDC code to provide a higher aggregate rate for the serial concatenated system. This implies
that having a beneﬁcial shape for the EXIT curves plays a more inﬂuential role in determining the
achievable rates of the system, than having a larger minimum distance, as it becomes explicit by
comparing the performance of the RSC(213) and RSC(215) coded systems.
Tables G.1 and G.2 in Appendix G list the weighting coeﬃcient vector λ for the IR-PLDC
scheme of Figure 7.24 required for achieving maximum rates ranging from ρ = −7dB to ρ = 4dB,
when the RSC(213) and RSC(215) codes were employed, respectively. The Pin = 11 component
codes are listed from low-rate to high-rate components, where an entry of ’0’ implies that the speciﬁc
PLDC component is inactivated during the transmission process. Observe further in Tables G.1
and G.2 that increasing the system’s maximum rate upon increasing the SNR is achieved by
appropriately adjusting the weighting coeﬃcient vector λ. However, when we have ρ = 4dB in
Table G.1, the maximum-rate PLDC component having a rate of R3,LDC = 2 has already fully
activated, which means that it has a weighting coeﬃcient of λ3 = 1. Therefore, no more rate
increase is observed in Figure 7.40, when we have ρ > 4dB. Naturally, further rate improvements
can be achieved, if higher-rate PLDC components are employed.
An alternative way of changing the shape of the EXIT curves is constituted by changing the
precoder’s memory size and/or the generator polynomials for the system of Figure 7.32. Previously,
Figure 7.31 has indicated that changing the rate-1 precoder’s memory and generator polynomial
does not change the area under the corresponding EXIT curves. Hence, Figure 7.41 portrays
both the EXIT curves and the decoding trajectory of the IR-PLDC scheme of Figure 7.32 at
ρ = 0dB using the RSC(213) code, when the precoder’s memory size was increased to three.
Compared to Figure 7.38, the EXIT curves of Figure 7.41 are more steep. However, in this
particular case, increasing the precoder’s memory size does not beneﬁt the system in terms of
its maximum achievable rate, which is C(0dB) = 0.7908 (bits/sym/Hz), while C(0dB) = 1.1392
(bits/sym/Hz) was achieved for the IR-PLDC schemes having precoder memory size of one. Again,
Figure 7.41 demonstrate that the shape of the inner and outer EXIT curves exhibits an inﬂuential7.5.1. RSC-coded IR-PLDC Scheme 261
























Figure 7.42: BER of the RSC(213)-coded IR-PLDC scheme of Figure 7.32 having a precoder memory
of three that designed to achieve an inﬁnitesimally low BER at ρ = 0dB using QPSK
modulation, when an MMSE detector was employed.
role in the EXIT chart based design. The corresponding BER performance is shown in Figure 7.42.
7.5.1.3 Complexity-Constrained RSC-Coded IR-PLDCs
In Figures 7.38 and 7.41, we have characterized a number of IR-PLDC designs contrived for
achieving the maximum rate at a certain SNR. Observe from Equation (7.56) that an excessive
amount of complexity is required to decode each information bit. However, the mobile handsets
normally can not aﬀord such high complexity. Therefore, in this section, we investigate the IR-
PLDC designs of Figure 7.32 that are capable of achieving the maximum possible rate under a
certain complexity constraint.
The total decoding complexity is constituted by two contributions. Firstly, the particular
fraction of bits λi fed into each component code as well as each component’s own complexity
quantiﬁed in Table 7.5. Secondly, the number of outer iterations k required for reaching the
(1.0,1.0) point on the EXIT chart constitutes a linear complexity factor. Observe from Figure
7.38 that the IR-PLDC schemes designed for maximizing the achievable rate often result in a
high decoding complexity, which is associated with a narrow EXIT tunnel. These high-complexity
designs may be suitable for the base station. The ﬂexibility of the IR-PLDCs also allows us to
derive designs for mobile handsets, where the aﬀordable complexity is more limited. We refer to
this as a ’complexity-constrained’ design.
For the above-mentioned ’maximum-rate’ schemes, the design problem was formulated in Equa-
tion (7.54) and a gradient search [204] can be performed to ﬁnd the most suitable weighting coeﬃ-
cient vector λ. However, for the ’complexity-constrained’ scheme, we are looking for the maximum
achievable rate under a speciﬁc complexity constraint, which requires an extended search for the
weighting coeﬃcient vector λ. More speciﬁcally, the complexity of an IR-PLDC scheme employing
an RSC code at SNR ρ is restricted by:
k   (̟1λ1 + ̟2λ2 ... + ̟PλP + ̟RSC) ≤ ̟target, (7.57)262 7. Linear Dispersion Codes – An EXIT Chart Perspective





















Figure 7.43: EXIT chart and the (predicted) decoding trajectory of the ’complexity-constrained’
RSC(213)-coded IR-PLDC scheme of Figure 7.32 at ρ = 0dB, when using QPSK mod-
ulation and an MMSE detector.
where ̟i is the complexity of the i-th component code quantiﬁed in Table 7.5. The number of
decoding iterations k required to achieve an inﬁnitesimally low BER is predicted using a predicted
decoding trajectory illustrated in Figure 7.43.
In the following design example, we optimize the IR-PLDC scheme of Figure 7.32 employing a
half-rate RSC(213) code as our outer code at ρ = 0dB. The complexity imposed at the receiver is
restricted by ̟213,c(0dB) ≤ 1
10̟213(0dB) = 0.35876× 105 ACS operations per LLR value.
Figure 7.43 shows the EXIT curves of our ’complexity-constrained’ IR-PLDC scheme as well as
the predicted decoding trajectory using interpolation and the actual decoding trajectory recorded
using simulation. Firstly, a wider convergence tunnel is observed in Figure 7.43 compared to that
of Figure 7.38, hence the number of decoding iterations can be eﬀectively reduced. Furthermore,
there is a diﬀerence between the predicted decoding trajectory generated using interpolation and
the actual trajectory recorded using simulation. The accuracy of the match between the decoding
trajectory and the EXIT chart is dependent on the validity of the assumption of the LLRs’ Gaussian
distribution, which requires a large interleaver length. If the assumption has a limited accuracy,
the actual decoding trajectory may exhibit an ’overshoot’ problem. In this design example, the
ﬁrst interleaver Π1 of Figure 7.32 is set to have a length of 106 bits and the length of the second
interleaver Π2 is equal to the corresponding number of bits fed into each component code. Note
in Figure 7.43 that although no substantial ’overshoot’ is visible, the resultant predicted and the
actually encountered decoding trajectories exhibit an obvious diﬀerence after a few iterations.
However, we may state that the number of decoding iterations predicted k using interpolation is
suﬃciently accurate. The results of our further investigations included here suggest that unless
encountering narrow EXIT tunnels, where more than k = 15 iterations are necessary, the predicted
number of iterations using EXIT chart based interpolation is typically quite accurate. On the other
hand, when aiming for low-complexity designs, the ’wide EXIT tunnel assumption’ is usually
satisﬁed and hence the aforementioned inaccurate prediction is not encountered.
Furthermore, a rate of C(0dB)=1.10929 (bits/sym/Hz) is achieved in Figure 7.43, where the
rate loss recorded is insigniﬁcant, compared to the maximum achievable rate of C(0dB) = 1.13927.5.1. RSC-coded IR-PLDC Scheme 263




























Figure 7.44: BER of the ’complexity-constrained’ RSC(213)-coded IR-PLDC scheme of Figure 7.32 de-
signed for achieving an inﬁnitesimally low BER at ρ = 0dB, when using QPSK modulation
and an MMSE detector.
(bits/sym/Hz) recorded for the previous ’maximum-rate’ design at ρ = 0dB. As a beneﬁt of this
’complexity-constrained’ design, only about 10% of the decoding complexity of the ’maximum-rate’
design is imposed. The actual decoding complexity is:
̟213,c(0dB) = 7   (0.83   4086 + 0.17   5974 + 217)
= 0.3237× 105 < 0.35876× 105, (7.58)
where the weighting coeﬃcient vector is given by λ = [0, 0.83, 0, 0.17, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0].
Figure 7.44 portrays the BER performance of the RSC(213)-coded IR-PLDC scheme designed
for satisfying the complexity constraint of Equation (7.57), when using QPSK modulation in con-
junction with an MMSE detector. Recall that this system was designed for maintaining an inﬁnites-
imally low BER at ρ = 0dB and k = 7 outer iterations were required by the system to achieve an
inﬁnitesimally low BER. In contrast to the previous ’maximum-rate’ design of Figure 7.39, where
a sharp turbo-cliﬀ BER was observed, the BER of the complexity-constrained schemes dropped
more gradually, owing to having a wider EXIT tunnel.
In order to elaborate a little further, Figure 7.45 quantiﬁes the maximum achievable rate of the
’complexity-constrained’ RSC-coded IR-PLDC scheme of Figure 7.32 having various complexity
constrains. The minimum complexity required to enable the system to operate at ρ = −2,−1
and 0dB is about 3576 ACS arithmetic operations, where a throughput of 0.5 was achieved in
Figure 7.45. At the minimum decoding complexity point, the inner IR-PLDC only activates the
minimum-complexity PLDC component of PLDC(2221) with a weighting coeﬃcient λ0 = 1. As
a result of investing more complexity, a higher rate becomes achievable in conjunction with more
complex PLDC components, while operating at a certain SNR ρ. Note that in the vicinity of
the cliﬀ region, the system becomes capable of approaching the performance of the maximum-rate
design at a signiﬁcant complexity reduction, as evidenced in Figures 7.43 and 7.44.264 7. Linear Dispersion Codes – An EXIT Chart Perspective
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Figure 7.45: Maximum achievable rates against the required decoding complexity of the RSC(213)-coded
IR-PLDC schemes of Figure 7.32 at ρ = −2,−1,0dB, when using QPSK modulation and
an MMSE detector.
7.5.2 IR-PLDCs Vs. IRCCs
Since both irregular inner schemes, such as IR-PLDCs and irregular outer schemes, i.e. IRCCs
have the ability of providing ﬂexible EXIT curves, it is natural to investigate further in order to
explore the diﬀerence between these two approaches.
In this section, we provide a detailed comparison of the IRCCs and IR-PLDCs in terms of
the maximum achievable rates and the working SNR region. We adopt the RSC(213)-coded IR-
PLDC scheme having a total number of P = Pin + Pout = 11 + 1 = 12 components, which
has been extensively demonstrated in Section 7.5.1.2. Since the IR-PLDC component codes have
a maximum rate of R3,LDC = 2, the resultant maximum rate of the RSC(213)-coded IR-PLDC
scheme of Figure 7.32 is limited to 2 (bits/sym/Hz) using QPSK modulation, as seen in Figure 7.40.
For a fair comparison, we also set the maximum rate of the a IRCC-coded PLDC scheme to 2
(bits/sym/Hz), when QPSK modulation is employed. Furthermore, an IRCC scheme constituted
by a set of Pout = 11 component codes was constructed in [182] from a systematic half-rate memory-
4 mother code deﬁned by the octally represented generator polynomials of (23,35)8. Hence, we
have a total number of P = Pin +Pout = 1+11 = 12 components. The EXIT chart characteristic
of the resultant Pout = 11 IRCC component codes is shown in Figure 7.46, where the rates of the
codes are Ri,IRCC = [0.1, 0.15, 0.25, 0.4, 0.45, 0.55, 0.6, 0.7, 0.75, 0.85, 0.9], respectively. Each
component encodes a speciﬁc fraction of the incoming bit stream, as quantiﬁed by the weighting
coeﬃcient vector γ = [γ1,...,γPout]. Hence, the weighting coeﬃcient vector γ is optimized with
the aid of the iterative algorithm in [204], so that the EXIT curve of the resultant IRCC closely
matches that of the inner code.
Figure 7.47 portrays the maximum achievable rates achieved by the IRCC-coded schemes using
PLDC(2224) or PLDC(2221) as the inner codes according to Tables G.3 and G.4 in Appendix G,
when employing QPSK modulation as well as an MMSE detector. The maximum achievable rates
of the corresponding RSC(213)-coded IR-PLDC scheme conﬁgured according to Table G.1 is also
plotted as the benchmarker. When a rate-two PLDC(2224) code is employed, the resultant IRCC-7.5.2. IR-PLDCs Vs. IRCCs 265
















Figure 7.46: EXIT charts of the IRCC scheme having Pout = 11 component codes.






























MIMO channel’s CCMC capacity
Figure 7.47: Maximum achievable rates plotted according to Tables G.3 and G.4 for the IRCC-coded
schemes using PLDC(2224) and PLDC(2221) as the inner codes, when QPSK modulation
in conjunction with an MMSE detector were employed.266 7. Linear Dispersion Codes – An EXIT Chart Perspective
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Figure 7.48: Schematic of the serial concatenated IRCC-coded IR-PLDC using iterative decoding.
coded scheme becomes capable of operating about 0.9dB away from the MIMO channel’s capacity
of Equation (7.10), but no open EXIT tunnel is formed until we have ρ ≥ −3dB, which implies
that it fails to function adequately in the low SNR region. By contrast, when we use the half-
rate PLDC(2221) arrangement as our inner code, the system performs adequately for SNRs in
excess of ρ = −10dB, as seen in Figure 7.47. However, this scheme suﬀers from a rate loss in the
high SNR region, because the inner PLDC(2221) code fails to operate near the MIMO capacity.
By contrast, the RSC(213)-coded IR-PLDC scheme operates about 2.5dB way from the MIMO
channel’s capacity for SNRs spanning from ρ = −7dB to ρ = 4dB.
In conclusion, the IRCC-coded schemes are capable of operating about 0.9dB away from the
MIMO channel’s capacity in either high-SNR or low-SNR region, but fail to operate across a
number of SNRs. On the other hand, although the IR-PLDC aided scheme operates about 2.5dB
away from the MIMO channel’s capacity, it can work in a wider SNR region.
7.5.3 IRCC-Coded IR-PLDC Scheme
It is desirable to have a ﬂexible system that is capable of working close to the MIMO channel’s
capacity and at the same time operating across a wide SNR region. We have demonstrated in
Figure 7.47 that either IRCCs or IR-PLDCs are only capable of satisfying one of these design
objectives. In this section, we will demonstrate that by serially concatenating the IRCCs [204] and
the proposed IR-PLDCs, such ambitious design objectives can be fulﬁlled at the same time.
Figure 7.48 portrays the schematic of the proposed IRCC-coded IR-PLDC scheme. The receiver
is assumed to have the knowledge of the weighting coeﬃcient vectors γ and λ, as well as that of the
set of DCMs. The ’irregular partitioner’ of Figure 7.48 feeds the required fraction of bits into the
relevant component codes, according to the corresponding weighting coeﬃcient vectors. For the
sake of having a fair comparison to the schemes illustrated in Section 7.5.2, in the following design
example, we consider a MIMO system equipped with M = 2 transmit as well as N = 2 receive7.5.3. IRCC-Coded IR-PLDC Scheme 267




























Figure 7.49: Maximum achievable rates plotted according to Tables G.5 and G.6 for the IRCC-coded
IR-PLDC schemes of Figure 7.48, when QPSK modulation in conjunction with an MMSE
detector were employed.
antennas and a total number of P = 12 component codes are used, where we have Pout = 6 IRCC
component codes and Pin = 6 IR-PLDC component codes. More speciﬁcally, the IRCC component
codes of Figure 7.46 having a rate of Ri,IRCC = [0.1, 0.25, 0.4, 0.55, 0.7, 0.9] and the IR-PLDC
component codes having a rate of Ri,LDC =[ 0.33, 0.5, 0.67, 1, 1.5, 2] in Table 7.5 were employed.
Note that IRCC encoder’s ’irregular partitioner’ of Figure 7.48 is based on the weighting coeﬃcient
vector γ = [γ1,...,γPout], whereas the ‘irregular partitioner’ of IRCC’s decoder is determined by
another vector ¯ γ = [¯ γ1,..., ¯ γPout]. That is because γ quantiﬁes the fraction of incoming information




. i = 1,...,Pout (7.59)
We run an exhaustive search operation for all the possible combinations of γ and λ under the
following constraints:
• An open convergence tunnel must exist between the inner and outer EXIT curves in order
to achieve an inﬁnitesimally BER, provided that the aid of the decoding trajectory arrives
at the top right corner of the EXIT chart;
• The throughput C(ρ) = log2(L)   Rin   Rout has to be maximized;
• The resultant open EXIT tunnel area has to be maximized, for the sake of minimizing the
number iterations required;
• γ1 + γ2 +     + γPout = 1 and λ1 + λ2 +     + λPin = 1.
The exhaustive search is set to have a step-size of 0.05.
In Figure 7.49, we plotted the maximum rates achieved by the IRCC-coded IR-PLDC scheme
of Figure 7.48 according to Tables G.5 and G.6, when QPSK modulation in conjunction with an268 7. Linear Dispersion Codes – An EXIT Chart Perspective































Figure 7.50: Inner throughput log2(L)   Rin and outer rate Rout for the IRCC-coded IR-PLDC scheme
of Figure 7.48 to achieve maximum rate according to Tables G.5 and G.6, when QPSK
modulation and an MMSE detector were employed.
MMSE detector were employed. The corresponding maximum achievable rates of the RSC(213)-
coded IR-PLDC scheme of Figure 7.32 was also presented as the benchmarker, which also employed
P = 12 component codes. Observe in Figure 7.49 that employing an irregular design at both the
inner and the outer codes enables the system to achieve an inﬁnitesimally low BER for SNR
starting from as low as ρ = −12dB. Furthermore, the double-side EXIT matching based scheme is
capable of operating about 0.9dB from the MIMO channel’s CCMC capacity quantiﬁed in Equa-
tion (7.10). Note that when we have ρ > 2dB, the IRCC-coded IR-PLDC scheme of Figure 7.48
begins to gradually deviate from the MIMO capacity, owing to lack of high-rate IR-PLDC compo-
nents. Naturally, the dispense observed in the high-SNR region can be eliminated, when adopting
high-rate PLDCs as the component codes.
In order to illustrate this phenomenon a little further, Figure 7.50 characterizes the eﬀect of
the inner throughput log2(L) Rin and the outer rate Rout of the IRCC-coded IR-PLDC scheme of
Figure 7.48 designed for achieving the maximum rate according to Tables G.5 and G.6, when QPSK
modulation and an MMSE detector were employed. The operating SNR range may be divided into
two zones around ρ = 3dB. Observe in Figure 7.50 that in the low-SNR region, namely in Zone-1,
the proposed scheme achieved a near-capacity throughput owing to the ﬂexibility provided by the
IR-PLDCs. By contrast, when we have high SNRs, i.e. in Zone-2, the maximum rate is achieved
by increasing the rate of the IRCC scheme. This observation further justiﬁes the results presented
in Figure 7.47.
As far as the decoding complexity is concerned, the original IRCC scheme of [182] imposed a
potentially excessive complexity in the low-rate region, owing to the additional generator polyno-
mials. However, ﬂexible rates of the IRCC-coded IR-PLDC scheme of Figure 7.48 in the low-SNR
region are achieved by adjusting the IR-PLDC’s rate, where the associated complexity is low, as
seen in Figure 7.50. In Zone-2, since high-rate IRCC components are activated, the overall de-
coding complexity is still manageable, despite the fact that the IR-PLDC scheme’s complexity is
increased.
The weighting coeﬃcient vectors γ and λ of the IRCC and IR-PLDC schemes optimized for7.5.4. Summary 269





















Figure 7.51: EXIT chart and the decoding trajectory of the IRCC-coded IR-PLDC scheme of Figure 7.48
at ρ = −4dB according to Tables G.5 and G.6, when using QPSK modulation in conjunction
with an MMSE detector.
achieving the maximum aggregate rates are listed in Tables G.5 and G.6 of Appendix G. Observe
in Table G.6 that typically only two components of the inner IR-PLDC are activated, while a
number of IRCC components are required for the sake of minimizing the open EXIT tunnel area
according to Table G.5. For example, when we have ρ = 6dB, only Pout + Pin = 2 + 2 = 4 out
of the total of P = 12 components were activated. As a result of having a limited range of EXIT
curve shapes, the superimposed EXIT curves cannot be accurately matched, thus we observe that
the system is operating about 1.6dB away from the MIMO capacity at ρ = 6dB. By contrast, in
the low-SNR region, i.e. when we have ρ = −4dB, Pout + Pin = 5 + 2 = 7 component codes were
activated. Hence, a more accurate EXIT curve matching becomes possible. The resultant system
operates 0.9dB away from the MIMO capacity, as seen in Figure 7.49.
In Figure 7.51 we portray both the EXIT curves and the decoding trajectory of the IRCC-coded
IR-PLDC scheme of Figure 7.48 recorded at ρ = −4dB using QPSK modulation, when an MMSE
detector was employed. The corresponding weighting coeﬃcients are given in Tables G.5 and G.6.
Observe in Figure 7.51 that an extremely narrow EXIT tunnel was formed, which required k = 39
outer iterations to reach the (IA,IE) = (1.0,1.0) point. The associated BER curve is plotted in
Figure 7.52.
7.5.4 Summary
In order to pursue the design objective of operating in the vicinity of the MIMO channel’s capacity
across a wide range of SNRs, irregular system designs are necessary. In Sections 7.5.1 to 7.5.3, we
have demonstrated the design process of irregular systems using IR-PLDCs and/or IRCCs. The
factors aﬀecting the design of near-capacity schemes using the irregular approach are summarized
in Figure 7.53, where the decoding complexity and the EXIT matching accuracy of inner and outer
EXIT curves are two main design factors. More speciﬁcally, the matching of the inner and outer
code’s EXIT curves quantiﬁes the maximum achievable rate, which is dependent on the aﬀordable

























Figure 7.52: BER of the IRCC-coded IR-PLDC scheme of Figure 7.48 that designed to achieve an in-
ﬁnitesimally low BER at ρ = −4dB according to Tables G.5 and G.6, when using QPSK
modulation in conjunction with an MMSE detector.















Figure 7.53: Factors aﬀecting the design of near-capacity schemes using irregular principle.7.6. Conclusion 271
example, if the inner and outer EXIT curves are matched while having a high gradient, a large
number of iterations are required to achieve an inﬁnitesimally low BER. On the other hand, if
the matched pair of EXIT curves are near-horizonal, a low number of iterations is required. The
relationship between “EXIT Matching” and “Complexity” is represented by the dotted line in
Figure 7.53.
Irregular schemes are suitable for accurate EXIT curve matching, since they are capable of
providing EXIT curves with ﬂexible characteristics. The design of irregular outer codes can be ac-
complished for example by using IRCCs [204] [182] or IrRegular Variable Length Codes (IR-VLCs)
[347], where irregularity is achieved by employing various code rates. The area property quanti-
ﬁed in Equation (7.50) suggests that maximizing the achievable rate corresponds to minimizing the
open EXIT tunnel area. By contrast, the irregularity of the inner code can be created in various
ways, as seen in Figure 7.53. The IR-PLDC approach proposed in this chapter creates a diverse
set of EXIT curves using diﬀerent rates, as exempliﬁed in Figures 7.33 and 7.34. There are two
main diﬀerences between the irregular inner and outer schemes. Firstly, the inner code’s EXIT
curves are aﬀected by the SNR encountered. In other words, there is a diﬀerent set of inner EXIT
curves for each SNR. This property further explains the reason that IRCC schemes may facilitate
operation closer to the MIMO channel’s capacity than IR-PLDCs within a certain SNR region, as
evidenced in Figure 7.47. Secondly, the IR-PLDC schemes has a non-unique relationship between
its aggregate rate Rin of Equation (7.53) and the area under the EXIT curves, which was demon-
strated in Figure 7.37. Hence, our optimization objective is to maximize the achievable rate as well
as maximize the open EXIT tunnel area. However, the employment of the IR-PLDCs potentially
facilitates the resultant scheme to operate across a wide SNR range, as seen in Figure 7.49.
Figure 7.53 also lists other techniques of creating a diverse set of EXIT curves in the context
of irregular inner codes. For example, changing the precoder’s memories and/or the generator
polynomials is capable of eﬀectively changing the shape of the EXIT curves without aﬀecting the
area under them, as illustrated in Figure 7.31. Another possible approach of changing the EXIT
curves’ shape, while maintaining the same area is to employ diﬀerent mapping schemes for each
component [343] [48]. Obviously, employing diﬀerent modulation schemes for each component code
can also adjust the eﬀective throughput of the system. Hence, a diverse set of EXIT curve shapes
can be generated. When the decoding complexity is taken into account, the inner code’s irreg-
ularity can be complemented by using various detectors, such as ML, MMSE, Serial Interference
Cancellation (SIC) and Parallel Interference Cancellation (PIC) detectors. Finally, it is important
to point out the set of the techniques seen in Figure 7.53 can be jointly employed to create an even
more diverse inner irregularity.
7.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, after illustrating the design of STBCs, we have demonstrated that the family
of LDCs constitutes a general framework, which accommodates the entire set of STBCs having
diﬀerent design objectives. Furthermore, we proposed a novel method of optimizing the LDCs based
on their DCMC capacity, as seen in Section 7.2.4. More particularly, in Section 7.3 we demonstrated
the linkage between the existing STBC schemes and LDCs by characterizing their mathematical
representations and the design philosophy under LDC’s general framework. In Sections 7.4.1 we
investigated the performance of two-stage serial concatenated LDCs, with the aid of EXIT charts.
The employment of precoders for the sake of achieving an inﬁnitesimally low BER was investigated
in Section 7.4.2, while approaching the maximum achievable rate.
Motivated by the ﬂexibility of the LDC structure complied with its near-capacity performance
potential, in Section 7.5.1.2 we proposed a novel IR-PLDC scheme that is capable of approaching
the maximum attainable rate across a wide range of SNRs, as demonstrated from Figures 7.38
to 7.42, when combined with a simple outer channel coder. In Figure 7.40, we showed that272 7. Linear Dispersion Codes – An EXIT Chart Perspective
the proposed RSC(213)-coded IR-PLDC scheme is capable of operating about 2.5dB from the
MIMO channel’s capacity. In the situation where the aﬀordable decoding complexity is limited, in
Section 7.5.1.3 we proposed a ’complexity-constrained’ IR-PLDC scheme, which was designed with
the aid of EXIT charts and maximizing the attainable rate under a speciﬁc complexity constraint.
After the detailed examination of the advantages and drawbacks of irregular inner and outer
encoding schemes in Section 7.5.2, in Section 7.5.3 we proposed an IRCC-coded IR-PLDC scheme,
which is capable of operating about 0.9dB from the MIMO channel’s capacity for a wide range of
SNRs, while achieving an inﬁnitesimally low BER.Chapter9
Cooperative Space-Time Block
Codes
9.1 Introduction and Outline
The space time block coding techniques detailed in Chapters 7 and 8 provide promising solutions
in the context of co-located MIMO systems requiring reliable wireless communications at high
rates. However, it may not always be practical to accommodate multiple antennas at the mobile
stations, owing to cost, size and other hardware limitations. A further limitation of co-located
MIMO elements is that even at relatively large element separations their elements may not beneﬁt
from independent fading, when subjected to shadow-fading imposed for example by large-bodied
vehicles or other shadowing local paraphernalia. As a remedy, High Speed Downlink Packet Access
(HSDPA) style adaptive modulations [370] as well as the concept of cooperative MIMOs [371] have
been proposed for cellular systems as an attempt to attain a better communication eﬃciency
beyond that permitted by a single node’s local resources. More speciﬁcally, a group of mobile
nodes, known as relays, ’shares’ their antennas with other users to create a virtual antenna array
to provide spatial diversity gain. In order to deepen our discussion, Figure 9.1 illustrates the
relay concept as well as potential applications of various cooperative MIMO systems in a cellular
network. For example, when a user is behind buildings or underground, as seen in Figure 9.1, direct
communication with the Base Station (BS) becomes unreliable, owing to severe shadow fading and
path loss. In order to maintain reliable wireless communications, a group of users in each others’
vicinity may form a virtual antenna array in order to reliably forward the data between the source
node and the BS.
A ground-breaking paper of Cover and El Gamal [121] proposed several cooperation strate-
gies for the relays and extensively investigated the information-theoretic properties based on the
assumption of encountering Line-Of-Sight (LOS) Gaussian channels. More recent studies have
focused on the more realistic assumptions of encountering fading channels [118] [119] and applied
the relay-aided cooperation concept to wireless sensor networks [372]. It has been shown by several
researchers [119] [373] that considerable beneﬁts can be achieved as a result of relay-aided cooper-
ation, including the reduction of the outage probability and a substantial diversity gain as well as
throughput improvement.
Generally speaking, there are three types of cooperations [121], Amplify-and-Forward (AF) ,
Decode-and-Forward (DF) as well as Compress-and-Forward (CF) . When using the AF coopera-
tion scheme, the relay nodes simply amplify the received signal waveforms, but they amplify the
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Figure 9.1: Cooperative MIMO systems in a cellular network.
signal and noise jointly and hence are unable to improve the SNR. On the other hand, in the
DF strategy, the signals received at the relays are decoded and possibly re-encoded using diﬀer-
ent Forward Error Correction (FEC) codes, before being forwarded to the destination. Finally,
the CF arrangement is also referred to as an observe-forward or quantize-forward technique by
some researchers [373]. In its original form [121], the relay compresses, estimates or quantizes its
observations without decoding the information.
Owing to the philosophical similarities between the cooperative MIMO and the co-located
MIMO systems, numerous space-time block coding techniques have been ’transplanted’ into relay-
aided schemes in order to achieve cooperative diversity, based on either AF strategies [25] [130]
or DF arrangements [118] [119]. It was Laneman and Wornell [25] who ﬁrst proposed to employ
orthogonal STBCs for cooperative MIMO systems, where each relay transmits according to a
diﬀerent column of the orthogonal STBC matrix. As argued in Chapter 7, the family of LDCs [29]
becomes a more powerful design alternative to provide cooperative diversity gain for various relay-
aided systems [374] [375] [376], owing to its remarkable design ﬂexibility guaranteed by its linear
structure. Furthermore, the authors of [377] [133] [378] exploited the diversity-multiplexing gain
tradeoﬀ as a means of evaluating the fundamental limitations of diﬀerent cooperation strategies.
In a similar manner, the same tradeoﬀ was capitalized on by Zheng and Tse in the context of the
co-located MIMO systems [24].
In an eﬀort to introduce channel coding schemes into cooperative MIMO systems for the sake
of attaining near error-free transmission, the authors of [131] [128] developed the so-called ’coded-
cooperative’ schemes, where each relay contributes extrinsic information in a manner similar to
the ’parallel-concatenated’ component of classic turbo codes [327]. More explicitly, after receiving
the channel-coded signals broadcast by the source node, the relays decode and interleave the
information, before it is re-encoded by another channel encoder. Hence, the BS becomes capable9.2. Twin-Layer Cooperative Linear Dispersion Codes 317
of exploiting the extrinsic information gleaned from various interleaved replicas of the transmitted
information by employing a conventional turbo detector [327]. In [139] [379], the coded-cooperative
aided schemes have been further improved by forwarding the soft estimates of the transmitted bits
from the relays, rather than forwarding the hard decoded bits. However, this family of coded-
cooperative schemes inevitably imposes both a high complexity as well as a high delay at the
relays. Furthermore, it increases the power consumption of the relays despite transmitting no
source-data from themselves.
In order to attain cooperative diversity as well as to eliminate high-complexity operations at
the relays, in this chapter we propose a novel family of twin-layer Cooperative Linear Dispersion
Codes (CLDCs) based on the AF protocol. Since the AF strategy typically relies on twin-phase
transmissions, namely the broadcast interval and the cooperation interval, the proposed CLDC
schemes also have a twin-layer structure, which allows us to explore each transmission interval’s
speciﬁc characteristics as discussed in more detail in Section 9.2.3. Furthermore, the novel class of
twin-layer CLDCs inherits the LDCs’ ﬂexible yet powerful linear structure, where similar properties
can be observed. We also propose a novel serial concatenated coded-cooperative system, and
highlight its beneﬁts in contrast to the coded-cooperative schemes of [131] [128] based on parallel
concatenated philosophies. More explicitly, the novel features of the schemes proposed in this
chapter are listed as follows:
• The proposed twin-layer CLDC schemes may be readily integrated with next-generation
systems, such as the Third Generation Partnership Project’s Long Term Evolution (3GPP-
LTE) proposals;
• The twin-layer CLDC schemes advocated are capable of supporting an arbitrary number of
relays equipped with single or multiple antennas, while adopting various modulation schemes;
• The power consumption as well as the complexity imposed by cooperation at the relays are
insigniﬁcant, since only simple linear combination operations are performed;
• We propose a novel IRCC aided IrRegular Precoded Cooperative Linear Dispersion Code
(IR-PCLDC) using iterative decoding, which is designed based on EXIT charts [380];
• The proposed IRCC-coded IR-PCLDC scheme becomes capable of providing ﬂexible rates,
which may be harmonized with the SNR encountered.
The rest of this chapter is structured in two parts. In the ﬁrst part, we commence by presenting
a general system model for the CLDCs based on the AF protocol in Section 9.2.1 and outline the
associated assumptions in Section 9.2.2, followed by the mathematical characterization of the twin-
layer CLDC scheme. Hence, the linkage between LDCs designed for co-located MIMO systems
and CLDCs designed for cooperative MIMO systems is outlined in Section 9.2.4. In the second
part of our investigations, Section 9.3 introduces the irregular design philosophy in the context of
cooperative systems and proposes a novel IRCC-coded IR-PCLDC scheme in order to maintain
high rates across a wide SNR range, while maintaining an inﬁnitesimally low BER. We focus our
attention on the irregular system’s distinctive features in the context of the cooperative MIMO
systems. The corresponding irregular co-located MIMO system detailed in Section 7.5.3 will be
used as the benchmarker. Finally, we summarize the ﬁndings of this chapter and provide our
concluding remarks in Section 9.4.
9.2 Twin-Layer Cooperative Linear Dispersion Codes
9.2.1 System Model
In this section, we commence our discourse with the detailed description of the proposed twin-
layer CLDCs based on the AF cooperation protocol, noting that this philosophy may be readily318 9. Cooperative Space-Time Block Codes
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Figure 9.2: Schematic of the cooperation-aided uplink system employing the twin-layer Cooperative Lin-
ear Dispersion Codes (CLDCs).
extended to DF and CF strategies. An UpLink (UL) scenario in a cellular network is considered,
as exempliﬁed in Figure 9.1, where a source node communicates with the BS having N receive
antennas with the aid of M independent relays. For simplicity, each cooperating node is assumed
to equip with a single transmit antenna, although multiple antenna aided nodes may also be
incorporated into the proposed CLDCs.
Figure 9.2 portrays the schematic of the cooperation-aided uplink system based on the proposed
twin-layer CLDCs. As seen in Figure 9.2, each transmission block consists of two intervals, namely
the broadcast interval and the cooperation interval. During the broadcast interval T1, the source
broadcasts an UL information bearing vector K = [s1,...,sQ]T containing Q L-PSK symbols to the
relay nodes using CLDC’s the ﬁrst-layer dispersion matrix, which will be detailed in Section 9.2.3.
During the cooperation interval T2, the relays form a virtual antenna array and cooperatively
transmit a space-time codeword S2 of Figure 9.2 to the BS based on CLDC’s second-layer dispersion
matrices. Hence, the twin-layer CLDC scheme of Figure 9.2 based on the AF strategy can be
fully speciﬁed by the parameters (MNTQ), provided that the total number of channel uses T
obeys T = T1 + T2. Throughout our investigations, a side-by-side comparison of the twin-layer
cooperative CLDC(MNTQ) scheme and the corresponding co-located LDC(MNTQ) arrangement
of Figure 9.3 is provided.
9.2.2 System Assumptions
In this section, we outline our assumptions stipulated, in order to make the twin-layer CLDC
scheme of Figure 9.2 as practical as possible. The assumptions and their rationale are summarized
as follows:
• All the relays of Figure 9.2 are assumed to transmit synchronously. Time-synchronous trans-
missions can be accomplished, when the relative delays between the relays are signiﬁcantly
shorter than the symbol duration. Solutions designed for asynchronous cooperations have
been proposed by a number authors [381] [382], but this issue is beyond the scope of our









      




Figure 9.3: Schematic of a co-located uplink MIMO system using Linear Dispersion Codes (LDCs).
• All the nodes of Figure 9.2 are assumed to have a single antenna and hence operate in
half-duplex mode, i.e. at any point of time, a node can either transmit or receive. This
constraint is imposed, in order to prevent the high-power transmit signal from contaminating
the low-power received signal, for example, by the non-linear distortion-induced out-of-bound
emissions routinely encountered at the transmitter. This may even potentially mislead the
Automatic Gain Control (AGC) AGC of the receiver into believing that a high-level signal
was received, which would block the useful received signal arriving at a low power;
• All the relays of Figure 9.2 transmit and receive on the same frequency as the source node,
in order to avoid wasting or occupying additional bandwidth;
• No communication is permitted between the relays, in an eﬀort to minimize the total net-
work traﬃc. The relays may use the same unallocated time-slot for their reception and
transmission;
• Since the simple AF strategy is adopted, only linear combination operations are performed
at the relays before retransmitting the signals dispersed to the cooperating MIMO elements
to the BS, which will be explicitly shown in the context of Equation (9.13);
• The BS seen in Figure 9.2 is equipped with N receive antennas. Moreover, the BS is assumed
to have the knowledge of perfect CSI for all the wireless links, i.e. it knows H1 and H2 of



















where hm denotes the CIR between the source and the m-th relay of the broadcast interval
and gn
m denotes the CIR between the m-th relay and the n-th receive antenna of the BS
during the cooperation interval, and we have m = (1,...,M) and n = (1,...,N);
• All the channel matrices H1 and H2 of Figure 9.2 are assumed to be representing quasi-
static Rayleigh-fading, i.e. the channel gains remain constant during T time slots and change
independently at the beginning of the next. Furthermore, the channels gains are assumed
to be spatially independent, while having a unit variance. Therefore, the resultant virtual
antenna array elements can be considered to be subjected to perfectly independent fading.
By contrast, the co-located MIMO elements of Figure 9.3 typically suﬀer from a certain
degree of spatial correlation, owing to their insuﬃcient spatial separation;320 9. Cooperative Space-Time Block Codes
• We conﬁne the total number of channel uses of the twin-layer CLDC scheme of Figure 9.2 to
T, where T = T1 + T2. Hence, by appropriately adjusting the parameters T1 or T2, diﬀerent
degrees of freedom can be provided for the broadcast interval as well as for the cooperation
interval;
• At any given time, the total transmit power of the twin-layer CLDC scheme of Figure 9.2 is
normalized to unity. More explicitly, the source transmits at unit power during the broadcast
interval, but keeps silent during the cooperation interval. On the other hand, after listening
for T1 time slots, each relay transmits a signal vector with the power of
1
M
in order to exploit
the next unallocated T2 time slots. Since M number of relays are involved in the cooperation,
the total power remains unity during the cooperation interval.
9.2.3 Mathematical Representations
Based on the assumptions outlined in Section 9.2.2, we are now ready to provide a more insightful
description of the twin-layer CLDC model of Figure 9.2. When a user intends to transmit data,
the BS ﬁrstly functions as a control unit and selects a group of nearby users in order to assist the
source node’s UL transmission. More speciﬁcally, the BS assigns a dispersion matrix χ1 obeying
Equation (9.4) to the source node in order to enable its UL transmission during the broadcast
interval. Each relay also receives a diﬀerent dispersion matrix Bm obeying Equation (9.13) from
the BS in order to attain diversity during the cooperation interval. These control information
transmissions are necessary for initializing the cooperation-aided UL transmission of the source
node.
Since the distance between the relays is typically far lower than the distance to the source, we





where σSR denotes the corresponding noise variance at the relays. During the cooperation interval,
each relay transmits at a power of
1
M
, which implies that the total transmit power is evenly





where σRB is the noise variance at the BS.
In the ﬁrst stage of the cooperation-aided communication, namely the broadcast interval
occupying T1 time slots, the source node encodes each L-PSK modulated information vector

































      
S1 = χ1K, (9.4)
where the ﬁrst-layer dispersion matrix χ1 ∈ ζT1×Q is responsible for dispersing the information
vector K to all the T1 temporal dimensions. According to the power constraint, the transmission
vector is normalized to E{tr(S
H
1 S1)} = T1, which requires the dispersion matrix χ1 to satisfy
tr(χH
1 χ1) = T1. (9.5)9.2.3. Mathematical Representations 321
At the m-th relay, the corresponding receive vector Rm = [r1
m,...,rT1
m ]T becomes
Rm = hmS1 + Vm. (9.6)
































      
R = ¯ H1S1 + ¯ V1, (9.7)
where R = [R1,...,RM]T and ¯ V1 ∈ ζMT1×1 denotes the combined noise vector having a variance
of σSR. The equivalent channel matrix ¯ H1 ∈ ζMT1×T1 of Equation (9.7) can be represented by
¯ H1 = H1 ⊗ I, (9.8)
where I denotes an identity matrix having a size of (T1 × T1). Furthermore, by combining Equa-
tions (9.4) and (9.7), we have
R = ¯ H1χ1K + ¯ V1. (9.9)
During the cooperation interval of Figure 9.2, the relays cooperatively construct a space-time
codeword based on the pre-assigned dispersion matrices Bm of Equation (9.13) using the received
signal vectors Rm of Equation (9.6). Firstly, the energy of the received signals has to be normalized
during the broadcast interval. From Equation (9.6), we have
E{R
H
mRm} = (1 + σSR)T1. (9.10)
Thus, before performing the second-layer dispersion operations, we multiply Rm of Equation (9.6)












so that we arrive at
θ2E{R
H
mRm} = T1. (9.12)
At the m-th relay, the second-layer dispersion matrices Bm ∈ ζT2×T1 are employed to disperse the
normalized received vector θRm to the T2 available number of time slots. Hence, the m-th relay’s









































      
Zm = θ   Bm Rm, (9.13)






m (i = 1,...,T2) denotes








Therefore, the ’virtual’ space-time codeword S2 ∈ ζM×T2 of Figure 9.2 can be formed by concate-





























































































Figure 9.4: The cooperative space-time codeword S2 formulated based on Equations (9.13) and (9.15).
Observe in Equation (9.15) that each relay contributes one row of the second-layer space-time
codeword S2. Also note that each relay’s received signal Rm formulated in Equation (9.6) may
experience quite diﬀerent channel conditions, owing to experiencing i.i.d. Rayleigh fading. Further-
more, the process of forming the cooperative space-time codeword S2 for the cooperation interval
is visualized in Figure 9.4. More explicitly, the m-th relay disperses the corresponding normalized
received signal vector θRm = θ[r1
m,...,rT1
m ]T to the T2 temporal slots using the assigned disper-
sion matrix Bm obeying Equation (9.13), as seen in Figure 9.4. The resultant signal vector Zm
contributes one row the space-time codeword S2 of Equation (9.15).
At the BS, the received signal matrix Y ∈ ζN×M of Figure 9.2 becomes
Y = H2S2 + V2. (9.16)
Deﬁne the row() operation as the vertical stacking of the rows of an arbitrary matrix. Subjecting
both sides of Equation (9.16) to the row() operation gives the equivalent system matrix:
¯ Y = ¯ H2Z + ¯ V2, (9.17)
where ¯ Y ∈ ζNT2×1 and ¯ V2 ∈ ζNT2×1 denotes the noise vector having a variance of σRB. The
equivalent channel matrix ¯ H2 ∈ ζNT2×MT2 of Equation (9.17) is given by
¯ H2 = H2 ⊗ I, (9.18)9.2.4. Link Between CLDCs and LDCs 323
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 θR,
Z = χ2   θR, (9.19)
where 0 ∈ ζT2×T1 denotes a zero matrix. The equivalent second-layer Dispersion Character Matrix
(DCM) χ2 ∈ ζMT2×MT1 deﬁned in Equation (9.19) fully characterizes the transmissions during the
cooperation interval.
Further combining Equations (9.9), (9.17) and (9.19) we arrive at
¯ Y = ¯ H2Z + ¯ V2
= θ ¯ H2χ2R + ¯ V2
= θ ¯ H2χ2(¯ H1χ1K + ¯ V1) + ¯ V2
= θ ¯ H2χ2 ¯ H1χ1       
K + θ ¯ H2χ2 ¯ V1 + ¯ V2       
= ¯ HK + ¯ V. (9.20)




owing to the noise ampliﬁcation and recombination experienced at the relays. The equivalent chan-
nel matrix ¯ H ∈ ζNT2×Q of Equation (9.20) is known to the BS, since the BS has the knowledge of
the CIR matrices H1 as well as H2 of Figure 9.2 and that of the DCM pair {χ1,χ2}. Most impor-
tantly, Equation (9.20) demonstrates that the twin-layer CLDC structure originally formulated in
Equations (9.4) and (9.13) can be merged into a ’single’ equivalent channel matrix.




0 on both sides of Equation (9.20). Hence, the ML estimation of the transmitted symbol
vector K = [s1,...,sQ]T can be written as
¯ K = arg{min(||σ
− 1
2





where Kf denotes all the possible combinations of the Q transmitted symbols.
9.2.4 Link Between CLDCs and LDCs
This section aims for characterizing the fundamental link between the LDCs designed for the co-
located MIMO systems of Figure 9.3 and the CLDCs contrived for the cooperative MIMO systems
of Figure 9.2. The similarities as well as the diﬀerences between the LDCs and the CLDCs are
summarized in Table 9.1 and a range of remarks is oﬀered as follows.
• The LDCs of Figure 9.3 employ M number of transmit antennas, whereas the CLDCs of
Figure 9.2 form an identical-size virtual antenna array with the aid of M relays selected by
the BS;
• In both scenarios, the UL receiver of the BS is assumed to have N receive antennas;
• The LDCs of Figure 9.3 occupy a total of T channel slots per space-time block. For the
sake of a fair comparison, the twin-layer CLDCs also span T = T1 +T2 time slots per block.
More explicitly, the broadcast interval having T1 slots is employed for the relays to receive
the source information, whereas T2 time slots are used for the cooperation phase;324 9. Cooperative Space-Time Block Codes
Table 9.1: Comparison of the LDCs of Figure 9.3 and the CLDCs of Figure 9.2.
LDCs of Figure 9.3 CLDCs of Figure 9.2
M Number of transmit antennas Number of relays
N Number of receive antennas Number of receive antennas
T Time slots per LDC block T = T1 + T2
Q Number of symbols Number of symbols
R RLDC = Q/T RCLDC = Q/T
K Perfect knowledge Obtained using Equation (9.6)
DCM χ {χ1,χ2}
Equivalent ¯ Hχ of ¯ H2χ2 ¯ H1χ1 of
channel matrix Equation (7.15) Equation (9.20)
LDC CLDC
Co-located MIMOs Cooperative MIMOs
χ {χ1,χ2}
Twin-layer structure
Figure 9.5: Link between LDCs designed for co-located MIMO systems and twin-layer CLDCs designed
for cooperative MIMO systems.
• The symbol rate of both the LDCs and CLDCs is deﬁned as R =
Q
T
, where Q is the number
of L-PSK symbols transmitted per space-time block;
• When constructing the symbol vector K = [s1,...,sQ]T, each transmit antenna element of
the LDCs of Figure 9.3 has direct access to the Q number of L-PSK symbols. In contrast, the
CLDCs of Figure 9.2 only have access to the potentially channel-contaminated version of K
received during the broadcast interval using Equation (9.6). We will characterize the CLDCs’
BER performance in Figure 9.7, when the relays have diﬀerently contaminated information
vectors of K;
• LDCs can be fully characterized by a single DCM χ, as extensively demonstrated in Chap-
ter 7. By contrast, the CLDCs are characterized by a DCM pair {χ1,χ2}, which was given
in Equations (9.4) and (9.19), respectively, owing to the twin-layer structure shown in Fig-
ure 9.2. The twin-layer structure portrays the fundamental design diﬀerence between LDCs
and CLDCs, and this relationship is explicitly shown in Figure 9.5;
• The LDCs’ equivalent channel model of Equation (7.15) implies transmitting the symbol
vector K through the channel characterized by the equivalent channel matrix ¯ Hχ. Similarly,
Equation (9.20) indicates that the CLDCs transmit the symbol vector K through the channel
characterized by the equivalent channel matrix ¯ H2χ2 ¯ H1χ1. More explicitly, the DCM χ1
of Equation (9.4) together with the CIR matrix ¯ H1 of Equation (9.8) characterizes the
transmission during the broadcast interval, while the cooperation interval is characterized by
the DCM χ2 of Equation (9.19) as well as by ¯ H2 of Equation (9.18).
Observe furthermore in Equations (7.15) and (9.20) that both LDCs and CLDCs obey a similar
equivalent system structure, where the equivalent CIR matrix is determined by the channel CIR
experienced and the speciﬁc DCM employed. Recall from Section 7.2.4 that we optimized the
LDCs’ DCM χ based on the DCMC capacity of Equation (7.23) using the corresponding equivalent9.2.5. Performance Results 325
Table 9.2: System parameters for the CLDC schemes of Figure 9.2.
Number of relays M
Number of antenna per relay 1
Number of antennas at BS N
Total channel uses T = T1 + T2
Number of symbols per CLDC block Q
SNR (dB) ρSR = ρRB
Modulation BPSK
Mapping Gray mapping
Detector ML of Equation (9.21)
channel matrix of Equation (7.15). Similarly, for a CLDC scheme, we are looking for the particular
pair of DCMs {χ1,χ2} that maximizes the DCMC capacity of Equation (7.23). Accordingly, all
the DCM pairs {χ1,χ2} used in this chapter are listed in Appendix F.
9.2.5 Performance Results
In this section, we present our simulation results for a number of CLDC schemes obeying the
structure of Figure 9.2, which are associated with parameters (MNTQ). In most of our simulations,
we set the SNR ρSR experienced at the relays to the SNR ρRB recorded at the BS and the resultant
BER performance is plotted against ρRB. However, the scenarios where ρSR  = ρRB are also
characterized in Figure 9.9. All the system parameters are listed in Table 9.2, unless otherwise
stated.
Figure 9.6 characterizes the BER of a family of CLDCs having M = 4, N = 1, T = 8 and T = 3
as well as using diﬀerent T1 and T2 values, when transmitting over uncorrelated i.i.d. Rayleigh-
fading channels. Since we set the total number of channel uses per CLDC block to a relatively high
value of T = 8, we are able to vary the resource allocation by employing diﬀerent T1 and T2 values
during the broadcast and cooperation intervals. Observe in Figure 9.6 that the best achievable
BER performance was recorded, when we have T1 = 2 and T2 = 6. This phenomenon is related to
the achievable cooperative diversity gain of the CLDC schemes of Figure 9.2.
More explicitly, observe in Figure 9.2 that during the broadcast interval, only ﬁrst-order diver-
sity can be achieved, because each cooperating node is equipped with a single antenna. During the
cooperation interval, the space-time transmission matrix S2 of Equation (9.15) is formed across the
relays, which potentially facilitates a spatial diversity order of N   min(M,T2) according to Theo-
rem 3 of Chapter 7. Observe in Figure 9.6 that when we have T2 ≥ (M = 4), the CLDCs achieve a
cooperative diversity order of D ≈ 4. The achievable performance is not exactly identical to that
of fourth-order diversity, since the relays only have access to the noisy version of the transmitted
information. When we have (T2 = 1,2,3) < M, D ≈ 1,2,3 can be observed from Figure 9.6,
respectively. Again, observe in Figure 9.6 that the CLDC(4183) scheme having T1 = 2 and T2 = 6
exhibits the best BER performance, since it guaranteed the maximum achievable cooperative di-
versity order provided by the cooperation interval as well as protected the signals received by the
relays during the broadcast interval. Figure 9.6 also plots the BER of the LDC(4183) scheme of
Figure 9.3 designed for the co-located MIMO system as our benchmarker. Observe in Figure 9.6
that an SNR gap of 8.3dB is recorded at BER= 10−4 between the BER curves of the LDC(4183)
scheme and the CLDC(4183) arrangement having T1 = 2 and T2 = 6. The non-cooperative LDC
scheme outperformed its cooperative counterpart, which is predominantly owing to the imperfect
reception of the source data by the relays during the broadcast phase. A further reason is that only
a reduced number of slots is available for increasing the diversity gain during the cooperation phase326 9. Cooperative Space-Time Block Codes










































Figure 9.6: BER comparison of a group of CLDCs obeying the architecture of Figure 9.2 having M = 4,
N = 1, T = 8 and Q = 3 while using diﬀerent T1 and T2 values, when transmitting over
uncorrelated i.i.d. Rayleigh-fading channels. All the system parameters were summarized in
Table 9.2.
owing to dedicating T1 = 2 slots to the broadcast phase, which imposes further SNR penalties.
In order to further explain this SNR gap in more quantitative terms, in Figure 9.7 we plot
the BER performance of the CLDC(4183) scheme having T1 = 2 and T2 = 6, when transmitting
over perfect broadcast channels or AWGN as well as over noisy Rayleigh-faded source-to-relay
channels. The channels between the relays and the BS are assumed to be uncorrelated i.i.d.
Rayleigh-fading channels. When we have perfect source-to-relay links, namely the relays have
access to the perfect source information, the CLDC(4183) scheme suﬀers about 1.8dB SNR penalty
in comparison to the LDC(4183) benchmarker, since only T2 = 6 time slots are employed for the
cooperative transmission scenario compared to T = 8 slots available for the co-located MIMO
systems. When the source-to-relay links are LOS AWGN channels, the associated SNR penalty in
comparison to the LDC(4183) benchmarker increases only modestly to 3.3dB. Finally, when each
relay’s received signals Rm formulated in Equation (9.6) suﬀers further, owing to experiencing
independent Rayleigh fading, the SNR gap widens more dramatically to 8.3dB. It worth noting at
this stage that owing to the crucial impact of the broadcast phase integrity on the overall BER
performance, it is anticipated that the best combination of T1 and T2 has the potential of improving
the overall BER performance.
The BER performance gap between the CLDCs and the corresponding LDCs illustrated in
Figure 9.6 was investigated under small-scale Rayleigh fading conditions. However, when the
transmitted signals are subjected to large-scale fading eﬀects, i.e. shadow fading, the cooperative
MIMO system has the potential to outperform its co-located MIMO system counterpart. More
particularly, Figure 9.8 characterizes the BER performance of the LDC(4183) scheme following
the schematic of Figure 9.3, when communicating over uncorrelated i.i.d. Rayleigh faded channels
contaminated by large-scale shadow fading. The shadow fading eﬀect is modelled to have log-
normal distribution [383], which can be written as:
hslow = 10
¯ hs/10, (9.22)
where ¯ hs is a random Gaussian variable with zero mean and standard deviation Ω (dB).9.2.5. Performance Results 327























CLDC(4183), Relay links(Rayleigh+ AWGN)
Figure 9.7: BER of the CLDC(4183) scheme of Figure 9.2 having T1 = 2 and T2 = 6. The source-to-
relay channels were assumed to be either perfect, or a LOS AWGN or worse-case Rayleigh
channels. The relay-to-BS channels remain uncorrelated i.i.d. Rayleigh-fading channels. All
the system parameters were summarized in Table 9.2.



















LDC(4183), no shadow fading
CLDC(4183), no shadow fading
LDC(4183), Ω = 0dB
LDC(4183), Ω = 3dB
LDC(4183), Ω = 5dB
LDC(4183), Ω = 6dB
Figure 9.8: BER of the LDC(4183) scheme following the schematic of Figure 9.3, when communicating
over uncorrelated i.i.d. Rayleigh faded channels contaminated by large-scale shadow fading
governed by Ω.328 9. Cooperative Space-Time Block Codes





































Figure 9.9: BER of the CLDC(4183) scheme of Figure 9.2 having T1 = 2 and T2 = 6, when communicat-
ing over uncorrelated i.i.d. Rayleigh faded channels at an SNR of ρSR and ρRB, respectively.
All the system parameters were summarized in Table 9.2.
Observe in Figure 9.8 that when the shadow fading is insigniﬁcant, i.e. we have Ω = 0dB,
the LDC(4183) scheme maintains the diversity order of D ≈ 4, although suﬀering approximately
1.4dB SNR penalty compared to the scenario in the absence of shadowing. When we have Ω = 6dB,
the achievable diversity order is reduced to D = 1, since all the communication channels tend to
experience the same shadow fading. By contrast, the cooperative MIMO systems can eliminate the
shadow fading eﬀect by appropriately choosing a group of relays to assist their transmissions, as
illustrated in Figure 9.1. Hence, Figure 9.8 demonstrates that the CLDC(4183) scheme is capable
of oﬀering more reliable transmissions than its co-located counterpart, when large-scale fading
eﬀects dominate the BER performance.
Figure 9.9 shows the BER performance of the CLDC(4183) scheme of Figure 9.2 having T1 = 2
and T2 = 6, when the source-to-relay Rayleigh fading channels have an SNR of ρSR, while the relay-
to-BS Rayleigh fading channels have an SNR of ρRB. We use the BER curve of the CLDC(4183)
scheme having ρSR = ρRB as the benchmarker, which was previously recorded in Figure 9.6. When
we have ρSR = ∞, namely the source-to-relay links are Rayleigh fading channels without AWGN,
the resultant BER curve exhibits 1.2dB SNR gain over the benchmarker. When we gradually
decrease the value of ρSR, an error ﬂoor begins to emerge, owing to the noise of the broadcast
interval formulated in Equation (9.20). Again, Figure 9.9 evidences the importance of the received
signals’ integrity at relays.
Figure 9.10 quantiﬁes the BER performance of a group of CLDCs having M = 4, N = 1,
T = 8 and Q = 1,2,3,4,5, when transmitting over uncorrelated i.i.d. Rayleigh-fading channels.
Previously, Figure 9.6 has demonstrated that the achievable BER performance is seriously aﬀected
by the integrity of the source-to-relay channels, depending on the speciﬁc choice of T1 and T2
values. Similar to Figure 9.6, we are capable of appropriately conﬁguring a speciﬁc CLDC(418Q)
scheme by characterizing all the possible T1 and T2 combinations and then choosing the particular
conﬁguration exhibiting the best achievable BER performance. A group of CLDCs conﬁgured
using this method is listed in Table 9.3, while their BER performance is shown in Figure 9.10.
Furthermore, observe in Table 9.3 that all the CLDCs maintain T2 > M, which potentially enables
the CLDCs to achieve the maximum cooperative diversity order. When the value of Q is gradually9.2.5. Performance Results 329



































Figure 9.10: BER comparison of a group of CLDCs obeying the structure of Figure 9.2 having M = 4,
N = 1, T = 8 and Q = 1,2,3,4,5, when transmitting over uncorrelated i.i.d. Rayleigh-
fading channels. All the system parameters were summarized in Table 9.2.
Table 9.3: The best combination of T1 and T2 values for a group of CLDCs obeying the structure of
Figure 9.2 having M = 4, N = 1, T = 8 and Q = 1,2,3,4,5.
T T1 T2 Diversity
CLDC(4181) 8 2 6 ≈ 4
CLDC(4182) 8 2 6 ≈ 4
CLDC(4183) 8 2 6 ≈ 4
CLDC(4184) 8 2 6 ≈ 4
CLDC(4185) 8 3 5 ≈ 4
increased, more time slots are necessary for the broadcast interval T1 in order to increase the level
of protection provided for the symbols received at the relays.
Figure 9.11 characterizes a group of CLDCs obeying the structure of Figure 9.2 having M = 4,
N = 1, T = 2,4,6,8 and Q = 3, when transmitting over uncorrelated i.i.d. Rayleigh-fading
channels. Observe in Figure 9.11 that when the total number of slots available decreased from
T = 8 to 4, the CLDC(4143) scheme having T1 = 1 and T2 = 3 exhibits a maximum diversity
order of D ≈ 3, since the cooperative diversity order is bounded by N   min(M,T2). When we
have T1 = 1 and T2 = 1 corresponding to T = 2, the resultant CLDC(4123) scheme can only
attain a cooperative diversity order of D = 1, despite the fact that M = 4 relays were employed
to assist the cooperation-aided transmission. Again, Figure 9.11 demonstrates that the maximum
achievable cooperative diversity order of a CLDC(MNTQ) scheme is determined by both the total
number of time slots T available and the number of relays M.
Figure 9.12 characterizes a group of CLDCs obeying the structure of Figure 9.2 having M = 4,
N = 1,2,3, T = 8 and Q = 3 using T1 = 2 as well as T2 = 6, when communicating over uncorrelated
i.i.d. Rayleigh-fading channels. As expected, when the BS employs more receive antennas, the
maximum achievable diversity order can be signiﬁcantly improved as a beneﬁt of the well-known330 9. Cooperative Space-Time Block Codes






















2=6, D ≈ 4
CLDC(4163), T
1=2, T
2=4, D ≈ 4
CLDC(4143), T
1=1, T
2=3, D ≈ 3
CLDC(4123), T
1=1, T
2=1, D ≈ 1
Figure 9.11: BER comparison of a group of CLDCs obeying the structure of Figure 9.2 and using M = 4,
N = 1, T = 2,4,6,8 and Q = 3, when transmitting over uncorrelated i.i.d. Rayleigh-fading
channels. All the system parameters were summarized in Table 9.2.




















N=3, D ≈ 12
N=2, D ≈ 8
N=1, D ≈ 4
Figure 9.12: BER comparison of a group of CLDCs following the schematic of Figure 9.2 having M = 4,
N = 1,2,3, T = 8 and Q = 3 using T1 = 2 as well as T2 = 6, when transmitting over
uncorrelated i.i.d. Rayleigh-fading channels. All the system parameters were summarized
in Table 9.2.9.2.5. Performance Results 331




















M=4, D ≈ 4,  (T1=2, T2=6)
M=3, D ≈ 3,  (T1=2, T2=6)
M=2, D ≈ 2,  (T1=3, T2=5)
Figure 9.13: BER comparison of a group of CLDCs obeying the structure of Figure 9.2 having M =
2,3,4, N = 1, T = 8 and Q = 3, when transmitting over uncorrelated i.i.d. Rayleigh-fading
channels. All the system parameters were summarized in Table 9.2.
receive diversity gain. In fact, for this family of CLDCs, Figure 9.12 suggests that a cooperative
diversity order of D ≈ 4,8,12 can be achieved, when increase the value of N from 1 to 3.
Figure 9.13 attempts to characterize CLDCs’ ability to provide cooperative diversity for the
conﬁguration of M = 2,3,4, N = 1, T = 8 and Q = 3, when transmitting over uncorrelated
i.i.d. Rayleigh-fading channels. Observe in Figure 9.13 that a diversity order of D ≈ 2,3,4 can
be achieved with the aid of M = 2,3,4 relays, respectively, provided that maintaining T2 > M is
guaranteed. Recall from Figure 9.6 that the CLDC(4183) scheme of Table 9.3 constitutes the best
conﬁguration, when we have T1 = 2 and T2 = 6. On the other hand, observe in Figure 9.13 that
the CLDC(2183) scheme achieves the best performance, when we have T1 = 3 and T2 = 5.
In Figure 9.14, we characterize the eﬀective throughput of a family of CLDCs employing the
parameter of M = 2,3,4, N = 1, T = 8 and Q = 1,2,3,4 recorded at BER = 10−4, when
transmitting over uncorrelated i.i.d. Rayleigh-fading channels, where the throughput is calculated
as C = log2(L)   RCLDC. The increase of the eﬀective throughput was achieved by transmitting
more symbols Q per CLDC block and BPSK modulation was employed by all the schemes. The
eﬀective throughput achieved by the corresponding group of LDCs with/without shadowing is also
shown as the benchmarker. Similarly, the eﬀective throughput achieved by a group of CLDCs
employing diﬀerent number of receive antennas N = 1,2,3, while having the parameter of M = 4,
T = 8 and Q = 1,2,3,4 is quantiﬁed in Figure 9.15. Observe in Figures 9.14 and 9.15 that
CLDCs outperform the corresponding LDCs, when encountering large-scale shadowing governed
by Ω = 6dB.
Finally, Table 9.4 lists the coding gains of a family of CLDCs obeying the structure of Fig-
ure 9.2 and the corresponding LDCs having the structure of Figure 9.3, when having an eﬀective
throughput of 0.5 (bits/sym/Hz) as well as using BPSK modulation. The coding gain was deﬁned
as the SNR diﬀerence, at a BER of 10−4 between various LDCs/CLDCs and a single-antenna aided
system having the same eﬀective throughput. Observe in Table 9.4 that the achieve coding gains
gradually increase with the number of relays and the family of LDCs having co-located MIMO
elements suﬀers a substantial SNR penalty in the presence of shadowing.332 9. Cooperative Space-Time Block Codes




















































Figure 9.14: Eﬀective throughput of a family of CLDCs obeying the structure of Figure 9.2 having
M = 2,3,4, N = 1, T = 8 and Q = 1,2,3,4 and the corresponding LDCs with/without
shadowing, when transmitting over uncorrelated i.i.d. Rayleigh-fading channels. All the
system parameters were summarized in Table 9.2.




















































Figure 9.15: Eﬀective throughput of a family of CLDCs obeying the structure of Figure 9.2 having
M = 4, N = 1,2,3, T = 8 and Q = 1,2,3,4 and the corresponding LDCs with/without
shadowing, when transmitting over uncorrelated i.i.d. Rayleigh-fading channels. All the
system parameters were summarized in Table 9.2.9.3. IRCC-coded Precoder-Aided CLDCs 333
Table 9.4: Coding gain comparison of a family of CLDCs obeying the structure of Figure 9.2 and the
corresponding LDCs having the structure of Figure 9.3, which are extracted from Figures 9.14
and 9.15, when having an eﬀective throughput of 0.5 (bits/sym/Hz) as well as using BPSK
modulation.
CLDC Coding LDC Coding Gain Coding Gain
M N T Q Gain M N T Q no shadowing Ω = 6dB
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. . . 3
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9.3 IRCC-coded Precoder-Aided CLDCs
The ’coded-cooperative’ schemes proposed in [131] and [139] were based on the DF cooperation
strategy, which requires the relays to perform either hard or soft decoding. However, the DF-based
coded-cooperative schemes have two impediments. Firstly, the power consumption of the relays
used for the decoding as well as for transmitting the re-encoded data may be quite signiﬁcant.
Secondly, the resultant overall delay at the ﬁnal destination may become excessive, which renders
the support of delay-sensitive real-time interactive applications, such as video telephony infeasible.
In this section, we propose a novel IRCC aided IrRegular Precoded Cooperative Linear Dis-
persion Code (IR-PCLDC) scheme based on the AF protocol [121]. The proposed scheme be-
comes capable of operating at reduced SNRs as a beneﬁt of adopting the sophisticated irregular
near-capacity code-design principles of Section 7.5. More explicitly, we have demonstrated in Sec-
tion 7.5.2 that the irregular design principles are applicable to both the inner and outer code.
However, if only the inner code employs the irregular design, the resultant scheme may fail to
closely approach the achievable capacity. Hence, we argued in the context of Figures 7.48 and 8.25
that irregularity should be imposed on both the inner code and the outer code, in order to achieve
the best possible performance at an acceptable complexity.
The proposed scheme only requires the relays to perform low-complexity, low-delay linear com-
bining according to Equation (9.13), rather than DF operations. Figure 9.16 portrays the schematic
of the proposed IRCC-coded IR-PCLDC scheme using iterative decoding, where memory-1 unit-
rate precoders are employed. Compared to the IRCC-coded IR-PLDC scheme of Figure 7.48
designed for co-located MIMO systems, the schematic of Figure 9.16 employs a group of CLDCs
for the relay-aided system’s twin-phase transmissions. Owing to the striking similarity observed in
Figures 9.16 and 7.48, our design methodology will be similar to that described in Section 7.5.3,
which is appropriately adopted for the IRCC-coded IR-PCLDCs employing in a cooperative MIMO
system. Hence, in this section we will focus our attention on the proposed irregular system’s fea-
tures imposed by the twin-layer structure, rather than on the similarities with respect to the
irregular co-located MIMO systems.
9.3.1 EXIT Chart Based IR-PCLDC Design
In this section, we will describe the BPSK-modulated IRCC-coded IR-PCLDC scheme of Fig-
ure 9.16 having P = 10 component codes, where the IRCC employs Pout = 6 outer and the
IR-PCLDC has Pin = 4 inner component codes, respectively. More explicitly, an IRCC scheme
having a component rate of Ri,IRCC = [0.1, 0.25, 0.4, 0.55, 0.7, 0.9] is adopted, where the corre-334 9. Cooperative Space-Time Block Codes
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Figure 9.16: Schematic of the IRCC-coded IR-PCLDC scheme using iterative decoding.
Table 9.5: The Pin = 4 component codes of the BPSK modulated IR-PCLDC scheme of Figure 9.16
generated for the cooperative MIMO system of Figure 9.2 having M = 4 and N = 1.
Index M N T T1 T2 Q Rate D Inner Iterations (j)
0 4 1 8 2 6 1 0.125 ≈ 4 0
1
. . .
. . . 8 2 6 2 0.25 ≈ 4 1
2
. . .
. . . 8 2 6 3 0.375 ≈ 4 1
3
. . .
. . . 8 2 6 4 0.5 ≈ 4 2
Table 9.6: The Pin = 4 component codes of the BPSK modulated IR-PLDC scheme of Figure 7.48
generated for the co-located MIMO system of Figure 9.3 having M = 4 and N = 1 antennas.
Index M N T Q Rate D Inner Iterations (j)
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Table 9.7: System parameters of the IRCC-coded IR-PCLDC scheme of Figure 9.16.
Number of relays M = 4
Number of antennas per relay 1
Number of antennas at the BS N = 1
Total number of slots T1 + T2 = 8
Number of symbols per CLDC block Q
SNR at the relays (dB) ρSR = 20




sponding EXIT characteristics have been shown in Figure 7.46. The BS is assumed to have M = 4
relays to assist the source node and it employs N = 1 receive antennas, as seen in Figure 9.2.
All the system parameters are listed in Table 9.7. As usual in irregular code design, we have to
determine the speciﬁc fraction of the input bits to be encoded by each of the component codes,
so that the corresponding inner and outer code’s EXIT curves match each other as closely as
possible. This design philosophy was detailed in the context of Figures 7.49 of Section 7.5.2.
Table 9.5 lists the group of CLDCs used as the component codes of the IR-PCLDC scheme
obeying the structure of Figure 9.16. The number of inner iterations (j) listed in Table 9.5
refers to the iterations carried out between the unity-rate precoder’s decoder and the MMSE
detector of Figure 9.16. Accordingly, Precoded Cooperative Linear Dispersion Codes (PCLDCs)
of Figure 9.16 are constituted by memory-1 unity-rate precoders and CLDCs having parameters
(MNTQ). Furthermore, Table 9.6 constructs a group of LDCs having identical parameters to the
CLDCs of Table 9.5, which will be employed as the component codes of the IRCC-coded IR-PLDC
scheme of Figure 7.48. Hence, we are able to carry out a fair comparison between the irregular
system of Figure 9.16 invoked in cooperative MIMO systems and the corresponding irregular system
of Figure 7.48 designed for co-located MIMO systems.
Figure 9.17 characterizes the EXIT charts of the BPSK-modulated PCLDC(4183) scheme of
Table 9.5 obeying the structure of Figure 9.2, when communicating over i.i.d. Rayleigh fading
channels. Assume that the inner code’s EXIT curves can be perfectly matched by the EXIT curves
of an outer code at any SNR ρRB, then the maximum achievable rate of a serial concatenated
scheme can be approximated by evaluating the area under the EXIT curves. Given the rate of the
inner block Rin, the maximum achievable rate is expressed as:
C(ρRB) = log2(L)   Rin   Rout, (9.23)
where Rout is approximated by the area under the inner code’s EXIT curve [303] and L-PSK mod-
ulation is used. Note that in Sections 7.4.2 and 8.6.1, we have explicitly shown that there may be
a potential maximum achievable rate gap, when it is measured before and after the unit-rate pre-
coder. The associated gap can be closed by employing inner iterations (j), which has been shown
in Figures 7.27 and 8.26. Similarly, there may be a potential gap between the maximum achievable
rates recorded for CLDCs and PCLDCs based on each component code’s EXIT characteristic and
the associated gap can be eliminated by increasing the value of j, which will be discussed in more
detail below.
Figure 9.18 plots the maximum achievable rates of the CLDCs of Table 9.5 and the corre-
sponding PCLDCs having diﬀerent number of inner iterations j, when communicating over i.i.d.
Rayleigh fading channels. The maximum achievable rates are measured based on the EXIT charts
using Equation (9.23). When we use the PCLDC(4181) scheme, the employment of the precoder336 9. Cooperative Space-Time Block Codes
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Figure 9.17: EXIT charts of the PCLDC(4183) scheme of Table 9.5 obeying the structure of Figure 9.2,
when communicating over i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels. All the system parameters were
summarized in Table 9.7





































Figure 9.18: Maximum achievable rates of the CLDC and PCLDC schemes of Table 9.5 having diﬀerent
number of inner iterations j using an MMSE detector, when communicating over i.i.d.
Rayleigh fading channels. All the system parameters were summarized in Table 9.7.9.3.1. EXIT Chart Based IR-PCLDC Design 337





































Figure 9.19: Maximum achievable rates of the PCLDC schemes of Table 9.5 and PLDC schemes of Ta-
ble 9.6 using an MMSE detector, when communicating over i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels.
All the system parameters were summarized in Table 9.7.
does not decrease the maximum achievable rates compared to the CLDC(4181) scheme even with-
out inner iterations, i.e. at j = 0. When more symbols have to be transmitted per CLDC block,
i.e. when Q is increased, more inner iterations are necessary for the PCLDCs to approach the max-
imum achievable rates of the corresponding CLDCs. More particularly, we found from Figure 9.18
that j = 1 is adequate for both the PCLDC(4182) as well as for the PCLDC(4183) schemes and
j = 2 is suitable for the PCLDC(4183) scheme. Again, the number of inner iterations necessary
to close the maximum achievable rate gap is listed in Table 9.5.
Figure 9.19 characterizes the maximum achievable rates of the PCLDCs of Table 9.5 and the
PLDC schemes of Table 9.6, when communicating over i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels. Observe
in Figure 9.19 that the family of PCLDCs summarized in Table 9.5 suﬀers from a substantial
maximum rate loss compared to the class of its PLDC aided counterparts. Recall that the CLDC’s
equivalent system model of Equation (9.20) suggests that the combined noise term ¯ V consists of
the noise variance σSR of the broadcast phase and that of the cooperation interval, namely σRB. In
contrast, the PLDC scheme using identical parameters is only aﬀected by the noise encountered at
the BS. Again, it is the linear combination and ampliﬁcation operations of Equation (9.13) carried
out at the relays, which impose the additional noise encountered during the broadcast interval.
Naturally, the degradation imposed during the broadcast phase as characterized by σSR can be
eliminated by adopting DF related cooperation strategies, which may be able to ensure that the
relays will have access to the perfect source information.
In order to elaborate a little further, Figure 9.20 characterizes the maximum achievable rates
of the PCLDC(4183) schemes of Table 9.5, when transmitting over perfect broadcast channels,
over noisy AWGN or Rayleigh-faded source-to-relay channels having an SNR of ρSR. The relay-
to-BS channels are modelled as uncorrelated i.i.d. Rayleigh-fading channels. More explicitly, even
when the source-to-relay channels are perfect, which implies that the relays have perfect source
information, there exist a maximum achievable rate gap between the PCLDC(4183) schemes of
Table 9.5 and the PLDC(4183) arrangements of Table 9.6. This is because the PCLDC(4183)
scheme has to employ T1 = 2 time slots to broadcast the source information to the relays. In other
words, only T2 = 6 slots or channel uses are available for the eﬀective transmission of the data,338 9. Cooperative Space-Time Block Codes


































Figure 9.20: Maximum achievable rates of the PCLDC(4183) scheme of Table 9.5, when communicating
over perfect channels, noisy media or Rayleigh-faded source-to-relay channels having an
SNR of ρSR. All the system parameters were summarized in Table 9.7.
whereas the PLDC(4183) scheme is capable of exploring all the dimensions provided by the T = 8
time slots.
Observe in Figure 9.20 that when we have more realistic Rayleigh-faded source-to-relay chan-
nels having a ﬁnite SNR of ρSR = 20dB, a further maximum rate loss can be observed in Fig-
ure 9.20. Since each source-to-relay channel is independently faded and additionally corrupted by
AWGN, each relay’s received information inevitably becomes diﬀerent, which implies that each
relay will disperse potentially quite diﬀerent information to the T2 time slots, when relaying based
on Equation (9.13). When the SNR of the source-to-relay links is reduced further to ρSR = 10dB,
the associated maximum achievable rate suﬀers an additional loss compared to that recorded for
ρSR = 20dB. Observe in Figure 9.20 that the associated rate reduction persists even in the high
SNR region, owing to the inherent noise imposed during the broadcast interval.
9.3.2 Performance Results
For all the simulations, the ﬁrst interleaver of Figure 9.16 is set to a length of 106 bits and all
the simulation parameters are listed in Table 9.7. Again, we construct an identical IRCC-coded
IR-PLDC scheme using Table 9.6 as the benchmarker to quantify the achievable performance.
Our design objective is to maximize the eﬀective throughput across the widest possible SNR
range, which can be achieved by adaptively adjusting the weighting coeﬃcient vectors γ = [γ1,
...,γPout] of the IRCC scheme of Figure 7.46 and λ= [λ1,...,λPin] of the IR-PCLDC scheme,
respectively. More explicitly, an exhaustive search operation is carried out for all the possible
combinations of γ and λ in order to maximize the throughput C(ρ) = log2(L)   Rin   Rout of
Equation (9.23) under the following constraints:
• γ1 + γ2 + ... + γPout = 1;
• λ1 + λ2 + ... + λPin = 1;9.3.2. Performance Results 339





















Figure 9.21: EXIT charts and the simulation-based decoding trajectory of the IRCC-coded IR-PCLDC
scheme of Figure 9.16 recorded at ρRB = 0dB, when communicating over i.i.d. Rayleigh
fading channels. All the system parameters were summarized in Table 9.7.
• An open convergence tunnel must exist in the EXIT chart, which enables the irregular system
to achieve an inﬁnitesimally low BER using iterative decoding;
• The open EXIT tunnel area is maximized, for the sake of minimizing the number outer
iterations required.
Figure 9.21 presents the associated EXIT charts and the corresponding decoding trajectory of
our IRCC-coded IR-PCLDC scheme designed for operating at ρRB = 0dB, when communicating
over i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels. The dashed lines represent the EXIT curves of the IR-
PCLDC’s component codes of Table 9.5, while the dotted lines denote the EXIT curves for the set
of IRCC components. The solid lines represent the aggregate EXIT curves of the IRCC scheme
having the weighting coeﬃcient vector of γ= [0,0,0,0.2374,0.5036,0.2590] and the IR-PCLDC
scheme having the weighting coeﬃcient vector of λ = [0,0,0,1]. By simultaneously maximizing
the achievable rate and the open EXIT tunnel area at ρRB = 0dB, the proposed scheme becomes
capable of achieving C(0dB)= 0.3475 (bits/sym/Hz) and the optimized EXIT curves of Figure 9.21
exhibit a narrow but still open tunnel, where the decoding trajectory shows that k = 23 outer
iterations were required. The corresponding BER performance is portrayed in Figure 9.22.
By repeating the same design process as that used for ρRB = 0dB in Figures 9.21 and 9.22, we
are able to design the IRCC-coded IR-PCLDC scheme of Figure 9.16 for other operating SNR val-
ues. Figure 9.23 portrays the maximum achievable rates attained by the IRCC-coded IR-PCLDC
scheme of Figure 9.16. Each component of Figure 9.16 was designed to achieve the maximum eﬀec-
tive throughput using speciﬁc weighting coeﬃcient vectors λ and γ listed in Tables G.11 and G.12.
Furthermore, we also plot the maximum rates achieved by the IRCC-coded IR-PLDC scheme of
Figure 7.48 designed for co-located MIMO systems according to Tables G.13 and G.14. Observe in
Figure 9.23 that there is an eﬀective throughput discrepancy between the irregular system designed
for the co-located MIMO system of Figure 9.3 and the corresponding irregular scheme designed
for the cooperative MIMO arrangement of Figure 9.2. This phenomenon is also evidenced in Fig-
ure 9.19 and has been further explained in Figure 9.20. Finally, the LDC(4184) scheme’s CCMC
capacity obtained using Equation (7.9) is also provided in order to give us an idea as to how far340 9. Cooperative Space-Time Block Codes

























Figure 9.22: BER of the IRCC-coded IR-PCLDC scheme of Figure 9.16 designed for achieving an in-
ﬁnitesimally low BER at ρRB = 0dB, when communicating over i.i.d. Rayleigh fading
channels. All the system parameters were summarized in Table 9.7.































Figure 9.23: The maximum rates achieved by the IRCC-coded IR-PCLDC scheme of Figure 9.16 ac-
cording to Tables G.11 and G.12 and the corresponding IRCC-coded IR-PLDC scheme of
Figure 7.48 using Tables G.13 and G.14. All the system parameters were summarized in
Table 9.7.9.4. Conclusion 341
Table 9.8: Characteristics of Co-located MIMO systems using LDCs and Cooperative MIMO arrange-
ments using CLDCs.




Diversity N   min(M,T) ≈ N   min(M,T2)
Uncoded Small-scale fading better than CLDCs trends in Figure 9.7
Large-scale fading trends in Figure 9.8 better than LDCs
Coded
Small-scale fading better than CLDCs explained in Figure 9.20
Throughput compared in Figure 9.23
we are operating from the capacity limit.
9.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we extended the concept of LDCs designed for co-located MIMO systems in
Chapter 7 to cooperative MIMO systems. Our key ﬁndings may be summarized as follows:
• In Sections 9.2.1 to 9.2.3, we established a general framework for the cooperative MIMO
systems of Figure 9.2;
• Correspondingly, in Section 9.2.4, we have emphasized that the fundamental diﬀerence be-
tween co-located MIMO systems and cooperative MIMO systems is that the latter relies on a
twin-phase transmission regime, which provides us with a high grade of freedom in terms of
appropriately share the total number of slots between the broadcast- and cooperation-phase;
• In Section 9.2.5, we demonstrated the achievable BER performance of CLDC schemes having
various parameter combinations. The eﬀective throughput values achieved by the uncoded
CLDCs have been summarized in Figures 9.14 and 9.15 and the achievable coding gains were
listed in Table 9.4;
• In Section 9.3 we imposed irregularity on the relay-aided system based on the AF cooperation
protocol, and demonstrated that the resultant IRCC-coded IR-PCLDC scheme of Figure 9.16
becomes capable of operating at a throughput, which is close to the corresponding IR-PLDC
benchmarker as seen in Figure 9.23, while maintaining an inﬁnitesimally low BER. The
associated weighting coeﬃcient vectors λ γ were listed in Tables G.11 and G.12, respectively.
• Finally, we summarized the characteristics of both co-located MIMO systems using LDCs
and those of cooperative MIMO schemes using CLDCs in Table 9.8. Both of the schemes
are capable of supporting arbitrary (MNTQ) parameter combinations as well as employing
arbitrary modulation schemes. Furthermore, the achievable total diversity order is jointly
determined by the minimum spatial and temporal dimensions. For uncoded systems, the
LDCs outperform the CLDCs, when encountering a small-scale fading environment. By con-
trast, the CLDCs tend to function more reliably than the LDCs in the context of large-scale
fading, i.e. shadowing. The corresponding trends have been further explained in Figures 9.7
and 9.8. As far as near-capacity coded systems are concerned, which are implemented us-
ing IR-PLDCs/IR-PCLDCs, again, the eﬀective throughput gap between co-located MIMO





16-QAM 16-level Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
3G Third generation
8-PSK 8-level Phase Shift Keying
AGM Anti-Gray Mapping
APP A Posteriori Probability
AWGN Additive White Gaussian Noise
BEC Binary Erasure Channel
BER Bit error ratio, the number of the bits received incorrectly
BICM Bit-Interleaved Coded Modulation
BICM-ID Bit-Interleaved Coded Modulation with Iterative decoding
BPS Bits per modulated symbol
BPSK Binary Phase Shift Keying
BSA Binary Switching Algorithm
CCMC Continuous-input Continuous-output Memoryless Channel
CCSDS Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems
CDMA Code-Division Multiple-Access
CSI Channel State Information
DCMC Discrete-input Continuous-output Memoryless Channel
DMC Discrete Memoryless Channel
DSTBC Diﬀerential Space-Time Block Coding
D4 The lattice corresponding to the sphere packing having the best mini-
mum Euclidean distance in the four-dimensional real-valued Euclidean
space R4
EXIT EXtrinsic Information Transfer
631632 Glossary
Eb/N0 Ratio of bit energy to noise power spectral density
FFT Fast Fourier Transform
GF Galois Field
GM Gray Mapping
i.i.d. Independent and Identically Distributed
IRCC Irregular Convolutional Code
ISI Intersymbol Interference
LDPC Low Density Parity Check
LLR Log-Likelihood Ratio
MAP Maximum A Posteriori




PDF Probability Density Function
PSK Phase Shift Keying
QAM Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
QAP Quadratic Assignment Problem
QPSK Quadrature Phase Shift Keying
RA Repeat-Accumulate
RSC Recursive Systematic Convolutional
RTS Reactive Tabu Search
SISO Soft-Input Soft-Output
SNR Signal to Noise Ratio, noise energy compared to the signal energy
SP Sphere Packing
SP-SER Sphere Packing Symbol Error Ratio
SPSI Sphere Packing Symbol Invariant
ST Space-Time
ST-SER Space-Time Symbol Error Rate
STBC Space-Time Block Coding
STBC-SP Space-Time Block Coding using Sphere Packing modulation
STC Space-Time Coding
STP Space-Time ProcessingGlossary 633
STTC Space-Time Trellis Coding
TCM Trellis Coded Modulation
V-BLAST Vertical Bell Laboratories Layered Space-Time
WLAN Wireless Local Area Network
ZF Zero ForcingBibliography
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